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Abstract
The theory and practice of marketing has encountered some fundamental changes in the past and will continue to do so in the future. In the last two decades organisations have increasingly been focussing on how to relate to their markets. One response to this complexity of the marketing environment has been Relationship Marketing (RM). While the benefits of long-term and trusting relationships with consumers have generally been accepted, many organisations struggle to establish and/or maintain relationships with their consumers. One of the reasons for this is that the implications of the consumers’ perspective with regards to their relationships with organisations have not been investigated and are missing from the current literature. In acknowledgement, this research explored consumers’ perspectives and experiences of their relationships with organisations, in particular, with reference to financial and travel and tourism organisations. 

The study employed an interpretive approach to research using qualitative methods to identify the key dimensions involved in interactions with organisations from a consumer’s perspective. Discussion groups and in-depth interviews were carried out with members of staff of educational institutions and clubs and societies of Bournemouth. 

Key findings showed that the word ‘relationship’ caused confusion in meaning with respect to organisations due to the personal connotations that consumers associate with the word. Consumers distinguish between relationships at an emotional level (relational) and at a behavioural level (transactional). The latter was perceived to occur in relationships with organisations as opposed to the more emotional level taking place in personal relationships. In addition, a relationship moves through different phases (relationship flower) which are interlinked and involves key dimensions like trust (emotional and logical). Consumers’ needs and requirements change throughout life resulting in adjustments of their relationships. The focus on the two different industry sectors (financial and travel/tourism) aided to outline the two different levels of relationships (emotional and behavioural/transactional) even further and enabled a relationship matrix to be developed highlighting the degree of relational involvement and the degree of risk involved in the different type of relationships. 
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This chapter sets out the background of the study where Relationship Marketing (RM) acts as the basis and it highlights the research aim and objectives which underpin the thesis. Furthermore, it introduces the structure of the thesis and the contribution each chapter makes to the study. 

1.2	Study Rationale
It has been recognised widely that the marketing environment has changed extensively in the recent past and is continuing to do so (Baker 2003; Christopher et al. 2002). Technological breakthroughs and developments in Information Technology have impacted marketing strategies. Additionally, individuals themselves have started to become more sophisticated due to the flow of information available to them. As Baker states, “Consumers are more demanding and sophisticated, and the competitive environment is more erratic and less predictable” (2003:32). As a result, organisations have been prompted to rethink their marketing structures and have turned their attention to one of the responses that has been offered to this complex environment in Marketing; that of Relationship Marketing (RM). Relationship Marketing (RM) is a concept that aims to help organisations create loyal and trusting relationships with their customers which hold lifetime value. In order to manage customers’ expectations, companies try to build these relationships to meet and surpass their customer’s expectations. It becomes the main principle of an organisation to create relationships, or to maintain existing ones with customers. These relationships are based on information gathered from the consumer, which may then be used to develop strategies that subsequently exceed the consumer’s expectations.
Although the potential benefits of such relationships, such as the retention of customers to reduce acquisition costs and increase profitability (Christopher et al. 1991; Reichheld 1996) have been accepted by organisations, the implications of the customers’ perspective of relationships have not been investigated and are omitted from the current literature (Sigala 2005a).
“There is no research yet that would demonstrate when a customer recognizes a relationship exists, wants a relationship to exist or shifts from a transactional to relational mode. In fact, relationship marketing and customer relationships have mostly been studied from a management perspective based on the assumption that marketers decide whether relationships exist or not. There is not much knowledge about customers’ interests in relational behaviour and about their reactions to relationship marketing approaches” (Grönroos 2006:402)
It is apparent that there is a need to investigate consumer relationships from a consumer’s perspective; thus the aim of this thesis is to explore and evaluate consumer perceptions and experiences of their relationships with service organisations. It identifies the problems connected with the interpretation of different relationships that consumers have with organisations and the reasons behind those. Furthermore, it suggests the implications such consumer perceptions may have for future marketing strategies; particularly Relationship Marketing strategies of organisations, with distinct focus on service organisation and the fundamental issues of relationships themselves. It has been recognised that relationships themselves are complex in nature (Hinde 1996) and especially in conjunction to businesses, can be regarded from a number of different perspectives such as the socio-psychological, political, technical or economic stance (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997).
As a result of the data collection, financial and travel and tourism organisations became the focus as these two types were the most frequently mentioned types of organisations that participants of this study had consumer experiences with. 

1.3	Title of the study
Consumer Perceptions and Experiences of Relationships with Service Organisations: Financial, Travel and Tourism Organisations

1.4	Aim and objectives
The aim of this research is to explore and evaluate consumer perceptions and experiences of relationships with service organisations.

In order to achieve the aim of this study, the following objectives were identified:
	To evaluate the theory and practice of Relationship Marketing, its evolution and its role in marketing
	To explore consumers’ perceptions and experiences of their relationships with organisations
	To investigate the key dimensions involved in interactions from a consumer relationship viewpoint
	To propose a model of relationships that is based on consumer perspectives and experiences of relationships with organisations
	To propose a relationship matrix based on consumer relationship experiences with organisations

1.5	Scope of the study
A review of the literature revealed a number of factors believed to be involved in Relationship Marketing. It became evident that the key dimensions of a relationship needed to be included and factors such as trust and the importance of communication were highlighted. However, it has been noted that the difficulty of depicting and including all constituents of a relationship are because first, it is difficult to distinguish between concepts such as trust and commitment and, secondly, such concepts may occur simultaneously and are often interrelated in an on-going relationship (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). The review of the literature also identified that marketing theory has experienced major changes over the last twenty to thirty years. The most acknowledged move is the shift from the transactional approach to the more relational approach (Christopher et al. 2002) which forms the basis for the concept of RM. However, the underlying problem that has been noted in the literature is the fact that there exists a large variety of marketing definitions which also applies to Relationship Marketing. Added to this is the volume of different relationships that can exist and the difficulty in defining the word ‘relationship’ itself.

Moreover, the marketing concept with its four P’s is still used by practitioners and academics despite the acknowledgement that they do not allow for adaptability to changing market conditions (Day and Montgomery 1999). This is possibly due to changes in technology and the economies but also due to the service element, which is now included in a majority of transactions between consumer and supplier. Furthermore, the literature revealed that there is little information available from the consumer’s perspective concerning RM. O’Malley and Prothero gave evidence of this by stating that 
“The majority of studies focus on the organizational motivation for RM and, as such, the consumer side has attracted less consideration, representing a significant limitation within the RM discourse” (2004: 1287).

This study is therefore concerned with consumer perceptions and experiences of their relationships with organisations, in particular with financial and travel and tourism organisations. It looks at the key dimensions of the relationships as perceived by the participants of this study and proposes a model as well as a matrix of relationships that will offer organisations the ability to implement strategies which are based on what and how consumers actually perceive their relationships. It will offer organisations evidence to change their segmentation strategies based on different relationship stages, as identified by the participants of this research. 

For the purpose of the current study Relationship Marketing is identified as being concerned with attracting, maintaining and enhancing relationships in a way that produces long-term relationships, which result in profitability and bring benefits to all parties involved who have willingly entered the relationship (Christopher et al. 2002; Zeithaml and Bitner 2003). A relationship is an interaction or series of interactions between equally committed parties where past interactions influence future interactions and form expectations of future interactions (Hakansson and Snehota 1995; Hinde 1996).

In order to fulfil the objectives of the thesis, it was necessary to carry out some data collection. Due to the nature of the information required, it was decided that two stages of qualitative data collections were to be carried out. Thus, the first stage of data collection included the conduct of eight discussion groups (focus groups) followed by a second stage consisting of sixteen in-depth interviews. The data collection process took place between autumn 2005 and spring 2006. In 2007, the researcher had to take a suspension from studies due to personal reasons while the crisis that incurred in the financial industry at the end of 2008 implied that if the study was to be repeated now, the likelihood of results being different is high. This is because the participants in the current study are likely to have been affected by the recent economic crisis in different areas of their lives and might perceive their relationships differently now due to a change in their needs and/or requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to consider this while reading the thesis.


1.6	Layout of thesis chapters
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter Two reviews the literature on Relationship Marketing (RM), its background and evolution. It explores how the traditional approach of marketing has shifted to the more relational approach and it investigates the problems and issues that surround RM. Following on from this, the chapter looks into how RM is practiced in the financial and travel and tourism industries and what importance Customer Relationship Management (CRM) plays in this respect. Subsequently, the chapter reviews the nature of relationships and highlights problems that are associated with relationships before assessing classification attempts and stages into which relationships have been divided. Leading on from this, the element of trust is explored and its position in a relationship is highlighted.









The traditional view of marketing has been criticised for its inadequate focus on potential rather than existing customers (Ahmad and Buttle 2001; Berry 1983; Berry and Parasuraman 1991; Booms and Bitner 1982; Christopher et al. 1991; Grönroos 1994; Webster 1992). The traditional view of marketing asserts that organisations should consider the needs and wants of the consumer. The customers then ought to be divided into market segments and for each segment that organisation can then develop products. The next step for organisations would be to organise their activities to serve the targeted segments. In turn, marketers assumed that they could apply control over the customers by using elements of the four P’s or other extensions of the marketing mix. They go back to the work of McCarthy (1960) who introduced the four P’s: product, price, place and promotion. The application mainly consisted of financial rewards such as gifts, price discounts of promotions. Hence, customer loyalty and brand commitment were considered the outcome of such marketing activities. In fact, the four P’s were the “unchallenged basic theory of marketing” (Grönroos 1994:347) and gained more acceptance when they were integrated in a marketing definition by the AMA (American Marketing Association) in 1985. 

For decades the four P’s seemed to turn into the unarguable paradigm in marketing. Kent (1986) referred to the four P’s of the marketing mix as 
“the holy quadruple....of the marketing faith....written in tablets of stone” (1986:146). 
He argues that the four P’s offer simplicity for students, teachers and practitioners to grasp marketing. However, the four P’s do not allow for personalised relationships with the producer and marketer of a product and it is evident that this approach does not cover the requirements of services’ marketing. Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out that the four P’s and the marketing mix from a management perspective have been very helpful, because they enabled companies and managers to use various means of competition more effectively. Furthermore, it needs to be borne in mind that, as Grönroos (1994) puts it, 
“…the 4 P’s were never applicable to all markets and to all types of marketing situations” (Grönroos 1994: 355).

As a result of the criticism that the traditional marketing view continued to receive, the American Marketing Association updated its former definition in 2004. Thus they state that 
“Marketing is an organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating and delivering value to customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the organization and its stakeholders” (Grönroos 2006; Gundlach 2007; Wilkie 2007).
This definition acknowledges that marketing is a process but it does not state to which process it refers. Therefore, confusion arises as to whether such a process is internal or external to an organisation. Similarly, earlier definitions such as those by McGee and Spiro (1988) or Raymond and Barksdale (1989), all define marketing from a viewpoint that it is a ‘prescription’, ‘technique’, or a ‘process’ used to arrive at a certain goal combined with other business activities. Conversely, Houston (1986) and Kotler (1991) defined marketing from a more obscure point of view. Houston (1986) suggested marketing to be a managerial prescription for leading an entity to attain its goal based on an understanding of the needs and wants of the other exchange partner before designing, producing and offering products based on this understanding. Kotler (1991) pointed to a social and managerial process in his definition where an individual or groups attain what they need and want through the creation, the offer and the exchange of valuable products with others.

The new definition by the AMA additionally includes the aspect of ‘managing customer relationships’, which the current study focuses on. The management of customer relationships is an area that has received much attention in the last decade (Grönroos 2006); therefore it seems logical that this area is part of a marketing definition or that a definition acknowledges this area. Moreover, Grönroos (2006) pointed out that the phrase ‘managing customer relationships’ automatically implies that a customer relationship already exists. Nevertheless, it is down to the customer whether or not they want to have a relationship with an organisation and whether or not a relationship exists. In his earlier work, Grönroos (1997) identified that customers can be in transactional modes as well as in relational modes or even in a mode of switching from one to the other depending on the product, service or situation. This leads to the potential conclusion that not every customer wants to be in a relationship with an organisation for all the products that the customer is using.

A further problem with regards to the new marketing definition is that there is no indication given to how ‘managing customer relationships’ ought to be understood, other than that they should be managed in such a way that organisations and their stakeholders benefit from them (Grönroos 2006). Grönroos (2006) further indicates that unless the simplest definition of a customer relationship is used, i.e. a customer repeat buys, not all customers can be managed in relationships. Indeed, he suggests that, in some case, it may be counterproductive for marketing to include the phrase ‘managing customer relationships’ in a generic marketing definition because customers can not be forced into relationships.

Consensus among researchers regarding definitions of marketing are based on the goals of an organisation and its customers being realised by fulfilling promises established. For example, a supplier makes a promise, which is possibly linked to a physical product, service, interaction or even a future commitment. To maintain or even enhance the relationship, this promise needs to be kept. Berry (1995), for example, outlined that the fulfilment of promises leads to the retention of customers and maintaining customer relationships. Grönroos (1990b) also came to this conclusion despite his research being concerned with relationships in general as opposed to Berry and Bitner (1995) who examined service relationships.

Grönroos (2006) suggested his own new definition of marketing based on the analysis and criticism he expressed towards the updated definition by the AMA. He claims that
“Marketing is a customer focus that permeates organizational functions and processes and is geared towards making promises through value proposition, enabling the fulfilment of individual expectations created by such promises and fulfilling such expectations through support to customers’ value-generating processes, thereby supporting value creation in the firm’s as well as its customers’ and stakeholders’ processes” (Grönroos 2006: 407).
In December 2007, the American Marketing Association once more reviewed their definition and announced a new definition of marketing: 
“Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, and delivering, exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners and society at large” (AMA, Press Release January 14, 2008).




Relationships within marketing have traditionally been emphasised for some twenty years; Fernandes et al. (2008) and Grönroos (2004) concluded that the phenomenon itself probably has existed ever since trade and commerce began. Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995a) suggested that the buyer-seller relationship stems from early times of the pre-industrial era where business was practiced by knowing clients personally by making personalised product offers possible. However, during the industrial era, marketers focussed on sales and promotion of products rather than relationship enhancement and this is the time when much of the mass-marketing movement was born. Nevertheless, faced by increasing competitive markets and, in many cases, saturated markets, marketers started to realise that their mass-marketing strategies or transaction-oriented strategies did not bring the expected results. In fact, Grönroos (2004) states that there was a clear shift from the mass-market approach to the more relational approach where the main aim was to develop relationships with existing customers by using information technologies. This shift is often referred to as the paradigm shift or RM (Grönroos, 1994) which is believed to have evolved in the 1990’s.
Transactional Marketing aims to market a product that is high in volume and where particular attention is paid to the features and quality of the products. There is generally little customer contact and customer service is not in the forefront of the strategy, therefore, its timescale is usually short term (Christopher et al. 2002). Relationship Marketing, on the other hand, focuses on high customer contact and high customer service. It emphasises customer value, which in turn rewards the organisation with profitable customer retention because the focus is on the quality of the relationship, which generally is aimed at being long-term (ibid).

The following table gives an overview of how Transactional Marketing differs from Relationship Marketing.
Transactional Marketing	Relationship Marketing
Focus on volumeEmphasises product featuresShort timescaleLittle emphasis on customer serviceModerate customer contactPrimary concern with product quality	Focus on profitable retentionEmphasises customer valueLonger-term timescalesHigh customer service emphasisHigh customer contactConcern with relationship quality
Table 1: Differences between Transactional Marketing and Relationship Marketing (Christopher et al. 2002: 19)

Vargo and Lush (2004) consider the provision of services as the main element of product exchanges and the instigator for the major changes taking place within marketing. They point out that the margins of goods and services have become somewhat vague, resulting in marketing strategies focussing on relationships rather than branding or product lines. Thus, the term ‘RM’ entered the marketing literature in the 1980s and it is believed that RM has substituted the old short-term or transactional marketing strategies. However, critics state that RM is nothing new. 
“RM is nothing but an emphasis on certain aspects of marketing necessitated competitive pressure brought about by the advances in information technology” (Fernandes et al. 2008:5). 
Brown (1998) identified that despite RM being a new term and receiving major interest, particularly in the 1990s when it was fashionable it has been acknowledged that RM has existed for at least 25 years, with the knowledge that maintaining good relationships with clients adds to increased profitability (Fullerton 1988; O’Malley and Prothero 2004; Reichheld and Sasser 1990). The difference, however, lies in the advances in technology and how it allows client information to be used. In fact, Christopher et al. (2002) identified that RM was first investigated in the 1950s when frameworks were developed in order to manipulate and utilise market demand. Thus, the beginnings of RM are concerned with transactional exchange where a single, short time exchange with a distinct beginning and end is involved (Rao and Perry 2002). 

Nevertheless, despite RM being considered an old concept dressed up as something new or being a new concept, it is clear that there is much confusion concerning a commonly accepted definition. In fact, Harker (1999) carried out some research analysing 117 different sources giving 26 different definitions with seven different strings of RM, evidencing the confusion that surrounds RM. According to Palmer 
“there has been a lot of debate about what is meant by RM, with the strongest advocates claiming that it is really all about well-established business practices dressed up as something new” (1998:106).
The 1990s saw groups of researchers carrying out related work in Relationship Marketing (Christopher et al. 2002) and many approaches to Relationship Marketing were developed. Coote (1994) identified three broad approaches, the Anglo-Australian approach, the Nordic approach and the North American approach. Coote (1994) identified that the first approach, the Anglo-Australian approach is mainly based on the work of Christopher et al. (1991) who emphasise the integration of quality management, services’ marketing concepts and customer relationship economics. 

The second approach, the Nordic approach, according to Coote (1994), is believed to have arrived from the work of academics such as Grönroos (1990b). Grönroos based his work on services marketing concepts and the interactive network theory of industrial marketing which emphasised the use of networks for marketing purposes, and customer relationship economics. Additionally, research carried out by the IMP (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing) group also resulted in the advent of the interaction approach; however, not in a service context. The interaction approach to marketing gave emphasis on the relationships between buyer and seller with a particular focus on business networks. Thus, instead of regarding the customer as an adversary, the process of establishing business relationships at different organisational levels characterised this approach. Relationships were seen as interdependent whereas the buyer seller interaction was thought to be cooperative. 

The third approach, the North American approach focuses on the relationship between the buyer and seller within an organisation and is founded on the work of Berry (1983, 1995) and Levitt (1983). Therefore, it becomes apparent that despite each approach focusing on different parts of a business or different relationships the main aim is the same, that of establishing, maintaining or enhancing the relationship in question. It shows, however, that there is potential for much confusion in relation to finding a commonly agreed definition. For example, Gummesson (1993, as stated in Palmer, 1998) identified that RM has variously been positioned between a set of marketing tactics, where any kind of interaction between the seller and the buyer has been termed ‘relationship’ and on the other hand, an essential marketing philosophy, which achieves the aim of the marketing concept through focussing on customer lifetime. Christopher et al. (2002) defined customer lifetime value as 
“the future flow of net profit, discounted back to the present that can be attributed to a specific customer” (2002:5). 

Other views of RM range over a variety of opinions such as a little more than database marketing (Bickert 1992) or as a way of attracting, maintaining and enhancing relationships (Berry 1983). Rapp and Collins (1990) suggest the main aims of RM are to create and maintain lasting relationships between the firm and its customers that are rewarding to both sides. Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) refer to RM as a philosophy that focuses on doing business with a strategic direction to keep and improve current customers instead of having to acquire new ones. This philosophy assumes that businesses and consumers are prepared to build ongoing relationships with organisations rather than customers having to look for new product providers constantly in order to get best value (ibid). 

Blomqvist et al. (1993 cited by Grönroos 1994), believe that every customer should be considered as an individual person, resulting in customer profitability achieved through customer retention. Evans and Laskin (1994) view RM as being customer centred, where long-term relationships with existing and prospective customers are aimed for. The most comprehensive offering is by Christopher et al. (2002), who consider RM as aligning marketing, customer service and quality. They place an emphasis on customer retention over the long term, where high customer contact and commitment is of paramount importance and quality is the concern of all. They identified the following elements of RM in the most recent version of their book in which they state that RM: 
	Focuses on a relational approach to marketing more than a transactional one;
	Grasps the economics of customer retention and consequently allocates the right amount of money and resources to the retention and attraction of customers;
	Acknowledges that quality, customer service and marketing need to be closely linked together and integrated;
	Recognises that the traditional marketing mix concept of the 4Ps does not include all the important elements necessary to ensure the development and sustainability of relationships with markets;
	Ascertains that marketing as a whole is regarded as a cross-functional environment.
(Christopher et al. 2002).

From the various definition attempts, it is clear that, as the focus of organisations has shifted, several key relationship concepts have emerged such as customer retention over the long-term and the importance of customer service. Moreover, it seems there is a two-fold process in RM; first attracting the consumers and then building the relationship (Grönroos 1994). The two stages are characterised by two separate sets of business activities and tactics. When an organisation is aiming to attract customers, the focus of its communications will be the giving of promises. However, when an organisation is seeking to build and maintain a relationship, it is the fulfilment of promises that counts (ibid). Therefore, it is possible to say that RM is concerned with attracting, maintaining and enhancing relationships in a way that produces long-term relationships resulting in profitability bringing benefits to all parties that are willing to enter into a relationship with the other parties involved.

Within service organisations, customers expect more than a single exchange of service in order to secure their loyalty when visiting or using a service organisation. This becomes particularly apparent in terms of financial or insurance services, as both service organisations require an ongoing service process and customers must have a certain amount of trust in the organisation. The predominant aim of companies developing stable and mutually profitable long-term relationships is to guarantee customer loyalty and prevent them from transferring to competitors (Ravald and Grönroos 1996). In other words, a feeling of trust needs to be established in order for a lasting relationship to be developed. However, according to Grossmann (1998) consumers mistrust companies generally. He believes that there is an opportunity for companies, especially large companies, to show and prove to consumers that their organisation is trustworthy, and thus the organisation is able to develop competitive advantage. This may often involve the organisation having to take responsibility even if the customer is wrong; however a meaningful relationship can be built through this.

It has been argued that relationships require trust and that without its existence there is no relationship. Particularly within marketing, trust is regarded as that thing that surfaces after assessing the risks or costs weighed against the benefits of a particular interaction (Denize and Young 2007). Rousseau et al. (1998) defined trust as the 
“psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another” (1998:395). 
Therefore, this definition requires that an individual can choose to trust and that there is an element of risk involved. Moynagh and Worsley (2001) believe that through the act of consuming, relationships of all sorts are formed. Whether people go to watch a football match, work colleagues go to the pub after work or a child is having a birthday party at McDonalds; all these types of consuming situations actually enable individuals to form relationships. Consumers have the choice to consume and they may even find fulfilment in consuming. It does not matter what kind of product they are consuming since, for them, whatever they consume, may express their interests. It is this fact of consumer choice that needs to be borne in mind, particularly with respect to marketing strategies and advertisements. Moynagh and Worsley point out that consumers 
“are not passive recipients of advertising, manipulated into buying a product” (2001: 294).

2.2.1	Relationships in the light of marketing and services
Zolkiewski (2004) assumes that it is even more difficult to arrive at a definition of a relationship with regard to marketing. She states that most writers generally talk about a relationship or a move from a transactional to a relational approach, which assumes that every individual understands what is meant by a relationship. To a certain degree, this seems to be correct. Nevertheless, Zolkiewski (2004) argues that every individual not necessarily agrees on what constitutes a relationship and, hence, this will be discussed later.

Grönroos related this to the services marketing context and suggested the following definition of a relationship: 
“a relationship has developed when a customer perceives that a mutual way of thinking exists between customer and supplier or service provider” (2000: 33).
Zolkiewski (2004) goes further by saying that relationships do not always exist in a marketing context. She reckons that there are different types of interactions that take place in many business-to-business contexts. She draws attention to the fact that relationships may also be evident in some service contexts and consumer contexts, however, not in all. Zolkiewski (2004) gives examples of doctors and patients and hairdressers and their clients in comparison to the interactions between high street banks and their customers. 
“The existence and recognition of mutual goals are the defining elements of a marketing relationship” (Zolkiewski 2004: 26). 
This may not only be the case for marketing relationships but for all types of relationships. In answer to this, Grönroos (2000) argues that services are naturally relational. He reckons that a relationship always exists between a customer and a service organisation and he further notes that the critical element is whether organisations make use of their relationships with their customers by how they manage their customers. He explains, 
“Even a single encounter includes elements by which a relationship between the service provider and the customer can be built” (2000: 7).
Zolkiewski (2004) actually raises a number of questions concerning the term ‘relationship’. She argues that it would be wiser to use the term ‘ongoing customer interaction’ as this would eliminate the mislabelling of the term relationship. 
“This would allow more precision in describing the manner in which organizations try to retain the customer by maintaining and developing the interaction” (2004: 26). 
She further points out that service companies interact very closely with their customers and she reckons that repeat purchases allow the service company to become friendly with their customers. She raises the question whether this then becomes a friendship or even a relationship and, furthermore, whether such interaction may act as a barrier to switching or whether disinterest is the guiding principle. In addition, she mentions that it is not possible for a company to know all its customers individually and to meet their individual needs. She reveals that it has been well recognised that a limit exists to the number of close and mutual relationships a company may have with its customers.


2.2.2	Relationship Marketing and relationships
Academics (Grönroos 1994; Gummesson 1999) realised that there was a shift from transactional to relational marketing when Fournier et al. (1998) were trying to draw attention to the potential premature death of relationship marketing (Zolkiewski 2004). Fournier et al. (1998) suggested that Relationship Marketing was misused in consumer markets and that this would result in the failure of Relationship Marketing. Nevertheless, it seems that few have taken note of Fournier et al.’s warnings. The sheer volume and variety of definitions and descriptions of Relationship Marketing have illustrated this; however, no universally agreed definition appears to exist. This can be exemplified by the following definitions, which are only a small sample of the wide variety of definitions that exist. 
Relationship Marketing is: 
	“Attracting, maintaining, and – in multi-service organizations- enhancing customer relationships” (Berry 1983:25) 
	“Marketing seen as relationships, networks and interaction” (Gummesson 1999:1)
	“The ongoing process of engaging in cooperative and collaborative activities and programs with immediate and end-user customers to create or enhance mutual economic value at reduced cost” (Sheth and Paravatiyar 2000:9)
	“How we: find you; get to know you; keep in touch with you; try to ensure that you get what you want from us in every aspect of our dealings with you; check that you are getting what we promised you…. subject, of course, to it being worth-while to us as well” (Stone et al. 2000).

Since Relationship Marketing emerged in the 1990s, some consumers have found it appealing to become lifelong partners with main sellers and suppliers, because being involved in a relationship reduces risk (Berry 1995). 
“It fundamentally appeals to people to be dealt with on a one-to-one basis” (Barlow, 1992: 29) due to the basic human need of feeling important being addressed this way (Jackson 1993). Nevertheless, as loyalty schemes started to multiply, consumers became reserved about entering such long-term relationships due to the fact that they involved commitment and responsibilities in terms of time (Sheth and Shah 2003). It has now become increasingly difficult for companies to maintain long-term relationships because consumers are offered a huge variety of choices and companies do not seem to differ greatly in trying to convince consumers to stay with a particular company. 

Organisations have acknowledged that the creation of long-term relationships with customers is beneficial to organisations (Frazier et al. 1988). In fact, Reichheld and Sasser (1990) observed that an organisation could achieve an almost 100% increase in profits from a 5% improvement of customer retention. However, it is important to point out that it is the close analysis of the lifetime value of the customer which results in benefits to a company. In other words, it is extremely important to decide which customers are to be retained and nurtured, as not all customers are equal, which would allow for strategic and tactical creation of long-term relationships with all customers (Sheth and Shah 2003). 


2.2.3	Relationship Marketing - which way to go?
Liljander and Roos (2002) indicate that Relationship Marketing research has mainly focussed on company benefits and that research from a customer’s perspective has been limited. In their study, the authors suggest that customer relationships can be spread out on a continuum, where relationships range from spurious to true, taking into account the trust, commitment and relationship benefits involved in a relationship. They carried out a study of the after-sales service of an authorised car dealer. They identified that the company offered two different types of relationships for their customers:
	A personal relationship with an appointed service representative; and
	A pseudo-relationship where different employees perform the service from one occasion to the next. 					

Gutek et al. (1999, 2000) argue that customers who receive personal service are more likely to be satisfied, and to trust and commit to a company than customers who receive a pseudo-relationship. This has been supported by Sheth and Shah who noted: 
“Our belief is that, depending upon a set of contextual factors surrounding the exchange; customers will opt for a relational orientation with suppliers in some cases and for a more transactional orientation in others” (2003: 627). 
They consider relational exchange to be long-term commitments from a customer to a supplier, where both parties are willing to collaborate. Transactional exchange, on the contrary, is characterised by its short-term nature, where commitment is not required (ibid). 

Dwyer et al. (1987) identified that transactional exchanges involve single, short-term events, which are characterised by a distinct beginning and end. Sheth and Shah (2003) further add that transactional exchanges are also characterised by small investments for both buyers and sellers, and low switching costs. In addition, they suggest that the intention of a transactional exchange is economic in nature rather than having a strategic emphasis and contend that transactional exchanges are independent purchases of products or services, which may be repeated without being related to prior exchanges. 

Relational exchanges, on the other hand, have been characterised to involve transactions, which are linked together and which exist over a certain period of time (Dwyer et al. 1987). Furthermore their history and anticipated future need to be taken into consideration. Sheth and Shah (2003) add that relational exchanges transpire over time and the participants usually establish complex, personal and non-economic exchanges. Additionally, such exchanges generally involve both buyers’ and sellers’ investments in terms of time and commitment. Other than with the transactional exchange, the relational exchange has economic and social intentions usually linked with a strong strategic emphasis. Therefore, it can be summarised that relational exchanges are concerned with long-term value exchanges and transactional exchanges are concerned with short-term exchanges. 

While it is now clear that there is confusion among practitioners and academics as to what the RM concept encompasses, the philosophy of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) has started to appear within the literature and equally it seems that there is much confusion as to what it is and how it is linked to RM. 

Rich (2000) acknowledged that there exists a gap between the support for RM among managers and how it actually needs to be implemented within an organisation. The author pointed out that in many cases organisations do not approach relationships systematically resulting in the misimplementation of any relationship management strategies. This is due to the fact that often significant alterations to the organisational infrastructure are necessary (ibid). 
With the introduction of the Internet, many organisations have realised the need to embrace and integrate electronic communications to their operations in order for them to handle customers’ concerns effectively. This evidently also imposes the need for handling relationships in the e-commerce environment. Donath (1998) identified that many organisations, however, fail to integrate the two-way customer interaction into their strategies. Griffiths, for example, pointed out that “companies fail to respond to nearly half of all requests for information received via the Internet (Griffiths 1999:8)”. 

Advancements in technology have permitted emphasis on individualism in the final product and thus have made it possible to realise a more relational approach to marketing (Rygielski et al. 2002). Technologies such as data warehousing, data mining or campaign management software have enabled organisations to implement CRM strategies more effectively. Particularly through data mining organisations are able to identify their most valuable customers as well as predict future customer behaviour. This in turn should enable organisations to make confident and informed decisions (ibid). In order to understand the CRM concept fully, the following section will discuss it.


2.3	Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
The 1990s heralded the very first beginnings of CRM, when companies started to invest in software applications that were supposed to support employees to dealing with people and to manage relationships. It turned into a trend and very quickly became a ‘must-have’ for any company. Most organisations followed the ‘me too’ attitude by implementing such software packages in order to keep up with the competition. Consequently, CRM was increasingly regarded as a company standard, which resulted in a lack of individuality and innovation in the field becoming evident (Trower 2003).

Payne and Frow identified CRM to be 
“a management approach that seeks to create, develop, and enhance relationships with carefully targeted customers to maximise customer value, corporate profitability, and thus, shareholder value. CRM is often associated with utilising information technology to implement relationship marketing strategies” (2004: 527). 
Thus, Customer Relationship Management can be seen as a developed technology-driven concept with its basis lying in RM, which is why it is sometimes also refereed to as a modern form of RM (Crosby 2002; Gray and Byun 2003; Trower 2003). Due to economies of scale, the personal one-to-one market quickly moved to a mass-market environment and this resulted in relationships between customer and merchant disappearing (Gray and Byun 2003). Boulding et al. state that CRM is 
“the outcome of the continuing evolution of marketing ideas and newly available data technologies and organisations forms” (2005: 156).

At the beginning of CRM, many managers considered CRM to be the ‘next big thing’. They sought to implement it despite having very little knowledge as to what it actually is, a set of best practices, and without any understanding of the complexity of organisational change and restructuring that is required to successfully implement CRM (Kotorov 2003). The objective of CRM is simple; rather than marketing to the mass-market of people or firms, the concept of CRM is trying to market to each customer individually (Gray and Byun 2003). However, with market environments changing rapidly and points of differentiation disappearing among companies, ways of achieving competitive advantage needed to be identified. In the last two decades, CRM has shifted to become an important business approach and is believed to be at the top of management agendas (Knox et al. 2003). This is due to the great interest it has surged to implement RM cheaply but nevertheless effectively. Many authors (Grönroos 1990a; Gummesson 1994; Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995b) pointed out, as mentioned earlier, that the focus of marketing has moved away from managing transactions and acquiring new customers towards managing relationships and retaining existing customers. Campell (2003) suggests that CRM is a helpful tool to achieve competitive advantage by offering more value to customers. It can also help to achieve marketing that is more effective, which allows for intelligent cross selling and faster product introduction (ibid). 

CRM technology applications are used to link front office (sales, marketing, and customer service) with the back office (finance, operations, human resources, etc) of an organisation through customer ‘touch points’ (Chen and Popovich 2003). Such ‘touch points’ include the Internet, e-mail, sales, direct mail, call centres etc and are frequently controlled by independent information systems. (ibid). 
Peppers and Rogers (1999) pointed out that some organisations view CRM as a simple technology solution which is particularly designed for one-to- one customer communications and hence is seen as a sole responsibility of sales and marketing departments. This has been supported by Chen and Popovich (2003), who state that some organisations see CRM just as a technology that extends separate databases and sales force automation tools to bring together sales and marketing functions of an organisation in order to improve targeting efforts. Such technology solutions include Data Warehouse Technologies (DWT) which is an information technology management tool that enables business decision makers to gain prompt access to customer data. It collects data from all databases of an organisation combined with all operational systems such as a human resources, inventory, sales, purchasing, marketing, etc. One very specific characteristic pointed out by Eckerson and Watson (2000) is that data warehouse technology enables an organisation to extract and manage large volumes of data as well as to have the possibility of creating a historical record of all customer interactions. 
This gives evidence to Chen and Popovich’s (2003) statement that 
“data warehousing technology makes CRM possible because it consolidates, correlates and transforms customer data into customer intelligence that can be used to form a better understanding of customer behaviour“(Chen, Popovich, 2003: 678). 

Nevertheless, scepticism began when companies started to see the costs rather than the profits of CRM. Organisations started to realise that high resource commitment is involved in successful CRM alongside enormous organisational changes (Knox et al. 2003; Kotorov 2003). As a result, it has been recognised that this traditional view of CRM of improving a business’ efficiency does not work in today’s marketplace (Knox et al. 2003). This has been proven by the high failure rates of CRM implementations within organisations. In 2001, Meta Group Inc. estimated the CRM project failure rate to be between 55% and 75% (Kotorov 2003). Therefore, it is surprising that CRM spending projections are ascending despite the confusion that surrounds CRM (Knox et al. 2003). Regardless of such high failure rates, there are some businesses that are successfully implementing CRM; hence, they are achieving impressive results (Knox et al. 2003; Kotorov 2003). It has been acknowledged that there is a need to manage the information kept by CRM software packages and to put this information to other uses in order to increase an organisation’s profitability and success (Trower 2003).

However, the evidence for the various failures in implementation of CRM projects (Rigby et al. 2002) shows that many companies purchase and implement software, not knowing how such software will help the organisation to manage customer relationships. Campell (2003) underpins this point by stating that CRM software packages are not enough to lead to customer information but only lead to customer data. Thus, to achieve useful customer knowledge, managers need to transform customer data into such customer knowledge. Additionally, several authors (Baker 2003; Bird 2002; Knox et al. 2003) indicate that CRM is only a facilitator. Too often companies believe that IT systems equal CRM strategies without realising that it is an integrated business process where IT systems serve as an enabler. CRM applications can take full advantage of technological innovations. They can 
“collect and analyze data on customer patterns, interpret customer behaviour, develop predictive models, respond with timely and effective customized communications, and deliver product and service value to individual customer” (Chen and Popovich 2003: 677). 
Knox et al. (2003) further add that a growing concern about CRM is that many, if not the majority, of companies fail to measure or realise a sufficient return on their investments in CRM projects. The authors regard this negative factor results from the lack of knowledge within companies as to what is involved in CRM. Furthermore, the relationship factor that is embedded in CRM has been ignored, as highlighted by Fournier et al.’s study in 1998 when the point was made that organisations can contact their customers based on the information they have, but the customers have difficulties even finding a number with which to contact that organisation. 

One definition is offered by Curley (1999) who states that CRM is a strategy that focuses on sales and business when the company is doing everything to please the customer. This would allow every transaction with that customer to be an exchange of an appropriate message for that customer. This means that the company knows everything about this customer and how beneficial that customer is going to be in terms of profit for the company. However, this definition seems to be limited to only sales and marketing functions whereas other authors take a broader approach. Dyche (2002), for example, defined CRM as an infrastructure that facilitates delineation of and an increase in customer value together with a motivator for customers to stay loyal to a company. 
Christopher et al. (2002) as well as Knox et al. (2003) refer to CRM as a strategic approach where appropriate relationships with the most profitable customers and segments are formed in order to create stakeholder value. Furthermore, they view CRM as a facilitator of uniting IT and relationship marketing strategies to achieve long-term, profitable relationships. The term ‘CRM’ has therefore many different meanings and confusion over definition exists both among practitioners and academics (Payne and Frow 2004). According to Winston (2004), the term ‘CRM’ is mainly used for both Customer Relationship Marketing and Customer Relationship Management, where the original concepts of the term lie with Relationship Marketing. The difference to RM therefore only lies in the fact that the term ‘CRM’ tends to be used more in association with IT in order to implement a Relationship Marketing approach (Winston 2004). Nevertheless, it has been recognised that the terms RM and CRM are both based on the principles of Relationship Marketing and very often are used interchangeably (ibid). In fact, Knox et al. (2003) suggested that practitioners and academics use the term CRM to describe all interactions between customers and businesses. Hence, it becomes clear that CRM is a business strategy, which involves an integrated approach to using individual customer information with the help of information and telecommunications technology. It is necessary for a company to use a holistic approach rather than regarding CRM as a marketing or sales tool.  


Problems with RM and CRM
Moynagh and Worsley (2001) indicate that nowadays marketers try to encourage consumer loyalty to their brand rather than jumping from one brand to the next. This suggests that the consumer has gained autonomy to a considerable extent. This is due to the fact that consumers are overwhelmed by choice and advertisements to which the majority of people regularly say ‘no’. One other difficulty that is pointed out by the authors concerning marketing is that the consumer has increasingly individual choices, which are then also expected in other parts of their lives. 
“Choice enabled people to jump out of the standardised box and be themselves” (Moynagh and Worsley 2001: 296). 
The authors’ mention that this expanding choice will, in the years to come, be taken for granted by the consumer. Marketers will face an additional difficulty and they will have to focus on how people can manage their choices rather than trying to manipulate the masses to buy. 
“That does not mean that consumers are fighting change, they are just more resistant to being changed or being treated as part of a mass” (ibid 2001: 296).

Due to the increased expectations of the consumers, they start to gain more power, which means that the consumer will be harder to satisfy (ibid). If the consumers’ demands are not satisfied, they will start to look for alternatives, which could result in greater disloyalty to organisations and it may even push brands into a very weak position (ibid). This issue has also been raised by O’Malley and Prothero (2004) and Sisodia and Woolfe (2000), who emphasised that marketing as it is known traditionally, has resulted in organisations lacking focus on the customers. This in turn has resulted in the consumer concluding that organisations do not meet their promises and do not deliver what they said they would.

Additionally, with the advent of e-commerce and the advancements in technology, the importance of loyalty creation has been emphasised (Shareef et al. 2008). Loyalty is a concept that is deeply embedded in the RM paradigm (Hart et al. 1999). The use of technology helps organisations to establish loyalty with customers (Copulsky and Wolf 1990) and to target customers more efficiently. Therefore, the implementation of CRM strategies enables organisations to develop loyalty schemes which offer some kind of reward to the customer (Hart et al. 1999). By offering rewards, it is hoped that customers establish a link with the organisations which then ultimately leads to the establishment of a relationship. Thus, loyalty can be regarded as manifestations of RM and CRM (ibid).

However, the fast improvements in technology make strategy implementation difficult. This becomes obvious when considering the growing competition in e-commerce. Organisations can not simply assume that building a website is sufficient to attract customers (Nah and Davis 2002). Customers are more sophisticated and more aware of their purchase alternatives in the online environment as opposed to the more traditional business environment. The traditional business environment benefits from the fact that there are many physical cues that influence the purchase decision (ibid) where an organisation’s reputation, for example may sometimes be ignored if other factors are perceived to be more important. 

Bearing this in mind, the online or e-commerce environment differs substantially in nature because it is virtual. Thus, consumers purchase in good faith. Hence, trust becomes a vital factor in the purchase decision (Keen 1997). 
Therefore, consumers who trust an organisation usually perceive less risk during their purchase decision (Ganesan 1994; Shareef et al. 2008) resulting in positive attitudes towards the organisation which then may lead to satisfaction. 
Within the more traditional business environment, a consumer’s purchase decision can be altered or influenced by the person who is dealing directly with the consumer or by the particular consumption situation. These are the kind of physical cues that are absent in the e-commerce environment. Hoffmann et al. (1999) pointed out that in the e-commerce environment; reputation is the main factor influencing the purchase decision. Organisations that have a positive reputation are perceived as trustworthy (Aaker 1991). 
As the current study focuses on consumer relationships, what constitutes corporate reputation is of interest in order to understand some of the factors that influence purchase decisions and thus decisions to maintain; enhance or end a relationship with an organisation. Shareef et al. (2008) recognised that the area of organisational reputation has seen an increasing number in studies, yet, there does not exist a generally accepted definition. Gotsi and Wilson (2001) see organisational reputation to be a stakeholder’s overall evaluation of an organisation over time including any form of communication or experience that gives information about the organisation in comparison to its competitors. In view of the current study, it is however important to consider a definition which emphasises on the consumer being the main stakeholder. Therefore, Walsh and Beatty (2007) said that corporate reputation is 
“the customer’s overall evaluation of a firm based on his or her reactions to the firm’s goods, services, communication activities, interaction with the firm and/ or its representatives (e.g. employees, management and/or corporate activities” (Walsh and Beatty 2007:129).

Rose and Thomsen (2004) indicated that corporate reputation is ultimately people’s perceptions of an organisation as it is based on what they believe to know about the organisation. Therefore, it plays an important role in the purchase decision a consumer makes, particularly, in the information search stage and the post-purchase evaluation stage which will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Corporate reputation is furthermore linked to brand development. The image that an organisation builds is incorporated in the consumer perception, and thus, corporate reputation. Moynagh and Worsley (2001) suggest that brands will suffer in the future but this does need some explanation. On the one hand, brands will become more important in the sense that they will represent values and significance whilst, on the other hand, brands will weaken in the sense that their influence over individuals weakens. Brands will try to create loyalty (ibid). The authors pointed out, that consumers nowadays receive information on a daily basis, and, hence the consumer does not have much ownership of this information. It is the consumer’s choice whether to notice the information or to discard it, which may, as a consequence, discourage loyalty. Moynagh and Worsley (2001) predicted that the future of brands lies in giving the consumer the opportunity to tailor a product to their needs (e.g. Dell). Their prediction for the next ten to twenty years implies that consumer expectations will take on a different dimension. Due to the impacts of mass customisation, the priority of such consumer expectations will change from having more choice to how to manage the excess of choice. The consumer will be harder to satisfy because of higher demands and, therefore, will become less loyal. This puts greater pressure on brands, as it will become more difficult to retain customers (ibid 2001). 
“Consumerism plays a central part in people’s lives because it meets so many human needs. Consumers have never been totally powerless, but the balance of power is tilting in their favour and will continue to do so” (ibid 2001: 301).

Ryals and Payne (2001) indicate that research is needed in the area of CRM to enable organisations to satisfy those increasing customer demands. They point out that research is particularly needed in financial services as this sector represents a large part of the overall economy and it is necessary to understand the adoption and experiences of organisations that have implemented CRM strategies. They further argue that CRM is probably more advanced in the financial industry sector than in other service sectors, which indicates the potential for other sectors to learn from the financial industry sector’s experiences. 

The authors furthermore pointed to a number of barriers that CRM faces within the financial services industry sector as evidenced by their research based on a sample of ten UK banks. Among these barriers are lack of skills in building and using the new systems, inadequate investment in funding new CRM systems, poor data and quality and, therefore, still not getting the information of the customer that is required, rather it is quantity in data. Failure to understand the benefits of CRM is another barrier as well as the functional boundaries where unit managers do not co-operate because of their unawareness of CRM benefits. The inadequacy of measurement systems is an additional barrier outlined and this particularly applies to the financial service industry.

It has been suggested that, in the future, customer segmentation will shift from broad to more focused and, eventually, to one-to-one where these smaller segments will incorporate life cycle stages and life events helping organisations to carry out much more successful targeting (Ryals and Payne 2001). The results of this more granulated segmentation will be a better understanding of customer lifetime and customer life cycle stages. Such stages can be related to the life cycle of a relationship in general. It appears logical that a relationship goes through several stages from a beginning to a potential end and it is these different stages that offer an opportunity for marketers to segment their markets. However, it first becomes necessary to look at the phenomenon of ‘relationship’ in more detail, which the section after the following aims to do. The following section will give an understanding of RM and CRM in the financial sector. 


Relationship Marketing and Customer Relationship Management in Financial Services
In the financial sector, the concept of RM is understood to involve acquiring, retaining and improving customer profitability. RM is believed to be associated with positive outcomes for organisations such as greater profitability, increased customer loyalty, opportunities for strategic advantage, reduced costs of recruiting customers and more effective firm planning (Evans and Laskin 1994; Gouthier and Schmid 2003). There has been a lot of research carried out that evidences the profitability of retaining customers within the financial services industry sector (Mitchell 1995; Reichheld and Kenny 1990; Ryals and Payne 2001).

Financial organisations are organisations that have to leverage vast amounts of data and have become aware of the possibilities that CRM and RM strategies hold in order to build long-term relationships with their customers (Ryals and Payne 2001). Nevertheless, it has become evident from reviewing the literature relating to financial services that the terms ‘RM’ and ‘CRM’ have been used interchangeably. In fact, a lot of the literature within the financial sector refers to CRM using it synonymously with RM. This concurs with what Winston suggested that 
“it is generally recognised that both terms are based on the principles of relationship marketing, and therefore tend to be used synonymously” (2004:315s). 

Ryals and Payne argue that 
“CRM is probably more advanced in financial services than in most other sectors, so organizations in these other sectors can learn from the financial sector’s experiences” (2001:4). 
Harrison (2000) said that the reason for this advance in the financial sector is that technological improvements and advances started relatively late compared to other industry sectors. This meant that consumers had to deal with the employees of a particular financial organisation face-to-face, where it was inevitable that personal relationships between the consumer and the organisation were established. Nevertheless, with the developments of technology in today’s world, the personal relationships of the past have been neglected. Additionally, the nature of the financial product naturally incorporates information technology and, hence, the implementation of information technology systems within the financial industry sector seems inevitable. 

The acknowledgement of increased profitability has led many financial organisations to implement relationship strategies. Thus, it has also been acknowledged that a short-term strategy usually results in a short-term response rate and the benefits do not last very long. Similarly, there may be benefits for the consumers in developing relationships with organisations. Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995b), for example, identify that buying from one organisation may simplify purchasing, reduce information collection and processing and limit risk by increasing psychological comfort (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995b). Similarly, Dibb and Meadow (2001) developed a relationship model based on four bank case studies where they came up with two types of businesses; one that does not focus on RM strategies and one that is committed to RM strategies. For this type, they developed three scenarios that represent typical points on a continuous scale as this type of business increases their relationship marketing commitment. These scenarios are 1. Quick Fix; 2. Radical Fix; and 3. Strategy Set-up. 

1. The Quick Fix scenario is when the business has realised that there are benefits from RM and therefore tries to focus on the practices that already exist and to emphasise on these. The business tries to collect additional information about customers from the existing databases they have. However, customer contact is not proactively sought and in many cases, this database marketing does not produce the anticipated positive results. Reasons for this are, for example, the wrong use of the information available (Dibb and Meadows 2001)

2. The Radical Fix scenario involves the business carrying out radical changes to the existing practices, often involving substantial changes in investment, staff and technology. Sophisticated systems are set up to enable better use of customer data; staff deal more pro-actively and regular with customers allowing richer ‘attitudinal and buying data’ to be collected. With this data, customer ‘life events’ can be spotted more easily and the business can achieve better targeting (other channels may be added to the high street outlets, such as telephone banking) (ibid).

3. The third scenario of Strategy Set-up, mainly relates to organisations that aim for one-to-one, customer-driven marketing, which is fully supported by technology and staff, who are particularly customer oriented as opposed to transaction oriented. The emphasis lies on communication, with technology enabling staff a two-way exchange, being able to make decisions themselves and being rewarded for customer retention (ibid).

Dibb and Meadows (2001) claim that their model purely relies on the bank case studies they researched and that the validity and limitations of their model need to be explored further. They further point out that their model needs verification in other service sectors. Additionally, they emphasise that little information exists on what the customer actually thinks. They state that 
“Even if suppliers ARE convinced about the value of such (in-depth relationships), a relationship, it is far from clear whether customers will feel the same” (2001: 190). 
They furthermore add that their model has several implications for banks and their customers; therefore the company’s angle, technology, the customers’ and staffs’ perspective need to be considered. When looking at the company’s angle, it is possible that the business needs to change its strategies completely by committing to RM, which means that they need to move away from segmentation marketing and towards a one-to-one strategy. Both of these strategies can be regarded as long-term strategies, whereas database marketing and niche marketing are considered short-term strategies. RM is, however, advantageous over segmentation marketing in that it starts with the needs of small numbers of customers, as opposed to the whole market. 
“A segmentation which takes a single product view of the customer is of little or no value to a retail bank seeking to move in this direction; what is required is an approach which takes a holistic view of the customer’s needs- hence the move towards ‘one-to-one’ or relationship marketing” (Dibb and Meadows 2001:192).

Additionally, the technology factor is an issue that needs to be borne in mind as banks have traditionally implemented information systems that were transaction based. Therefore, a more customer-focussed strategy is required where systems are implemented that allow for gathering customer data allowing for a deeper understanding of the profitability and lifetime value of each customer. This requires a system which allows for behavioural and attitudinal data to be gathered. In relation to the customer’s perspective, Dibb and Meadows (2001) point out that their model highlights the problems that arise when a business relies heavily on direct mail and conventional database marketing. Those are seen to be short-term strategies and while they may raise profits in the short-run, they are most probably going to undermine customer relationships in the long run. Therefore, the authors do not actually consider the customer’s perspective from a customer’s point of view. Rather their model looks at the organisations perceptions of customers’ perceptions of RM. The last point their model considers is that of staff and their importance in connecting with the customers in order to retain them, rather than using a hard-sell-approach. Communication skills are pivotal and staff should be able to meet the new needs of customers on which they have received information. 


Relationship Marketing and Customer Relationship Management in the Travel and Tourism Industry
The tourism industry is one of the main industries with worldwide opportunities and revenue generation (Suarez Alvarez et al. 2007), contributing to a country’s economy as well as contributing to globalisation. 
“Macroeconomic figures identify tourism as the biggest industry in the world, making up 11,7% of GDP and providing one in every twelve jobs on the planet” (Suarez Alvarez et al. 2007: 453). 
Added to this is the fact that technological advances, particularly those in transport and information have contributed to making the tourism industry an important one with a more forceful competitive environment. These changes have led management to rethink the role of their marketing (Judson et al. 2007).
The tourism industry has been characterised by major advances in information and communication technologies resulting in changes to how the tourism product is distributed. Traditionally, tour operators, travel or handling agencies were the main distribution channels for tourism products, whereas the development of the Internet and e-commerce have meant that consumers have quick access to high-quality information (Zolkiewski and Littler 2004). Therefore, the role that travel agents and tour operators have performed in the past has become less important due to the Internet having established itself as a distribution channel for tourism products. In fact, it has been stated that the Internet has ‘cannibalised’ the traditional tourism product distribution channels, representing a risk to travel agencies and tour operators (Suarez Alvarez et al. 2007). However, the Internet has allowed virtual agencies to establish themselves as an alternative channel for the distribution of tourism products, which has enabled organisations to cut down costs and develop complimentary services for their customers due to the ease of facilities that the Internet offers. 

Thus, relationship strategies have been at the forefront of tourism and hospitality organisations because they offer competitive elements for traditional agencies, as well as virtual agencies, to manage their customers and survive in a highly competitive market. Nevertheless, travel agencies are not the only type of organisation within the travel and tourism sector that have looked closer into RM and CRM as a means of gaining competitive advantage. Within the hospitality industry as well, advances in technology have meant that travellers have become more sophisticated, less brand loyal and more price sensitive (Sigala 2005b). This has resulted in hospitality organisations focusing on CRM to attract guests in order to enhance profitability and guest loyalty. Sigala (2005b) pointed out that hotels need to implement CRM strategies in order to achieve increased guest loyalty. Such strategies need to seek, gather and store the appropriate information in order to then confirm and share it among the whole organisation and enable staff to create exceptional guest experiences. Sin et al. (2006) supported this and pointed out that it is ‘logically appropriate’ (2006:408) for the hotel industry to follow RM because of the nature of the product that they offer. Furthermore, personal relationships that a hotel establishes with its customers are important in order to increase customer loyalty and commitment to the particular hotel (Sin et al. 2006).

The travel and tourism industry has been characterised by implementations of CRM strategies because of information and communication technologies advancing. Frequent flyer and frequent traveller programmes are examples of how the industry has attempted to establish loyal relationships with their customers. However, the problem which has occurred is, that many travel and tourism organisations have purchased information and communication technology software (ICT) that do not match their CRM or RM strategies or they have allowed ICT software to drive their CRM/RM strategies (Sigala 2005b). As a result, a number of CRM/RM projects have failed due to a lack in knowledge of how to use the ICT software efficiently and effectively and to integrate it into an overall strategy.


























To understand the topic area of relationships with organisations and their role within marketing, it becomes essential to look at the phenomenon of relationships itself. The major problem underlying the study of relationships is the sheer volume and variety of different relationships people can be involved in (Miell et al. 1984). The study of interpersonal relationships has seen much attention from a range of different disciplines; but no body of knowledge exists that includes all the appropriate disciplines to focus purely on relationships (Hinde 1996). Every relationship carries unique features, which implies that there is a wide array of different types of relationships. This poses difficulties not only in terms of defining a relationship but also in terms of diversity. Thus, this difficulty of definition carries itself over to the concepts of RM and CRM because each individual has a different concept of what a relationship is. 
“The problem of definition is one which applies both to relationship labels (such as friend) and to concepts involved in relationships (such as intimacy, liking or hate)” (Miell et al. 1984: 7). 
Duck (2007) states that all relationships are networked experiences, which makes them difficult but beneficial in day-to-day life. Over the last twenty years, more and more disciplines have become interested in the study of relationships resulting in substantial advances in theory emerging (ibid). There are several ways of looking at relationships and, thus, it is not surprising that there are a number of different disciplines interested in relationships (ibid).

Relationships can be seen in various contexts and it needs to be borne in mind that each of these contexts adds different variables to the way humans regard relationships. For example, Duck (2007) focuses on the biological and cultural context, which as he points out, sometimes gets neglected in the Western world because those from a Western culture tend to think of human relationships as something that results from emotions. However, this does not take into consideration that emotions can have a biological basis or can be situated in a cultural environment (ibid).

When considering organisational relationships, Grönroos (2006) indicates that there is a wide range of notions regarding what comprises a relationship. He states that it can range from creating mutual commitment between supplier and customer in order to achieve a win-win situation for marketing purposes (Grönroos 1999; Hakansson and Snehota 1999; Morgan and Hunt 1994; Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995b), to the creation of repetitive buying behaviour among customers (Liljander and Strandvik 1995). Furthermore, it can go on to managing relationships through the establishment of loyalty programmes (Verhoef 2003). Grönroos (2006) also suggests that the term ‘customer relationship’ is often used in a variety of ways. Thus, for some marketers and practitioners, the term ‘customer relationship’ means that a behavioural and emotional link has been established with the customer. This is to say that repeat purchase is not sufficient but that an emotional link needs to be developed, thus creating a feeling or attitude (Storbacka and Lehtinen 2001). On the other hand, some practitioners view a customer’s relationship to be apparent if a customer shows up more than once; sometimes a relationship is considered to exist even if an interaction takes place just once, i.e. a customer purchases a product or service. 

Duck (2007) suggests that the everyday context influences a relationship as well. Everyday incidents shape human relationships in different sorts of ways. Work, friends, family, societal and social contexts can influence who individuals meet therefore; they either facilitate or constrain relationships. The cultural, societal and social influences that impede relationships may render an individual to think of a ‘right’ way of carrying out a relationship. Feelings arise which 
“that little person inside our heads tells us when we are doing something” (Duck 2007:9), 
which the individual might find difficult to justify to another person. The reasons for these feelings are sociological, structural and social factors, which are constantly present in the decisions that humans take and consider ‘the right way’. There are situations in everyday life where the true emotions are concealed because of the rules and misinterpretations of relational exchanges that can occur. Hinde (1996) also had difficulties with the complexity of the interest many disciplines have in relationships. He stated that human relationships could not be compared to sciences like biology or chemistry due to the fact that they are very diverse. Nevertheless, he thinks that the generalisations drawn from the establishment of a relationship science may be applicable to some relationships and help us to understand individual relationships.

Miell et al. concur with Hinde’s view of finding it difficult to define relationships. They point out that 
“the problem with definition is one which applies both to relationship labels (such as friend) and to concepts involved in relationships (such as intimacy, liking, love or hate)” (1984:7). 
Furthermore, they state that there is little consensus on defining such terms, but that they are generally used as if such consensus exists. Few academics have actually tried to define what is meant by a relationship (Zolkiewski 2004). Among the most useful definitions is that of Hakansson and Snehota who suggest a provisional definition stating: 
“A relationship is a mutually oriented interaction between two reciprocally committed parties” (1995:25). 
Thus, from the various definitions given in the literature for the purpose of this study, a relationship is identified to be an interaction or series of interactions between equally committed parties where past interactions influence future interactions and form expectations of future interactions (Hakansson and Snehota 1995; Hinde 1996). 

Since relationships form a very important part, if not the most important part, in an individual’s life, everyone seems to be familiar with relationships. Different types of relationships form a person’s personality and every person needs to have some sort of a network of personal relationships in order to protect himself or herself from psychological and physical ill health (Hinde 1996). Fisher and Adams try to define a relationship as the following: 
“The relationship exists between you and another person as a series of connected events in time. A relationship is not a “thing”. When you are not interacting, the interconnected events (the relationship) are not occurring. Thus the relationship no longer actively exists except as a residual memory within the intrapersonal systems. The memory is not the same as the relationship event; it is a residue, a footprint, a memory trace of the relationship. Like any residue, it can erode over time and no longer reflect contemporary reality” (1994:30).

It is worthy of note that many authors refer to mutuality when trying to define a relationship. Therefore, it can be concluded that in order for a relationship to exist, there must be two mutually committed individuals aiming to fulfil each other’s expectations in the best way possible to benefit from the relationship. According to Hinde, 
“a relationship involves a series of (such) interactions between individuals who know each other, such that each interaction is affected by preceding ones and usually by the expectation of future interactions” (1996: 9).

The term ‘relationship’ is applied in every-day life, but it is subjective as to what it does or does not constitute. The term is applied to husband-and-wife, father-and-daughter, teacher-and-pupil, employer-and-workman (Hinde 1997) and can be applied to supplier-and-customer. 
“At the behavioural level, a relationship implies first a series of interactions between two people, involving interchanges over an extended period of time” (Hinde 1997: 37). 
Such interchanges generally consist of verbal elements; however it is possible for people who never talk to have a relationship. Hinde (1997) reveals that these interchanges involve some degree of mutuality in terms of all participants in the relationship taking into account the behaviour of the other. He further points out that a relationship does not necessarily equal cooperation and argues that relationships also exist among enemies. In addition, he suggests that, in everyday language, the term ‘relationship’ implies a certain amount of continuity of successive interactions. The relationship may be established by a sequence of interactions, where the interactions of the past may affect future interactions and their expectations. A relationship can furthermore be enhanced, meaning the way in which the individuals involved in the relationship think about it or talk about it to outsiders. As a result, a relationship may exist over a long period, where participants do not communicate with each other. 





According to Hinde (1997), there are several ways of describing an interaction. Duck (1994) pointed out that people try to establish meanings for themselves and mutual understanding with the other person with whom they are interacting or having a relationship. Goffman (1967) suggests that there is a wide range of interactions such as causal encounters and interactions within intimate relationships. Generally, he regards interactions as performances. An interaction indicates the situation where individual A shows behaviour X to individual B and B then responds with behaviour Y. Every interaction is comprised of at least two people and the nature of the interaction depends on the two individually. It needs to be pointed out that an interaction is not just a chain response where individual B’s response is the stimulus for individual A’s next reply. It is more that the response of individual A may affect individual B a lot later in the conversation. An interaction occurs when the participants try to predict the others behaviour and it is this behaviour of all participants within an interaction that keeps the interaction going or not. By the term ‘interaction’, Hinde (1996) refers to an interaction between two individuals, which involves individual A showing behaviour X to individual B. Individual B may respond to A’s behaviour X with behaviour Y. Hinde states that “neither interactions nor relationships can occur without behaviour” (1996: 9). He further identified that hopes, emotions, regrets, wishes, etc. accompany both interactions and relationships. He points out that, such emotional and cognitive concomitants may last between the interactions of a relationship; in fact they may even play a major role in the duration of a relationship. More importantly, Hinde refers to communication, as communication is involved in relationships and, according to Hinde is the basis of relationships.

Duck and Pond (1989) emphasised that day-to-day small talk may be equally as important as major dramatic phases of a relationship. It therefore becomes apparent that interactions and relationships differ in their nature, particularly in the level of social complexity. Hinde argues that relationships involve relevant properties, which would not be relevant for individual interactions. For example, a relationship can consist of one, a few of many different types of interactions, whereas an interaction is a single encounter. Generally, relationships are attempted to be explained by different concepts compared to the explanations of interactions (Hinde, 1996). A relationship is usually referred to in terms of family factors or long-term traits of the people involved, whereas an interaction is referred to as “immediately eliciting factors of short term mood” (Hinde 1996 in Auhagen and von Salisch: 9).

Hinde (1996) concludes that even though the differentiations between relationships and interactions may be useful, it is nevertheless important to point out that links exist between them. He believes that relationships are dynamic and that all the interactions within a relationship can affect the future course of that relationship. On the other hand, the nature of every interaction is affected by the nature of the relationship it is occurring in. For example, this may include memories of past interactions, and expectations that have been formed as a result of past interactions. Such expectations may exist for the present but also for future interactions and could lead to the establishment of a relationship. It is not possible to detect how long an interaction must continue or how frequent the interactions must occur to become a relationship but Hinde (1981 in Duck and Gilmour 1981) points out that 
“two individuals can be said still to have a relationship even if they do not meet for a long period of time. In such a case ‘relationship’ refers not to an actual sequence of interactions, but to a potential for patterns of interactions which are likely to be of certain general types, though their precise form will be determined by future events” (Hinde 1981, in Duck and Gilmour 1981).


The importance of communication
Hinde (1997) continues to emphasise that communication plays a critical role in a relationship. However 
“although communication is of course an essential part of every relationship, it must not be forgotten that communication between individuals, and also dialogues within individuals, may be non-verbal” (1997: 39). 
Fisher and Adams (1994) also point out that communication plays an important role in connection with relationships because communication takes place in a context and it may influence a relationship positively or negatively. According to them, relationships are not something that just happens. They are the result of two individuals communicating with each other; thus, creating a relationship. 
“Having once been created, a relationship continues to exist with a life of its own, nurtured by the participants and affecting the participants within it” (Fisher and Adams 1994:164).

Thus, a relationship is a continuing process. It changes, it grows, and it develops over the natural course of time and it may evolve to a new and more intimate stage or it may regress to a less intimate stage. With the natural flow of time relationships change according to how the participants communicate and interact with each other. In order to maintain a relationship it needs to change constantly (Fisher and Adams 1994). 


The change of relationships
Historical and cultural aspects have influenced the diversity of the definitions of relationships. Ariès (1965) stated that until the 1950’s, the majority of social life included all ages and ranks of people that were in constant contact. He identified that there was a link between friendships and other social relationships but this is not reflected in today’s world. Ariès stated that:
”…. visits were not simply friendly or social, they were also professional; but little or no distinction was made between the categories” (1965:393). 
Nevertheless, he further pointed out that from the end of the 17th century, people started to change. Families started to hold society at a distance and started to ‘develop an expanding zone of private life’. 
“More recently, friends have become separated from family and occupation, and rules are observed about appropriate behaviour with different groups or people. However being friendly towards most others is now greatly encouraged: spouses are expected to be friends and companions to each other; workmates are encouraged to have friendly relations, though ‘particular’ friendships within organizations or institutions are often frowned on” (Miell et al. 1984:7). 
Thus, the societal expectations of behaviour towards others have changed, where relationships within the family have gained in importance. Added to this are cultural changes, which evidently have changed the nature of relationships also.


Cultural issues attached to relationships
Miell et al. (1984) furthermore point out that one element in the study of relationships may not be ignored: the element of culture. Whereas researchers may focus on the present and ignore the historical elements, the cultural element needs to be considered. Argyle and Henderson (1983) examined the different rules people apply to behaviours in different relationships. They found that various rules are specific to cultures. They identified for example, that the Eastern cultures put less emphasis on the expression of emotions or opinions in intimate relationships (e.g. marriage) but place emphasis on group supportiveness at work. Western cultures, they found, to be the opposite. 


Towards a classification of relationships
Depending on how the term ‘relationship’ is applied, it can mean several things. In industrial terms, Webster (1992) identified that the term ‘relationship’ can range from any type of cooperation to strategic alliances. Donaldson and O’Toole used Webster’s suggestion for the development of a classification structure of relationships. They argue, 
“a key research problem in the inter-organizational relationship literature and in practice, is how to structure exchange relationships between independent entities” (2000: 492).

Generally, relationships have been explained in behavioural or economic contexts. Therefore, theories of relationships tend to focus on one of these explanations. The economic explanation of relationships assumes opportunism and pays particular attention to the efficiency of transactions. The economic explanation views the most efficient relationships to be those that enable companies to stay independent. In addition, they enable companies to gain control in a particular market and gain competitive advantage (Donaldson and O’Toole 2000). The authors further go on to explain that there are certain variables in the economic schools to clarify the structure of relationship exchange and they mention that these include price, power, risk avoidance and opportunism. They also reveal that if these variables exist to a high degree, it is not very likely that mutuality and collaboration between participants exists. 





Figure 1: The Relationship Matrix (Donaldson and O’Toole 2000: 495).

Bilateral relationships are those relationships, where both the belief and the action components are high, which means the participants co-operate for mutuality. Usually, participants of bilateral relationships are open with each other and share information. This is a relationship, which requires a lot of investment from all participants and it is difficult to copy, which allows for competitive advantage. A Recurrent relationship is a hybrid form between the discrete and bilateral forms of relationships. Participants view this type of relationship still as an open relationship but not as strong, which explains why committed actions are low. Hierarchical relationships are generally dominant partnerships, where one participant specifies the nature of interactions between the participants. This type of relationship is based on authority between partners. Discrete relationships are relationships that are quite weak and where relational elements exist between the partners, but are not dominant and do not control the relationship. 

The above matrix reflects elements that have been mentioned by other authors as well. Thus, Liljander and Roos (2002) point out that relationship-marketing research has mainly focussed on company benefits and that research from the customer’s perspective has been limited. In their study, Liljander and Roos (2002) suggest that customer relationships can be spread out on a continuum, where relationships range from spurious to true, taking into account the trust, commitment and relationship benefits involved in a relationship. They carried out a study of the after-sales service of an authorised car dealer. In which they identified that the company offered two different types of relationships for their customers:
	A personal relationship with an appointed service representative; and
	A pseudo-relationship where different employees perform the service from one occasion to the next. 		

Gutek et al. (1999, 2000) expanded the thought of classifying relationships into three different interaction types namely: a) relationships, b) pseudo-relationships and c) encounters. They pointed out that classification is important because service interactions can be structured differently such that the service provider and customer may either know each other or be complete strangers to each other (Gutek 1995). Gutek et al. (2000) view a relationship to exist when the customer anticipates interacting with the same service provider and, generally, with the same individual in the future and vice versa. This expectation of future interactions and the actual interactions taking place creates interdependency, a history together and a feeling of trust. On the other hand, an encounter is described as after an interaction has taken place, both parties involved in the interaction do not expect to have future transactions and, as a result, there is no reason for the two parties to cooperate (Gutek et al. 2000). According to the authors, a pseudo-relationship is a recurring interaction with the same provider, the same organisation; however, each time a different individual deals with the customer. This concurs with what Liljander and Roos (2002) refer to when talking about a pseudo-relationship. The difference from a relationship is that, in a pseudo-relationship the sense of trust or the knowledge of what to expect is projected onto the service organisation itself, rather than in a relationship, with the individual. 

Gutek et al. (1999, 2000) argue that customers who receive personal service are more likely to be satisfied, to trust and commit to a company than customers who receive products or services, which would fall into the category of a pseudo-relationship. This has been supported by Sheth and Shah who noted: 
“Our belief is that, depending upon a set of contextual factors surrounding the exchange; customers will opt for a relational orientation with suppliers in some cases and for a more transactional orientation in others” (2003: 627). 
They consider relational exchange to be long-term commitments from a customer to a supplier, where both parties are willing to collaborate. Transactional exchange, on the contrary, they characterise by its short-term nature, where commitment is not required (Sheth and Shah 2003). 

Dwyer et al. (1987) identified that transactional exchanges involve single, short-term events, which are characterised by a distinct beginning and end. Sheth and Shah (2003) add that transactional exchanges are also characterised by small investments for both buyers and sellers, and low switching costs. In addition, they suggest that the intention of a transactional exchange economic in nature rather than having a strategic emphasis. Furthermore, they contend that transactional exchanges are independent purchases of products or services, which may be repeated without being related to prior exchanges. Relational exchanges, on the other hand, have been characterised by Dwyer et al. (1987) to involve transactions, which are linked together and exist over a certain period. Furthermore, their history and anticipated future need to be taken into consideration. Sheth and Shah (2003) add that relational exchanges transpire over time and the participants usually establish complex, personal and non-economic exchanges. Additionally, such exchanges generally involve investments by both buyers and sellers in terms of time and commitment. Other than with the transactional exchange, the relational exchange has economic and social intentions usually linked with a strong strategic emphasis. Therefore, it can be summarised that relational exchanges are concerned with long-term value exchanges and transactional exchanges with short-term exchanges. This classification model of relationships is an attempt to understand the different stages or levels of relationships. Whereas the matrix tries to describe different types of relationships, other authors have attempted to divide a relationship into several stages. 


Three stages of relationships 
Pillai and Sharma (2003) describe the construct of a relational orientation, which they define as the tendency for engaging in relational behaviour and they treat transactional and relational orientation as opposite concepts. They identify three stages of relationships, where stage one represents the initial stage of relationship. The relationship they analyse in their study is the buyer-seller relationship (Pillai and Sharma 2003). Similarly, Selnes (1998) identified three different stages of decisions that a buyer has to make when a relationship is either to be established, continued or enhanced. Stage one represents that the buyer has had some sort of a similar purchase experience in the past to the one which is about to commence. The buyer is also the initiator of the relationship and the seller is keen to establish a relationship (Pillai and Sharma 2003). Selnes (1998), on the other hand, suggests that the first stage includes the decision of a first time purchase of a product or service. Therefore, the authors agree that the first stage is the start of a relationship initiated by the decision for the buyer to purchase a product or service.

The repurchase of a product or service is the decision to continue the relationship and represents the second stage of a relationship according to Selnes (1998). However, this does not necessarily mean that the relationship is enhanced, as the repurchase can be of just one particular product. The second stage identified by Pillai and Sharma (2003) is the maturing stage of relationships. They suggest that as time passes, the buyer invests more time in the relationship with the seller, and the relationship starts to mature. Here the buyer will show higher levels of relational orientation, or lower levels of transactional orientation (Pillai and Sharma 2003). The third stage identified by Pillai and Sharma (2003) is that of mature relationships. In general, it has been assumed that mature relationships lead to stronger relationships (Pillai and Sharma 2003). Selnes (1998) suggested that the third stage of relationships involves enhancing a relationship at the level of purchase where the commitment between the two parties involved increases. Therefore, a bigger product portfolio may be shared, which can range from exchanging strategic information to joint product development in business-to-business relationships, for example (Selnes, 1998).

Kotler et al. (1999) identified different levels of relationships that can be formed with customers, which take a strong organisational stand. For example, they pointed out that a relationship with a consumer starts at a basic level, where the organisation may sell a product but there is no follow-up process. The reactive level is the next level that the authors identified. At this level, the organisation sells a product and encourages the consumer to get in touch whenever problems or questions arise. Following on from this level is the accountable level. At this level, a representative of the organisation gets in touch with the consumer shortly after the product purchase to check and answer any potential questions the consumer may have. Additionally, the consumer has the chance to suggest product improvements that the organisation might take on board to improve their offerings. The fourth level of relationships is the proactive level where a member of staff of the organisation gets in touch with the consumer on a regular basis to inform the consumer about product improvements or about future events. The last level of relationships that Kotler et al. (1999) mention, are partnerships. These occur when the organisations works continuously with the consumer or other consumers in order to reach ways for better product value (Kotler et al. 1999).
Pillai and Sharma (2003) believe that a relational orientation and therefore trust develops over time. They reckon that there are two important elements in relation to the development of trust over time. Firstly, the period that both participants invest in the relationship enhances the relationship. Secondly, as the participants get to know each other, or as the relationship starts to mature, the ability for prediction increases. They suggest that during the initial stage of a relationship, the person who seeks a product or service is showing low levels of relational orientation or on the contrarily, high levels of transactional orientation (Pillai and Sharma 2003). Selnes (1998) suggested that the decision to continue a relationship is based on the assessment of economic efficiency of past transactions, which have led to satisfaction. Therefore, if a consumer has purchased a product or service before and has been satisfied with the transaction and service provided as well as the product, the likelihood of them continuing to buy from that particular organisation is increased. This means that the trust that has been built is linked to the reduction of perceived risk of a purchase, which suggests that trust is less important at this level of relationship as opposed to the level of establishing a relationship, i.e. the first purchase (Selnes 1998). Reichheld (1996) identified that loyal customers are more profitable customers than transactional customers are. Similarly, it has been suggested that companies with long-term relationships gain competitive advantage. Nevertheless, Pillai and Sharma (2003) proposed that some research has shown contrary results. This certainly raises the question, whether all customers should be treated the same, with low inputs of personal services, i.e. a transactional orientation, or whether it would be wiser to build long-term relationships with key customers, i.e. a relational orientation. Furthermore, account should be taken that products within services industries are difficult to generalise because of the nature of services themselves. However, it could be assumed that due to the variety of services and the difference among them, there may be some services, which only require a transactional orientation in order to be most efficient and beneficial to the company. Thus, how a consumer behaves relates to how a relationship with an organisation can be established. It is important to be aware what motivates the consumer to engage with an organisation and to continue with their product or service choices. 
Stages of Consumer decision-making (CDP)
Several theories have focused on the purchase decisions consumers make over time (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995b). Essentially, the models that have been developed in the various theories all try to explain how consumers reduce purchase choices (ibid). Bareham (2004) suggested that theories of consumer behaviour can be divided into three categories: 1. those that assume the consumer is making decisions based on processed information; 2. those that assume that behaviour is learnt from past behaviour and thus decisions can be based on habit; and 3. those which assume that the behaviour of consumers is not predictable as a result of different purchase decisions depending on different contexts (ibid). 
In view of this, some researchers that suggest consumers are value driven (Zeithaml 1988; Hansen 2005), whereas others emphasise on the role of involvement (Blackwell et al. 2001). The value consumers perceive exists of the assessment of the product or service received (Hansen 2005), thus what is “received and what is given” (Zeithaml 1988:14). Consumers who are not involved very much use easy rules to arrive to a purchase decision. Consumers who are involved much more are expected to employ a broader information search in order to reduce the risk of making the ‘wrong decision’ (ibid). However, Gabriel and Lang (1995) pointed out that there are different types of consumers in the sense of changing their behaviour from time to time or even in the same act of consumption. This is important in view to the establishment of a relationship because the consumer’s behaviour may change over time which will influence the duration of a relationship. Nevertheless, it has been acknowledged that the customer decision-making process (CDP) progresses though distinct stages. In total, there are five stages which have been identified (Blythe 2001; Engel et al. 1995; Fill 2002): 


Figure 2: The consumer decision-making process

Recognition of needs: The consumer is aware of a need or recognises that he/she has a requirement. It is also possible that he/she responds to a marketing stimulus which is when the consumer decides how much information (if any) is required. This ultimately depends on the need. If the need is strong and a product/service is at hand then the decision is likely to be taken there and then. However, is the need is not that strong (or involves high financial risk) then the Information search begins. Information can be sought from a range of different sources and each product/service and even customer requires different levels of information. It is here where the evaluation of alternatives occurs. Having found out about different brands, the consumer starts evaluating the alternatives based on the information he or she remembers. This evaluation takes place through the establishment of a set of values that occur acceptable to the consumer. Generally, where there exists a high level of risk (high expenditure, high personal risk), the purchase is regarded as a high involvement purchase which leads to a high level of information search and thus evaluation of alternatives. When the purchase is regarded as a low involvement purchase, the level of risk is generally perceived to be low which results in a low level of information search (if any) and thus an easy evaluation process. Therefore, the consumer goes straight to the purchase decision. The actual purchase is the next stage where the consumer will have located the brand of preference or decided on an organisation he/she believes will satisfy the need or requirement. Post-purchase evaluation is the stage where the consumer decides whether the product or service purchase was successful, i.e. satisfied the need or requirement. It is generally here where the consumer compares between his/her expectations and the product/service that was actually purchased. The opinion that the consumer forms about the product or service after the purchase influences the search for information for the next purchase (Blythe 2001; Engel et al., 1995; Fill 2002). In more routine purchases it is possible that some of these stages are omitted during the decision-making process. 




Figure 3: The Consumer Behaviour Matrix (Beckett 2000: 195).

Rational-Active
Consumers who show rational-active behaviour are thought to be involved or interested in the product based on accumulated knowledge ascertaining that the outcome of the purchase is positive. Consumers showing this buying behaviour “actively seek to manage and control the buying decision process” (Beckett 2000: 195).

Repeat-Passive
This quadrant illustrates the behaviour of consumers who show low involvement with a particular product/service as a result of disinterest or as result of repeat purchase and hence knowledge of the product/service. Repeat purchases enable the reduction of uncertainty and an increase in product/service knowledge. The passiveness here refers to the fact that consumers showing this type of consumer behaviour purchase repeatedly without actively seeking alternatives. 

No Purchase
Consumers showing this behaviour are consumers that do not make a purchase as a result of not having any involvement with the product/service and no ability or confidence to make decisions. 

Relational-Dependent
This behaviour represents consumers who are highly involved with the product or service but perceive high uncertainty as a result of a big choice environment and the lack of knowledge or skills to reduce this uncertainty. 

The more a consumer is involved in the purchase decision, the more communication between the consumer and the organisation takes place. This results in the perception of the relationship being more relational as opposed to when the involvement and perceived risk in the purchase decision is perceived to be low. This is where the relationship is perceived to be of a more transactional nature and not much thought goes into the decision-making process. The element of trust furthermore influences the perceived risk and consumer involvement in the purchase decision-making and, therefore, how a relationship is established. 


Dimensions of Trust 
Whilst RM and loyalty are studied in great depth (Fill 2002; Gummesson 1999; Jobber 1998), only a few authors have tried to define the inter-linking constituent of trust. In the Relationship Marketing literature, trust is regarded as a fixed pre-requisite acting as the basis for relationships (Blois 1999). The purpose of creating trust is to develop positive attitudes towards companies. Therefore, the more positive definition of trust as a “willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence” (Moorman et al. 1992:315) should be the instigator for RM development for every organisation. For example, it is essential that customers rely on a particular automobile company as a credible provider, in order to invest money and before they are willing to develop a relationship with them.

Trust has emerged from a variety of different disciplines (Welch 2006), which has resulted in a range of different conceptualisations (Nicholson et al. 2001). Trust is a concept that people use on a daily basis but without putting much thought into what it actually stands for (Welch 2006). Therefore, it appears to be misleadingly straightforward but, in reality, it is a complex concept (ibid). Blois, for example, noted that trust is “superficially obvious but essentially complex” (1999: 197/8). Despite trust being at a central focus of research in industrial marketing, there are few theories of trust itself (Denize and Young 2007). Many theories perceive trust to be an element of consumer behaviour and undeniably, there are some roots in social psychological theories (McDougall and Minro 1994). East sees consumer behaviour from a marketing point of view and conceptualises it to be 
“about human responses in a commercial world: how and why people buy and use products (goods and services), how they react to prices, advertising and other promotional tools, and what underlying mechanisms operate to help and hinder consumption” (1997:3). 
One of such mechanisms that may help or hinder consumption or purchase is that of trust, which plays an important role in the development of long-term relationships (Morgan and Hunt 1994) because it leads to successful relationships, benefits communication, cooperation, satisfaction and purchase decisions (Doney and Cannon 1997; Morgan and Hunt 1994).

In fact, Denize and Young (2007) argue that trust and communication interact specifically within the development of relationships. They mention that early works on trust and communication by social psychologists centre on credibility. Credibility is perceived to be the process when an individual does what they say and communicate honestly and correctly (Rotter 1971). Deutsch (1958) pointed out that credibility of a person helps to reduce risk, enables the other person to anticipate future behaviour and therefore enables them to trust that person. Loomis (1959) carried on with this thought by saying that people are judged on being credible if they are able to communicate properly and, more specifically, if they are able to communicate their intentions. In later works, the credibility factor was removed from conceptualisations of trust due to its ambiguity (Denize and Young 2007) and it gave way to more general traits such as fairness, reliability or good will (ibid), as pointed out by Morgan and Hunt (1994) and will be explored in more detail later in this work.

Generally, trust can be seen from three different angles: Cognitive, Affective and Behavioural (Lewis and Weigert 1985) where the foundations lie in social psychology and links can be drawn to the theories of attitudes and consumer behaviour, which also consist of three main components, that of the Cognitive component, the Affective component and the Behavioural component (McDougall and Minro 1994). Johnson and Grayson (2005) revealed that trust in service related relationships involves dimensions of cognitive and affective trust. They recognised that with the influx of increasing database management capabilities, organisations and, particularly, service organisations aim to build trust relationships in order to ‘own’ the customer with the purpose of potentially increasing the sale of product or service portfolio. They pointed out that despite organisations having accepted the potential benefits of the establishment of relationships with their consumers; there has not been little attention to the emotional factor that is required to establish a long-term relationship. Within the financial services sector, for example, emotional links between the organisations and their customers are expected to be non-existent, which is why Johnson and Gray (2005) focused their study on this particular sector. 


2.4.2	The Cognitive Component 
“The cognitive component consists of the individual’s beliefs and knowledge about a particular object, or the manner in which the object is perceived” (McDougall and Minro 1994 in Ritchie and Goeldner 1994:116). 
Therefore, any individual who may be interested in a particular object possesses beliefs or perceptions about that object. Drawing all these beliefs and perceptions together, the cognitive component of the person’s attitude toward the object is formed. 





“An individual’s feelings of like or dislike for a particular object or place constitute the affective component of an attitude” (McDougall and Minro 1994: 116).
An individual may indicate his or her like or dislike towards a particular object, which mirrors the overall evaluation of the object the person may have. Generally, the evaluation of specific characteristics of a particular object adds to the overall evaluation of the object (i.e. like or dislike) (McDougall and Minro 1994). 

Affective trust is trust that is based on feelings created by the care and concern of the other party involved in the relationship. Feelings of security and the strength of the relationship characterise this type of trust. Reputation influences this type as well; however; personal experiences play a bigger role in this type of trust. Since this type of trust is based on emotions, it is less likely to be predicted in terms of potential risk than cognitive trust. Affective trust is based on the influence of emotions/feelings that an individual experiences when interacting with a service provider. (Edell and Burke 1987; Johnson and Gray 2005) 
“This emotion-driven element of trust makes the relationship less transparent to objective risk assessments prescribed by economists” (Johnson and Gray 2005:3). 




“The behavioural component …reflects the action taken or expressed intent to act with respect to a particular object or place” (McDougall and Minro 1994:116). 
If the individual now decides or aims to decide on the particular object, or purchase, this would constitute the behavioural component. It is likely that the behaviour of an individual towards a specific object is based on the characteristics or attributes of that object. Johnson and Gray (2005) also refer to a further component of trust, the behavioural element. They believe that behavioural trust is a consequence of cognitive and affective trust, where behavioural actions of cognitive trust flow over to affective trust.

Trust is an important element in all human interactions (Butler 1986). It is advisable for any company concerning a marketing relationship, to focus on becoming a ‘trusted agent’ (Peppers and Rogers 2000). This is due to the fact that 
“trust addresses the central social needs of the customer, the fulfilment of which leads to an effective commitment to the relationship” (Buttle 1996:23). 
A relationship in the context of marketing means that consumers need to willingly condense their decisions to particular products names or brands for which the marketer must have created a logical reason for the consumer to do so (Schoenbachler and Gordon 2002). 

Throughout the development of a relationship, all parties involved start to feel safe with the other(s) involved and an initial feeling of trust becomes stronger by reassurances that evolve through safety, credibility and security expressed by all parties involved during interactional exchanges. Through the establishment of trust, the risk that is perceived to potentially be involved in a purchase is reduced (Selnes 1998). There is a necessity for the consumer to have a feeling of trust towards the marketer in order to come to a decision to purchase a product or service from a particular organisation. Nevertheless, trust itself is a complex construct with its antecedents and precedents lying in risk perception (Doney and Cannon 1997), credibility (Gundlach et al. 1995), past experience (Rempel et al. 1985), reputation (Ganesan 1994), and perceived dependability (Smith and Barclay 1997).


2.5	Potential solutions to establish trust
By definition, a relationship ought to include a two-way interaction and communication. This represents a two-fold challenge to marketers; one of how to create dialogue with the consumer and the other is how to maintain that dialogue so that it is beneficial to consumer and marketer. Schoenbachler and Gordon (2002) pointed out that the problem with collecting customer information is that abuse of the use of this information often occurs, which results in the consumers being more vulnerable. This vulnerability is a potential loss of trust between the supplier and the customer because, if the customer has been disappointed once due to the wrong use of their information, they become wary about giving out their information to any other organisation. Morgan and Hunt (1994) also confirmed this by noting that trust involves vulnerability and uncertainty on the part of the trustor.

Credibility is one factor that can help to conquer this challenge of overcoming the development of trust. Therefore, how an organisation comes across to the consumer, be it by its messages, statements, guarantees, or product descriptions; the credibility that can be established helps the development of trust. Experiences and prior interactions furthermore represent an important factor in the development of trust and the potential development of a relationship. If an organisation provides continuous positive experiences to a consumer (although the creation of an experience also depends on the consumers, i.e. the mood or openness to enter into an experience with the organisation), that consumer puts more trust into the organisation, which may then result in additional purchases. 






This chapter outlined the evolution of Relationship Marketing by highlighting the acknowledged inadequacy of the traditional marketing view and its four P’s to all types of organisations. An underlying problem with marketing is that no definition exists that is applicable to all business practices, which is the reason why new concepts such as RM have emerged. Many authors mentioned that RM already existed in its simplest terms when trade and commerce began. Thus, the main aim of RM is to establish and maintain long-term relationships with the parties involved.

CRM is often regarded to be a more modern concept with its basis lying in RM but it is often purely treated as a software solution rather than an integrated, holistic business strategy. In some industry sectors, CRM stands for RM and there is no distinction between the two concepts, they are used interchangeably. Nevertheless, the problem of definition that exists with marketing also exists with the concepts of RM, which is potentially linked to the problem of definition of the word ‘relationship’ itself. Several variables impact on how an individual perceives a relationship and what the person understands by the word ‘relationship’. Several authors have attempted to define the phenomenon relationship by dividing the relationship into different stages or levels illustrating it through means of a matrix but the diversity of the nature of relationships has made it difficult to arrive at a universally accepted definition. This is due to the fact that there a number of elements such as trust, commitment, or communication, for example, influencing the lifetime of a relationship. In addition, there are links to the consumer decision-making process with regards to consumer involvement and risk perception when making a product or service purchase. Within trust, there are again issues that complicate the nature of a relationship, as there are, for example, different components of trust such as the cognitive, affective or behavioural component, which can influence how a relationship is established, maintained or ended. Some solutions for tackling the challenge of establishing trust have been given in the literature and have been reviewed in this chapter. After having reviewed the literature, it is now clear that the fundamental key elements of relationships need to be incorporated into RM, which the current study aims to achieve by exploring consumer perceptions of their relationships with service organisations.












3.2	Research aim and objectives
The aim of this research is to explore and evaluate consumer perceptions and experiences of their relationships with service organisations.

In order to achieve the aim of this study, the following objectives were developed:
	To evaluate the theory and practice of Relationship Marketing, its evolution and its role in marketing
	To explore consumers’ perceptions and experiences of their relationships with organisations
	To investigate the key dimensions involved in interactions from a consumer relationship viewpoint
	To propose a model of relationships that is based on consumer perspectives and experiences of relationships with organisations
	To propose a relationship matrix based on consumer relationship experiences with organisations





Every researcher has their own opinions and perceptions of the world and its reality which influences their beliefs and opinions and the knowledge about how to carry out their research. This has resulted in a wide variety of different paradigms of research with each having different characteristics and roles the researcher has in the research process. Guba (1990:32) divided each paradigm into three categories for description purposes:

1)	Ontological basis (how the world is perceived)
2)	Epistemological basis (relationship between the researcher and subject/ object of research)
3)	Methodological basis (how the data/ information is gathered)
“A paradigm is a basic set of beliefs that guides action, whether of the everyday garden variety or action taken in connection with a disciplined inquiry” (Guba 1990:17).

Generally, the main distinction of research paradigms that exists in the literature is that between the positivist and interpretative paradigm (Buttle 1999). However, more recently, paradigms such as the critical theory paradigm, the feminist paradigm, the post-modern paradigm or the chaos theory paradigm have emerged (Jennings 2001) which have synergies to the positivist and interpretative paradigm.
For the purpose of the current study, the positivist, the interpretative and the critical theory paradigms have been investigated and discussed in order to arrive at a decision as to which paradigm the research falls into. 

The positivist paradigm emphasises on expressing reality objectively with its roots lying in physical sciences (ibid). Therefore, its ontological basis derives from measurable properties which can be generalised to develop theory. 
“It concentrates on positive data, that is, on facts that can be verifiable” (Tribe 2001:443). 
This paradigm sees people as a phenomenon to be studied from the outside by using facts and observations collected. Epistemologically, the relationship between the researcher and the research subjects/ objects is that of an independent nature. This is to say that the researcher does not impact or influence the results of the research study (Jennings 2001). Methodologically, the positivist paradigm mainly uses quantitative methods, such as for example, questionnaires or observation. Quantitative data enables the researcher to compare results objectively and systematically as a result of statistical calculations being used for analysis. Thus, findings are generally represented in numerical form (ibid). 

In contrast, the interpretative paradigm (also known as the constructivist paradigm) 
“assumes a ‘relativist ontology’ (there are multiple realities), a ‘subjectivist epistemology’ (the researcher and subject/object create understanding together) and a ‘naturalistic set of methodological procedures’ (natural research settings)” 
(Denzin and Lincoln 1994:13-14). Therefore, the interpretative paradigm differs to the positivist paradigm in that it resorts to multiple realities or explanations as opposed to one causal relationship or theory as it is with the positivist paradigm. This is to say that the interpretative approach refers to the own explanation an individual has of a particular situation or of the behaviour of people who are studied. The researcher following an interpretive approach tries to ‘get inside’ the minds of the subjects and sees the world from their point of view (Veal 1992: 31) and seeks “understanding and meaning” (Tribe 2001: 445). This is usually attempted by using an inductive approach to research where the researcher starts their research empirically to arrive to explanations of a certain phenomenon (Jennings 2001). Thus, the relationship the researcher has with the research subjects/ objects is generally of a subjective nature using qualitative methods for data collection. Such data collection methods may include, for example, participant observation, in-depth interviews, focus groups or case studies (ibid).
The critical theory paradigm has similarities with the interpretative paradigm in that both paradigms are based in real world settings where the researcher views people as individuals as opposed to the positivist paradigm where people are viewed to follow strict rules and procedures. A further difference to the positivist paradigm is the critical theory paradigm that 
“asserts that research should cause some change” (Jennings 2001:41). 
Thus, researchers who carry out research based on the critical theory paradigm believe that their research changes the condition to the way people see the world, in particular minority groups or the oppressed because this paradigm takes the stance of the world as being 
“complex and organised by both overt and hidden power structures” (ibid: 41).
Its epistemological basis is both subjective as well as objective (Sarantakos 1998) where the researcher usually has a subjective relationship with the research subjects/ objects similar as with the interpretative paradigm. The research, thus, usually involves interaction and the researcher mainly uses qualitative methods for data collection. Such methods may include participant observation, Delphic panels or in-depth interviews, for example (Jennings 2001).


3.3.1	Choice of research paradigm
Selecting a research paradigm and research methodology depends on the type of information sought and from whom it is sought (Robson 1999). As this study explored the perceptions of consumer relationships, expectations and experiences, a research paradigm needed to be chosen which would allow for enough flexibility to gain clarification and explanations of respondents. This is why the present study followed an inductive and not deductive approach. An inductive approach is generally used when there does not exist much information or theory with regards to a specific research problem. 
“The purpose here, would be to get a feel of what is going on, so as to understand better the nature of the problem” (Saunders et al. 2000:88). 
Even though this study chose an inductive approach, there were some elements of deduction involved as well. This is because there is always some deduction in an inductive research process and some induction in a deductive research process as theories or models could not be developed if the researcher did not have any prior information on the particular subject. Veal evidenced this by noting that 
“most research is partly inductive and partly deductive, because it is unlikely that data is collected without having an explanatory model in mind, as the researcher otherwise would not know what data to collect” (1992:30). 
Thus, with regards to the current study, it became clear from the literature that there were areas related to RM that needed to be focussed on. 
Hence, a method of data collection needed to be used which would allow for enough flexibility to gain an understanding of the topic areas that filtered through the literature but at the same time allow for issues and areas to be able to be raised by the respondents and explored which the researcher did not anticipate prior to the data collection process.
Accordingly, it was decided that quantitative methods would not have allowed for the flexibility needed to clarify responses as well as letting participants share their thoughts and opinions. Thus, it was decided to use qualitative methods because they would allow for greater exploration of the research problem and allow for the flexibility needed. Qualitative research methods are associated to the interpretative research paradigm and to the inductive approach to research. In addition, the fact that the researcher allowed the respondents to share their opinions freely in a natural setting furthermore enforced the decision for the research to follow an interpretative paradigm. Added to this is the fact that the research underpinning this study is of an exploratory nature and is concerned with peoples’ perceptions, expectations, relationships and experiences which is also associated with the interpretative paradigm. 

One major issue of dispute amongst authors with regards to interpretivism is that of ‘generalisability’ of the research. Some critics point out (Koch and Harrington 1998) that an interpretive approach to research may not enable it to be generalised. However, defenders of the interpretivist approach argue that within a complex and ever-changing environment, any other type of research is not possible to generalise. This becomes particularly clear in terms of businesses and organisations, where circumstances of today may not be able to be applied in, for example, three months time, then this shows that some of the generalisation value is lost (Saunders et al. 2000). The current study is not trying to generalise but to understand the issues and aspects surrounding consumer relationships with particular reference to the financial and travel and tourism industry sectors, including the dimensions involved in consumer relationships as perceived by consumers.

In contrast, the positivist approach to research emphasises on expressing reality objectively. It commonly uses measurable properties that are independent of the researcher. 
“It concentrates on positive data, that is, on facts that can be verifiable” (Tribe 2001:443).
It is an approach which is mainly used in the natural sciences. It is a framework where the researcher relies purely on models and theories. This paradigm sees people as a phenomenon to be studied from the outside by using facts and observations collected but in some cases, the positivist approach is used where natural science approaches are translated into social sciences. Veal (1992) pointed out that some sociologists are highly suspicious of such attempts. 
“They believe that it is dangerous to draw conclusions about the causes and motivations of human behaviour on the basis of the type of evidence used in natural sciences” (Veal 1992:31). 
This enforced the decision to use an interpretive approach even more.


3.4	Selecting a data collection method
The current study rejected using quantitative research methods because of the nature of the data required and the flexibility needed during data collection. There were two phases that needed to be completed in order to achieve the aim and objectives of this study. The first phase included using and reviewing secondary data while the second phase encompassed collecting primary data through qualitative methods. The second phase was divided into two stages of qualitative data collection for which the reasons will be explained throughout this chapter. However, prior to the first stage of data collection it was decided to gather information about consumer relationship experiences that individuals have had with service organisations via e-mail (preliminary e-mail). This was decided on, in order to not only establish a first contact with potential participants for the recruitment phase of stage I, but also to understand the variety of consumer relationship experiences with organisations that this study would potentially encounter.
The following flowcharts give an overview of the methodological steps the study encompasses, where both primary and secondary research are included. Some authors refer to this in the literature as the research process (Denscombe 2003). The research process describes the different steps that are taken when conducting any kind of research. These include the arrival at the research problem, the review of existing information, the development of research aims and objectives, the planning for data collection and data analysis. The difficulty in the research process lies in that fact that 
“the social researcher is faced with a variety of options and alternatives and has to make strategic decisions about which to choose” (Denscombe 2003:3). 
There is no right or wrong answer to choosing a particular strategy but there are some which suit some research projects better than others (ibid). Each strategy carries its advantages and disadvantages and it is up to the researcher to weigh them up against each other and take decisions as to which strategy to use. The first flowchart gives an overview of the methodological steps of the study including primary and secondary research and the second flowchart describes the methodological steps of the primary research in more detail. Following this, the methodological steps that have been undertaken to achieve the objectives of this study, will be explained.






3.5	Overview and rationale of data collection stages
The following table gives an overview of the stages of data collection that were necessary to gather the required information for this study:

Preliminary e-mailsStage IRationale	To identify types of organisations based on positive and negative experiences that the consumer has had with service organisationsTo allow for voluntary participation in discussion groups (recruitment for discussion groups)Discussion groupsTo generate ideas on how Relationship Marketing as well as relationship experiences are perceived by consumersTo allow for issues to emerge that were not anticipated by the researcher prior to data collectionTo generate large amounts of qualitative data in a restricted time spanTo explore the dimensions of consumer relationshipsTo identify themes/commonalities that can be further probed at a later stage
Stage IIRationale	In-depth InterviewsFrom the discussion groups and interviews conducted, several themes have emerged. Due to the number of themes and the extent of areas these could not be probed deep enough in the discussion groups. As a result of the discussion groups, it has become clear that individuals interpret terms like ‘relationship’ or ‘trust’ in a variety of ways. Due to the limited time available for each discussion group, such terms needed to be explored further by in-depth interviewsWith regard to the length of a discussion group, time is also an issue, as not every point that emerged could be explored individually and participants could have lost interest in the subject area and hence would not have discussed issues deeply enough.Focus on financial and travel and tourism organisationsOther relevant themes or factors/issues in view of customer relationships that have not been identified yet 
Table 2: Overview and Rationale of Data Collection Stages
3.6	Sampling 
3.6.1	Types of Sampling
When opting for a qualitative research methodology, it is important to choose a sampling strategy that fits the purpose of the study and facilitates data collection specific to the study. Because every research project is different in nature and its settings, there are various sampling strategies to choose from. Generally it is possible to divide the various sampling strategies into two main categories: Random sampling (also referred to as probability sampling) and non-random sampling (also referred to as non-probability sampling). 

The current study opted for non-random sampling. This type of sampling is commonly used for qualitative research projects. The reasons for this is that with non-random sampling the researcher is not able to generalise over the entire population as it is possible to do with random or probability sampling. Non-random sampling is too weak to generalise (Walliman 2005). Nevertheless, as the main purpose of qualitative research is not to generalise but to understand a problem or phenomenon to form the basis for theory building, this type of sampling works well when doing qualitative research. Non-probability or non-random sampling can further be divided into several sampling strategies namely convenience sampling (also called accidental sampling), quota sampling, purposive or judgmental sampling, snowball sampling and theoretical sampling. Each of these has their own distinct characteristics and a researcher needs to decide which fits best the purpose of a study.

It was decided that this study would use the theoretical sampling tool based on the fact that this type of sampling is used when the researcher aims to generate theory from the findings of a research project. The information obtained is coded and analysed during the process of further data collection enabling the researcher to develop theory as it emerges (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Initially, the researcher starts off from a basis of a general perspective of the research area; that is no preconceived theoretical framework exists; and this is why data is collected theoretically (ibid). Therefore, the question to ask when using theoretical sampling is which group or subgroups to turn to next during the process of data collection with what theoretical purpose? The answer to this lies in the identified criteria for the theory to be developed.
“Theoretical sampling is done in order to discover categories and their properties and to suggest the interrelationships into a theory” (Glaser and Strauss 1967: 62)
Because Relationship Marketing and the importance of relationships within the marketing environment from a consumers’ point of view and consumer perceptions of their relationships with service organisations have been neglected in the past (Grönroos 2006; Sigala 2005a). This study aims to develop theory in such a way that a relationship model is established based on the perceptions of the respondents of the chosen sample. The model can thus inform organisations which will potentially help them to target their markets appropriately according to the relationship perceptions of consumers. Additionally, the sample was developed from a basic understanding of the subject area. However, by using a topic guide to collect data from the discussion groups, it was necessary to analyse the discussion groups during the process of further data collection to allow for the main themes or categories to emerge. Therefore, the sample needed to be building up parallel to the data collection process. An important issue to deal with when using any form of non-random or non-probability sampling is the question of when to stop collecting data. With theoretical sampling: 
“the researcher’s judgment becomes confidently clear only toward the close of his joint collection and analysis when considerable saturation of categories in many groups to the limits of his data has occurred, so that his theory is approaching stable integration and dense development of properties” (Glaser and Strauss 1967: 64).

Sampling is a critical issue when it comes to qualitative research. This is mainly due to the fact that within qualitative work randomness and representativeness is not as much of a concern as relevance is (Popay et al. 1998). The importance lies in the sample producing the necessary and appropriate information 
“to understand the structure and processes within which the individuals or situations are located’ (Popay et al. 1998: 346). 
This is hence the reason that the initial sampling decisions for this study were purposive in the way that participants were selected on the basis of them being able to provide the information that is necessary to explore the area of investigation. Initially, this was achieved by sending out e-mails to members of staff of Bournemouth University, then all partner institutions (which was problematic due to most of them putting restrictions on who is able to send e-mails) and by contacting the 192 clubs and societies of Bournemouth (following the database available from the council website). Due to the problems encountered in terms of accessing participants, the sample had to be built and needed to be an ongoing process during the data collection process. This is what Flick (2006:99) referred to as “a strategy of defining a sample step-by-step” and is characteristic for theoretical sampling. Due to the fact that the initial plan of obtaining the sample from members of staff of Bournemouth University and partner institutions only gave a small sample which was not considered to be substantial enough to collect the required information, the sample needed to be built further by including the clubs and societies of Bournemouth. 

When talking about generalisability in relation to quantitative work it is apparent that it is mainly statistical. This means that the study sample is generally large ensuring that it is comparable to the characteristics of the demographics applicable to the particular study. In this case the findings of the sample are assumed to be generalisable (Horsburgh 2003). However, 
“qualitative research does not rely on large and statistically representative samples for its credibility” (Anastas 2004:61). 
Thus, in the present study, participants were selected on the basis of theoretical sampling, in other words on the basis that they could provide the information required to investigate consumer perceptions of their relationships with organisations. With the information obtained it was then possible to contribute to theory by offering a relationship model and a relationship matrix based on the experiences of the participants. Additionally, it needs to be pointed out that the participants of the study are all of Western culture, thus, if the study was to be carried out with participants of a different culture e.g. the Eastern culture, results would probably vary as a consequence of the issues that are attached to a culture (Argyle and Henderson 1983) such as, for example, complaining and how complaints are dealt with but certainly also political or societal issues. Therefore, it is not demographic but situational and it can be said that generalisability in qualitative research, particularly in relation to the current study, refers to the extent to which theory developed in one study can be exported to another to provide explanations to, for instance, the experiences of other participants who are in similar or comparable situations. Thus, the results that were acquired from the participants of the current study may be a starting point for other studies that are similar in nature. This is supported by Popay et al. (1998) who said that
“the aim is to make logical generalizations to a theoretical understanding of a similar class of phenomena rather than providing probabilistic generalizations to a population” (Popay et al. 1998: 348). 
Thus, it is possible for future studies to be carried out within industry sectors which are similar in nature or particular sub-segments of the two industry sectors that this study focused on could be investigated in more detail. Here the results of the current research may act as a starting point from which a conceptual framework or research questions could arise. 


3.7	Selecting the Sample 
After having decided on a suitable sampling method, the problem that every social researcher faces is that of determining the sample size. Walliman (2005) points out that this is a problem which is difficult to solve due to the different nature of research projects. 
“Qualitative research has the potential to probe deeply, uncovering subtle and complex issues, but this takes time, and therefore small sample sizes are generally used”’ (Johns and Lee-Ross 1998:121). 




Due to the fact that the data of the present study was collected with different methods, different sampling techniques and samples needed to be determined.
A sample was screened from a population, mainly based at educational institutions. Such institutions included Bournemouth and Poole College, Bournemouth University, Bournemouth Arts Institute, Weymouth College and Kingston Maurward College of Agriculture. Furthermore, Southampton University, Brighton University, Portsmouth University, Exeter University, Plymouth University and Reading University were contacted. This population included not only academic staff but non-academic staff as well. The reason for choosing this sample population was that the people working for those institutions range over a variety of social and educational backgrounds, which allows for a range of different experiences as a consumer as well as different life experiences at different life stages with different needs and requirements as to the organisations used, to emerge. There were several e-mails sent out to the institutions, sent to different people within the institutions, because in many cases, permission to send the e-mail had to be asked for. This was a stumbling point in most institutions and as a result it was not possible for the researcher to send the preliminary e-mail to all institutions. Differing reasons were mentioned here by the institutions. Amongst them were things like members of staff being busy, strict guidelines about staff being deluged with information, or high workload of staff members restricting them to reply. As a result of the very low response rate, it was decided to send a further follow up e-mail to all members of staff of Bournemouth University, to ensure that staff members, who may have not received the first e-mail due to server problems or other technical hunchbacks, would receive the second e-mail. Furthermore, schools in Bournemouth and Poole were contacted but again the response was somewhat non-existent. In addition to these institutions, a variety of clubs and societies of Bournemouth were incorporated in the sample. It is important to note that even though educational institutions were used, the sample was not just drawn from academic people. Staff working at the institutions, were used, allowing for a representative sample to be drawn. After the discussion groups were conducted it was decided that this study would focus on a number of specific types of service organisations because participants came up with particular issues of concern for financial and travel and tourism organisations.








A	9	Bournemouth University (Talbot Campus)
B	5	Bournemouth University (Talbot Campus)
C	7	Bournemouth University  (Lansdowne Campus)
D	5	Daycentre BSO
E	6	Researcher’s home
F	11	Bournemouth Civic Society (Library)
G	13	Townswomen’s Guild
H	9	Bournemouth University (Talbot Campus)












With the in-depth interviews, the sampling strategy was slightly different in that the researcher started off by contacting friends and work colleagues and asked them if they knew anyone who would be willing to participate in an interview. This method of sampling is called snowball sampling and uses contact networks.
“Snowball sampling involves identifying a member of the population of interest and asking them if they know anybody else with the required characteristics” (Clark et al. 1998: 88). 
Using this method of sampling was possible and appropriate for the study because the characteristic required to give the necessary information by the participant was that they were consumers of service organisations. Once the first few people were identified and the first interviews carried out, the interviewees were asked again whether they could identify any other people who would be willing to participate in an interview. The researcher carried on with this method until sufficient information according to the requirements of the research project was collected (Chan 2000). 



























2	37	College	Female	IT technician JP Morgan	Divorced
3	27	Student	Female	Part-time lecturer	Single








12 	56	DSC	Male	Senior Site Manager	Married
13	47	HNC	Male	Team Leader Unit Security	Married
14	29	Degree	Male	Part-time bar man	Single
15 	29	Degree	Female	Teacher/student 	Single
16	48	A-level	Male	Team Member Unit Security	Married




An e-mail was sent to all academic and non-academic staff of Bournemouth University and all partner institutions prior to the two stages of primary data collection. This e-mail asked the sample population to reflect on a typical relationship they are experiencing or have experienced with any organisation or business. This method allowed the researcher to generate a great deal of qualitative data. It also gave the opportunity to probe further into the topic and follow up responses. Based on the responses and replies of these e-mails, it was possible to put discussion groups together.

A record of how many people would delete the e-mail without reading it was kept. However, there is no exact number at present as to how many people received the e-mail; as the e-mail system available does not allow for this option. In addition, there is always the possibility of some people not receiving an e-mail due to server problems. Nevertheless, from the initial e-mail that was sent out it was possible to receive 320 reports on the e-mails which indicated whether the e-mail was read by the recipient or not. From those 320 recipients, 106 people deleted the e-mail without reading it. This may be due to the fact that many people regard e-mails from an unknown sender as junk-mail. In order to avoid this, the researcher needed to try to get the receiver’s attention by using a catch-line in the reference line of the e-mail that can be seen when an individual opens their mailbox. An example of this e-mail can be seen in Appendix One.

From the 214 people that read the e-mail, 18 individuals replied with descriptions of positive and negative experiences that they have had with organisations. Out of these 18 replies, there were 14 negative experiences mentioned and five positive; two individuals kept their responses general in that they did not describe a particular experience they have had but shared opinions on a general level with their view of types and size of organisations. This was considered to be a very low response rate and it was therefore decided to send out another e-mail to all members of staff of Bournemouth University. The reason for this was to have the second e-mail acting as a reminder for those who may have read the first e-mail but did not reply for various reasons; such as time constraints, and additionally to reach those people who might not have received the first e-mail at all. Again it was possible to gather 320 reports on the e-mail, indicating whether or not it had been read by the recipient. From the 320 reports, 121 individuals deleted the e-mail without reading it, and 199 read it. Out of those 199 people, twelve replied giving descriptions of experiences they have had with organisations, of which two positive and five negative experiences were described. Six individuals replied that they could not recall the first e-mail and asked for it to be re-sent. Nevertheless, despite re-sending it to those individuals, the researcher did not receive any further replies. The experiences that were described in the two e-mails ranged over a wide range of different types of organisations and are illustrated in more detail in the findings chapter together with the types of organisations that were mentioned during the discussion groups (Stage I) and the in-depth interviews (Stage II).


The process of primary research and the methodological steps undertaken in the first stage of the process are illustrated in the second flowchart below. It furthermore describes the steps that needed to be taken in the second stage of the data collection process. 
Flowchart 2: Process of Primary Research and the Methodological Steps Undertaken
The discussion group method was chosen for the first stage of data collection of the present study in order to give the researcher an understanding on how relationships and Relationship Marketing is perceived by consumers. Eight discussion groups with a total of 65 participants and four interviews (part of Stage I of data collection) were conducted. These interviews were carried out in the same way as the discussion groups. The discussion groups and four interviews helped to develop common themes which all stand in relation to how the consumers who participated in this study perceive their relationships with organisations. The data of the first stage of data collection (discussion groups) was analysed manually for content. This was accomplished by reading through the discussion group transcripts repeatedly and summarising particular issues. Summarising was necessary, because there was some text that was not relevant to the current study. It was then possible to establish common themes by re-occurrence of points and issues mentioned by the participants of all the discussion groups from the summaries. Once the common themes were established, the researcher went back over the discussion groups’ transcripts to ensure that no information that would serve relevant to the current study was overlooked and to ensure that the summarised issues corresponded with what the participants actually expressed. Additionally, it was necessary to re-examine the transcripts to look for particular information in relation to common themes/ issues that emerged. The discussion groups revealed a variety of different types of organisations that the participants had their relationship experiences with. This variety made it impossible to focus on the dimensions and issues of the consumer relationships because of the different natures of organisations. It was therefore decided to focus on two types of organisations: financial organisations and travel and tourism organisations. The discussion groups were useful to identify the dimensions relevant to consumer relationships with service organisations and how these are perceived by the consumer. The decision, as to which types of organisations to focus on, was based on the frequency of experiences with the particular types of organisations mentioned by the participants. However, due to the nature of a discussion group being very complex in terms of their length it was necessary to carry out in-depth interviews. This decision was taken on the basis of not only ensuring not to lose the participants’ interest but also to gain a deeper understanding of the themes that evolved from the first stage of data collection. 
The alternative to in-depth interviews would have been to carry out a series of discussion groups with the same participants in order to generate the depth of information required. Nonetheless, this would have proved difficult because participants would not have been prepared to dedicate their time to more than one group. Indications of this were given when recruiting the groups. The majority of the participants expressed that they would be willing to participate in one group but not in any further groups. Therefore, if any additional discussion groups would have been planned to be carried out with the same participants, major recruitment problems for the discussion groups would have been envisaged or ‘no shows’ would have occurred. This could have resulted in cancellations of discussion groups and even loss of interest to participate from the existing members.

The second stage of data collection hence included sixteen in-depth interviews, where interviewees shared views and perceptions on their relationships with two types of organisations; financial and travel and tourism organisations. The interviews were analysed using the qualitative data analysis software NVIVO7 which helped to code and visualise the results. To explore the area of Relationship Marketing from a customer’s viewpoint further, quantitative research methods were not considered to be the optimum type of primary research for the second stage of data collection, as it would not give a greater insight into the subject area. Quantitative methods would possibly add variables to the findings of the discussion groups but would not allow exploring the issues mentioned during data collection further and deeper, and explore the reasons behind the issues that were revealed.

The results of interviews, particularly in-depth interviews are more detailed and thorough (Veal 1997). This is due to the fact that in interviews, the researcher encourages the respondent to talk, probes issues of concern deeper by asking the respondents to explain their answers, and is able to look at new emerging elements that possibly were not thought of a priori. Additionally, it became evident that the nature of the data required was to investigate peoples’ experiences. For this type of information interviews represent the optimum method of data collection because 
“the nature of emotions, experiences and feelings is such that they need to be explored rather than simply reported in a word or two” (Denscombe 1998:165). 
Therefore, the reason for conducting interviews was to extend and enrich the data that had been collected so far and to allow conclusions to be drawn that had not been explored by other studies prior to this date.


3.8.2	Discussion groups (Stage I)
The discussion group method was chosen for the first stage of data collection after receiving replies of the preliminary e-mails. This method was chosen in order to enable the researcher to generate ideas on how relationships and Relationship Marketing are perceived by consumers of service organisations. The aim here was to collect a large amount of data, rich in quality, from a small number of people in order to be able to clarify responses if necessary. Qualitative research is usually used when the researcher tries to find out 
“a great deal of information about a small number of people, rather than a limited amount of information about a large number of people” (Veal 1992:35). 
In addition, qualitative research is normally used to gain a full overall picture of a specific behaviour or situation of a small number of individuals, rather than obtaining only scattered information of a large number of individuals. 

It was not possible to present the information collected in numerical form because the nature of the data is text. The participants shared their experiences and perceptions in the interviews in a conversation-type style, as opposed to one word sentences like it may occur in quantitative findings. This therefore makes it impossible to compare the data as if it consisted of same wordings or numbers. 

As a result of the nature of this study, any research undertaken needed to be flexible to ensure the depth of data. Taking into account that the main source of data was people, and considering the diversity of the human being; discussion groups represented a suitable tool to gather the required information as they allowed the participants to interact with each other, stimulating each other with ideas. This resulted in areas of interest that were not anticipated by the researcher prior to the data collection process. This is supported by Morgan who pointed out that 
“the hallmark of discussion groups is the explicit use of the group interaction to produce data and insights that would be less accessible without the interaction found in a group” (1988:12). 
Greenbaum (1998) indicates that discussion groups are an effective way to collect data about how consumers feel about different products, services and programs. Krueger and Casey reckon that discussion groups are a good mean 




In order to avoid any potential problems occurring, it is vital to plan for discussion groups, making decisions that are necessary to run it successfully (Morgan 1998). Therefore, it was necessary that the researcher took several points into consideration prior to running the discussion groups. For example, it was decided that the study worked with what is referred to in the literature as full groups. Full groups are characterised by the number of people participating (Greenbaum 1998). Hence the groups encompassed between eight to ten participants which ensured that the groups were small enough for everyone to be able to share insights and opinions but large enough to gather a range of different perceptions. With regards to the number of people involved in a group there exists plenty of debate as to what the most appropriate number of people is. However, Burns and Bush (1995), Denscombe (1998), and Morgan (1998) agree that an efficient group should consist of five to twelve people. They believe that smaller groups do not generate the group dynamic and stimuli needed. In such cases, one or two people usually do all or most of the talking, despite the efforts made by the moderator. Similarly, groups that are larger than twelve people carry with them issues of concern. Burns and Bush (1995) and Greenbaum (1998) warn that a group larger in size than that of twelve people may become fragmented and data may be lost due to smaller groups within the group that may form. 

Additionally, it was necessary to plan the duration of each discussion group. The researcher decided that each group would last between 90 and 120 minutes. This is another characteristic for full discussion groups (Greenbaum 1998), which ensures that the groups do not last too long for participants to lose concentration, but not too short either so as not to be able to gather the deep and meaningful information. Eight discussion groups were carried out which allowed the researcher to identify trends and patterns. Only by careful and systematic analysis of the discussions, the researcher was able to gain insights as to how something is perceived (Krueger and Casey 2000). The number of discussion groups to be carried out for this study depended on saturation of information. In other words, groups were conducted many times, until the content of the data got repetitive and no new information emerged. This indicated the researcher that the number of discussion groups carried out was sufficient. By introducing the topic area again at the beginning of each group, and providing food and drinks for all participants the researcher created a “permissive environment” (Krueger and Casey 2000: 4). This allowed the participants to relax and share their points of view and perceptions in a comfortable environment. 
3.8.4	Recruiting
It needed to be anticipated when planning for the recruiting that some participants may not show up at all. This made it difficult to assess an exact number of participants. However, it was decided that inviting more participants for the same group is a risk that needs to be taken, even if it could result in having to send some of the participants’ home in the case of too many people showing up. Burns and Bush (1995) pointed out that there is no method for running discussion group ensuring 100% participation. Recruiting the people to participate in the discussion group is one of the most crucial points of the planning process as a whole (Morgan 1998). The reason why it is so important is that on several occasions only a few people, two or three, may show up; which then could not be classed as a discussion group anymore, as there just would not be enough flow of ideas. As the replies from the preliminary e-mail were limited, with four full groups being able to be conducted, other means of recruitment for the discussion groups needed to be considered. It was decided to contact clubs and societies of Bournemouth and surrounding areas in order to generate further groups. E-mails of invitation were sent out to the participants four weeks prior to the running of the discussion group where the respondents were given a choice of two dates. All individuals who agreed to participate from the University staff sample were then contacted two days before the conduct of the discussion group to act as a reminder for them. When conducting discussion groups with the members of clubs and societies of Bournemouth, one person was contacted, usually the chair of each club or society. This was achieved through e-mails and letters sent by post (a sample letter can be seen in Appendix Three). 

Out of the 192 clubs and societies that were contacted, four agreed to participate. Again this was regarded as a low response, but together with the other four groups with Bournemouth University staff, 65 participants were perceived to be sufficient as the information that was collected during the groups ranged over different areas. Nonetheless, issues were repeated in the groups, thus, giving an indication of saturation. Those who agreed to participate were either contacted by phone or in writing, depending on the reply the researcher got from the initial form of contact. The date when to conduct the discussion group was mainly supplied by the clubs and societies themselves. This is due to the fact that they have set timetables and sometimes only one meeting per month. Such meetings were used to conduct the discussion groups. One Society did not allow the researcher to carry out a discussion group but individual interviews at a convention that was held in the Carrington Hotel, Bournemouth. Due to the fact that the convention only lasted for one day and several events were planned for this day, the head of the society did not feel that a discussion group would be possible to be conducted. Hence, the researcher decided to carry out individual interviews to gather information and to possibly recruit for further discussion groups. However, it was not possible to recruit for discussion groups because visitors of the convention were attending different events throughout the day. This meant that the researcher had to convince individuals to agree to individual interviews which proved very difficult because firstly, they did not know about interviews prior to their visit to the convention, and secondly, had limited time available between their events. It was therefore possible to carry out four interviews. Two of these interviews involved two individuals where a flow of ideas was established allowing the interviewees to ‘bounce off’ each others’ ideas. The two other interviews involved one individual each.

The location where the discussion groups were held varied throughout the process. Four discussion groups were held at Talbot Campus, Bournemouth University; one at Lansdowne Campus, Bournemouth University, one at Westbourne Library, Bournemouth, one at a Day Centre and one at the researcher’s home. The group that was carried out at the researcher’s home would seem to cause an ethical issue to the study. However, all of the participants of this particular group were contacted individually prior to the conduct. Additionally, the researcher met all participants briefly before a place and time was agreed upon for this group. This allowed the researcher to not only make sure that conducting the group at the researcher’s home did not pose any problems or dangers, but also ensured that the participants of this group would feel comfortable enough to attend the group. At no given point there occurred any danger, not to the researcher, nor the participants. 









The second stage of data collection included the conduct of unstructured, in-depth interviews. The reasons why in-depth interviews were chosen as the optimum type of data collection were that the first stage of data collection allowed for the establishment of themes. Due to the number of themes relating to different areas these could not be probed deep enough during the discussion groups given the number of participants of each group. This is to say that despite the fact that the groups were useful in terms of the establishment of the themes, it was not possible to go into great detail in view of each individual’s relationship experiences because of the time constraints that a discussion group has. Thus, the discussion groups aided to inform the topic guide of the interviews. Therefore, the best way to explore the themes further and deeper and to ensure that what each participant tried to say was understood correctly. Additionally, interviews allowed for new aspects or issues relevant to the study to emerge. 
“An in-depth interview is characterised by its length, depth and structure” (Veal 1997:132). 
This type of interview is usually distinctively longer than questionnaire-based interviews. This is due to the fact that they generally seek to probe a problem more deeply than it would be possible with a questionnaire-based interview. As Veal (1997) reveals, in-depth interviews encourage the respondent ‘to talk’. Furthermore, the interviewer is likely to ask accompanying questions that may seem important to the research problem. In many cases this technique asks the respondent to explain their answers which results in every interview being different, even though it is concerned with the same topic. 














Type of Interview	Advantage 	Disadvantage
Structured	Same questions are answered resulting in increased comparability of answersUsually of quantitative nature making analysis easier by using statistical computer packages	Limited in terms of including new emerging issuesSome questions may not be relevant due to having been developed prior to data collectionLimited flexibility
Semi-structured	The combination of both types: structured and unstructured, therefore the flexibility from unstructured and the comparability of responses from structured	Bias may occur due to researcher deciding on which questions to further explore which can then result in a lower comparability in responses
Unstructured	Interviewees can express their own opinions and thoughts as the interviewer is not as involved as in for example a structuredHigh flexibility in responsesInformation possible to emerge from interviewees, i.e. not instigated by interviewerNo pre-determined questions which could reduce depth of responsesTopic areas can be explored in great depth an detail	Data analysis is difficult as interviewees use own words, reducing comparability of responsesLarge amounts of textual data possibleDifficult to illustrate result visually due to textual data
Table 3: Advantages and Disadvantages of the Three Main Types of Interviews 






It is important that every aspect of any primary fieldwork has to be trialled out beforehand to make sure that it works as intended. A pilot test for the discussion groups was conducted to see how well the content expresses the meaning and to identify areas of difficulty for the respondent. The questions were then justified according to the guidance given by the sample. The pilot discussion group carried out was conducted under conditions that mirrored those of the main study. As a result, problems such as complexity, order and structure of questions were highlighted. This then caused some questions to be re-written, and new questions being delivered, covering new areas for discussion.
It needs to be borne in mind however, that the researcher used the topic guide for the data collection of this study. This means that there are no pre-determined questions as such; however questions that can be asked in order to gather the information required to better understand a particular area or topic of concern (Please see an example of the topic guide in Appendix Two).

The in-depth interview questions were also piloted before conducting any further interviews. Due to the fact that the in-depth interviews were exploring the themes that emerged from the discussion groups, there were not that many alterations to be made after conducting the pilot. Nevertheless, there were areas that needed to be added as a result from the discussion groups which were not anticipated prior to the data gathering. Therefore, the area of how the Internet has impacted on the consumers’ relationships needed to be added, as this would give an indication about personal contact the consumer has with the particular organisation as well as an indication as to what type of product or organisation a relationship is actually desired by the consumer. Additionally, the area of change proved to be difficult to understand among the participants of the pilots which resulted in re-shaping the questions for this area and focusing on the wording of the question. As shown in the development of interview questions earlier, the in-depth interviews did not follow a particular structure; rather there were different areas for which several questions could be asked. This meant that the interviewee decided on the flexibility of the interview, as in many cases the areas were talked about by the interviewee without the interviewer having to specifically draw the attention to a particular area. Nevertheless, the interviewer made sure that all areas would be covered.


3.10.1	The structure of the Discussion groups
As this study seeks to find out information about an area which has seen little research in the past, that of consumer perceptions of relationships with organisations; the structure of the discussion group is that of a less structured nature. This is due to the fact that the present study is of an exploratory nature. Issues can be understood better and clarified and a less structured discussion group allows for new ideas to be included. The researcher stimulated the participants with certain discussion areas that were essential to be covered as a result of the findings from the secondary data collection process. To achieve this, the researcher used a topic guide. This topic guide allowed the researcher to ‘jump’ between the areas; depending on the how the participants answered and interpreted the questions. For example, it is possible that one participant answers a question and another participant follows with an answer where the thoughts have been triggered by the prior participant; however the area this answer would fall into maybe a different area. The answer may, nevertheless, require a follow-up question by the researcher. An example of a topic guide that was used in the discussion groups can be seen in Appendix Two. The questions that were posed during the discussion groups were of open-ended format. This format permits respondents substantial freedom to express their thoughts and opinions (Johns and Lee-Ross 1998). In addition, it is possible to analyse gathered information similarly to in-depth interviews (Johns and Lee-Ross 1998).

For each discussion group a selection of snacks and drinks was provided, which was welcomed by all participants and created a relaxed atmosphere in which all participants felt comfortable to talk. When using less structured groups, the researcher does not know what questions need to be answered. For the current study, discussion groups were regarded as the optimum method to reveal what needed to be known. Additionally, the groups allowed discovering a whole range of issues that need to be understood or clarified. With regards to the topic guide, the questions were open-ended questions, allowing for interest to be raised among the group. 
“Together, the guide and the style of moderating in a less structured project create a discussion that emphasizes the participants’ interests and concerns” (Morgan 1998:45).








3.10.2	Discussion group topics 
Introduction
As for every discussion group, a short but concise introduction needed to be given to the participants, without giving away too much information to them which may have harmed the conduct of the discussion group by developing bias amongst the participants. 

Examples-critical incidents
This gave an overview of what actually happens, how consumers perceive relationships with organisations, what they think and even how they feel their relationships should be with particular organisations. In addition, asking the individuals to think of examples got the participants’ attention and allowed further discussion, i.e. every person spoke, which helped the people who may be naturally shy. It made everyone feel comfortable to speak freely within the group. 

Relationships- with organisations
As this study was trying to find out how consumers perceive their relationships with organisations, this area was vital to the study. It was possible that consumers may not have been aware of their relationships with organisations. They may have perceived them as simple interactions or different levels or types of relationships may have started to filter through.

Key aspects of relationships with organisations
This gave a clear indication of how the consumer perceives what a relationship is and what is important to the consumer to get from the organisations. Things like loyalty and trust were anticipated to be the main aspects resulting from this area, and a further explanation of what the participants meant by these terms was needed. It could have turned out that trust and loyalty are not important at all to the consumer, which could have suggested that the literature is solely based on what organisations think. It could, however, also have been the case of participants not being aware of such aspects. 

Change over time? How? How long has that time span been? How have they evolved? Examples
This clarified how consumers perceive the evolution of their relationships. It also specified how long it takes, in the consumer’s point of view, to form a relationship with an organisation. 

Unwanted/ welcome relationships
Results of this gave an overview of what consumers want to see/ what they expect from a relationship with an organisation and what they do not like and why not. It gave an indication of frequency they want to be in contact with the organisation.

Applicability of same relationships to all products
This probed into whether or not consumers would want to have the same relationships for different types of products/services. It may have been the case that some consumers actually expect the same from every organisation, even if the product/service is not very important to the consumer.

Same products, different relationships
This indicated whether same products carry different relationships and why. In addition, the reasons for this were unveiled. By asking participants for examples, it became clear how relationships differ from product to product and in what way they differ. It also gave some idea as to why relationships may differ.

Buying Decision is based on what? Past Experience? How does it influence the buying decision?
This showed what consumers base their buying decision on. How this differed from product to product and how prior experience of a product or a service influences the behaviour of the consumer within a relationship. In other words, a customer may have bought a product or a service somewhere before and the relationship that was formed at the time may have influenced the way the consumer behaves towards the same or another product or service of the same organisation. Therefore, in whatever way the relationship is perceived, the behaviour or beliefs of the person may influence whether or not the product or service will be bought or what the consumer expects from the product or service. In addition, the importance of brands may be an outcome of the responses. 

Role of people/ human interaction
This clarified how important the human interaction and the role of people are to the consumer. It may have been the case that organisations have completely different understandings as to what the consumer actually wants.






The following section will give an overview of how the interview questions helped to probe each of the themes identified by the discussion groups further and give an indication of what information each question aimed to gather. It needs to be pointed out that questions following point two were asked in no particular order and not every question was asked in the same way, i.e. the questions did not follow a structure. Unstructured interviews are generally used when the researcher wants to understand a particular phenomenon or topic area in depth and wants to understand the interviewees’ respondents in detail or go beyond the questions. This means that the researcher starts off by introducing the area of interest and then lets the interviewee develop their own thoughts and use their own words. 
“Allowing interviewees to speak their minds is a better way of discovering things about complex issues, generally semi-structured and unstructured interviews have as the aim ‘discovery’ rather than ‘checking’. They lend themselves to in-depth investigations, particularly those which explore personal accounts of experiences and feelings” (Denscombe 1998: 167).










3.10.3	Development of Interview questions
1) Introduction to research:
Here the interviewer gave the interviewee a short introduction to the research that was carried out in order to give the participant an idea about what the whole interview would be about. It was however, made sure that not too much information was given to start with in order to avoid bias.

2) I would like you to think of an experience you have had with an organisation / company that has left you feeling happy/ satisfied or unhappy/ dissatisfied or surprised in either a positive or negative way?
Could you possibly describe this experience?
This question aimed to identify critical incidents that consumers have had with organisations and gave an indication of how consumers perceive their interactions with companies. It also allowed the interviewer to keep the interview within context as the following questions could all be related back to this incident described by the interviewee. 
	-What happened next? 
This is a sub question
	-What did you do?
This is a sub question

These questions follow point 2; it is possible that they will be asked in no particular order while the interviewee is describing the incident they have had with a company. 
Perceptions of what constitutes a relationship What do you understand by the word ‘relationship’?This question aimed to identify what each consumer understands by the word ‘relationship’. It is possible that there is a commonality in understandings and is in line with the definitions given in the current literature. However, it is also possible that consumers understand the word ‘relationship’ in a very different way to how it has been defined in the current literature.What are the main factors in a relationship that are important to you?With the help of this question, factors that are important in a relationship for the consumers were detected, which led to a clearer understanding of how consumers understand what is involved in a relationship. Can you describe any relationship that is important to you? This question aimed to reveal how consumers understand relationships in their everyday life and what is involved in those relationships.I would like you to think about your relationships with companies, what are the differences to your personal relationships?This question exposed what the differences between the relationships in the consumers’ personal life are and their relationships with companies, or if there are any differences at all. Furthermore, it gave an indication of whether or not consumers perceive to have relationships with companies or whether they regard their contact with companies as re-occurring transactions. 
Trust (Loyalty/ honesty) How would you define the word ‘Trust’?With the help of this question it was possible to find out what consumers understand by the word ‘trust’Are there different types of trust? Can you describe them?Here it was interesting to see if consumers perceive to have different types of trust with different people or organisations. The descriptions of the different types of trust gave an overview and clarified the word trust itself.How does trust evolve?This question identifies what needs to be there prior to the concept of trust.Where does it come from? Which factors are needed to develop trust? Which factors do you think make you trust someone?Here more detailed information showed what factors are needed to develop trust.When do you trust someone?This gave an indication of whether consumers are aware of why they start trusting someone.How do you know when to trust someone?This is a sub question to the prior question. Describe what a person has to do to gain your trust?This clarified any factors that had possibly been mentioned earlier but were still a little unclear. It however also revealed new factors that need to be present prior to an individual trusting someone, which the interviewee may not have thought of before.
Evolution of Relationships Generally, can you describe how a relationship develops? This question probed whether there are different stages within a relationship and whether a ‘relationship curve’ can be developed. Are there any differences when you deal with companies? How does a relationship develop over time with a company? With the help of this question, differences between personal relationships and relationships with companies with regards to how a relationship evolves or develops were detected.What are the differences?This identified exactly what these differences mentioned in the question above are.
Change of relationshipsGenerally how would you say a relationship changes over time?This question detected whether consumers actually believe that a relationship changes over time. It furthermore led to some opinions as to how a relationship changes.Why do you think it changes?This identified the reasons for change of a relationshipCan you describe the different stages of change?Here clarification as to whether there are different stages of change of a relationship was gathered. In addition, it got the individual thinking about relationships again, possibly looking at it from a different angle. How would you say your relationship with a company changes over time?This question aims to get the interviewee thinking about their relationships with companies. It gave some reflection on how they perceive their relationships with organisations.Why do you think it changes?Reasons for change were given here and gave an insight as to why consumers wish to have relationships with some companies but not with others.Can you describe the different stages of change?Here the interviewee thought about their relationships with companies again and from this question different stages of change emerged in view of relationships with companies in comparison to the more general question above.
Change in behaviour towards companiesDoes your behaviour towards a company change over time? This question revealed if consumers change their behaviour towards a company based on past experiences or whether there are any other factors involved.How does it change?This exposed the different factors that lead to change in behaviour of a consumer towards a company. Why do you think it changes?Here the interviewee revealed the reasons why an individual’s behaviour towards a company changes over time. It gave an overview of external factors to the relationship itself as well as possibly internal factors. How do you change?This question found out whether the act of learning over the duration of an individual’s life plays a role in terms of how a relationship changes. Specific areas were mentioned and past experience played an important role. Why do you think you change?This question gave information as to what the reasons are for change of an individual. Again it is possible that some internal and external factors were mentioned and that different stages of learning had a role. What do you do to achieve what you require/desire when dealing with a company?This question specifically revealed what customers do over an extended period of time to get the service or product that they require or desire. It is possible that consumers reveal how they manipulate a company or the systems of companies in order to reach their requirements. 
Personal Interaction: Role of peopleWhat is the role of personal interaction when you deal with a company?This gave an indication of whether consumers want to have personal contact with a company.How important is this?This question discovered the grade of importance of whether consumers want to have personal interactions with a company.Why is it not important?This is a sub question of the above.
Staff attitude towards customersHow important is staff attitude to you when you deal with a company? Here an indication of personal liking could occur, which could have a substantial importance of whether a consumer wants to have a relationship with a company or not. In addition it could be the first impression a consumer gets from a company and this could lead to either a successful relationship or a missed opportunity to form a relationship.Why is it important?This question gave the reasonsWhy is it not important?Same as above


















Patton (2002) suggests that there are no exact rules or formulas for the transformation of qualitative data into findings. He points out that guidelines however exist and that it is the responsibility of every researcher to draw as much information from the data as possible. 
“The human factor is the great strength and the fundamental weakness of qualitative inquiry and analysis- a scientific two-edged sword” (Patton 2002:433). 
There exists a series of guidelines that suggest ways for qualitative data analysis. These guidelines are multiple and range from pattern/theme/content analysis, discourse analysis, conversation analysis to inductive and deductive analysis and computer assisted data analysis (Edmunds, 1999; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2002; Silverman, 2001). There are a variety of different approaches that can be used to analyse qualitative data but it needs to be borne in mind that there is no single right or wrong approach to analyse the data but that it needs to fit the purpose of the study (Punch 1998).

The data which was gathered for the present study is ‘researcher provoked data’ i.e. it would not exist without the intervention of the researcher, and therefore it is possible to say that the data will not be untouched by human hands. Silverman pointed out that there is no data which is ever left untouched by the human. He suggests that 
“….audio and video recordings usually end up being transcribed using particular researcher-designed interventions which are never ‘perfect’ but only more or less useful” (2001:159). 
As all discussion groups and in-depth interviews were recorded, the opportunity to transcribe all discussion groups for the purpose of analysis was given. This then allowed for comparison between the different discussion groups and common points and issues, reoccurring elements thus were possible to be summarised and analysed. There were issues raised by the participants that were not anticipated by the researcher prior to data collection. Such issues emerged through the use of the topic guide, as participants could freely express their opinions. 

The eight discussion groups were analysed manually, that is without the help of any computer package, as it was believed that the amount of data was manageable. This was achieved by reading through the transcripts repeatedly and sorting data segments into categories. It then became clear that these segments were reoccurring the more discussion groups were conducted, which led the researcher to develop those categories into themes. These themes are presented in detail in the findings chapter. Transcripts are very useful to record the discussion of a discussion group in written form, allowing the researcher to permanently have a large amount of conversational data at hand for analysis. In addition, the researcher who transcribes all the discussions may supplement that data with personal observations from the discussion group. Silverman (1993) pointed out that transcribing the interviews personally enables the interviewer; in the case of the present study, the researcher, the opportunity to listen to all recoding repeatedly. This may reveal features that were previously not detected. Morgan underpins this opinion by stating, 
“More often, the analysis will involve reviewing the contents of each group while either listening to the tape or reading a transcript” (1998:13).

With the data from the 16 in-depth interviews, it was decided to use a qualitative data analysis computer package, because the amount of data was much larger. The researcher felt overwhelmed by it at first. It was decided that is was not possible to analyse the data manually for content or themes. Also it was thought that by analysing the data of the in-depth interviews manually, there was a chance of missing out on important details due to the fact that the data gathered from the in-depth interviews was a lot more detailed than that of the discussion groups. The researcher decided to use the NVIVO7 package based on the merits and availability of the other packages. There are several packages that each has their own characteristics. Such packages include for example Nudist, NVIVO, Atlas-ti, or the Ethnograph. The Nudist package, Atlas-ti and the Ethnograph are considered to be complex packages to learn. In addition, each package has some setbacks in establishing links between categories or the searching tools available (St. John and Johnson 2000). 

The latest version of the NIVIVO package at the time of data analysis was NVIVO7, which was decided upon for the current study because the textual data management and its graphics are more sophisticated than with other packages. Improvements from earlier versions lie in visual display of the data as well as the ease of use of the package. It furthermore enabled the researcher to illustrate links between all categories, horizontally and vertically (St. John and Johnson 2000). In addition, it gave the researcher the chance to handle very rich text-based information, where deep levels of analysis were required. It needs to be pointed out that programmes like NVIVO7 do not interpret qualitative data, however, they do help to handle large amounts of data and assist to establish links and make content visible that the human brain would not be able to establish.

Frogatt (2001) and St. John and Johnson (2000) point out several advantages of using such computer programmes for the assistance of qualitative data analysis. One of the biggest advantages mentioned is the time-saving factor that qualitative data analysis packages provide. Due to the fact that data management is facilitated, the researcher is actually able to spend more time on the analytical process rather than the mechanical process of managing the data (Froggatt 2001). An example of such a time saving element is the search facility available. This way, large amounts of data can be searched in little time. The problem with such computer assisted programmes is the time scale it takes to familiarise oneself with its usage. After initial starting problems the researcher decided to attend a two-day intensive training programme provided by trainers of the NVIVO7 software package. This helped to learn the programme in a relatively short period of time and to overcome difficulties. St. John and Johnson (2000) contend with Froggatt (2001) that computer software packages reduce the amount of time needed for handling of qualitative data. St. John and Johnson (2000) further indicate that computer packages enable researchers to deal with large amounts of qualitative data, to be more flexible and systematic in handling the data and to provide 
“a more visible audit trail in data analysis” (St. John and Johnson 2000: 394). 

Thus, there are also some concerns that have been raised over the use of computer packages to assist in the analysis of qualitative data. St. John and Johnson (2000) indicated that the use of computer packages could result in a focus on quantity rather than meaning. This point has also been mentioned by Froggatt (2001) who said that researchers may be tempted to analyse the data on a superficial level with focus on a large amount of data rather than a deep analysis of a small amount of data. Another disadvantage that has been stated in the literature is that qualitative data will be homogenised and the nature of qualitative data will change (Coffey and Atkinson 1996; Froggatt 2001; St. John and Johnson 2000). Furthermore, it is feared that computer packages could encourage distancing of the researcher from the data (Kelle 1995). However, Richards (1998) actually revealed that in some instances a level of distance from the data might be beneficial to take a wide-angled view at the analysis of qualitative data (Richards 1998). Being aware of this potential disadvantage of any qualitative software package, such alienation was avoided by replaying the data by using links within NVIVO7 to the original sound recording.

According to Veal, there are several ways for interview analysis. He points out that the fundamental aim of analysis procedure, is 
“to return to the terms of reference, statement of objectives, or hypotheses of the research and begin to sort and evaluate the information gathered in relation to the question posed and the concepts identified” (1992:98). 

The data that was collected in the present study also consisted of opinions that the participants expressed during the discussion groups, which means that applying interview analysis techniques was possible to do. Veal further notes that with qualitative research, it may be difficult to stick to the original ideas that a researcher initially had. This is because of the influx of information gathered, and new ideas or concepts being possible to be developed or revised in accordance with the information that has been gathered throughout the research process. 

An additional approach of qualitative data analysis other than that by Lofland and Lofland (1984) was proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), which recommend the model of grounded theory. This approach was used for the current study. Silverman (2005) simplified their model into three stages, which are appropriate to the present study: 

1)	Initially categories are developed in order to clarify all data
2)	These categories are now attempted to be ‘saturated’ with appropriate quotes and cases to show their relevance





















Figure 4: Components of data analysis: interactive model Source: Miles and Huberman (1994:12)

The similarity between those two approaches is that both approaches allow for the analysis to be taking place at the same time as further data collection takes place, resulting in a wider context and new issues emerging.

By data reduction they refer to a process where the gathered information is condensed or compressed and arranged in a way that makes it easier for the analyst to identify commonalities and interpret the data. This is achieved by three main procedures: summaries of different kinds, coding and memoing and reviewing these procedures again. Therefore, the researcher carrying out the analysis is reviewing the content of the answers and carefully puts them into categories which are developed through the coding and memoing procedure. Codes pull together the data and show potential categories or themes. The authors view this kind of coding as a ‘first-level’ coding or descriptive coding, therefore, not much interpretation goes into the codes yet. 

With the data of the current study, these procedures were followed, where after having transcribed the discussion groups as well as the in-depth interviews, summaries of each discussion group or in-depth interview were produced. This allowed the researcher to get an idea of the main points that emerged from the data and enabled to get an overview of the type of information that was gathered. Additionally, issues and points that were not anticipated by the researcher prior to collecting the data were able to be included in any following data collection. The following data collection included the remaining discussion groups and interviews that were conducted. After having summarised the data collected, ‘themes’ were able to be developed. With the discussion groups, this was achieved by looking for commonalities in points mentioned by the participants, where data chunks had been summarised and sorted into commonalities. By looking at several discussion groups and their summaries it became evident that the participants mentioned the same or similar points, which could then be put into a category. This then led to the formation of the nine themes as outlined in the findings chapter.

With the data from the in-depth interviews, such ‘theming’ or ‘categorising’ was carried out by using codes in NVIVO7. These codes are called ‘nodes’ in NVIVO7, where the researcher was able to establish nodes from big data segments to create initial ‘free nodes’. Initially, the transcripts of the in-depth interviews had to be re-formatted into rich text format in order to be imported into the NVIVO7 programme. The free nodes were then based on the initial themes that emerged from the discussion groups. Additionally, however, any new information was also coded into new nodes. Free nodes are codes (nodes) that appear in the Node interface. The data within the free nodes was then coded into further smaller nodes, making the overall free node a ‘tree node’. A tree node is a free node which the researcher organises into a tree-like hierarchy. This helped to organise the data and to enable old and new themes to emerge. 
Memoing is a fundamental tool when trying to reduce data (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Miles and Huberman 1994). Memos help making sense of data by being able to capture any ideas that emerge as the data is analysed as well as helping to capture any comments on such ideas (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Miles and Huberman 1994). With the current study, for the data that was analysed in NVIVO7 the researcher was able to use a tool of creating memos in NVIVO7. This helped to establish links of thought from one code to other codes and furthermore helped to capture ideas that came to mind while coding. Additionally, possible relationships could be established between two nodes or interviews, wherever the interviewer felt that more thought needed to go into the particular item at a later stage.

The next activity that Miles and Huberman (1994) describe in their approach to analysing qualitative data is that of data display. They differentiate between two broad formats of data display: Matrix display and network display. Matrix display is where the data is presented in rows and columns to help the data divide so that ‘patterns, configurations and associations’ become visible (Fielding and Lee 1998:44). By network display, Miles and Huberman (1994) refer to graphical representations of data. These graphical representations are helpful to present flows or structures and are not restrictive in terms of what is entered into them. Quotations, references, abbreviations, etc. can be entered where the purpose is at the top priority resulting in some areas being more complex, others less (Fielding and Lee 1998).

The data of the current study was presented in graphical diagrams, mainly spider diagrams with each theme having several ‘legs’. Additionally, tables were used to represent some areas of the data. By using such network displays, it was possible to represent the data of this study in more detail by dividing each theme into smaller categories or ‘legs’. This enabled the researcher to gain a deeper understanding of each of the main themes.

















When analysing the results, one set of data was taken each time. For example, for the transcript of one discussion group, common issues, areas or themes within the transcript were looked for and any new issues that had not been included in the topic guide prior to data collection were then added to the topic guide and consequently became an area of investigation for the next discussion group. Similarly, the data from the discussion groups served as information to develop the topic guide for the in-depth interviews. Therefore, using the topic guide ensured flexibility in adding new issues of concern that emerged throughout the collection of the data. In addition, the topic guide also helped to ‘jump’ between the areas; depending on the how the participants answered and interpreted the questions as already indicated earlier. For example, it is possible that one participant answered a question and another participant followed with an answer where the thoughts had been triggered by the prior participant; however the area this answer would fall into could possibly be important to another area of the topic guide and require a follow-up question by the researcher. A problem that the researcher encountered in terms of analysis was determining the point of when to stop the data collection process.
“…data analysis in qualitative inquiry is reliant on saturation” (Morse 2003:846).

But how does one know when data saturation has occurred? In the current study saturation occurred when the last few discussion groups and interviews produced similar data, the only difference being different wording used by the participants, thus no new information emerged from the data collection. As a result it was decided that this would be the point of data saturation. A further issue that sees a lot of criticism which needed to be conquered was the coding of the data collected. In qualitative work, coding is a central method for analysing data (Anastas 2004); particularly data consisting mainly of text, which very often is the case in qualitative research. Care must be taken when analysing text data to ensure that issues of rigor are accomplished. Thus, even though a computer software package (NVIVO7) was used to aid in the analysis process, it is not necessarily obvious that the researcher is skilled enough to use the software. For the current study the researcher went on a two-day intensive training course after trying to work on the knowledge gained from working with an earlier version of the software and not being able to properly use the newer version; which enabled her to learn how the software is used and what options there are available within the software to aid the coding process. The computer software however does not do the coding automatically; it simply helps in the organisation of codes and in the presentation of the findings. Additionally, it needs to be pointed out that the software was not used to aid with all the analysis of the collected data. For the data that was accumulated by the conduct of the discussion groups, the software was not used. Here the researcher followed content analysis which helped reduce the data into more manageable data “chunks”. It was therefore still necessary for the researcher to follow some guidelines of coding and to explain exactly how the coding of data has been carried out (Anastas 2004). 

The methods of analysis that were used in the current study were those of qualitative content analysis, and theoretical coding. 
“Qualitative content analysis is one of the classical procedures for analysing textual material no matter where this material comes from……the goal here is to reduce the material” (Flick 2006:312). 

The content analysis helped to reduce the data so that the material could be paraphrased and irrelevant material could be omitted. This is a first reduction (Flick 2006) that helps to organise the data. Then the relevant passages were divided according to similarities and this is where the more theoretical coding started to take place. Despite the fact that theoretical coding is usually used to develop grounded theory, it was used in the current study as the analysis took place concurrently to the data collection process and the analysis informed the further data collection. Theoretical coding is characterised by two forms of coding, open coding and selective coding (Flick 2006). It is important to point out that these two forms of coding cannot be distinguished or seen as two separated processes, rather they allow the researcher to move back and forth within the data and generally a combination of the two forms of coding is used (ibid). 

In order to start interpreting the data collected in the current study it was necessary to start coding the data openly. This involved first aiming to convey the data into ideas or concepts. This was achieved by reading through the data continuously, omitting irrelevant material until commonalities started to emerge. This was achieved by looking at each discussion group and later on in-depth interview, and dividing each idea or area that was mentioned by the participants into smaller passages. After dividing the data into such bigger data “chunks” it was possible to establish themes by looking for commonalities among answers given by the participants. With the data that was gathered by the in-depth interviews, the computer software programme NVIVO7 was used as already mentioned because the researcher felt that there were large amounts of data which made it difficult to organise the data and not get confused by the sheer amounts of data at the same time. The second step that was then taken in coding the data openly, was to classify those bigger “chunks” of data into single words or short sequences of words to which then ideas or annotations could be linked and thus the data expressing the particular idea, coded. In the NVIVO7 software such open codes are called free nodes. The free nodes, therefore, represent the overall ideas or concepts that emerged from the data collected. The next step that was necessary to be taken was to categorise the codes (free nodes) or grouping them into phenomena that emerged from the data. 

An example of such a phenomenon would be the nature of the relationship where it became evident that a definition was required, explanations of how the participants of this study perceived changes of relationships or the different factors or dimensions of a relationship, for instance. Open coding can often result in a large numbers of different codes (Strauss and Corbin 1998) which was also the case in the current study. The initial reduction of data into free nodes resulted in a large number of free nodes. Therefore, the overall idea or phenomenon that was described in the data was further coded into additional categories or what is called ‘Tree nodes’ in the NVIVO7 software. The tree nodes hence are the overall categories that have emerged from the data. The next step involved dividing the free nodes into the category or tree node that each free node belonged to. For instance, the overall category or tree node may be coded as ‘trust’ where now additional sub-codes are linked to such as, for instance, factors involved to trust.
Thus, Flick (2006) referred to this step as 
“the resulting categories are again linked to codes, which are now more abstract than those used in the first step” (Flick 2006:299). 

The subsequent step that was taken in the analysis process was that of coding the existing codes into more selective codes. Selective coding is a form of axial coding. Axial coding is when the codes that have arrived from open coding are refined and differentiated and those that look most promising for further elaboration are kept (Flick 2006). In the current study this was achieved as the open codes (free nodes) that arrived from the discussion groups were the initial codes that helped to inform the areas and issues of concern; as highlighted by the participants from the discussion groups; that needed to be further investigated in the data collection process using the in-depth interviews. This is generally linked to grounded theory, which however does not fully apply to the current study due to the fact that there are different theoretical concepts that were taken into account prior to the data collection process. Thus, 
“grounded theory suggests conducting data analysis concurrently with data collection and using emerging findings to alter and enrich subsequent data collection and even sampling activities” (Anastas 2004:62). 

This allowed proceeding with some axial coding which enabled the researcher to categorise the open codes (free nodes) into overall or main categories/ themes (tree nodes). Additionally, the researcher went through the transcripts of both discussion groups and in-depth interviews over and over again and was able to establish more selective sub-categories that would give more information about the overall categories/themes. By coding the subcategories into more selective codes, in some cases just a short sequence of words or expressions reflecting the particular issue of concern; it was possible to establish links with other codes, to establish potential relationships between different phenomena and to visualise the different codes. Additionally, the computer software allowed the researcher to file a ‘coding journal’ in which the researcher kept descriptions for the particular codes that were established, as well as reasons for establishing a particular code and potential further coding that needed to be done. This also allowed to ‘jotting’ down first interpretations of the data and thoughts as to why a certain phenomenon has emerged from the data or what the potential reasons for this could be. This way another researcher could have at any one point joined the research and would have been able to understand the researcher’s decisions. 
“A technique that is sometimes suggested for verifying the nature of methods of inquiry used is the creation of an audit trail…which involves keeping records of the data and the methodological decisions made in a way that another researcher could review the information” (Anastas 2006:63). 









Social researchers very often face ethical issues when conducting their research using human subjects. There are two main issues which affect research: the need for informed consent to participate and the need to surface from the experience without any harm (Rudestam and Newton 2001). Silverman added to this the potential bias originating from the researcher himself of 
“wanting to give full information to subjects but not ‘contaminating’ their research by informing subjects too specifically about the research question to be studied” (2001:270).








This was achieved during the recruitment process for the discussion groups, where the preliminary e-mail gave the respondents information about the research topic and informed them about the type of information the researcher was interested in (i.e. experiences they have had with service organisations, positive and negative). The respondents were then asked whether they would want to participate with an explanation of how the discussion group would be set out including a time frame, possible locations where the discussion groups could be held and that participants would be offered snacks and drinks to make the whole experience enjoyable. This ensured that participation was voluntarily. Additionally, it was pointed out to all participants that their names would not appear in the study, solely their comments and thoughts which would only serve the purpose of this study. 

With the in-depth interviews, the researcher also ensured that participation was voluntarily by contacting the subjects prior to the interview, asking them whether they would be willing to participate after having given them sufficient but not too much information about the topic area to avoid bias and by informing them of the approximate length of the interview. Additionally, participants of both the discussion groups and the in-depth interviews were advised prior to the conduct of the data collection that they would be recorded onto tape and mini-disc. They were assured that this served purely the purpose of this study, i.e. analysis. It was then up to the individual to decide whether or not to participate but did not prove to be problematic in any way. The times of when the discussion groups and interviews were conducted as well as the locations were chosen according to the participants’ convenience. 


3.13	Evaluation and limitations of the methodological and analytical approaches
Generally speaking the main criticism that the evaluation of qualitative research receives is that there is a lack of scientific rigour and credibility which is normally accepted within quantitative methods. They are supposed to be “impartial, objective and value-neutral’ (Horsburgh, 2003:308). Though this notion has been questioned by several authors such as Denzin and Lincoln (1994) or Coffey (1999) for example, similar criticism exists as to whether the same criteria used for the evaluation of quantitative work and that the evaluation of qualitative work should not follow the standardised evaluation criteria used for the ‘conventional paradigms’ or quantitative work (Anastas 2004; Johnson et al., 2006; Koch and Harrington 1998) rather they should depend on the question being studied. However, Horsburgh (2003) pointed out that the main principles of evaluation are the same for quantitative and qualitative work. This is due to the fact that for both types of research 
“the plausibility and trustworthiness of the researcher’s account are assessed as is the study’s potential and/or relevance to current theory or practice” (Horsburgh 2003: 308).

It thus became clear that it was not appropriate to use the same criteria of evaluation in this study that can be used for quantitative work (Flick 2006). This is because it is believed that qualitative research cannot be reproduced because of the researcher’s bias that exists in qualitative research. It is possible that a different researcher would produce divergent results as an outcome of a different understanding of reality and thus dissimilar interpretations of findings. 

Terms like objectivity, reliability, validity and generalisability; which are usually linked to evaluation criteria for quantitative research; impose difficulties on the evaluation of qualitative works (Sandiford and Seymour 2007). Avis (1995) offers his opinion on validity within qualitative research and argues that there should not be a prescribed set of criteria in order to establish credibility in qualitative research but rather that judgement should be passed on the usefulness of the research outcome. 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) were among the first who argued for alternative criteria that fit the nature of qualitative research. Geertz (1973) acknowledged that in qualitative research the data may be referred to as the individual understanding of what other people understand of their own doings and their fellow citizen’s behaviours. Lincoln and Guba (1985) built on this thought and focussed on the concept of trustworthiness which they refer to as truth possible to be viewed from a number of different realities. Reality they regard as a collection of different understandings. This is to say that every individual has a different way of comprehending the world and thus a different view of what to them constitutes reality. They further state that in order for a qualitative researcher to show trustworthiness 
“the naturalist (the researcher) must show that he or she has represented those multiple constructions adequately, that is, that the reconstructions (findings and interpretations) that have been arrived at via the inquiry are credible to the constructors of the original multiple realities” (Lincoln and Guba 1985:296). 
Sandiford and Seymor (2007) additionally advocated that interpretivist researchers are not concerned so much about their research being able to be replicated rather they are concerned with making their analysis transparent to the reader and evaluating their research design. 

Therefore, in order to create trustworthiness in qualitative research, they point to “credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability” (Lincoln and Guba 1985:300), where confirmability refers to credibility, transferability and dependability having been addressed. It is therefore necessary to determine criteria against which the study and the methods used during the process of data collection and analysis can be evaluated. A criterion is 
“a standard or principle by which something is judged, or with the help of which a decision is made” (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 2000: 298). 
It is possible to distinguish between two categories of criteria; internal and external criteria which address the verification (internal) and accountability (external) in a qualitative study (Anastas 2004). Thus internal criteria are the principles that are required to achieve the aims and objectives of a study. 

In view of the current study, internal criteria are the objectives that were set in order to achieve the aim of the thesis which was to determine consumer perceptions of their relationships with organisations in particular financial and travel and tourism organisations based on their experiences they had with organisations. The internal criteria were the starting points in order to carry out the current study and should hence be revisited to see whether they have been achieved. 

External criteria are the criteria which are the guidelines against which any research can be judged according to what is generally accepted in the existing literature and practice, providing useful findings in a different and innovative way to a theory or concept. In the literature such criteria are often referred to as reliability and validity, particularly, in quantitative studies or for instance as credibility, applicability or trustworthiness for qualitative studies (Koch and Harrington 1998). Therefore, external criteria in view to the current study ensure that the research carried out has the potential to add to the body of knowledge, i.e. theories and practice.

After evaluating the methods used for the study it has become apparent that there are a number of limitations that the study holds which will be highlighted in the following section. Because the literature revealed that there was a need to investigate and explore consumer perceptions of their relationships with organisations from a consumers’ point of view as opposed to from the organisation’s point of view, the data was collected from primary sources. Such primary sources were collected through qualitative methods as it was decided that there needed to be enough flexibility to clarify responses in order to gain the in-depth understanding of the subject area that was required. The current study followed an interpretive paradigm which refers to an inductive approach with the aim of building knowledge or theory about a particular phenomenon. Despite this, there is always an element of deduction in an inductive approach because it would be impossible to start looking for answers to something without any prior research process; therefore, every researcher must have an idea about what he or she is looking for. Horsburgh (2003) confirmed this by saying that qualitative research usually operates from the premise that total detachment on the part of the researcher is unattainable (even if deemed desirable) and that the person who carries out the research is part of the entire process and product as opposed to a bystander with the capacity to provide an ‘uncontaminated’ account. Thus, it may be argued that this is a limitation of the study because it was not possible to carry out an entirely inductive study; however, as pointed out above, without any prior knowledge from the literature it would have been impossible to know what information to collect during the primary data collection process. Additionally, it needs to be pointed out that each methodology has its advantages and disadvantages and thus there is no ‘better’ or ‘right’ methodology. It needs to be identified what such advantages and disadvantages are and how they affect the outcome of the research. 

Eight discussion groups and 16 in-depth interviews were carried out for which a topic guide was used. The topic guide was developed through reviewing the current available literature and was enhanced throughout the data collection process. By enhancing the topic guide any issues or areas that were mentioned in, for example, the first two or three discussion groups or interviews were possible to be added to the topic guide. It could now be argued that by using a topic guide there are no pre-determined questions as such and, therefore, it is not possible to compare the results as it would be if a questionnaire, for example, would have been chosen as the data collection tool. It is however necessary to keep in mind what the purpose of the study is: to explore consumer perceptions of their relationships with organisations, in particular financial and travel and tourism organisations which made it necessary to opt for a method of data collection that would allow to be flexible throughout the data collection process and which would ensure gathering the required data to be able to explore participants’ perceptions of their relationships. Thus, the questions that were developed for the discussion groups and for the in-depth interviews followed a topic guide. This meant that the questions were open-ended. Using open-ended questions refers to the interpretive paradigm and helps to construct an understanding about a phenomenon (Jennings 2001). Additionally, this question format allows respondents significant freedom to express their thoughts and opinions (Johns and Lee-Ross 1998). By using the topic guide, the questions did not follow a particular structure. This again permitted the researcher to ‘jump’ between the areas. This ‘jumping’ around between areas was necessary and useful at the same time, because the participants, particularly during the discussion groups, shared their thoughts which were triggered by what another participant had mentioned. However, the opinion or experience expressed might actually fall into a different area. For example, if one participant talked about their experience with a financial organisation and how difficult it was possibly to speak to a person, or to achieve personal interaction, this might have triggered another participant to talk about a personal interaction in possibly a positive way in view to a different organisation. Validation of participants was achieved by asking the interviewees for the reasons for giving certain answers, by asking them to clarify or explain their answers or by asking them to elaborate on the points they mentioned. This again was aided by using the topic guide, because it allowed the researcher to go back and forth to issues raised or topics that needed to be covered. In some interview settings validation of participants may be carried out in the way that the interactive nature of an informal interview facilitates the asking of questions by the interviewer in order that the participant’s answers are identified and clarified. 
“This could also be described as triangulation or verifying data, a commonly suggested strategy for enhancing the credibility of qualitative data” (Anastas 2004:62). 






























This chapter presents the findings of this study. It identifies the different issues and aspects that consumers associated with their relationships with organisations, in particular with financial and travel and tourism organisations. To start with, the results of Stage I including the preliminary e-mail that was sent out will be presented. Findings of the discussion groups will be outlined next, giving an indication of types of organisations that were mentioned by the participants in addition to the common themes that surfaced. The themes will be explained and example quotes will be shown, indicating how the common themes were established. Following this, the findings of Stage II will be presented. First, the common themes that emanated from the analysis of Stage II will be demonstrated followed by each theme (code) being broken down into its individual themes (sub-codes). It is important to recall that the data from Stage II was analysed with the help of the computer-assisted qualitative data analysis programme NVIVO7 leading to some of the initial nine themes from Stage I merging in Stage II. 
The volume of information that was accumulated during Stage II led to finer divisions of the established themes from Stage I. Thus, the themes that emerged from Stage I needed to be divided further into codes and sub-codes. This was simply due to the fact that the volume of information given in Stage II was extensive, giving a deeper understanding of the factors and issues perceived to be present in the relationships with financial organisations and travel and tourism organisations. Therefore, in order to exemplify the division of themes into codes and sub-codes, a miniature version of Figure 5 that was established as a result of Stage I will be presented in the left corner of the page, highlighted in red, whenever the particular theme is explained. Sub-codes, therefore, are the more detailed divisions of the codes. 
In total there were 190 experiences of both a positive and negative nature that were derived from the various stages of data collection. Those experiences were collected by a preliminary e-mail sent, the discussion groups and the in-depth interviews. Some e-mail respondents kept their replies rather general i.e. did not give an example of a specific experience but gave insights to what generally annoys or pleases them when dealing with an organisation. Due to the potential time constraints that individuals may have had, the replies of the preliminary e-mails differed greatly in nature. Thus, there were some replies which were detailed descriptions of positive or negative experiences with organisations, but some individuals kept their replies short and very general. Below is a sample reply from one individual describing two experiences. With the positive experience, trust and communication are mentioned, which are two components mentioned throughout the other stages of data collection as well. 
“Marks and Spencer usually comes out positively (in my memory) for customer service situations. Goods can be returned without one’s integrity being questioned, trust is assumed in interactions and there is personable communication with helpful suggestions. B&Q tends to arise more negatively! Orders are not questioned sufficiently to assure correct purchasing. Incorrect (heavy) items are delivered to the inconvenience of the transporters and customer and times of delivery are hugely variable and not always reliable” (S.M., 2nd e-mail).







4.2	Stage I of data collection phase




Figure 5: Themes of consumer relationship experiences described in Stage I

4.2.1	Awareness of relationship
This theme is looking at how aware participants are of their relationships with the organisations that they mentioned. It investigates whether the individuals regard their interactions with the particular organisations as relationships or simple, non-personal interactions.
From the statements it became clear that some of the participants had not thought about their relationships with the organisations that they mentioned very consciously. Additionally, some consumers looked at their relationship from a negative stance; however, this may be due to the fact that it is usually a negative instance that leads the consumers to think about their relationship with the particular organisation. Some consumers mentioned that they should receive offers from the organisation to value the time the consumer has been with that particular company. Thus, these consumers seem to be aware of their relationships based on offers they receive from the particular organisation. They felt that offers should be made accordingly to how long the consumer has been using the organisation. 
“Don’t you think that’s annoying like ehm, they don’t offer you anything and your just another  thing in the…they don’t offer you anything, say you were there for like five years” (4) 
Furthermore, it was expressed that consumers usually are not aware of their relationships unless something has gone wrong which left the customer dissatisfied. 
“I think the great problem is we don’t really have relationships until things go wrong” (7) 
In fact, one individual mentioned: 
“If it’s a commercial organisation, no relationship at all is best, because it means you have no problems” (7). 
This indicates that having a relationship with an organisation means having problems pointing towards the fact that consumers become aware of their relationships with organisations when they are dissatisfied. One consumer conveyed that sometimes there are false relationships. The example of a bank was used where the member of staff addressed the customer by name after some sort of identification process has taken place. This participant felt that a true relationship should be expressed by the member of staff addressing the customer by name right from the beginning of the interaction.
“But that, that’s a false relationship, the person at a bank, when they hand you back your credit books and say ‘Thank you Mr. ____’. A relationship is when they say ‘Hello Mr. ____’, before you’ve identified yourself”. (7)


4.2.2	Perceptions of what a relationship is 
This theme looks at how the participants perceived the word ‘relationship’ in general. This is important as the literature detects a difficulty in defining the word ‘relationship’ as well. It became clear that the word ‘relationship’ can be considered from many different angles. Participants concluded that a relationship is 
“An interaction you have with somebody or someone “(6) 
and how 
“you relate to other people, you know, you communicate” (3) 
at different levels of depth where all parties involved benefit from each other. One individual mentioned that there is an element of trust involved, and another participant indicated that the word ‘relationship’ itself is not constant. 
“One of the things with this word relationship, there’s a whole issue with the actual word. Eh, it’s not constant. Whether my relationship with ____, and I have a different relationship with my wife Jane” (1).




This theme looks at the aspects that the participants perceived to be involved in a relationship with a particular organisation. The main aspect that they drew attention to was that of trust. Alongside trust, honesty and loyalty were mentioned as they were perceived to be interrelated. In all discussion groups but one, the issue of trust within a relationship was highlighted. However, the word ‘trust’ is a word that stems much confusion to its meaning, not only in the existing literature but also among the discussion group participants. Some individuals referred to trust as something where 
“It’s believing that what they do is fair by you and I suppose, I suppose they would do they same for you, so it’s both ways basically” (6).
Furthermore, trust was perceived to be “Understanding each other” (7). Several individuals perceived trust to be a track record of positive interactions between people.
“It’s a track record, as soon as it’s broken, that’s it” (1). “I suppose, eventually people are put to the test one way or another, if it’s a long-ish relationship, you know, you put them to the test” (3).
If this on-going test results in negative outcomes, the relationship will come to an end. This was a general comment where this process of testing applies to trusting an individual person or an organisation. Therefore, participants seem to draw parallels to personal relationships when talking about trust. This may be due to the fact that they are much more aware of personal relationships than their relationships with organisations. Alternatively, they may find it easier to explain trust by referring to personal relationships. 
With regards to organisations, participants mentioned that they trust in organisations “until they prove to be untrustworthy” (7). In other words, if a product does not live up to the expectations set by the organisations prior to the point of purchase. A further aspect that was proposed to be important in relationships was that of honesty and respect for the other person. “Someone being honest with you” (8). In conjunction to honesty, respect was referred to, “to be honest really, I mean, I just try to respect people” (8). From a track record of honest interactions, trust can be established and thus a relationship formed. An additional field that the participants found important was loyalty. Loyalty was perceived to be an issue of 
“Just going into that particular store more often than you would somewhere else” (4) or, “valuing that brand above others” (4).
Sometimes it depends on the individual themselves whether or not trust can be established. 
“Ehm, I think you have to make, that is up to your own judgement, but also trust is an issue you have yourself, because sometimes things happen to you and you think you don’t trust with that situation ever again and but it is not until you got over that situation that then you can trust you see?” (Interview One, Stage1).


4.2.4	Emotional versus behavioural relationship
This theme looks at different types of relationships perceived by the participants. The comments identified that some consumers do not feel that they have a relationship with an organisation. 
“I find it almost impossible to build a relationship with a big organisation” (3)
 However, from some of the other statements, it seems that there exists the perception of having a relationship with a particular organisation because the participants expressed that they themselves sometimes push or force the organisation for an interaction. This is where the consumer then actively seeks an interaction with the organisation and it could be viewed as a certain behaviour that is expressed towards the organisation. In this case, there exists a behavioural relationship but not an emotional relationship, because the consumer does not associate any feelings of relationship with the particular organisation. 
“What, when I hate people who say ‘Oh _____, how are you feeling today? I don’t think it should matter, why are you asking me that?” (2)
 A behavioural relationship can be explained by the consumer expressing behaviour towards an organisation, where the relationship with the organisation functions. It can almost be regarded as subconscious behaviour, where day-to-day interactions with the particular organisation are not planned for or thought about previously. An emotional relationship can be regarded as a relationship where the parties involved express emotions and affection for each other. 


4.2.5	Personal interaction /Role of people
This theme clarifies how important the human interaction and the role of people are to the consumer when dealing with organisations. Several participants mentioned that with some big organisations the personal contact is only minimal and that they do not like being treated as a number. “I just think the personal touch is important really. I hate being treated like I’m anonymous, where I’m just a number” (2.) 
Comments also revealed that if consumers deal with a person of a particular organisation, the way this person interacts with the consumer manifests his or her opinion of the organisation. Additionally, trust was pointed out with regards to the role of people. Consumers believe that with bigger organisations it is not possible to build any form of trust, as a different person deals with the consumer each time they get in contact with the particular organisation. 
“We come to the big companies and the small; it depends in how much actual personal contact you have with that company. If you phone up, and every time you speak to a different person, you’ll never build up any sort of rapport” (2). 
Therefore, it would be impossible to trust the person because the consumer does not get the chance to get to know that person. 
“I don’t think you can trust in an organisation as you can trust in a person ‘I’m sure that’s true anywhere so we’ve lost a lot of these caring people who should, you know, look after their customers more, much better than the soft or almost faceless people you get now” (7)
However, it then comes to mind, that there still must be a certain element of trust involved because the consumer carries on using that organisation. This may be explained by the fact that there are possibly different types of trust. For example, there might be a trust which people expect on a personal level because of the fact that they encounter personal interaction. On the other hand, there might be a trust which is more based on overall performance where personal interaction is not important. 
A few individuals also talked about that how an interaction takes place depends on the personality of the person the consumer is dealing with. 
“And then you get some people they are moody, you know, they are one thing one day and something else another day, you know? That’s their nature, so“(3.) 
Therefore, consumers are aware of the fact that some members of staff of organisations may not always be able to deliver positive personal interactions because of the individual’s mood. Additionally, one participant mentioned that some people naturally have more positive personalities that make a personal interaction with a consumer a pleasant experience. An additional issue that was referred to was that the front desk person usually is the only person a consumer can get in touch with which in some cases can lead to dissatisfaction because there may not have been sufficient training to deal with all consumer cases. 
”I think the unfortunate thing is the person on the front desk is the one who takes the flack and you don’t really want to fire it at them but you’ve got nobody else, you can’t get to anybody else” (7).
 This could result in the termination of a relationship between the consumer and the organisation.


4.2.6	Change of relationship/ change in behaviour
This theme looks at how the participants perceived their relationships to change or how they believed their behaviour towards the particular organisation changes. Comments showed that, some participants were very clear about the fact that over a certain period of time, any relationship changes and different reasons were mentioned. 
“Large organisations you cannot establish a relationship with because they’re constantly changing the person who you deal with so it’s simply not possible’ (7). 
This may be due to external factors such as the ‘staff turnover is much more rapid now than it was when I opened my bank account half a century ago” (7), but it could also be due to how a consumer changes with time. The longer a person stays with a particular organisation and the stronger a relationship has developed, the higher the expectations of the consumer are as to how they want to be treated by the organisation. 
“And every relationship is gonna come to an end and during the period of that relationship, the way I wanna be treated is gonna change as well” (1).
Other participants felt that organisations in today’s worlds are too concerned with their internal problems that may lead to the loss of their customer base. 
“We would say they (relationships) got worse because of the commercial pressures and the going for the quick battle all the time and there isn’t any potency of building a relationship, you know” (7).
In addition, it should be pointed out that through past experiences, a consumer changes his or her behaviour towards an organisation. This may then result in changes in the relationship he or she has with the organisation. 
“It does on your experience as well, ‘cos if you have a bad experience with them, your opinion of them immediately is gonna go downhill” (4)
If, for example, a consumer has had more negative than positive experiences when dealing with an organisation, it is likely that this individual decides to terminate the relationship with the organisation. In contrast, it is possible that the consumer has learnt over time what needs to be done in order to fulfil his/her expectations. Comments revealed that people change their behaviour towards an organisation over time. It was mentioned that this is partly due to past experiences but it also depends on the organisation. The consumer’s behaviour towards an organisation changes in such a way that the next time he/she uses that organisation, they are prepared. For example, a consumer knows which phone number to call at what time in order to speak to the person necessary to deal with the individual’s issue. 
“You learn to work the systems. You know the right phone number to phone when you want to sort out your electricity bill so eh” (1).
In some incidents participants expressed that they have to go through certain procedures to receive the product or information they require. This can result in a negative behaviour towards an organisation. 
“Yeah, but it can, it can change the way you are, you know? You are on the sea shore of stress, aren’t you? … It’s, we live on the sea shore of stress where we have …to go through the procedures to get what we want” (2).
Participants expressed that sometimes the amount of money that is spent plays a role in how expectations towards an organisation are formed. This mirrors their behaviour towards an organisation or the person they are dealing with. Furthermore, it was expressed that consumers change their personalities in such a way as to manipulate the people they are dealing with in order to get what they want. 
“You have to change personality, do you ever find that you had to change personality, to get, to sort of be able to manipulate people n trying to” (3).
 Recommendations from friends and family play a role in how consumers deal with an organisation even if it is for the first time. 
“Or if I hear that somebody else has been having a bad experience, I’m, it’s like I’m careful now more than I probably ever used to” (6).




This theme looks at how the participants perceived that their relationships with organisations have evolved over time. Some individuals thought that over time and through familiarity a relationship is possible to be established. However, on the other hand, some participants thought that this was not possible because they hardly ever dealt with the same person. Hence it would be difficult to establish such familiarity. 
“Ehm I think it depends on the type of company. A lot of them nowadays, you don’t actually have personal contact, like banks, it’s all telephone or internet or whatever, so I think there isn’t the opportunity to have a relationship evolve” (Interview Four, Stage 1).
When participants were asked how relationships evolve respondents conveyed that they build their opinions of an organisation through the information available. 
“Ehm, through every little eh piece of information you see about them. Like through the first advert you see about them or the first time you walk past their shop to the first time you deal with them to things, things that friends or relatives say about them or, I don’t know, I suppose all of it just builds up, but if it was a big, if you had bought with them that would be a sort of concrete piece of evidence that you’d know but all the other things are just things that affect your perception or your expertise of it” (4). 
Therefore, in order to establish a working relationship the consumer needs reassurance. 
“Yeah, you build your opinion the more you hear, so it has to take time, because you have to gain the information before you make your opinion I think” (4).

4.2.8	Products/ Services where relationships are wanted
This theme looks at the types of products or services the participants believed they want to have a long-term relationship with an organisation. Participants revealed that there are certain types of products they wish to have a relationship with. Product types were mentioned where a great service part is involved, such as, for example, fixing amenities at home. Furthermore, products were mentioned that involve the consumer spending a large amount of money. 
“I suppose the more you spend with a company, the more you want a relationship with them, like phone bills or banks, or I don’t know, if it’s, if it’s just a high street store that you buy things, you don’t actually need, there’s no point in having a relationship, I think, or supermarkets” (4).
 Thus, where large investments are concerned, the consumer needs to plan ahead to avoid disappointment, and hence, seeks more information from the organisation prior to the purchase. 
“Or investments or something, you need to keep track of things like that, money, you need to keep track of, expensive things, your house, that sort of thing” (4).
 Banks, financial services and insurances were additionally mentioned by several participants. This type of product involves security and a big element of trust as the consumer needs to be reassured that the service provided satisfies the needs in terms of financial or insurance matters. 
“I think sort of financial services, I suppose and ehm insurances” (Interview Four, Stage I) 
In addition, guarantees and warranties were mentioned. “I’d say like stuff you got guarantees for” (4). The consumer wants to have a relationship with an organisation where a guarantee or warranty has been issued at the point of purchase. 
“Because you have guarantees, and if something does go wrong, you know, they come out, if something breaks down, they come out and you’re in contact with them” (Interview One, Stage I). 




This theme looks at the importance staff attitude plays in a relationship that consumers have. Staff attitude was perceived to be of paramount importance because even if something has gone wrong in an interaction, the way how a consumer then gets treated by the member of staff, builds his or her decision whether to stay with an organisation or whether to go somewhere else. 
“He just took away the problem away from us, from both of us and you know, that was an outstanding experience for me” (7).
In addition, consumers know that the person they are dealing with is a human being, and therefore, allow for mistakes and errors to happen. 
“Because, yeah, as long as they’re honest and upfront about it, that’s, ehm, that’s the best way to do it” (4).
It is the attitude the members of staff have towards their job and respectively their customers that play part in whether or not a relationship with an organisation can be established because “actually staff attitude is better than staff knowledge” (4).
This is to say that consumers are quite open to give levy when a member of staff possibly cannot give an answer to the consumer’s question, but it is how the member of staff deals with the consumer, i.e. willingness to find an answer. One individual conveyed that big organisations usually have 
“standardisation of procedures and processes if anything goes outside the boundaries, you know, it’s not possible and they just try to force, eh, to push you through, through their process” (2). 
This does not allow anything to go out of boundaries which can lead to dissatisfaction among the consumer because in reality, not every consumer issue or case can be standardised. Two comments were made about staff chatting with other staff members while serving a customer which was perceived negative by the participants. 
“I don’t like it when they’re chatting to the, when they’re chatting to the person on the till when you’re waiting to be served” (8).





















4.3	Stage II of data collection phase
This stage of data collection probed further the themes that were established from the discussion groups of Stage I. As a result, some themes merged the more information was collected, namely those of Relationship, Change and Trust. This means that the themes of the discussion groups (E.g. Awareness of relationship, Perceptions of what a relationship is, Evolution of relationship, etc) were merged into one overall theme: e.g. Relationship. Each individual theme was then subdivided into smaller themes and will be explained throughout this chapter. There are nine overall themes that surfaced from this stage of data collection which correspond to six of the themes from Stage I of the data collection process (Figure 5 and Figure 6).
There were 33 experiences mentioned by the interviewees during this stage of data collection of which eighteen were related to financial organisations and fifteen related to travel and tourism organisations. It needs to be borne in mind that in some cases the interviewees only mentioned one experience with one organisation, and in other cases, some interviewees mentioned more than one experience, i.e. one with a financial organisation and one with a travel and tourism organisation 

There were fourteen experiences with a financial organisation that were perceived to be negative and five with a travel and tourism organisation. On the positive side there were four experiences with financial organisations and ten with travel and tourism organisations. It is therefore clear that more experiences with a travel and tourism organisation were perceived to be positive than with financial organisations. This might have something to do with the fact that a holiday, for example, or an experience with a travel organisation, is usually of a short period, whereas, a relationship with a financial organisation, a bank for example, is generally a long-term relationship. This means that the consumer might approach the financial organisation from a more critical stand than he or she would do when going on holiday. In addition, the reason for having a more critical stand with regards to financial organisations may be the fact that when going on holiday a positive feeling exists which is not necessarily the case when dealing with financial organisations. 

The following diagram illustrates the themes that were established from stage II of the data collection process. Each of these themes has been broken down into further codes and where necessary into sub-codes. 

Figure 6: Themes from stage II of data collection

The figure above shows the themes that were established as a result of stage II of the data collection. It becomes evident that there are strong links to Figure 5 (page 140). However, it needs to be pointed out that the themes in the above figure are themes that have been developed further as a result of the themes that were established from Stage I of the data collection phase. Therefore, Figure 5 shows individual themes which have been merged in Figure 6. For example, the themes ‘awareness of a relationship’, ‘perceptions of what a relationship is’ or the ‘evolution of a relationship’ from Figure 5 have been merged into one overall theme ‘relationship’ in Figure 6. Similarly, the theme referred to in Figure 5 as ‘Trust, loyalty and honesty’ has become the theme ‘Trust‘ in Figure 6. This is because of the fact that there were further issues that needed to be included in these themes. Therefore, it was decided to divide the themes into sub-codes which will be explained throughout the following section. 


















Figure 7: The Relationship 























4.3.1	Relationship sub-code: Factors in a relationship

Figure 8: Factors in a relationship 

This sub-code looks at the different factors mentioned by the interviewees that were perceived to be involved in a relationship. The most important factor that emerged was that of trust which has become a theme on its own and hence, will be explained in full detail under the trust theme. An additional factor that was mentioned to be of importance was honesty which several times was mentioned straight after trust was mentioned. 
“eh I suppose like in any relationship really trust, honesty, the fact that you can eh dependability, loyalty, these, these sort of things, very, very important”(Interview12). 
Consumers expect to be treated honestly in their relationships whether they are business or personal relationships. 
“Ehm, trust ehm is, is definitely ehm probably the most important ehm, ehm, communication ehm there is no point asking for a loan and then having to wait for three months before you get a reply, yes or no back ehm so there has to be a reasonable amount of communication on, on both sides ehm I’d say those are the two main ones” (Interview 1).
Thus, with a financial organisation participants mentioned that they expect that the bank, for example, to keep hold of their money without becoming untrustworthy and charging them for services they do not want or asked for. In addition, the consumer wants to keep access to his or her money without the bank putting restrictions on it or the organisation spending the consumer's money elsewhere. Additionally, long term commitment was mentioned, and that a relationship in general is perceived to be something which is of longer scale, hence, there is certainly an issue with the word itself which has also been suggested in the current literature and has been investigated in this study. 
“….there has to be some sort of personal interaction ehm which I guess again in my definition and from what I’ve said already has to mean that there is generally a longer term commitment than a short term I mean you know you have a relationship with somebody on the phone but when you put that phone down that’s it, whereas when I think of a relationship it tends to mean something which is longer timescale” (Interview 11).
One interviewee even drew comparisons to a marriage, which indicates that a relationship is perceived to be of a long-term and to be personal. 
“God, mhm, good question, it’s like marriage and guidance counselling giggle, ehm good communication, eh, a decent understanding of what the other party wants and vice versa ehm, I suppose honesty would be a big one ehm” (Interview 6). 
Communication seems to be of high importance to consumers within a relationship as it was mentioned by a number of participants. 
“Ehm successful communication ehm and ehm gotta be communication and also I suppose sort of successful ehm completion of any objectives from both sides” (Interview 13). 
Therefore, successful communication plays an important factor when consumers enter a relationship with an organisation because they feel that they are understood by the other party and hence their needs or requirements can be fulfilled according to their expectations. How the two parties communicate with each other, impacts on the nature of the potential relationship. 


4.3.2	Relationship sub-code: Feeling of having a relationship
This sub-code looks at whether or not participants perceived to have a feeling of having a relationship with financial organisations or travel and tourism organisations. More participants mentioned that they felt they have a relationship with a financial organisation and no relationship with the travel and tourism organisations. 
“Obviously with my bank I do, yes, not really, eh but not really with the travel agency no” (Interview 2). 
The reason behind such a feeling of having a relationship with the financial organisation is the fact that generally the consumer stays with the financial organisation for a longer period; therefore, it is perceived that by entering a relationship with a financial organisation a long-term commitment is established. Even though participants are aware that sometimes such a relationship is rather impersonal, in some situations of their lives, this impersonality is exactly what they want. This could hence be linked to the initial finding of a behavioural versus emotional relationship as highlighted in the findings of stage I. 
“Well I suppose with, eh, eh at one level with both of them it was a business relationship, in other words they wanted my money, and ehm I wanted them to do something for me eh and I suppose that’s as far as it went with the bank” (Interview 10). 
On the contrary, with travel and tourism organisations, the feeling of an existing relationship was not there because many participants perceived their experiences to be one-off purchases. 
“I mean it’s a, it was a one-off, a one-off experience though we’ve, we’ve kind of moved on you know” (Interview 15).
However, it needs to be pointed out that the experiences described in the interviews did not involve tours where repetitive purchase could be expected. The experiences described were flights, holidays abroad or specialised day tours while already being on holiday. Some participants mentioned that despite one possibly going back to the same place the following year, they did not perceive to have a relationship as there is not long-term commitment involved. Instead, they perceived it like going into a shop and buying a CD. Where flights were described, it was mentioned that no feeling of relationship exists due to the fact that such organisations are big and impersonal, but again, this suits the consumer, as long as the product/service; in this case getting from A to B; matches their expectations and fulfils their requirements. Nevertheless, there were some participants who felt that they had a relationship with the travel and tourism organisations, despite it only being very short-term. They felt that it was more personal due to making friends on holiday or getting to know the organisers of a particular holiday. 
“I suppose on the yoga holiday I made a few friends amongst or at least at the time I made a few friends amongst the people who were working for that organisations so it was a more personal relationship” (Interview 10). 
Therefore, external factors may play an important role in building a long-term relationship with a travel and tourism organisation, such as meeting new people.


4.3.3	Relationship sub-code: Feeling of having a relationship with a person or organisation

This sub-code looks at whether the interviewees felt that they had a relationship with the overall organisation that they described their experience about or whether they felt they had a relationship with the particular individual that they had the interaction with. It furthermore looks at the difference between the two types of organisations this study focussed on, in other words, whether the participants felt they have a relationship with the financial organisation and travel and tourism organisation as a whole, or with the individual they were dealing with. Interviewees that shared their opinion in relation to this area felt that they had a relationship with the individual that they were dealing with when talking about travel and tourism organisations. This is an interesting point, because in the previous code (feeling of having a relationship) it was expressed by some participants that they felt that they had a relationship with their travel and tourism organisations because of the fact that they get to know new people and/or the organiser. 
“ehm with the travel company, eh yeah, a little bit more ehm so I mean in booking it, it was sort of the same relationship as with the bank but in actually going on the holiday and being a part of that then it was, they probably would remember me if I went back, and I remember them” (Interview 10).
Personal interaction plays a key role in the overall experience of the holiday or travel period in terms of establishing a relationship between consumer and organisation for the time of travel/holiday. 
On the contrary, some interviewees expressed that they felt they had a relationship with the organisation overall, rather than with the person they were dealing with each time, and interestingly, those that mentioned this opinion were talking about their financial organisations. “Eh it’d be with the bank” (Interview 16). One of the reasons for this that was mentioned was that 
“Ehm because it’s a different person every time you speak to them you can even with the same problem ehm you know you’re just a name on a file to them so” (Interview 16).
Therefore, even having a personal interaction does not necessarily lead to a relationship with the particular person, instead it leads to a relationship with what the organisation stands for and what the promise is the organisation portrays. 
“No eh I mean I deal with the same branch but it’s different people all the time” (Interview 16). 
Thus, dealing with the individual person is important, however, does not necessarily reflect the image of the overall organisation. 















4.3.4	Relationship sub-code: General development of a relationship

Figure 9: General development of a relationship 

This sub-code explains how participants perceived the evolution of a relationship in general. By looking at the information given it becomes clear that there is a beginning of a relationship where some sort of level of trust has been established and the common goal of the parties involved in the relationship has been agreed upon. This may take the form of a business agreement, but also, in personal relationships a common goal or common objective should be established. The more interactions follow the more the trust and faith in the other party involved increases. However, it was also mentioned before both parties enter a relationship an information gathering process takes place before the parties involved start interacting. Interviewees indicated in several cases that this sort of development of a relationship applies to both personal and business relationships, however, some participants believe that with a personal, intensive relationship, there is more flexibility from the parties involved. This is to say that if something goes wrong the level of forgiveness is higher than it would be in a business relationship where the consumer has the chance of switching to another organisation. Additionally, it was pointed out that consumers try to manipulate the relationships they have with organisations in order to get what they want, i.e. follow what is offered by the organisation but try to find ways to change such offers in order to receive the product or service they want from a particular organisation. This lack of flexibility within business relationships is explained by the standards and processes an organisation follows. 

Before a relationship is started the consumer makes up his or her mind about whether or not the relationship should be entered into or not. This would follow the information gathering process, after which a feeling is created, on which the establishment of the relationship is based. This can be a warm feeling leading to the entry of the relationship or a cold feeling which would lead to no relationship at all. After the initial information gathering process, or the knowledge gathering phase, there can be a mutual understanding leading to a relationship in a very short period of time. However, it was mentioned that only long-term relationships seem to be relationships that are trustful. 
“...in my experience it’s really only the relationships that I’ve had over a long period of time where you can be really trustful and really more yourself in a way or like a level of understanding or knowledge” (Interview 13).
It is possible to say that from the interviews conducted, the development of a relationship in general can be divided into four phases where some are interrelated, i.e., a clear cut between each phase is not possible to point out. Therefore, interviewees agreed that in the first phase there has to be a need, a requirement or a common goal to start from. Without the existence of a need or requirement for either party, a relationship or even first contact is unlikely to happen. 
“ehm a relationship develops ehm first of all by parties, the parties involved identifying each other or that identification process being put into process by either one or both parties or indeed a third party” (Interview 13).
It was expressed that in the second phase an information gathering process would take place. In other words, the need or requirement exists and either party now tries to gather as much information as possible that will fulfil this need or requirement. This may involve identifying the other party or location which would then fulfil the need or requirement of the individual. 
“ehm there’s then a kind of ehm, a sort of eh, an information gathering phase so getting to know the other person ehm and then I think the relationship itself will begin and earnest when some kind of common goal is set and realised by both parties” (Interview 13).
The third phase includes the establishment of a deeper level of trust and the contact between each party involved is sought actively as well as the acceptance of a certain level of risk. “It implies to me to be some level of established trust” (Interview 11). This is to say that by establishing a deeper level of trust the risks become minimal as long as the trust is not broken. 
“eh I suppose on both sides there is a kind of, trust increases as each person or organisation kind of commits themselves to that trust” (Interview 10); “but I guess it has to at some stage to move from that to a sort of a relationship meaning eh that you actually arrange something between you and the person or company and you probably end up and in the extreme case and you continue that sort of, you continue that relationship and in the extreme case you probably end up signing something, giggle, like a marriage certificate or you know eh a contract” (Interview 6). 
The fourth phase was described as a phase where a continuing interaction between the parties involved takes place. This may be with the same person but could also be with different people from the same organisation, as long as the established trust is not broken. Furthermore, it was stated that the risk that is taken in a relationship gets higher the longer the relationship exists due to the fact that the whole relationship experience has been positive. 








4.3.5	Relationship sub-code: The word relationship in general

Figure 10: The word relationship in general 

This sub-code gives clarification about what participants believed the word ‘relationship’ means to them. Participants found it hard to give an answer indicating that everyone understands the word ‘relationship’ differently or has never actually thought about the meaning of it which is also reflected in the literature. There was concurrence in what is meant by the word ‘relationship’ among several interviewees pointing out that it is a form of mutual communication, a link between two parties both having a common goal or interest. “
Ehm the word relationship means ehm, ehm a statement of ehm interaction between two parties” (Interview 13).
The potential of having to compromise arises through this communication. “And the ability to compromise I think as well” (Interview 9). It is possible that a relationship is formed on the basis of continuing compromises from both parties. Such compromises, though, need to be within a certain limit, thus, never too big that the parties involved would want to break the relationship. Almost all interviewees commented that a relationship is a continuing interaction or exchange between two parties or two entities. 
“I think a relationship; the term relationship implies a continuing, not necessarily continuous but continuing interaction between yourself and an organisation” (Interview 1), “it’s just an interaction between, between two people or two bodies, two companies” (Interview 12).
Further factors that were mentioned were an understanding between the parties involved and the ability to compromise in order to achieve common goal(s). The difficulty that participants had when thinking about this topic area could also be explained by the fact that generally individuals think of a relationship to be something more personal, i.e. emotionality comes into place which some interviewees highlighted. 
“But I would tend to think of a relationship more in terms as something which was more personal” (Interview 10).
Another element that was pointed towards was that the word ‘relationship’ means that there exists an exchange of money or services and an exchange of opinions, which could be linked to the communication factor. Furthermore, it was indicated that ‘relationship’ means mutual beneficence; therefore, as long as all parties involved benefit from each other, a successful relationship can be established. One individual actually tried to define the word ‘relationship’ in a mathematical way 
“I get back to mathematical terminology, it’s, it’s a connection between two things, it’s two things affect each other in some way either positive or negative yeah two dots with a line between them that’s, that’s to me what a relationship means” (Interview 4).





















4.3.6	Relationship sub-code: Development of relationships mentioned:

This sub-code looks at how the interviewees believed their relationships with the organisations developed. This area proved to be difficult to answer for the participants and it became evident that in a lot of cases the consumer sought the establishment of a relationship with the organisation, in particular the financial organisations as a result of having a need or requirement. In some instances, the relationship was almost passed on from families i.e. parents. 
“I think it started because it was the first bank I went into when I was sort of 16 so I think I got some kind of, I either saw some marketing or I got some kind of material you know I think it was like, start up, start an account and you get like 15 pounds and at 16 you think like wow that’s great, what a fortune, eh something like that and then went in signed up and then started using the account” (Interview 6). 
Some individuals revealed here that they didn't feel they actually had a relationship with the organisations mentioned. Other participants pointed out that their relationship with the financial organisation developed over time as a result of having a need, information gathered and the need being satisfied on several occasions; a relationship was possible to be established despite the fact that the consumers were not necessarily dealing with the same person every time. 
“…with the bank it was because they were the ones who were, who offered us an account straight away, with the other organisations it was much more difficult to actually get an account so they were sort of the easiest option to start with ehm again it was quite purpose driven and there was a time factor to it as well” (Interview 3).
On the contrary, interviewees talking about the development of the relationship with the travel and tourism organisation stated that if they were dealing with the same member of staff; this then led to the development of a positive relationship with that particular organisation. It was highlighted by some participants that they felt having an initial need or requirement for a service or a product would be the reasons why they would enter a relationship. Therefore, they would seek out an organisation that provides that particular product or service. They believed that this was the first stage or phase that could then lead to a relationship with an organisation. Having accepted that there is an initial need or requirement, the participants mentioned that they would then try to gather information about organisations that offer products or services to satisfy their need or requirement. This could mean that they would gather information about a number of organisations or just a single one, depending on what they need or requirement is. Once information has been gathered they would then get in touch with the organisations or organisation. 
“ehm, well I suppose it started with me looking for something specific ehm not knowing who or what specific thing it would be and then ehm I suppose using specific factors to discriminate you know which company I wanted to have a relationship with ehm approaching a number of them ehm and then deciding which one was the best and then making an actual choice you know about which company I wanted to have a relationship with” (Interview 5).
After the information gathering, the interviewees indicated that their decision of entering a relationship with an organisation would also depend on the price of the particular product or service that is required and how much they believe it can successfully satisfy their particular need or requirement. This was especially evident when participants talked about travel and tourism organisations as in many cases the price was more important than the actual service offered. For example, a consumer chooses to fly with an airline on a short-haul flight, hence the price for this flight is the major decision- making factor, whereas, if it was a long-haul flight, the consumer would start looking for more service elements and would be happy to pay more. 
“I decided to fly with them just ’cos they were the cheapest but ehm yeah it’s, it’s an airline you don’t really care who you fly with for an hour’s flight …..Personally with long haul flights I’d choose them slightly differently just because you know ehm I don’t mind sitting in cattle class for one hour but if I’m sitting there for 7 or 8 hours I want something slightly more comfortable” (Interview 16). 
Thus, after realising that there is a need or requirement, a phase of information gathering passes. 
One interviewee mentioned that there was no feeling of having a relationship at all, even though the individual had been with the organisation for a while. “No, relationship, no, no” (Interview 11.) In fact, it was pointed out that by not having a feeling of a relationship, the consumer felt like having to look around and go to a different organisation. In other words, expectations were possibly not satisfied anymore. 
“that’s right, that’s right so it didn’t but ehm as I say it gave me the feeling that it was time to maybe look around it gave me the, it gave me the impression that, they gave me the impression that it was time to move on and look around so I didn’t feel as though I had that relationship” (Interview 12).
This evidences that just by being with an organisation for a long period of time does not necessarily mean that there exists a relationship feeling on both sides and it shows that if such a feeling is not present a relationship can be lost very easily. 
One interviewee mentioned that the relationship with the financial organisation started due to the fact that it was recommended by a family member. 
“…because it’s the same bank my mum has” (Interview 7); “ehm with NatWest it began ehm when I was a kid. An account was opened up when I was like 5 or 6 or something” (Interview 13). 
Hence, here the decision making process was kept to a minimum to the extent that the information gathering process prior to getting in touch with the organisation was cut out. An organisation, thus, may want to encourage this kind of passing on of a relationship through offers or discounts. This may be a way to minimise the initial phases where an individual has recognised the need but has only little information. By receiving recommendations, a certain level of trust automatically exists which otherwise would not be there yet. It was highlighted that when booking a holiday or flight or similar things, a certain level of suspicion exists and it was compared to going for a meal. This implies that the risk involved is not that high and even if something goes wrong it would not be totally disastrous. 
“…whenever you book something like that you’re unsure about whether it’s gonna turn out well ehm and you know be bit suspicious about what’s gonna happen, it’s gonna be like, whether it’s gonna be any good…” (Interview 10). 
Therefore, taking a certain level of risk when entering a relationship where the risk of losing something is kept low may result in a positive, on-going relationship, however, could also result in the loss of that relationship but it would not 'hurt' the individual very much. This is an indicator of the fact that there is not that much emotionality involved in such a relationship as opposed to a relationship with a high level of emotionality where the consumer would want to be assured that everything is up to what is expected. 


4.3.7	Relationship sub-code: Difference in relationships mentioned
This sub-code shows how the interviewees perceived their relationships with the organisations mentioned to be different in nature. On the one hand, it was mentioned that there are no differences between the two relationships, as they are both systematic and offer a basic level of service. 
“Ehm I don’t think they do differ, I just think they’re systematic, they’re both systematic to the fact that they’re doing as little as they can although they’ll do as much as they can if it means selling you something but if they’re not selling you something, if it’s called customer service just for the hell of it, then they’re not interested” (Interview 12). 
On the other hand, it was stated that the relationship with financial organisations is “more institutionalised” (Interview 3), as opposed to relationships with travel and tourism organisations because individuals have come across more personal interaction with travel and tourism organisations and the relationships with a travel and tourism organisation possibly lead to a pleasurable experience. 
“…it’s much of course a personal thing, the travel organisation ehm yeah so it was a much more social compared to what, what the bank do, the bank’s more like an institute” (Interview 14).
In terms of keeping an ongoing relationship with an organisation there seems to be a motivation from the consumer to actually keep it going. 
“ehm I suppose well business, professional with the bank ehm so there wasn’t any sense of ehm getting any pleasure from the experience from dealing with my bank...I had the motivation to try and maintain a semi decent relationship with them …basically it suits your money over the long term if you stay with the insurer ehm and also it’s more convenient for people to stay with the same insurance company rather than you pissing about for two weeks getting quotes, phoning people and that so really it worked in my favour really ehm to work on that” (Interview 5). 
If, for example, an organisation for some reason is not able to provide a satisfactory service, then they should aim for a level of service where the consumer still feels comfortable so that this convenience factor is covered preventing the consumer to switch. This may result in an impersonal relationship, nevertheless, it is still a relationship and it might just be what both parties involved require or need. Therefore, it might be more important to keep a relationship with a financial organisation than with a travel and tourism organisation, and hence, the motivation as to the effort put in by the individual differs. Even though the relationship with the travel and tourism organisation can be more intense for the period of the relationship, it is regarded as a one-off purchase, whereas it is desirable to have a long-term relationship with the financial organisation. Interviewees communicated that the motivation of keeping the relationship with the financial organisation is different to that of keeping it with the travel and tourism organisations because one is likely to not go back to the same destination anyway or use a different holiday company. 
“…yeah you use them because you like to you know have a kind of organisation that takes care of your money and a business so it’s much more hands on for the, for the travel organisation compared to what’s happened to the bank, but that’s also my point of view, that I don’t like to get too much ehm so that’s why I already waited for a year more or less to ehm go back to banking and make an appointment and so on, it’s too much hassle you know and most of it I’m not that dissatisfied that I actually take that step as a kind of ehm you know boundary for me I only go there when it’s really necessary” (Interview 14).
In addition, interviewees revealed that the relationship with the financial organisation is very business-like, and professional, and that there is no possibility of gaining any pleasure from the experience; whereas, with a travel and tourism organisation, depending on the destination or holiday, there is the possibility of gaining pleasure from the experience. 
“Ehm I suppose well business, professional with the bank ehm so there wasn’t any sense of ehm getting any pleasure from the experience from dealing with my bank…” (Interview 14).


4.3.8	Relationship sub-code: Differences to personal relationships
This sub-code indicates if participants perceive their personal relationships differently to those they have with organisations and what such differences are.
Several interviewees mentioned the emotional attachment that is involved in a more personal relationship which generally would not exist with an organisation because very often a different person is dealt with. Similarly, the importance of the product or service offered by the organisation is not the same as a personal relationship is. 
“Mhm, mhm, mhm, I think the difference is the level of emotionality I think” (Interview 3); “If you get to know these people I mean you get attached and if you don’t know them you don’t feel anything I mean if you feel they are distant I don’t feel close to an airline company or a bank” (Interview 7). 
Another factor mentioned was that if the relationship with the organisation ends or has negative connotations, the consumer is able to just switch to another organisation especially because no emotions are involved, whereas in a personal relationship, the emotions leave the individual to fight harder to keep the relationship alive. 
“I guess in a relationship, a personal relationship there is a degree of emotionality, it’s much more emotionally complex ehm there are things like jealousy, envy you know, insecurity issues and I guess that doesn’t really come up when you deal with an organisation to that extent” (Interview 3).
 In some cases the participants believed that there are no real differences in their relationships with organisations to their personal relationships, while some interviewees found it hard to even compare the two types of relationships. 
“ehm, uhh, ehm they’re probably quite similar I’d say but ehm I suppose they are very similar especially because you’re literally dealing with people” (Interview 6). 
It was pointed out that business relationships are impersonal, purpose driven, final or strict relationships and more explicit in comparison to personal relationships due to the rules or policies of an organisation and because they are generally financially driven. 
“..that’s kind of implicit in a relationship and you do things on a much more informal and ehm a caring basis eh with a business relationship as with the bank it’s ehm it’s more explicit what’s wanted by either side” (Interview 10). 
Furthermore, some interviewees indicated that they believe a business relationship is a biased relationship because of the two parties involved not having mutual expectations. One interviewee conveyed that in a business relationship one expects more of the organisations than one would be willing to give oneself. 
“Ah, they’re providing a service ehm I, I, it’s a biased relationship ehm as far as I’m concerned, it’s, it’s ehm I expect them to give me more than I’d be willing to give them ehm” (Interview 15). 
Another interviewee stated that business relationships are more centred on financial factors that are missing from personal relationships. 
“Ehm well I think they’re more centred around ehm you know money factors, business factors which are missing in personal relationship” (Interview 5).
Even entering a business relationship has very different reasons compared to entering a personal relationship. Despite the fact that in both cases a certain need exists, the personal relationship ends up being more than one expects as opposed to the business relationship because of the emotionality that builds up in a personal relationship. 
“Ehm, because you’re eh again it’s less personal you forge your relationships with other people for different reasons other than ehm with an organisation largely you’re forging a relationship with an organisation because you need to get something out of it at the end of the day you need to borrow or save or you need to go on a holiday and there is somebody there who provides a service” (Interview 1). 
The personal relationships, on the other hand, were perceived to be more emotional, with a bigger emotional attachment, implicit, caring and less defined, as it is not as obvious what can be expected of the other party, as opposed to the business relationship with its rules and policies. It was mentioned that a personal relationship is a 50-50 relationship where both parties involved have equal expectations of each other. 
“…it’s kind of 50:50, whereas with a ehm with a service provider you expect you to be the more important party and the service providers to be less so ehm, willing to put up with that sort of thing but obviously we have our obligations I mean if they, if we borrow money from them ehm and then we don’t pay it back then they have recourse to ehm various actions to eh to ehm force you to from their side of the relationship, they’re not gonna be doormats for example” (Interview 15). 
With a business relationship, it is more obvious what can be expected from the organisation, and the expectation the particular organisation has of the individual consumer is usually based on finances. 
“  ..because there is more of a, the relationships with a bank, and obviously with the airline companies as well it’s more purpose driven I need to get from A to B ehm I need a company that allows me where I can have a certain overdraft or where I can deposit my money, so there is a purpose to it and I need it to my, you know to do my day to day sort of things, there are means to an end” (Interview 3). 
Furthermore, it was pointed out that when a personal relationship comes to an end, the consequences of it are usually a lot harder for the parties involved to bear. This is because of the emotionality, the feelings involved and it might change the individual's life, whereas when a business relationship comes to an end the individual simply can go to the next organisation and establish a new relationship with the new organisation. 




Figure 11: Trust 

















4.3.9	Trust sub-code: The word Trust

Figure 12: The word Trust 

This sub-code looks at what the interviewees understood by the word ‘trust’. As the figures above shows, there is a range of different aspects that emerged from the interviews, indicating the confusion that lies around the word ‘trust’ itself similar to the word ‘relationship’. Individuals understand the word in many different ways. Several interviewees suggested that to them ‘trust’ has to do with the ability to rely on someone or something, the dependability or confidence that an interaction or transaction is respected by the other. Additionally, honesty and not taking advantage of the other party involved were mentioned. 
“mhm, ehm, that’s a very good one, ehm in a way I think it has something to do with reliance you can rely yeah you can rely on ehm trust is being able to rely on someone or something and knowing that ehm with the exception of very extenuating circumstances your requirements or your needs or whatever will be met ehm something will be done” (Interview 1); “Depends, well I would defines it as eh, dependability really ehm eh yeah I mean the, the confidence, dependability, being reassured that an interaction or transaction that you have with somebody is, is gonna be respected, best I can do” (Interview 12).
One individual distinguished between trust with a person and trust with an organisation and mentioned that trust with a person is based on an emotional level, whereas trust with an organisation is based on an exceptional past performance. Furthermore, this interviewee indicated that when trusting a person there is more latitude than logic compared to pure logical decisions when trusting an organisation. 
“Ehm, trust with a person is based on an emotional level, ehm, trust with a company is based on an expectational past performance and nothing more, so trust remains as a logical decision, with ehm with an organisation. Trust of a certain person, although, you know, that, you know, even with ehm you know is based on a psychological gut feeling and of the people who’ve seriously abused my trust through relationships ehm they were given more latitude than logic should allow” (Interview 4). 
This is similar to the relationship issue, where interviewees also distinguish between a relationship which is more emotional and more personal, and a relationship which is functional, i.e. with an organisation. Gut feeling and intuition were two more factors that were perceived to be closely related to the word ‘trust’ which again would concur with the thought of a more emotional level of trust. 
“…I think it works for me it almost comes naturally so but I’m not a mistrusting person to start with I think once I meet somebody it’s a feeling thing I either feel this is right or not or there come certain you know situations where I suddenly realise something’s wrong so yeah so trust for me has a lot to do with intuition” (Interview 3). 























4.3.10	Trust sub-code: Feeling of trust with organisations mentioned
This sub-code gives a clear understanding about whether or not the interviewees feel that they can trust the organisations that they mentioned. There was a distinction made by several participants as to whether they trust their financial organisation or the travel and tourism organisation. Furthermore, reasons were given as to why or why not the individuals trust the organisations mentioned. Participants stated that generally they trust their financial organisations as a result of the organisations’ reputations or due to the length of time of having been with the same organisation. If however something has gone wrong that trust is not as strong anymore, but the levy of acceptance is relatively high. 
“Ehm, because they’re an established bank and I didn’t think that they were particularly gonna eh lose my money or ehm so I trusted them in the sense that eh they would give me what they said they would give me and ehm” (Interview 10); “I’m ehm you know Abbey is one of the largest financial organisations in the country eh very good” (Interview 8). 
It was furthermore added, that not much thought goes into whether or not to trust a financial organisation as it just needs to be manageable. 
“I didn’t really think about it, because I didn’t really have enough time, it was just, I must have done, to some extent otherwise I wouldn’t have paid , I wouldn’t have put money into the bank” (Interview 9). 
Nevertheless, the expectations the consumers have from their financial organisations are partly due to their size, i.e. big organisations with only little personal interactions. Therefore, it is be possible to say that it is a sort of unconscious trust that consumers have with their financial organisations and only become wary when something goes wrong. Even then, in the case of something going wrong, the levy they give is relatively high. This of course may have something to do with the fact that financial organisations are in most instances a necessity to the consumer in the way that their money needs to be managed and kept safe. 
Trusting travel and tourism organisations was linked to a higher level of personal interaction and the organisation’s reputation. Therefore, it seems that the reputation of an organisation plays a major role when it comes to trusting an organisation. 
“…the travel agent, which is a small local travel agent, with about three, four people in it we know reasonably well, to a personal relationship, it’s a different sort of and to me for a bigger organisation, you just expect that it’s his job and there’s no, there’s no sort of interaction really, whereas you know perhaps a travel agent ehm you yeah you do expect some sort of level of eh of relationship and then at the other end , personal relationship” (Interview 11); “Well, I guess you start to trust airlines, I don’t always go for BA or anything like that, I pick the cheapest probably but I trust airlines, I would trust BA because it’s not one of the cheapest sort of airlines ehm I don’t recall them doing anything scandalously bad to their customers well I probably do actually, I don’t recall them crashing that much, I’m not sure about that but I don’t think they’ve crashed at all in the last 50 odd years, if they have then probably not much, so things likes that” (Interview 6). 

At the same time, it was expressed that trust with a travel and tourism organisation is established because of the short-term that the consumer is using the organisation. This, at first, appears rather strange, as it was pointed out that established trust with a financial organisation is partly due to the long-term relationship that can exist with a financial organisation. However, the short length of a relationship with a travel and tourism organisation and the feeling of trust related to this can be explained by the fact that the risk is lower for a one-off travel and tourism purchase. Therefore, if a holiday, for example, does not satisfy the consumer’s expectations, the level of risk involved is foreseeable as to the length of that holiday. 
“I think that the travel company has less time and has to provide more in, in that respect than ehm a financial institution necessarily has to and ehm so again and again your expectations in somewhat are higher which is perverse because you stand to lose out more if you get diddles by your bank and you go on a slightly bad holiday but your expectations are higher, probably because you’re in it for a much shorter term” (Interview 1). 
It was stated by several interviewees that they do not trust the organisations that they talked about during the interviews. This is mainly because expectations were not fulfilled, something went wrong and could not be recovered, or a general lack of trust in organisations exists as a result of negative past experiences. 
“I trusted them more ehm I mean there is only so much you can trust any company I mean ehm yeah it’s definitely, definitely I don’t trust them as much I mean anybody that is trying to get an extra 250 quid out of you just like that I mean you know yeah you have to be careful about that” (Interview 5).


4.3.11	Trust sub-code: Same or different trust personal and organisations
This sub-code looks at the difference of trust in trusting a person (friend, family) and trusting an organisation. Only two individuals expressed their opinion in this area. They commented that both types of trust are rather similar due to the fact that both involve the possibility of losing the trust very quickly as a result of a negative experience. Differences described were that trust with an organisation is perceived to be a little more explicit, as it is very clear what is expected from the other, whereas in a personal situation these expectations are not always quite so explicit. 
“I think there are differences in that ehm they kind of what you put on the line is more explicit you know I’m giving NatWest bank my money and they’re not stealing it from me or at least they’re stealing it in a very subtle way giggle I suppose I decided that they were stealing it from me but I didn’t like the relationship I had with them, it wasn’t that I didn’t trust them, because that’s what actually what they said they were gonna do with my money ehm but eh but I decided that wasn’t what I wanted so in some senses they’re quite similar I suppose except that it’s more explicit in a business relationship” (Interview 10); “ehm the trust with the organisations is very much I trust them to maybe look after my well to stick to the rules of the relationship but at the same time I know that they’re out to make money, they’re out to look after themselves whereas maybe in a personal relationship sometimes the other person will put you before themselves so” (Interview 16).


4.3.12	Trust sub-code: Reasons for trusting organisation or not

Figure 13: Reasons for trusting an organisation or not 

This sub-code looks at the reasons why the interviewees trust an organisation or not. This is closely linked to the feeling of trust with organisations mentioned. Reasons for trusting organisations were things like the organisations meeting the consumer’s expectations or the length of time of the particular experience. 
“Ehm as I said I’ve been with them lots of years ehm on a number of occasions they’ve helped me out ehm they’ve never let me down so” (Interview 16); “I trust them to the extent that they get me what I need” (Interview 3). 
The feeling of security and personal interaction when dealing with organisations were further factors given by the interviewees. One remark given was naivety, where the consumer generally is a little more naïve trusting an organisation, not really thinking about potential risks or consequences of something going wrong with the particular organisation “because of sheer naivety, frankly” (Interview 4). This point was made by three interviewees and may be linked to the ability to communicate well added to the consumer not being wary about the particular organisation right from the beginning of interacting with it. 
“I’m fairly trusting in general so I suppose the initial factors will be ehm based in myself you know that ehm the ehm openness you know hopefully, a willingness to believe in people’s good, and that good intent ehm I mean that’s you, you tend to limit the people with whom you’re trying to establish your relationship and you tend to, you tend to ehm to exclude from that circle with ehm situations, areas, people you consider potentially so you’ve made some selections already before you even started about thinking about establishing a relationship” (Interview 15).
The ability to communicate and the reputation of an organisation are further points that made the consumers of this study trust an organisation, whereas a bad experience or bad reputation of a particular organisation may lead to the break of trust or a loss of the potential establishment of trust with the organisation. 
“Ehm communication the ability the efficacy of my communication with the other person and vice versa” (Interview 13); “Ehm I have, have no reason, not to, they have done what they said they would do, they haven’t thrown in any surprises into the pot....” (Interview 15); “eh, partly because of that experience where they let my ex-husband set up a direct debit ehm I mean I do generally but it’s just little things like that but ehm wherever there is humans involved there is always scope for error basically and I mean generally, I’ve been with them 17 years and really that was, it was probably only about twice that they’ve made a mistake and that one, that was the worst but so I suppose generally I do trust them but I always query them I always question them” (Interview 2).


4.3.13	Trust sub-code: Different types, levels and degrees of trust
This sub-code looks at the different types, levels and degrees of trust that the participants mentioned during the interviews. On a broader scale there are two types of trust perceived by the interviewees, one being the trust on a personal level which is also referred to as an almost groundless trust as it is easier to trust on a one-to-one basis, and on the other hand, the trust with a sometimes faceless entity where it might be a lot harder to actually trust. 
“ehm I think there’s a trust, I think there’s, there’s almost groundless trust ehm what you might call faith ehm not necessarily in a religious context although that is a, there is an amount of trust with that, within that ehm but there is, is something that you implicitly trust ehm someone or something that having gone through the experience of knowing whether that person is trustworthy, you just explicitly trust them” (Interview 1). 
Degrees of trust were referred to as to how much risk an individual is prepared to put in. Therefore, the greater the amount of risk and then whatever expectation there is to put in this amount of risk, the greater the trust will be. 
“well ehm different degrees of trust in that there are different things so trust is a, trust is a consequence of risk, the amount of trust, I don’t know it’s probably more complicated, ehm so the degree of trust is to do with the amount of risk that you’re putting into something and also to a certain extent the amount that the other person or organisation stands to gain by not fulfilling that trust ehm, so yeah there are yeah” (Interview 10); “Ehm, it depends what you’re doing and if you’re taking a risk or not you know if it’s what you are, who you are dealing with or you know the organisation you are dealing with and it’s not about something very important then you’re more likely to trust whether if you know you’re taking a big risk then you know you wouldn’t or you would actually giggle, you would actually think twice or maybe even more, maybe you find out something about their reputation or ask people they know and so on” (Interview 9). 
In addition, trust also may depend on the nature of the thing to be trusted in; it might have more or less of significance. However, on the contrary, this can lead to a negative form of trust or mistrust if this amount of risk is put in by one party and the connected expectations are not met by the other party. 
“Yes I mean it depends on the importance of you the trustor of the thing that you are putting in the hand of the trustee yeah so ehm if it’s a mundane necessity ehm then you’re not giving somebody an organisation the same level of trust as if it’s ehm as if were the trust be to fail ehm you would lose something significant ehm sort of respect or ehm, ehm or life or whatever so yes, ehm as I say, to my mind, in my mind it depends on the, on the value to you of the thing that you’re trusting the person with” (Interview 15). 
Another issue that was raised was emotional involvement. Here the distinction between personal relationships and relationships with organisations was made and the trust put into a personal relationship was referred to as one involving emotions; whereas, the trust put into a relationship with an organisation was referred to as being logical, knowing what can be expected due to the systems an organisation has in place. 
“...in most business you don’t have any emotional involvement, whereas in person you obviously have emotional involvement which complicates the issue quite significantly” (Interview 11). 
Additionally, the competency of the parties involved placing the trust was mentioned, i.e. the amount of information one is prepared to collect prior to placing the trust. 






4.3.14	Trust sub-code: Requirements to gain participant's trust
This sub-code looks at the aspects that the interviewees perceived to be a requirement in order to be able to gain someone’s trust. Therefore, it looks at what is believed to be of importance when trusting someone. One point that is worth noting is that interviewees said that they are generally trustworthy themselves; only by judgment from past experiences they have become a bit more wary as to whom they can trust and whom they can't. 
“Mhm, I can’t really say I’ve never had negative experiences but I think it’s quite wrong to, to, you know ehm just because maybe your experiences have been negative or you have had some negative experiences, negative experiences in the past, to just begin with the idea that you shouldn’t trust. I think I always you know begin a relationship with trust unless something is really wrong from the beginning and I think everyone you know deserves the benefit of the doubt you need to kind of give some kind of trust otherwise if you start by not trusting someone the you will never trust them you know you don’t give them the chance basically” (Interview 9). 
Furthermore, same goals or same backgrounds are factors which indicate whether or not another person is trustworthy. If people are honest or are perceived to be honest, then trust can be established, proving that they are honest through positive experiences which will also lead to trusting the other person or organisation. 
“Ehm, I think to a certain, to a certain extent it’s if you feel that they have the same outlook and in life as you do” (Interview 10). 
Character commonalities were pointed towards and are thought to aid when trusting another person or party. This is to say that the interaction that is taking place needs to be positive and all parties involved need to feel comfortable with each other in order to establish trust. 
“….you as a person you have to build up ehm a picture of who you feel comfortable with and you can learn to trust them” (Interview 12).
Self-confidence and mood were further aspects mentioned where in many cases establishing trust with another party can depend on the mood either party involved is in or how self-confident one is. This is to say that is a member of staff for example is supposed to explain a product or a service to a consumer and is either in a bad mood, grumpy or reflects low confidence, then the likelihood of trust being established is rather low as the consumer doesn’t feel comfortable or his or her expectations are possibly not met. 







4.3.15	Trust sub-code: Factors involved into establishing trust

Figure 14: Factors involved in establishing trust

This sub-code looks at the different factors mentioned that are necessary to trust someone. The figure above shows the range of factors that were specified by the interviewees from which it becomes clear that each participant has differing views on what factors are needed to trust another person or party. Among the factors mentioned were things like reliability, knowledge about the other party, past experience, behavioural signs or characteristics that are similar to their own characters, reputation, recommendations by others, or communication, for example. 
“Ehm I think to a certain extent reliability comes into it ehm possibly a knowledge of their previous record almost” (Interview 1); “I think it’s partly to do with the motives of the person that you’re in or the organisation that you’re interacting with ehm so you, you judge them I think you probably judge them not only by the kind of risk and reward but also by how they interact with other people and ehm what you think their motives are ….Yeah, ehm I think it’s, well it’s the character judgment and ehm if I think I probably try to judge whether they’re out for themselves or whether the ehm, the, the more involved in other people and the more empathetic to other people so I think if they have ehm I think there are, there are characters major characteristic differences probably between organisations and people as well ehm eh so some people are out for what they can gain themselves and then exploit other people to that end, not exploit is probably too strong a word but ehm they will make the most of the relationship for them ehm whereas others don’t” (Interview 10).
Gut feeling and the desire/want to trust as well as the willingness to believe in peoples’ good were aspects that are related to the point made previously about naivety. 
“Gut feeling about the person when I meet them in a personal relationship or ehm with an organisation probably ehm reputation” (Interview 2).
Therefore, in some cases it is almost down to the involved parties’ good will to establish trust. Thus, the marketing messages and reputation, as well as possibly the ability to communicate, could be regarded as one-sided factors originating from the organisation itself. It could of course be argued that the ability to communicate needs to exist on sides, the consumer and the organisation, leading on to either a good or bad reputation. The judgment of interactions is closely linked to the knowledge of previous records and any past experiences as well as reliability, consistency and meeting expectations. The remark about own needs and requirements is again a factor that is purely instigated by the consumer. “My own needs” (Interview 13).


4.3.16	Trust sub-code: Trust member of staff or whole organisation
This sub-code gave an indication of whether participants trust a member of staff within an organisation while dealing with them or whether they trust the overall organisation. When talking about financial organisations, interviewees mentioned that they generally trust the overall organisation because of the fact that in most cases they deal with a different person each time they interact with the organisation. “
Ehm, funnily enough it depends on the organisation ehm most of these organisations you do not deal with the same person ehm very often so it’s more of a trust of the organisation as a whole and I suppose if something is as important as your money, your savings or your borrowings or whatever it might be you have to trust the organisation” (Interview 1).
In contrast, when talking about the travel and tourism organisations several participants were dealing with just one person of a particular organisation, leaving them to put their trust into that person for that particular incident, for example, booking a holiday. 
“Well, the girl because she took a personal, she took personal responsibility for sorting everything out for us but I think that’s just a general sort of company policy from, from what I can gather” (Interview 2).
Nevertheless, with the travel and tourism organisations there might be one person dealing with the customer for a particular holiday, for example, but it does not necessarily guarantee that the same member of staff will be dealing with the same customer the next time the customer has an enquiry. This may result in the consumer putting his or her trust into the overall organisation subconsciously. Therefore, with a travel and tourism organisation the trust is put into both, the member of staff and the overall organisation. 













4.3.17	Trust sub-code: Evolution of trust

Figure 15: Evolution of trust 

This sub-code looks at how the participants perceived the evolution of trust. Comments from the interviews identified different stages of evolution which could be linked to the code ‘start trusting member of staff or organisation’. The only difference is that participants kept it more general for the current code. At first, there is the stage where the two parties have an interest in each other. This might be of personal or business nature. In this phase one, a first contact between the two parties is established which means that the first step towards the other party has been made but it could go either way; positive or negative. This depends on the first few experiences with the particular party. 
“I think ah I think first of all you’ve got to have a good feeling about the person that you’re dealing with so you meet somebody and they represent the company, yes you’ve said earlier what’s important the company or the person, well yes, but the person you see when you deal with the company is, is the person at the front so you know if you have a bad experience with them as far as you’re concerned you” (Interview 12). 
Once the first contact has been established and both parties have agreed to put elements of trust into the other, a series of accumulative testing begins where one experience follows another. If these experiences are positive, each time the parties give in a little bit more of themselves continued exchanges occur where expectations are met by performances. 
“Goodness, in general by ehm accumulative testing, you ehm, you do something with them, which is a small test and that works and then you, give a bit more” (Interview 11); “…and then you build up a you know you build up a sort of a bond with that person” (Interview 12). 
This can be regarded as phase two where a bond between the two parties is established. This may be on an emotional as well as behavioural level. Equally, it might not evolve as a result of bad experiences. This would then represent one element of stage three, where the trust has been broken and hence no longer exists. Likewise, it is possible that during this stage the trust between the two parties involved is strengthened. 
“ ..And it can strengthen from there depending on what they say” (Interview 12). 
This may occur through continuing exchanges and the successful meeting of expectations of all parties involved. 
“Ehm, I think it probably evolves, it evolves because of that because of meeting the expectations” (Interview 10); “That there if you, it, it is, it’s confirmed by the, the trusted party ehm delivering the thing for which the trust to put in them in the first place” (Interview 15). 
The whole evolution of trust is perceived to happen over a period of time which can either be quite short but mostly long periods. Intuition was mentioned as well which could be related to what was mentioned in the code the word ‘trust’ itself. Nevertheless, it may also be an indicator for the fact that there is a difficulty for the participants to actually identify different evolutional stages. 
“mhm, through experience and interaction and sort of you know being proven to you that you can trust I suppose the other people or whatever” (Interview 5); “I suppose you know when you get, it comes from the experience you have with that person you know if you have not had any negative experiences then of course you are more likely to trust that person and carry on with it if something goes wrong but somehow you have managed to deal with it, you both manage to deal with it, then you carry on and you can still trust that person but it has to be dealt, you know, the problem has to be dealt with if it’s not then I don’t think you can” (Interview ).








4.3.18	Trust sub-code: Evolution of trust: Knowledge of when to trust someone
This sub-code looks at how the interviewees know when they can trust someone. The participants could not exactly identify a point of time when they know they can trust someone. Gut instinct was referred to amongst things like a sudden decision that happens in the head (a switch), behavioural signs, a threshold where the evidence is weighed against, and past experience. 
“I don’t know again it can happen incredibly quickly or it can take a long time, ehm I suppose it depends on your initial ehm initial feelings before maybe entering into any kind of dialogue or relationship with, with something ehm you might be a little bit ehm wary of, of doing it…. I sometimes think I have a huge amount of trust in something for the strangest of reasons ehm whereas you can be distrustful of, of something else that is just as good or maybe better but because it doesn’t sort of somehow flick any switches in your head it’s it ehm you are distrustful of them I, it’s a really odd thing actually trust” (Interview 1); “Yeah that’s very difficult yeah very difficult, I don’t, I don’t know that you can, it’s gut instinct I think” (Interview 12). 





4.3.19	Trust: Sub-code: Evolution of trust: Start trusting

This sub-code identifies how the participants perceived that they started trusting the organisations mentioned during the interviews. In a lot of cases the participants mentioned that they started trusting the organisation based on past experiences where whatever was promised was delivered, and hence, the consumer’s expectations met or even exceeded. Human nature was pointed out as a factor to start trusting indicating that the individual does not consciously think about whether or not to start trusting. 
“I mean it’s human nature to believe that you always do the right choice wherever, whenever so eh once I made the decision essentially that’s when you know you got this psychological thing you can trust them, it’s your decision f you join them so you know it makes sense to want to trust them I think” (Interview 5). 
This point can closely be linked to the following comment, where the participant expressed that there is a want or belief to trust other people and that this is the pre-condition to start trusting. 













This code looks at how the participants described their contact with the two types of organisations that they mentioned: financial organisations and travel and tourism organisations. It gives further information about the experiences described by the interviewees. Therefore, other codes, where participants possibly found it hard to share their views because of mental blocks, this code now adds more information. For example, interviewees described the relationships with the organisations that they mentioned which in many cases actually gave information about whether or not they feel they have a relationship with the organisation. Similarly, the differences to personal relationships were described or the differences between the two relationships mentioned. Additionally, the interviewees indicated whether they felt that they were dealing with the same person all the time or with the overall organisation. These are all existing sub-nodes of the code ‘relationship’.


4.3.20	Description of contact sub-code: Description of contact with Financial Organisations
Participants mentioned that the contact or interaction they have had with their financial organisation was mainly impersonal, i.e. by letter, over the phone or even over the Internet but that this is perceived as acceptable as they would not necessarily want to be contacted in any other way. A low profile contact is preferred in most cases. 
“there was no interaction at all and with the bank I complained a lot, I complained on the phone and I went there but nothing changed basically” (Interview 7); “Well, one is very personal and one is very impersonal ehm so the contact I had with my bank ehm way mainly over the telephone or to anonymous people and that’s not a bad thing you know that the account that I moved mine to eh was an Internet account and that’s totally impersonal ehm but that’s you know that’s what I want from my bank” (Interview 10); “ehm, it’s a very hands-off relationship actually ehm I do all my banking through the Internet so I very rarely have to go into a branch or anything in fact I don’t really like, I see that as a complete waste of time, you know, I can do things over the phone or” (Interview 2). 
However, if there is an issue that the consumer has where there is a need to actually speak to a person in order to sort a particular issue, personal contact is usually established. This however rarely takes place face-to-face, mainly over the phone which is perceived to be acceptable if the issue is dealt with to the consumer’s satisfaction. If this is not the case, then the customer would be left dissatisfied. Hence, the consumer wants a low profile, low interaction, relatively impersonal relationship, as long as it functions and fits the particular situation.


4.3.21	Description of contact sub-code: Description of contact with Travel and Tourism Organisations
The interviewees made a distinction between the contact they had with organisations in terms of pre-booking and experiencing a holiday or flight or similar itself. For example, there might have been a very low profile interaction, rather impersonal contact between the consumer and the organisation when, for example, a flight has been booked over the Internet or the phone, but at local level there has been quite a lot of personal interaction, i.e. on the flight or train. 
“well I suppose to a certain extent I did cos at one stage I commuted a lot between two towns so if there was a relationship there it was very much ehm at a local level in terms of the personnel that I was interacting with” (Interview 13). 
Similarly, the importance of personal interaction with, for example, a travel agent seems to be relatively low, whereas the interaction the individuals have with the people responsible while on holiday seems to have quite a high importance. 
“Very good, very good, I mean they couldn’t do enough, they kept me informed at every stage of what was going on ehm they got in touch with me when I got back as well to see if I’d had a nice time which I thought you know it’s probably over and above the call of duty ehm yeah I mean you know there was a good relationship” (Interview 2). 
























This code looks at the importance of staff attitude as perceived by the participants and gives an indication of how the interviewees felt about the staff attitude they encountered during their experiences described. Staff attitude is an important factor when it comes to deciding on whether to enter a certain relationship with the organisation or not. This concurs with the findings from the discussion groups. With the interviews it was possible to gain more detailed information as to what the elements of staff attitude were as well as the reasons why the interviewees thought that staff attitude is important. 
“I think you want them to be polite and I mean attitude in that sense, you know, you want them to know what they’re talking about ehm but you know they don’t have to be particularly friendly, they just have to be polite” (Interview 10). 
One comment that was made states that staff attitude becomes more important the more personal the particular interaction is. 
“Yeah, yeah, very important, if they, if I walk in and it’s the first time I am doing some business with these people and the member of staff is rude or simply does not try, does not even try then I would just leave and go somewhere else, just you know, it’s a principal giggle, seriously yeah I just don’t think if you know they can’t even be bothered to train their staff properly and make sure they do what they’re supposed to do how are they going to deal with me in the right way if something goes wrong?” (Interview 9). 
On the contrary, one comment revealed that staff attitude does not play an important role. In fact, it would go unnoticed due to the member of staff just doing a job. 
“Mhm, I don’t know cos most times I wouldn’t even notice I mean people just do their jobs and you don’t notice, it’s only when things go wrong I suppose, ehm I wouldn’t say important cos but if I was judging a company I would take it into account yeah cos I think, I think it’s part of the service” (Interview 6).
This might be due to the fact that the staff attitude this consumer has come across has mainly been positive. Again, these are issues that were raised during the discussion groups. 
4.3.22	Staff Attitude sub-code: Elements of staff attitude
This sub-code looks at the different elements of staff attitude that the interviewees of this study believed to be of importance. Elements that were mentioned when talking about staff attitude were things like staff having to be nice, pleasant, polite, cheerful, keen to help, knowledgeable, professional, having received enough training to deal with certain situations. On the negative side things like rudeness, talking to other people (friends, colleagues) while serving, not being civil or being blunt were pointed out. 
“I think you want them to be polite and I mean attitude in that sense, you know, you want them to know what they’re talking about ehm but you know they don’t have to be particularly friendly, they just have to be polite” (Interview 10); “ehm, well you know rudeness, ehm, ehm, eh shabby you know not looking right ehm eh having the wrong feel about, about a situation eh you know they, they then, you know that’s that would be when I would seriously consider what am I doing here, this is not the right place, I don’t wanna be here so yes customer service is, is, is, very, very important” (Interview 8). 
These elements are both positive and negative as shown in the figure above. It became clear from the comments that the negative elements of staff attitude may impact negatively on the relationship itself altogether. Similarly, when looking at the comments of the positive elements of staff attitude, it became clear that they help to establish or maintain a relationship with the consumer. 
“I won’t eh you know if people aren’t polite or friendly to me that’s it I’ll go’ (Interview 16); ‘ehm, because if somebody is not interested then I’m not interested in giving them my business” (Interview 2).


4.3.23	Staff Attitude sub-code: Staff attitude is important
This sub-code looks at whether or not the participants of this study think staff attitude is important when it comes to their relationships with organisations. Participants suggested that staff attitude plays a very big role especially as it might tarnish the image of the whole organisation depending on whether the member of staff is friendly or rude.
“Oh hugely, that really is important I mean if you catch somebody even if they must be maybe a really nice person you’d really like to meet socially but then they’re having a bad day so they come across wrong to you on the, on the phone or whatever it might be, it’s a, it’s a bad exp, it’s a bad ehm experience so that rather tarnishes the whole organisation. Equally if somebody is very cheerful and pleasant despite the fact that whether they are trained to be or not ehm that happened in the, in the other direction, I’ve had plenty of cold callers where you get somebody who is actually really quite unpleasant about it when you’ve said no thank you for the third or fourth time and that makes you ehm angry and ehm mistrustful you wouldn’t go back to that ehm organisation ehm for anything else ehm whereas even if you’re cold called by something else if they’re somewhat pleasant about it even if you want nothing to do with them at least you, it’s possibly a name or something that lodges in your head even if you did need anything” (Interview 1). 
Some interviewees mentioned that staff members do not necessarily need to be ‘over friendly’ or cheerful but they need to be polite and well trained in order to fulfil the consumer's expectations. In addition, it was pointed out that staff attitude is perceived to be part of the particular service that is being received and if that is bad then the consumer is willing to go to another organisation to receive the same service. 
“I think you want them to be polite and I mean attitude in that sense, you know, you want them to know what they’re talking about ehm but you know they don’t have to be particularly friendly, they just have to be polite” (Interview 10). 
Another perception in relation to this point is the fact that the participating consumers expected to receive good service for which they actually were willing to pay more money in order to receive this service. Hence, if a member of staff did not deliver then the consumer got dissatisfied and would change organisations. 
“ehm customer service is, is, is very, very high in fact, ehm absolutely you know if I walk into a place and I would get poor service I would turn around and walk out simple as that” (Interview 8).


4.3.24	Staff Attitude sub-code: Reasons why Staff Attitude is important
This sub-code gave an indication what the interviewees perceived to be the reasons why staff attitude is important to them. The interviewees illustrated that on a positive note staff attitude can create the feeling of having a closer personal interaction with the organisation and it is therefore easier to build up trust with the particular organisation. 
“Because eh you have a much more personal interaction with them” (Interview 10). 
It was pointed out that staff attitude is closely linked to the overall picture of an organisation which the consumer might have or create on his or her first visit or contact with the organisation. Thus, if the organisation shows an interest in the consumer, this adds to the feeling of the organisation being keen to establish a relationship with the consumer. Another comment made was that to a certain degree being treated politely by members of staff adds to having an expectation, particularly, if the consumer has paid for a service or good. Thus, an expectation of how a member of staff has to treat the consumer has been formed. 













Figure 16: Change 

This code describes the theme which was already established by the discussion groups. As the interviews gave more detailed information, it was possible to divide this main theme ‘change’ into finer codes and sub-codes. The discussion groups revealed a theme which included the change of relationships and change of behaviour towards the organisations mentioned. The interviews now gave more insight to change in general with regards to relationships. Therefore, the theme of the discussion groups has been encapsulated into an overall theme: Change. This code includes information about actions interviewees take or have taken in order to get the response they desire form a particular organisation. In addition, the change of behaviour towards the organisations that the interviewees mentioned, the change of relationships with the organisations, as well as the different stages of change within the relationships were described. This code includes reasons for change and how the interviewees perceive change over time in general. The following paragraphs will indicate a more general picture of each of these sub-codes followed by more detailed information in consensus with the figures of each sub-code. 


4.3.25	Change sub-code:  Actions to get response from organisations
This sub-code looks at the perceived actions the interviewees take in order to get the desired response from a particular organisation they are dealing with. Communication was referred to several times to get the response from the organisation that the individuals wish for. 
“ehm I communicate with them and sometimes that, that means just going off and having a runt ehm but I use m ehm when I want to I can be quite eloquent so that’s, that’s how I do it” (Interview 13). 
It needs to be pointed out that how the parties involved in the relationship communicate reflects on whether or not the relationship can carry on. By learning from past experiences, individuals have learnt how to communicate with a particular organisation or have learnt to work their systems, i.e. know who to call or write to, at what time, for example. 
“…but you know if I don’t quite fit into those set of rules or criteria or I want something outside of those I’m quite happy to go and speak to their manager or their manager or their manager or whoever really to ehm to get something resolved to get what I want really giggle” (Interview 2). 
Hence, there might be a factor of manipulation involved in any relationship even in personal relationships as with past experiences the learning process teaches one how to deal with a similar situation in the future. By complaining or getting in touch with the particular organisation, the individual is proactively interacting with the organisation, and therefore, is trying to get the response that is wanted from the organisation. 
“I think if you want, you know, if you want a response to from an organisation you have to go in like politely first of all and just explain what, what’s gone wrong or what your problem is, hopefully you know you always hope the organisation will react in ehm a fair way I suppose, but if they don’t then I suppose you need to (sigh) well, personally if they don’t I do get a bit pushy and do complain and ehm but it really depends again what for because if it’s not very important you know, it does create stress” (Interview 9).
The next time a similar situation occurs with that particular organisation or a new interaction is taking place, the consumer has 'learnt' from the past experience and is taking a different approach towards that particular organisation. 
“…so I think I do that, I mean I do it literally when I get on the plane, I usually go on last and ehm I take them to one side when everyone’s gone (giggle) and say sorry I have this problem, just to let you know, so that I do” (Interview 3). 
To a certain extent this could be viewed as manipulated behaviour towards the organisation because the consumer knows that this way he or she can get the response wanted from the organisation. 


4.3.26	Change sub-code: Change of behaviour towards organisations mentioned
This sub-code looks at how the participants believed their behaviour towards the organisations they mentioned changed. On the one hand, participants said that they don't feel their behaviour towards the organisations mentioned has changed greatly or at all. This is partly due to the fact that they have only used the particular organisation in one incident and are not likely to use them again. 
“Well, there, yeah it was more like a one, a onetime experience with the, ehm the holiday one or the tourist” (Interview 14).
On the other hand, if they have been with an organisation for quite some time, their behaviour towards them has changed in that their level of trust has increased and they have become less suspicious or more relaxed when dealing with the organisation as a result of a series of positive experience or satisfied needs. 
Furthermore, by having grown up, the behaviour of the individual also has changed towards the organisations, as they have learnt how to deal with the organisation, they know how it works and what to expect. 
“Has my behaviour changed? Ehm yes I think you go from your early days of naivety where you just purely believe that the service that’s being provided is the absolute right proper service through to questioning you know ehm, ehm and pushing back ehm phoning back an saying how dare you charge me this I was only overdrawn for one day and I haven’t been overdrawn ever before I want that back in the old days you might have said oh I’ve done something wrong, they’re right to do that so I think yes you know you can develop yourself into challenging eh the organisation eh far more so than when you first started with them” (Interview 8). 
If however a negative incident has occurred, the behaviour has changed in such a way that the consumer has become more wary of what the organisation offers and what to expect. 
“Yeah, I mean, as I said, you know after things went wrong I just, I just didn’t deal with them anymore I just, I didn’t feel I could trust them anymore basically so I didn’t go back” (Interview 9); “ehm you, you, you become I guess a term you would use, you become more streetwise yourself, you know you are aware ehm, you become more aware of the type of service that is provided and if you think it’s the right service or not” (Interview 8); “Because of past experience I am far less forgiving that’s certainly the case” (Interview 4).
If a positive experience has occurred then the individual is more likely to go back to that particular organisation as opposed to if the experience had been negative. 
“yes, it has, it has you know ehm that becomes ehm not that I fly very often ehm but that becomes the first place you go to now if you go oh we need to get to such and such a place let’s see a do they go there and b what the price is and you would be prepared for example to pay more if they went to somewhere you needed to go to ehm as opposed to another organisation where maybe you had no experience of them or a slightly less good experience of them” (Interview 1). 
The majority of participants mentioned that their behaviour changed towards the financial organisations described in the interviews as a result of the changes in their lives, i.e. other products or services are offered by the financial organisations because the needs of the consumers have changed. 
“Yes I think when I first started, ehm joined, ehm when I first started dealing with the bank or any organisation really it was very much more stiffed up a lipped whereas now it’s more casual you know, I can’t remember the last time I went to a bank but I’m not even sure they wear suits anymore, I mean we don’t have to I mean I happen to, I mean I don’t wear a tie, it’s just loose, you know I’m just wearing it for the sake of it, you don’t have to, look around here, these are all bank people, you know so ehm yeah generally, it generally changed” (Interview 12). 
In contrast, there were some responses where the individuals did not necessarily feel that their behaviour changed towards the financial organisations because of the fact that the relationship with the organisations has been a long-term and stable relationship or there haven't really been any negative or traumatic experiences. 
“No, ehm I wouldn’t have said it has with either but equally neither of them are particularly ehm traumatic examples, experiences as they are ehm” (Interview 11). 
With the travel and tourism organisations the responses indicated that participants would go back to the particular organisation if the experience they have had in the past had been positive provided that the nature of the product or service was not a one-off purchase, i.e. a holiday to a particular place rather than using the same airline again or the same travel agent. 
“I still have a letter I want to write to Lufthansa because I went to Florence in January and again they were absolutely marvellous so I written down the names, I always write down the names of the flight attendants and ehm I’m gonna, I was gonna send a letter again, so I think I wanna become more ehm proactive in the sense that I wanna see the people rewarded that actually provided a service” (Interview 3). 
Thus, a positive past experience influences the consumer’s behaviour towards a particular organisation positively as well. If however, the consumer encountered a negative experience, it was pointed out that a reluctance to use the particular organisation again, exists. Therefore, despite many experiences with the travel and tourism organisations were described to be one-off purchases, the reasons for repeat purchases and positive change in behaviour would be positive past experiences. 
“…with British Midland the exact opposite I’d ehm avoid using them wherever possible” (Interview 16). 






4.3.27	Change sub-code: Change of relationships with organisations mentioned
This sub-code looks at how the interviewees believe their relationships with the organisations mentioned changed. It was pointed out by one individual that the relationship changed in such a way that it actually ended, as this individual changed bank. 
“it was pretty much the same and ehm I left and I suppose I was unhappy with it for a while eh it was too much effort giggle, to some extent it’s like relationships with people giggle, it kind of comes a point where you’re dissatisfied but it’s just it’s too much momentum behind it you know and it takes the, the, this certain amount of dissatisfaction ehm at some point and then you get the impetus to leave” (Interview 10).
In contrast, a stronger relationship may be established as a result of how an organisation responds to a particular incident, i.e. exceeding the consumer's expectations. A further reason stated as to why the relationship with the organisation mentioned changed was that generally over time the relationship between the consumer and the organisation becomes closer because of a series of positive experiences, i.e. the level of trust that the individual puts into the organisation grows over time. 
“ehm, I suppose it has because I’m a more valued customer now, now I’ve been with them a long time and I haven’t ripped them off or giggle got them into severe debt or and I’m getting paid more so I suppose from their point of view it’s improved and for me I mean they’ve always been pretty good and probably the thing with my wages not being paid in, you know, if I was, if I was a relatively new customer they might not have been able, have been quite so willing but because I’ve been with them for a long time, they know how to track me down giggle” (Interview 2). 
Additionally, the fact that needs and requirements have changed as participants have grown up and have become more experienced also reflects how their relationships with the organisations mentioned have changed. 
“Yeah I suppose the other thing is that you’re, you’re requirements change after well so when I was 16 I didn’t really demand much and when I got to kind of older everything changes, yeah u need different things and you need ehm, in my case I need this flexibility and the sort of ease of use and being able to take a day off to do things like that so yeah ehm” (Interview 6); “Yeah it changed because at first I was a naïve user, I didn’t really care, it didn’t matter but when my requirements changed then I found that they didn’t have, didn’t give me what I wanted and they continued for quite a few different things and over time the relationship sort of, well I cut it and changed banks” (Interview 6). 

When differentiating between the change of relationships with travel and tourism organisations and financial organisations participants mentioned that their behaviour changes in such a way that whenever they experienced a negative interaction, their relationship also turned negative. However, when a positive experience occurred they did not feel that the relationship changed, rather they felt it stayed the same. 







4.3.28	Change sub-code: Stages of change within a relationship
This sub-code looks at the different stages of change within a relationship. Participants who were able to describe the different stages of change agreed that there is a start, initial contact or beginning of a relationship where both parties involved still get to know each other, are putting trust into the other party involved, and finding out information about the other party. The need or requirement for a service or a product exists and initial judgements are made whether or not to carry on with the relationship. 
“Of change ehm you’ve got the initial contact where you make first kind of initial judgements and then if you want it to develop it probably goes quite slowly at first” (Interview 2); “ehm at the start of a relationship you’re still finding out about the other party” (Interview 13).

The next stage or phase described is a stage of normalisation, where a 'switch' occurs that makes the relationship more serious or deeper. 
“…then that’s definitely there is that kind of switch in, you know getting serious you know? Is it just a service, or are you ehm do you want more from each other? Ehm, trust is also kicking in, so when you start trusting some, somebody or an organisation then I think it’s definitely also one of the highest levels in the end so if there is you know mutual trust in each other that’s the most eh, well it’s the highest level I think you can, you can get” (Interview 14).
This normalisation stage occurs after knowing that both parties involved have gained a sense of depending on the relationship or when trust has evolved. The relationship will then carry on depending on how both parties involved get used to change or changing factors. If they do not get used to change or do not want to accept change or the consequences of it, then this might cause the relationship to end. If on the other hand, both parties are aware of the change and accept the change then the relationship develops further in a positive way. 
“…and I think there’s a phase of, of sort of a phase of normalisation when you know that it essentially sort of becomes symbiotic you know what the other side will do and they will know what you are doing or want or whatever so there’s that sort of sense of ehm not only of communication but of, of understanding the communication from both sides ehm depending on the relationship” (Interview 13). 
In this stage the individual has decided whether or not faith/ trust can be put into the other party and this phase continues together with the beginning phase either making the overall relationship a deeper and more stable one or one where the consumer decides to change, i.e. either end the relationship and switch to another organisation or to put in more effort to gain what is wanted from the existing relationship. During this stage a continuing exchange of communication takes place which leads to the stability of the relationship. 
“…then decide whether you can trust them or not and then if you decide that you can trust them then you’re gonna just stick with it until something happens” (Interview 9). 
It needs to be pointed out, that there was not necessarily an end mentioned by all the participants as they believe that an end only occurs through a negative experience or when the individual actually actively thinks about changing to another organisation, i.e. maybe being offer a better product or service. 
“well beginning, middle and an end I suppose eh but not necessarily an end it depends on where it goes yeah” (Interview 10); “It might be that the relationship is still evolve at one stage in which case you may I think essentially you just get a repetition of those two, of those two phases throughout the course of the relationship you know if, if, if, if factors cause the relationship you have with somebody to change then both sides ehm are firstly are aware of that and then either get used to that change or don’t either way the relationship changes but you know where you stand so it’s kind of cause and effect in that it’s sort of a sense of dealing with a changing factor and then experiencing the consequences in terms of the relationship structure of that change and then that’s repeated so actually I think it’s probably quite simple” (Interview 13); “I guess ehm in less fortunate relationships than ours with our financial company ehm that they might say, ehm that there might be ehm problems that might arise which causes lack of trust ehm and if that lack of trust develops sufficiently then you either go to another partner or you know or break the relationship off with no, with no, with no alternative ehm so I mean not all relationships are stable ehm” (Interview 15). 


4.3.29	Change sub-code: Reasons for change
This sub-code highlights the reasons for change impacting on how a relationship changes also. As a result of gaining more life experience and experience in general increases. This leads to changes in how individuals judge things. A decision over what is good or bad change is perceived to be a feedback mechanism where an individual learns by experiencing different relationships throughout a lifetime. This impact on the relationship an individual has with oneself which then also impacts on his or her other relationships in life. 
“Ehm, well I think you get, yeah I mean as you grow older you get more and more experience so the way you judge things is different, what you decide is good or bad ehm or nice or not nice ehm usually changes as well ehm and obviously there are things that stay the same throughout your lifetime ehm so it’s kind of a feedback mechanism relationships with other people teach you things that you learn from affects your relationship with yourself which in turn again affects your relationships with the outside world” (Interview 5). 
On a more general note, the acquisition of experience was something which was mentioned by a number of participants and as the main reason for change in a relationship. 
“Mainly because you yourself change, definitely I think that’s the main thing” (Interview 5). 
Additional reasons that were given were effort that both parties put into a relationship as well as getting to know the other party involved over a longer period of time. 
“it would depend on how much of an effort you want to make so it’s up to you or the other party how far you’re gonna say I really want to keep this going this relationship or how far you know I’m not that interested in keeping it going” (Interview 3); “Because you, you get a history together, basically you build up a history, you get to know each other, you get to know whatever an organisation, a person, ehm you know what the possibilities are you know basically that gives a kind of eh, yeah it’s a kind of, it’s a good thing you know you get more eh more confidence of it” (Interview 14).
Attention needs to be paid to the two different codes: ‘reasons for change of behaviour’ and ‘reasons for change’, as the answers given were very similar showing that both, the behaviour, or the change of behaviour and the relationship, i.e. the change of relationship, are related in terms of positive and negative experiences resulting in either a stable or non-changing relationship. This is to say that behaviour does not change; the same image persists when the consumer has a positive experience with an organisation. However, if the experience was negative, the relationship as well as the behaviour the individual has towards an organisation change. This may even result in the end of a relationship. Furthermore, it was mentioned that entities or people change. This was also mentioned when the participants talked about the reasons why their behaviour towards an organisation changes. 
“I guess for a lot of reasons ehm I think ‘cos entities or people in themselves never stay the same really, I guess both in themselves are quite dynamic constructs in a way and then it’s a matter of how you can keep the compatibility how you can keep that on a continuum really, it might just so happen that all the time, you know you go into different, you develop into different directions really, but I think the key to that is that nothing is really static I guess and ehm it would depend on how much of an effort you want to make so it’s up to you or the other party how far you’re gonna say I really want to keep this going this relationship or how far you know I’m not that interested in keeping it going” (Interview 3). 







4.3.30	Change sub-code: Change over time general
This sub-code looks at the change over time from a more general stance. One of the main factors that were repeatedly mentioned was that over time people change and their needs or requirements change which then reflects on how their relationships change in general. Additionally, an organisation may change as well and that could also have an impact on how a relationship with the particular organisation changes. 
“well I think I mean in general it’s ehm the people change or their needs and requirements change or the person or the organisation that you have the relationship with that changes…’(Interview 10); It’s probably, yeah, it’s probably sort of exponential. It probably changes a lot at the sort of start and then gradually levels off ehm” (Interview 6). 
Furthermore, it was pointed out that a relationship either changes to the positive or to the negative over time depending on what the response to the consumer's input is and how far the parties involved believe that a relationship can develop. 
“ehm, well it’s either improving or getting worse, one of the two eh, and it will be doing different things at different times depending on what the situation is and what the response to your input is ehm” (Interview 11). 

The circumstances under which a relationship exists could play an important role because a personal relationship is regarded to change differently compared to a relationship with an organisation. This is because emotional attachment exists in a personal relationship. 
“Ehm, yeah, definitely. Ehm I think (inaudible) I mean from personal relationship you know how you feel sort of well how you feel about yourself ehm and you know the situation in the world and society changes so you know the things you like and don’t like are gonna change with it ehm which you need and don’t need, which you want and don’t want” (Interview 5); “I think a relationship changes over time depending on circumstances I think if, if either party is disappointed in any way then, then there’s a negative reaction and then expect, if you have expectations of another party” (Interview 12). 
In this respect habit was an additional factor mentioned. With habit a greater amount of latitude develops within a relationship. 
“Ehm the things become habit, that’s one way of looking at it but trust develops and ehm with age trust becomes a greater degree of latitude ehm” (Interview 4). 
Another aspect that was indicated is the time factor. A relationship that exists over a long period of time is different in nature than a very young relationship. This is because with the ‘older’ relationship a deeper trust exists. The history that this relationship has then impacts on how it changes. 
“ehm in various ways ehm I think you have various factors influencing that change so ehm changes ehm in each party ehm I think the history of the relationship impacts upon it I mean clearly there’s a difference between a relationship that’s one week old and one that’s ten years old ehm so possibly things like precedents setting, what was said before or acted upon before ehm, the objectives of that relationship may or may not change ehm the relevancy of that relationship therefore may or may not change ehm and in that sense also how or to what extent that relationship sits within its social framework or within any given framework” (Interview 13).
A further issue that was mentioned was that that there exists a natural greed for the better in every individual. This is to say that along with habit after a certain time period the individual develops greed and higher expectations are formed. Those expectations will then evidently influence the nature of a relationship. 
“the greed for better or I think any customer any person whether you’re in work you know you’re paid a wage you’re whatever you know you get a pay-rise you know you think it’s great and then after a while you think it’s not good and you want more and more and more, …..I think it’s the fact that the question was about the relationship wasn’t it where it goes wrong is the fact that you do expect too and the more you get the more you want” (Interview 12). 





Figure 17: Personal Interaction 

This code looks at the role of personal interaction within relationships. Comments revealed a distinction between personal interaction in relation to service products and other products. This is interesting in the way that a similar distinction exists for relationships, i.e., depending on the risk involved a more personal relationship is desired as opposed to less risk involved where the level of personal interaction in the relationship is less important. 
“I suppose, not particularly, well, it depends if it’s a services product, in other words it’s restaurant or a holiday, in which I’m interacting with the people themselves then that’s obviously critical ehm because you wanna feel comfortable with the people that you’re interacting with, that ehm if it’s just a product ehm I think I probably, I would probably be more wary about what the organisation was, their reputation so I’m quite happy to book things over the Internet and have absolutely zero ehm personal interaction but I would tend to do it with more reputable companies and I would be less sure about doing it if I had never heard of them before I suppose” (Interview 10). 
The interviewees furthermore added that personal interaction can be important because trust between the parties involved can be established quicker as opposed to if there was not any personal interaction. 
“I do think it is important, it wouldn’t stop me dealing with an organisation if there were no personal interaction ehm but it’s quicker ehm to trust or to trust ehm if you’re dealing with somebody ehm…I think it’s just a, a simple human requirement you need that face to face ehm, ehm contact” (Interview 1). 

Several interviewees pointed out that they find it easier to deal with a person than dealing with a piece of machinery. This is because of the fact that a machine is programmed in a certain way and may not always fit the needs that the consumer may have. In addition, dealing with a person is perceived to be easier because any written communication may be misinterpreted or not understood the intended way whereas, on a face-to-face basis any misunderstanding can be modified straight away. 
“Well the alternative is that you, you interact through a piece of machinery, generally a computer and invariably although I’m reasonably computer literature you know websites, they’re a pain in the arse, they never do giggle, you know they never ask the question that you can answer” (Interview 11). 
For certain products a machine may be totally sufficient, nevertheless, in some instances it is possible that it is not enough to deal with the particular issue the consumer may be encountering. For example, with a financial organisation in order to get access to money, an ATM machine is sufficient. If a new account needs to be opened, for example, or a mortgage is required then personal interaction becomes more important because the customer needs to be advised on the different services and products available. It could be argued that many consumers go on the Internet and research those products themselves; however, from the comments made by the interviewees personal interaction plays an important role because often the sheer volume of information available about such products on the Internet may be overwhelming for the consumer. Six interviewees however pointed out that personal interaction with their financial organisation was not of very high importance to them. 
“No, it’s not, not really. It’s not important to me when I’m not dealing with them ehm but when I do need them I want to know that there’s somebody there that I can trust and that, that ehm you know they’re professional, well trained, reliable and all the rest of the things that we’ve been saying really” (Interview 12). 
Depending on whether or not the personal interaction is negative, some interviewees mentioned that the whole experience the consumer has with the particular organisation may be tarnished if the personal interaction they have is negative. In fact, it may even lead to a negative image of the overall organisation. 
“Ehm, I’d say you make your judgement really ehm about any company, relationship with a company is your point of contact with them so it is quite important I mean if I was put off by somebody working for a company it would put me off the company ehm” (Interview 5). 
Additionally, interviewees pointed out that personal interaction with an organisation leads to the judgement of the particular organisation, which may be positive or negative. 
“Well, it’s very important you know, either they can break the whole, I really explained more or less, if, if, if one person actually ehm you know messes up by being rude or whatever or not being eh co-operative in the way you know they don’t want to fit with you to find a solution and then they definitely you know influence the whole eh the whole feeling eh the whole you know picture of the organisation and I don’t see that as a personal thing but it’s definitely, they have huge impact on the whole you know for, for my feeling towards the organisation” (Interview 14)

Use of Internet 

Figure 18: Use of Internet 

This code looks at the use of the Internet and how the Internet has changed the relationships with organisations. Some participants find it easy to get more background information on a particular organisation using the Internet. However, similarly, some find it more difficult to get the right information because of the Internet being such a large pool of information. 
“ehm in some ways it’s easier and in some ways it’s more difficult ehm for example if I wanted to look up a telephone number I will always go and look it up on the web on the BT directory ehm but and there are a number of you know currency conversions you know ehm you know a number of things that I would automatically go to the web to ehm finding products on the web is incredibly difficult” (Interview 11) ; “I think it’s easier to do a little bit of background research on any organisation ehm with the advent of the Internet ehm you’re not limited to a geographical spread…so I think the Internet has meant that you are less limited ehm in terms of ehm who you go with because the whole process can be done at a slightly, at a slight distance ehm obviously then the person, personality don’t come into it really but it does, it does widen your scope I think” (Interview 1). 

In contrast, some individuals find it a lot easier to switch organisations using the Internet and use online facilities to check, for example, their bank statements or pay bills, which would otherwise take them a lot more time, cost them more money possibly if they had to call or post letters. 
“Yah I mean largely beneficial, largely beneficial, in that, in the sphere of seeking information and in being provided with information by the company, being able to view your account online, being able to ehm make bill payments online so I don’t have to ehm get out a pen and a piece of paper and an envelope to pay off my credit card bill you know so you know just click on the button and hopefully do it in time and avoid the charges and ehm as a, and the whole the Internet is not a very nice place to be for looking for information and the and the screens if you, if you’re seeking information then I think then it becomes a little bit inflexible and I think it’s that point you need to start talking to people beyond that what they can offer and you know and to a certain extent if you go looking for something and you’ve got to know what they can do, you don’t know what you don’t know, you know, so whereas you know a real person can say well here you’re looking at that sort of thing but have you thought about this you know and that might only have been a click away on the Internet but you know the navigation might not have been so good or you know so it’s not as easy to manipulate an Internet conversation you know than it is to get information out of a real person you know” (Interview 15). 
Therefore, it might be easier to use the Internet for certain products or services. However, if there is a specific problem the consumer prefers to have the personal dimension of the relationship with the organisation. 

When looking at this code in more detail, it was possible to establish an indication whether or not interviewees perceive that the Internet has had an impact on their relationships with the organisations that they mentioned. Participants mentioned several times that they purchase a lot of products or services over the Internet and that to a certain extent no personal interaction takes place anymore. A number of interviewees believed that the Internet has had an impact on their relationship with financial organisations, both positive and negative. Positive points mentioned were the added advantage of information available at any time and the ease of use, no necessity to actually visit a branch of a bank, for example. 
“enormous, absolutely enormous, especially eh online banking things make a huge difference do the way I run my finances and eh you know pay my bills and stuff like that ehm that’s made a very big difference to me …well it means like anything you want to do you know pay your bill or transfer money actually you can do it online you know straight away …..so it makes it easier for that and in terms of managing your finances and looking at how much money you have it makes a huge difference cos you know now I actually check how much money I have left” (Interview 5). 

On the more negative side it was mentioned that sometimes the Internet can be confusing due to the fact that with too much information available some consumers feel overwhelmed because they are not exactly sure what they are looking for and thus the personal interaction is missing. 
“…the whole the Internet is not a very nice place to be for looking for information and the and the screens if you, if you’re seeking information then I think then it becomes a little bit inflexible and I think it’s that point you need to start talking to people beyond that what they can offer and you know and to a certain extent if you go looking for something and you’ve got to know what they can do, you don’t know what you don’t know, you know, so whereas you know a real person can say well here you’re looking at that sort of thing but have you thought about this you know and that might only have been a click away on the Internet but you know the navigation might not have been so good or you know so it’s not as easy to manipulate an Internet conversation you know than it is to get information out of a real person you know” (Interview 15). 
Therefore, the Internet can sometimes be limiting in finding the exact information one is looking for. Only one participant mentioned that the use of the Internet has impacted on the relationship with the travel and tourism organisation in that it has become easier and more flexible to find information or offers. A further point mentioned with regards to the travel and tourism organisation and having a relationship with it was that the Internet has given the consumer more flexibility by allowing them to return to a website at any particular time. 
“I just find computers easier but I guess ehm because you can I would feel slightly more under pressure on the phone cos you’re on a call and they kind of, they’re probably a little bit pushy and just trying to close a sale, whereas on the internet you can fiddle around, try different flights and in the end you can just say oh I don’t fancy it this time and you can go to a different website you just got freedom to try yeah and you have more information” (Interview 6).

One interviewee regarded the use of the Internet to be of low significance with regards to relationships as a result of not being particularly familiar with using the Internet and more emphasis is placed on the personal interaction when dealing with an organisation. 







When to have a long-term relationship
This code looks at under what circumstances interviewees believed they would like to have a long-term relationship with an organisation. It indicated the different types of products and services for which they preferred to have a long-term relationship with organisations. It was expressed that when a long-term need or requirement exists the consumer would want to have a long-term relationship with the particular organisation. 
“ehm, I think it would, I, I think although it sounds selfish it’s, it’s I wouldn’t want to instigate a long term relationship with an organisation unless I needed something from the organisation..’(Interview 1); ‘if I knew that something, that a service was gonna be required for a very long time eh would be probably my number one reason ehm I can’t think of if ehm you know there are probably a few other short term reasons that you would have as well you know if you had had an urgent need ehm to do something but if I, if I would want to remain with an organisation it would be because I had a long term requirement” (Interview 8).

Types of organisations that were mentioned were financial organisations, electricity organisations, insurances, and pensions. In general, organisations that are used on a frequent basis or where it makes sense to the consumer to have a long-term relationship, i.e. if there is a mutual benefit in having a long-term relationship. 
“Well I suppose a financial organisation when it’s a big hassle to move you know cos it’s and the same with electricity companies or whatever ehm…I would want to have ehm I suppose financial things in general tend to be long term, insurance you know your mortgage, your eh pension, you’re the people you work for….Because partly because of the nature of the thing because ehm the product that you want is a, eh quite often a long- term product so you tend to keep your bank account for five, ten, 15 years” (Interview 10); “ehm, well with a financial organisation really cos you would hope that they can, because when you’re looking at money, you’re looking possibly over long term and you want somebody that’s dependable and that’s growing with you, you know and that can help you grow so yeah’ (Interview 12); ‘ehm if I felt that ehm if I was if I felt that it was mutually beneficial I suppose” (Interview 13). 
Two individuals mentioned that the long-term relationships with insurers or banks are somewhat forced relationships as it is a necessity in today’s society to have accounts and insurances. 
“So yeah it’s kind of a forced relationship really because if it wasn’t them then it would just be another bank, it would be pretty similar overall I guess ehm yeah” (Interview 2).
One participant pointed towards a relationship with a football team that has been passed on in the family and is passed on to the individual's children as well. This is an interesting point, as it is a relationship which the individual has not actively gone out to build but it's been passed on. Thus, it is an ‘inherited’ form of a relationship. This is similar to the point that was made about trust, where a relationship is passed on between friends or family and automatically any mistrust is minimised. Additionally, this particular individual pointed to the self-association with this football club. Therefore, the more comfortable a consumer feels with an organisation and the more he or she can identify themselves with a particular organisation, may result in the length of the relationship with the organisation.
“well ehm I’m trying to sort of like turn this around into you know there is an organisation that I’ve been associated with since I can very first remember ehm and that is, that is the football team that I support so you know that was very much based upon what was passed on to me ehm from my father and from his father and from his father’s father etc, etc what I have already passed on to my son as well ehm so how would you sum up a football ehm you know that sort of a relationship you know I, I, I have been involved, I have a relationship with my football team ehm much to my wife’s disgust but that’s another, that’s another subject altogether so yeah that’s an interesting one as well if you look at that one, and indeed ehm I’m not sure if it’s ma particular personality, character, type or whatever but once I have associated myself with something somebody, I’m normally with that thing or that person for life or until either they really screw up or indeed I screwed up” (Interview 8). 

One participant stated that a holiday company would be an organisation to have a long-term relationship with, despite the fact that the destination for each holiday changes, but the travel agent, airline or hotel chain would be the organisation a relationship would be desired with. 
“I think it comes back to the service that they’re providing, if you, if you know that, that they year in and year out are providing you with a services, with the holidays that you want and it comes back to your trust it’s all in here I mean if you feel confident, if you’ve build up a bond and you trust and they’re trustworthy and you know that you go to them and say look I wanna go two weeks to that part of the world and they give you a holiday they will have been out and checked the hotel out that they airline will be reliable” (Interview 12). 
















When to have a short-term relationship
This code looks at under which circumstances the interviewees wish to have a short-term relationship with an organisation and which types of products and services this applies to. One-off purchases (for example holidays, Airline Company (flight tickets), shops) were mentioned by the interviewees where the consumer does not necessarily have high expectations because the level of risk involved is lower in such a one-off purchase. 
“Ehm, again I suppose it would be something that you knew it was for the short term ehm like a, a holiday, it’s, it’s a brilliant example really ehm you’re going away for two weeks ehm you want that to be as good as it possibly can ehm as it possibly can be because it’s your holiday” (Interview 1). 
Participants were aware of the fact that when a one-off purchase occurs, the damage in case of dissatisfaction is not as big as it would be with an organisation that offers a service which is perceived to be a necessity. 
“ehm yeah, yeah for the time that you’re there or if you’re buying something if it’s, if it’s just a one off purchase or something’ (Interview 10); ‘it’s different if you’re having your kitchen done you know you might, you might have your kitchen done this year by somebody and in ten years time or whatever it is by somebody completely different, it’s,….yeah I mean that’s a one off purchase sort of thing isn’t it? You’re not ehm, it’s I’d say it might be every ten years, it might be every seven years if my wife cooks giggle but you know that’s fair enough but you know, it’s not, you know, it’s not, eh it’s not, you’re not going out every week or every month or every whatever to buy something so it’s something, it’s an isolated purchase and you’re not, although you are looking for ehm a level of ehm continuity, i.e. if you go out and buy your, your double glazed windows, you don’t want the firm to collapse the next week, ehm but equally you’re not generally looking to buy another set of double glazed windows the following week, so it’s, it’s in effect one off isolated purchase as opposed to the sort of the longer more continuous supply service supplies ehm’ (Interview 11); ‘yeah I mean shops basically for example any kind of shop really I mean I know they will give you store loyalty cards and I suppose they like doing you a favour which isn’t actually true, it’s the other way around ehm but anything like a shop you know if I’m looking for you know a product no matter what it will be, you know a digital camera or you know a CD, I’m just same thing, I’m gonna find It where I find the best price ehm it’s pretty irrelevant to me what shop it’s from” (Interview 5). 
Participants illustrated that they would want to only have a short-term relationship with an organisation if there was no benefit or reward for them being in a relationship with the particular organisation or if a short-term need or requirement existed. 
“It is a form of a relationship but it’s a very much a sort of a transient relationship I guess you know something that would come and go as and when needed” (Interview 8).
A further point that was stated was that a relationship with an organisation would be terminated if the consumer felt that the organisation became untrustworthy. Hence, in this case, the relationship is perceived to be of a short period. 
















This chapter identified the issues and aspects that participants perceived with regards to their relationships with organisations, in particular, with financial organisations and travel and tourism organisations. The different processes that consumers experience when interacting with organisations were outlined, including the phases involved in the evolution of their relationships with organisations as well as the evolution of some of the aspects interconnected to their relationships, such as trust, for example. 

The word ‘relationship’ itself caused some problems in definition as it was associated with something personal. It was highlighted that awareness of relationships with organisations mostly exists when something has gone wrong between the consumer and the organisation. This evidences that negative experiences stick in the consumer’s mind more than positive ones. Reasons emphasised for this were the fact that relationships with organisations in general were perceived to be more impersonal than personal relationships with friends or family. Furthermore, there was a consensus that a relationship is connected strongly to how people communicate with each other. A series of on-going interactions between mutually committed parties forms such a relationship. All parties involved need to have an understanding of each other’s needs and requirements and trust needs to exist. Trust was perceived to be a track record of positive interactions or a continuous test of the other party involved in the relationship. Moreover, the concept of trust was explained to involve reliability, respect and a positive gut feeling towards the other party. When trusting organisations, the organisation’s reputation was a major indicator whether a consumer decides to trust the particular organisation or not. The instigator for trust, however, was perceived to be the consumer’s needs. These needs drive the consumer to look for an organisation that he or she feels will meet his or her expectations. 

The process of change with regards to relationships with organisations was described giving indications that past experiences and life experience influence behaviour towards an organisation which ultimately results in the change of relationships as well. The issue of past experience and life experience is important because this point was also raised in conjunction to the evolution of a relationship and the evolution of trust. Both concepts were divided into different stages or phases where the different processes that take place during each stage or phase were described. The main difference pointed out between a relationship with an organisation and a more personal relationship was the level of emotionality. Thus, a relationship with an organisation was perceived to be more purpose driven where money plays a major role in terms of what is expected from the parties involved. In a more personal relationship the feeling of loss upon termination was felt to be stronger than in relationships with organisations. 







This chapter discusses the findings of the study emphasising the themes that were developed from the research and explores their relevance to the current literature. It highlights the dimensions of a relationship that the study explored and proposes a relationship ‘flower’ based on the findings, illustrating the different phases necessary to establish a relationship. Additionally, a relationship matrix developed from the findings showing the level of risk compared to the relational involvement within relationships with organisations is synthesised with an existing relationship matrix and a consumer behaviour matrix of the current literature. 


5.2	Understanding the consumer relationship
The study highlighted the confusion in what is understood by the word ‘relationship’. This confusion of definition of a relationship has also been detected in the literature (e.g. Duck 2007, Fisher and Adams 1994, Hinde 1996, Miell et al. 1984) and it has been claimed that this is due to the fact that people can be involved in a variety of different relationships (Miell et al. 1984). Thus, for example, relationships can be viewed from a biological or cultural angle (Duck 2007), from a behavioural (Hinde 1997) or emotional level (Duck 2007). The latter ones were the two levels that emanated from the results of this study. Hinde (1997) highlighted that the term ‘relationship’ is applied to many different forms of relationships, as for example, husband-and-wife, father-and-daughter, employer-and-workman or indeed supplier-and-customer and that this is the reason why it is hard to define the word ‘relationship’. Considering Hinde’s differentiation of types of relationships it is clear that the study focussed on supplier-customer relationships. However, the research showed that consumers referred to their personal relationships when trying to explain or describe their relationships with organisations. Thus, the major problem that occurred with regards to defining the word ‘relationship’ in conjunction with organisations was the personal connotation perceived. The results showed that personal relationships involve a more emotional attachment and that they are more implicit and more caring as opposed to a relationship with an organisation. Relationships with organisations were described to be less personal which concurs with the observations made by Sheth and Shah (2003) who pointed to the transactional mode a consumer may be in when purchasing products or services as opposed to the more relational mode. This, therefore, explains the perception of a less personal relationship that the results if this study referred to.

The reasons for such transactional modes can be attributed to the expectations the consumers have. Within personal relationships, such as with friends and family, consumers have different expectations of a relationship as compared to when interacting with organisations. Such expectations are linked to the needs of the individual. Within personal relationships, the needs include more emotionality as opposed to when dealing with an organisation. Lovelock et al (1999) noted that customers’ expectations in relation to what they think forms a good service is bound to differ on situational variations. They further commented that even within the same industry sector, expectations are likely to vary. The results indicated that consumers of, for example, airlines, have differing expectations according to the length of the flight. This is a point that Lovelock et al. (1999) explain that the different expectations are a result of the service providers being positioned differently within the same sector. Therefore, the consumer using a no-frill service provider for a short intra-European flight is likely to be satisfied with the service provided. However, if the same consumer would be travelling on a long- haul flight the same level of service would undoubtedly result in dissatisfaction (Lovelock et al. 1999).

The results indicated that relationships with organisations are biased relationships because they are more purpose driven and final. One reason given was the fact that consumers deal with different people of a particular organisation, thus the communication between the parties involved takes different forms each time an interaction takes place. This in turn, results in a behaviour where no feelings are created which ultimately can be described as the transactional mode. Storbacka and Lehtinen (2001) emphasised that within relationships with organisations, a behavioural link, and therefore, the transactional mode (Sheth and Shah 2003) as well as an emotional link need to be established with the consumer. The authors claim that both links are necessary to create a feeling or attitude in a relationship. Thus, their opinion explains why personal relationships were referred to in this study in order to explain or describe relationships with organisations. Therefore, the way communication takes place between the parties involved in a relationship has a direct impact on the nature of the relationship (Fisher and Adams 1984). In addition, the research showed that consumers are not consciously aware of having a relationships with organisations which is a further explanation as to why they referred to their personal relationships on order to explain relationships overall. With personal relationships, it was highlighted that the feeling of a relationship exists when an emotional link has been established. Communication plays a big role in establishing such emotional links. Hinde (1996) pointed out that communication is the basis of a relationship; therefore, within personal relationships, the communication between individuals improves the more they get to know each other. With organisations, such improvement of communication may be difficult when there are different people dealing with the consumer each time because the familiarity that starts by getting to know each other does not exist. Additionally, the way two individuals communicate may affect the relationship as pointed out by Fisher and Adams (1984). 

Despite the difficulty of defining the word ‘relationship’, the findings established that a relationship is a form of mutual communication, a link between two parties where a common goal or interest exists; a continuing interaction or exchange between two parties or entities. An indication was given that a relationship means mutual beneficence. Several authors have come up with similar understandings of the word ‘relationship’. Hakansson and Snehota (1995), for example, defined a relationship to be 
“a mutually oriented interaction between two reciprocally committed parties” (1995: 25). 
Similarly, Hinde (1996) pointed out that a relationship involves a series of interactions between individuals where the interactions are affected by the past and the future. This point is important as Hinde (1997) stated that it is possible that a series of independent interactions occur, however, that such interactions do not represent a relationship. Therefore, according to Hinde (1997) a relationship can only exist if there are past, present and possibly future interactions. This explains why evidence from the study showed that some consumers did not have a feeling of having a relationship with some of the travel and tourism organisations as in most cases; these organisations were only used once and were mainly opportunity or price driven. Therefore, there was no long-term trust established, only for the time the organisation was used. The study showed that through continued positive interactions, trust is established leading to future interactions and hence a relationship. Therefore, based on the findings, a relationship is defined as: 
“a form of mutual communication through which a link between two parties is established who have a common goal or personal interest and the willingness to compromise in order to ensure continuous interactions and the allowance of the establishment of trust between two equally committed and understanding parties”. 


5.3	Development of a relationship




Figure 19: Stages of the development of a relationship adapted from Pillai and Sharma (2003) and Selnes (1998)

Selnes (1998) described the first stage to be the point where the buyer decides to make a purchase. Pillai and Sharma (2003) noted that the first stage involves the buyer initiating a relationship with the seller who is keen to establish a relationship. This does not correspond with the first phase identified in this study. Findings indicated the first phase to be the beginning of a relationship where there has to be a need, a requirement or a common goal to start from. Without the existence of a need or requirement for either party, a relationship or even first contact is unlikely to happen. The data stressed that this applies to both personal and business relationships. Thus, the first stage recognised by Selnes (1998) already assumes that such a need or requirement exists. 

The second stage identified in the literature involves the repurchase of a product (Selnes 1998). Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out that the repurchase of a product does not necessarily mean that the relationship is enhanced because the repurchase might be of one particular product and thus the product portfolio stays limited. Pillai and Sharma (2003) identified the second stage of a relationship to be the maturing stage. At this stage, the buyer invests more time in the relationship with the seller and as a result, the relationship starts to mature. The second phase identified in this study does not concur fully with that identified in the literature. Results showed that the second phase of the development of relationships is where an information gathering process takes place. In other words, the need or requirement exists and either party now tries to gather as much information as possible about whether or not this need or requirement can be fulfilled. This could involve identifying the other party or location or maybe information about past performances. Thus, the literature combined the two phases identified in this study into one stage. There are similarities to the point mentioned by Shareef et al. (2008) that during the information gathering stage physical cues play an important role in the purchase decision process which ultimately is linked to the enhancement of a relationship (Selnes, 1998). This is to say that by providing the consumer with physical cues in this information gathering phase, not only the purchase decision is confirmed but also the willingness to enter a potential long-term relationship. 

The third stage that is recognised in the literature is that of mature relationships (Pillai and Sharma 2003). The authors assumed that mature relationships lead to stronger relationships. Selnes (1998) described the third stage of relationships as one where the commitment between the parties involved in the relationship increases and this takes place at the level of purchase which leads to the enhancement of the relationship. Evidence from the study led to the conclusion that the third phase is where a deeper level of trust is established, the contact between each party involved is sought actively and a certain level of risk is accepted. This is to say that by establishing a deeper level of trust the risks are minimised as long as the trust is not broken. Ganesan (1994() and Shareef et al. (2008) confirmed this by identifying that consumer who trust an organisation usually perceive less risk during their purchase decision. 

Additionally, the research uncovered a fourth phase of the development of relationships. This phase is where a continuing interaction between the parties involved takes place either with the same person or with different people from the same organisations as long as the established trust is not broken. Therefore, the literature has compressed phases three and four, as identified in the study, into one stage, stage three. This is due to the fact that it is difficult to detect exactly where a stage ends and a new stage starts. The stages are interrelated because a relationship itself is a continuing process which was a factor taken into consideration during the research.


5.4	The relationship ‘flower’ 






Figure 20: The Relationship ‘Flower’ 

The diagram clearly shows how the phases identified from the study differ to the ones identified in the literature. It becomes apparent that the stages identified in the literature take a more organisational stand, whereas, the relationship development ‘flower’ purely takes the stand of the consumer. Despite the fact that there are slight differences in the stages described in the literature compared to the phases that emerged from the findings, it is evident that a relationship develops over time. Repeated events or interactions occur, leading to the establishment of trust and allowing the relationship to mature. 







5.5	The change of relationships
The data allowed the identification of consumer perceptions of how their relationships change over time. The literature does not go into much detail as to how a relationship changes. Aries (1965) pointed out that relationships have changed in such a way that society is held to a distance, whereas, in the past (1950’s) relationships included social and professional relationships where no distinction was made between the types of relationships. Miell et al. (1984) observed a similar movement. They suggested that generally familiar relationships are greatly encouraged to be kept, whereas, relationships with organisations are generally approached with more caution. Results confirmed this point. Findings suggested that when consumers deal with organisations, in general, they are wary and more likely to mistrust because of negative past experiences they may have had. Additionally, the authors found that there are cultural issues attached to relationships. Argyle and Henderson (1983), for example, expressed that the Western culture puts more emphasis on the intimate (emotional) relationships, whereas, the Eastern culture is believed to be rather the opposite. The findings of this study exposed that no cultural issues were attached to relationships but rather how the behaviour towards the other party in a particular relationship changes over time and what the reasons for change were.
One factor that was revealed was that the needs and requirements of an individual change over a lifetime which means that having learnt from past experiences the individual’s behaviour towards the other party involved in the relationship changes accordingly. For example, if a customer has had only negative past experiences with an organisation but this particular organisation provides necessary products or services to the customer, the customer may have learnt how to get the required action from the organisation by manipulating the former own behaviour by knowing what number to call at a particular time, for example. Similarly, if an organisation has portrayed a negative image as a result of negative experiences, the consumer’s behaviour changes in such a way that less effort is put in, purchases are not repeated and thus, the relationship terminates. The results enabled different stages of change in relationships to be established which are illustrated in the following diagram. 

Figure 21: The change of a relationship curve


Thus, the change of relationship is illustrated in form of a ‘peaky curve’, almost like a lifetime curve. After the beginning stage it is possible that the relationship may come to an end due to an incident that may have happened on either or both sides of the parties involved. This could be, for example, a change of needs or requirements or dissatisfaction of the product or service in question. This potential end could indeed be illustrated at any given point of the ‘peaky curve’ below but for the purpose of clarification, the figure is kept simple. The peaks represent the high points and low points of a relationship as interviewees indicated that a relationship is not constant and that there are usually positive and negative points during the lifetime of a relationship. 
The first stage represents the ‘getting to know the other party’ or information gathering stage. It is here where initial contact is established. Depending on how this stage is perceived by the parties involved in the relationship, it is possible that the relationship will come to an end at this point. However, it needs to be pointed out that at any one point of the above ‘curve’, a relationship might terminate due to a range of reasons such as, for example, the discontinued need for a particular product or service, poor staff attitude, negative experience with a member of staff, or the whole organisation or just simply a lack of trust. The second stage represents repeated interactions and a mutual exchange of communication. It is at this stage where further knowledge about the other party involved is acquired and further trust is developed as a result. The third stage illustrates the stage where either a relationship becomes deeper and more stable or where the relationship ends. By repetition of the middle stage, a deeper and more stable relationship can be established. At the same time, however, it is possible that the duration of a relationship comes to an end, and therefore, the relationship terminates. This can be explained by the relationship a consumer has with a particular holiday organisation or hotel. Once the holiday is terminated, the relationship may equally come to an end. Furthermore, negative experiences or the discontinuation of a particular requirement or need may be a reason for the relationship with the organisation in question to end. Thus, the literature evidenced the more external factors attributing to changes in a relationship, whereas, the findings identified the more internal factors affecting the change that a consumer may go through. 
The reasons for change can be linked to external and internal factors, where external factors represent cultural, situational or social changes and internal factors things like peer group pressures, personality or the learning process an individual goes through. (Jobber and Fahy 2003). This therefore illustrates how the needs and requirements change throughout life and thus, the relationship one has with an organisation needs to change also. 
5.6	Different products and services where different relationships are expected
Results manifested that consumers had difficulties in understanding their relationships with organisations. By not focussing on any particular relationship during Stage I of the research and letting the participants choose which relationships experience they would like to share with the rest of the group, it became apparent that there is a range of product types or services where consumers expect to have or are aware of having a relationship with the providing organisation. An interesting fact is that a wide variety of products or products related to services were mentioned. In some instances experiences were mentioned where a pure product purchase occurred, thus, no personal interaction occurred. Such a pure product purchase could be a catalogue or internet purchase. This concurs with what has been described as the transactional mode in the literature where the consumer is prepared to purchase a product or service but there does not exist any feeling of commitment, and therefore, no emotional link in order to establish a long-term or close relationship with the organisation (Sheth and Shah 2003). 

Gutek et al. (1999, 2000) argued that customers who receive personal service are more likely to be satisfied, to trust and commit to a company than customers who are in relationships with organisations where for each interaction they have to deal with a different employee. Liljander and Roos (2002) referred to this as a pseudo-relationship. Nevertheless, indications were given in the study that such a pseudo-relationship is what the consumer wants for certain product types. Such product types would involve products where a low financial or emotional risk is involved. Dwyer et al. (1987) pointed out that such transactional exchanges are usually single or short-term events. Sheth and Shah (2003) added to this that transactional exchanges are characterised by small investments for both buyers and sellers. The results showed that experiences with travel and tourism organisations were usually only a single or short-term event where the financial risk was relatively low. On the other hand, for longer holidays or more expensive holidays where a higher financial risk is involved, a more relational exchange with the particular organisation is preferred. Sheth and Shah (2003) confirmed that relational exchanges normally involve both the buyers’ and sellers’ investment in terms of time and commitment and that as a consequence loyal customers are more profitable than transactional customers (Reichheld 1996). 
This is an interesting issue when looking at the results of the study where experiences with financial organisations were shared. In some cases preference existed to having transactional exchanges despite the economical risk involved. For rare events like getting a mortgage, on the other hand, consumers expected a relational exchange with a more personal interaction. Dwyer et al. (1987) said that relational exchanges are transactions which are linked together and which exist over a certain period of time where their history and anticipated future are taken into consideration. This explains why during the study, indications were given that there existed a feeling of having a relationship with financial organisations but not with travel and tourism organisations.

This consequently poses a major challenge for travel and tourism organisations in order to establish long-term relationships with their customers. Nevertheless, it needs to be highlighted that consumers expect to have a relationship with the travel and tourism organisation during the time of travel or holiday but it is unlikely that the same organisation would be used for a future purchase. This can be explained to be due to the consumers’ desire to go to different places for holidays. However, for airline companies, there was evidence that consumers used the same airline all the time and felt they had a relationship with the organisation despite other airlines offering cheaper products. Thus, organisations need to be aware of the different segments that their industry sector feeds into and how consumer needs and expectations differ for each one of them. 

The findings suggested furthermore that sometimes there are false relationships. Thus, it is possible to say that the problem of using databases incorrectly, and therefore, using CRM strategies ineffectively (Ryals and Payne 2001) which has also been expressed in the current literature by several authors (Dev and Olsen 2000; Knox et al. 2003; Kotorov 2003), has also been detected in this study and can be linked to the point made by Ryals and Payne (2001) of high CRN failure rates remaining due to organisations using databases incorrectly or staff training being of poor standard.





























	         

Figure 22: The Relationship Matrix 

The matrix above illustrates the level of risk compared to the relational involvement found to be present in relationships with different organisations. Therefore, purchases that occur maybe once in a lifetime such as buying a house where a lot of money is involved, ultimately, high levels of risk are perceived. As a result high relational involvement is expected. Such relational involvement means that the consumer expects high levels of personal interaction allowing him or her to establish trust and increase the level of trust as the relationship grows. At the same time, there was evidence that in relationships with financial organisations, high levels of risk are involved but the level of relational involvement is expected to be low. In fact, a more functional relationship is expected with minimal personal interaction. This may be explained by the fact that a relationship with a financial organisation is more explicit and transparent in terms of what can be expected because of agreements or contracts that exist between the parties involved. Such agreements or contracts enable the consumer to judge the potential risk involved and weigh it up against a personal threshold. With such judgements, the consumer can keep the perceived risk to a minimum and prevent and disappointments as a result. In addition, an organisation’s positive reputation will play an important role in terms of whether the organisation is perceived to be trustworthy (Aaker 1991, Keen 1997). 

In comparison, the findings highlighted that relationships with travel and tourism organisations involve low levels of perceived risk despite the fact that, for example, expensive holidays may be purchased. Therefore, the risk may be high financially, but it is contained within the period of travel or holiday. If the consumer experiences a negative interaction with the organisation it is possible that this negative thought remains in the consumer’s mind and reflects on future purchases. This means that the relationship with the particular organisation may be terminated or the consumer might be far more critical prior to the next purchase. 

The results evidenced that high relational involvement was expected for some relationships with travel and tourism organisations. Thus, the consumer needs to be able to trust the travel and tourism organisation and be ascertained that everything will be organised as promised. In order to be able to establish this trust, a lot of personal interaction needs to take place between the consumer and the travel and tourism organisation. For some types of travel and tourism organisations, indications were given that the level of perceived risk is low and the relational involvement is also expected to be low. Booking a flight over the Internet or travelling for short distances were given as examples where the level of risk and relational involvement were expected to be low. In fact, such purchases were referred to as every-day purchases where not a lot of thought goes into the decision to buy prior to actually making that purchase. Another example given of such a purchase was shopping at the supermarket. Convenience plays a major role in going back to a particular supermarket. The perceived risk is low because not much thought goes into the decision prior to making the purchase. Additionally, it was expected that such purchases are highly transactional and moreover no relational involvement takes place at all. 

When comparing the relationship matrix that has been developed as a result of the findings of this study with the relationship matrix identified in the literature by Donaldson and O’Toole (2000) it became apparent that despite the fact that different components of a relationship are being compared, both matrices show similar types of relationships. Thus, the relationships that Donaldson and O’Toole (2000) refer to as bilateral relationships are similar to the relationships that the study suggested to be once-in-a-lifetime purchases or rare purchases. All parties involved in this type of relationships have high expectations of each other because of the risk involved. The recurrent relationship type described by Donaldson and O’Toole can be compared to the relationships with financial organisations described in the study. This type of relationship is perceived to be important but at the same time low relational involvement is expected. This is what Donaldson and O’Toole (2000) depict as low committed actions. Similarly, relationships that the authors propose to be discrete can be compared to the relationships that the data suggested in relation to everyday purchases where low relational involvement is expected. Donaldson and O’Toole (2000) pointed out that in this type of relationship, relational elements exist but they do not dominate the relationship. This, therefore, concurs with the low level of risk perceived in this study. 

Nevertheless, the hierarchical relationships that Donaldson and O’Toole (2000) pointed out in their matrix do not compare to the relationships with the travel and tourism organisations as outlined in the matrix of the current study. The hierarchical relationships are described as being based on authority and being dominant relationships (Donaldson and O’Toole 2000). It could be argued that the consumer who is in a relationship with a travel and tourism organisation is the party in the relationship who has authority in terms of choosing the organisation, but the success of the relationship does not depend on just one party involved. The travel and tourism organisation has to put the same amount of effort as the consumer. This shows that it is not a relationship based on authority. 

Furthermore, the matrix that was developed from the results of this study shows important links to consumer behaviour, in particular to the consumer behaviour matrix identified by Beckett (2000). Beckett’s matrix (p72) represents different combinations of involvement and uncertainty in relation to how a consumer behaves with regards to making product purchase decisions. While there are obvious links, it is apparent that the two matrices are not the same. The involvement that Beckett’s matrix refers to is the knowledge or interest that a consumer has about a product or service; whereas, the involvement that was identified in the findings refers to the level of emotionality and personal interaction which consumers perceive to be present in a relationship. 

Nevertheless, similarities in the quadrants of Beckett’s rational-active and the quadrant of once-in-a-lifetime/rare purchases exist in that the rational-active consumer is highly interested in the product. For once-in-a-lifetime/rare purchases this also applies to the consumer where he or she is aware of the risks involved as a direct result of the knowledge and information gathered. It is expected that during the information/knowledge gathering phase of this quadrant high emotional/relational involvement exists. This is to say that the individual consumer actively seeks personal interaction with the particular organisation. Likewise, the repeat-passive purchase behaviour can be linked to the everyday purchase described in the relationship matrix of this study. The everyday purchase does not involve high financial risk where no relational involvement is expected and in fact not much thought goes into the buying decision prior to the purchase. This compares to the repeat-passive behaviour in that not much thought goes into the buying decision here also because the consumer is aware of the product/service features and repeat purchases are made as a result of positive product/service experiences. 




Trust was identified to be one of many factors that are part of a relationship and have a significant impact on the outcome, length or strength of the relationship. It turned out that trust itself is a difficult concept to be understood. This complies with the point made by Welch (2006) with regards to trust being an everyday concept but without much thought being put into what it actually means. Blois (1999) equally pointed to the obviousness of trust but at the same time being very complex. An explanation for the difficulty of expressing what trust is may be the fact that trust involves dimensions of cognitive and affective trust in relationships (Johnson and Grayson 2005). This becomes particularly interesting when distinguishing between relationships with organisations and personal relationships with friends, lovers or family. 

The study highlighted that the feeling of trust with the organisations existed mainly as a result of the reputation of the particular organisation. This concurs with Hoffman et al .1999 and Shareef et al. (2008) who stressed that reputation is one of the main factors influencing the buying decision and thus the establishment or enhancement of a relationship. 
The reason why reputation plays such an important role in trust can be explained by the cognitive component of trust which is the individual’s belief or knowledge of a particular object or the way this object is perceived (McDougall and Minro 1994). The more knowledge that is accumulated about a particular object the structure of the individual’s beliefs and perceptions become stronger (McDougall and Minro 1994). In relation to organisations the perceptions of what an organisations stands for is the believed knowledge an individual has and this is referred to as corporate reputation by Rose and Thomsen (2004). 

For the current study this knowledge is formed from information about a particular organisation, product or service as well as any interaction that takes place with the particular organisation. Johnson and Grayson (1995) pointed out that in order to confirm or disconfirm the predictions that may then lead to the establishment of trust, one single interaction or several interactions are necessary to take place. Therefore, the nature of interaction is important in order to be able to establish trust, and thus, a relationship. The findings showed a distinction between an emotional type of trust which is more personal and less explicit in terms of what can be expected of the parties involved in a relationship and the more logical trust with an organisation. The more logical trust was explained to be a result of the fact that when trusting organisations it is more obvious and explicit as to what can be expected from the organisation. The more emotional trust is what is called the affective component of trust in the literature (McDougall and Minro 1994). This type of trust has been described to be based on feelings resulting from the care and concern expressed by the other party that is involved in a relationship. Affective trust occurs through the influence of emotions (Johnson and Gray 2005). The more logical trust described is what the literature depicts as the behavioural component of trust (McDougall and Minro 1994). Johnson and Gray (2005) refer to the behavioural element of trust and they portray it to be a consequence of cognitive and affective trust. 

Therefore, earning the consumer’s trust through a consistently superior experience enables loyalty to be established. By establishing loyalty, some sort of reward can be offered to the consumer which then results in a stronger bond emotionally. This may help a long-term relationship to be established. By establishing a long-term relationship, a bigger product portfolio can be offered to the consumer which ultimately may lead to increased profitability for the organisation. It is more likely that a consumer carries out future purchases if a relationship exists. However, this requires reassurance that the organisation can fulfil the central social needs of the consumer (Buttle 1996) and this must be achieved by the marketer in order for the consumer to willingly condense their decisions to a particular product or brand (Schoenbachler and Gordon 2002).

Selnes (1998) pointed out that throughout the development of a relationship and after all parties involved in the relationship start feeling safe with each other, the initial feeling of trust becomes stronger through the evolution of safety, credibility and security that is expressed during all interactions. This point was also demonstrated in this study when the reasons for trusting organisations were given. Reputation, security, fulfilment of expectations and the ability to communicate were factors that lead consumers to trust an organisation. Therefore, it is evident that in order to be able to establish a relationship, trust amongst other inter-related elements, such as safety and security, need to be present. This is particularly important bearing in mind that according to Grossman (1998), consumers generally mistrust companies. Grossman’s observation was confirmed by the data as once a negative experience with an organisation has occurred, consumers became naturally more wary not only when dealing with that particular organisation but also with other organisations. Thus, the past experience the individual has with an organisation contributes to the future behaviour of the consumer when interacting with the organisation. Hence, based on the findings, trust can be defined as:




The research showed that trust as an element of a relationship was described to merge through different stages similarly to those described of how a relationship changes over time. The first stage includes the initial contact between the parties involved. At this point it becomes clear if any trust can be established depending on whether the interaction between the parties involved is positive or negative. If it is positive the potential of reaching the next stage is high, however if it is negative the likelihood of a future interaction between the two parties taking place is small. It was asserted that the initial start to trust an organisation is based on past experiences and gut instinct (Rempel et al 1985). Hence, a psychological decision takes place to trust the other party where there is a threshold against which the evidence is weighed. The second stage is the point where a bond between the parties is established as a result of expectations, needs and requirements being met, and, in most cases, exceeded. This is also the phase where accumulative testing begins. Both parties that are involved in the interaction giving a little bit more of themselves and more elements of trust into each interactional experience which creates the bond and eventually the feeling of trusting each other. The third stage identified involves either strengthening the bond, and therefore strengthening the trust or breaking the bond as a result losing the trust. The following diagram illustrates the three stages of the evolution of trust. It is important to note that trust, if and once established, may be broken at any point no matter at what stage a particular interaction takes place.


Figure 23: Evolution of Trust Curve

It is evident that the evolution of trust ‘curve’ is very similar to the change of a relationship ‘curve’ (Fig. 40) depicting the lifetime of a relationship and highlighting the importance of trust within a relationship. It is clear that the similarities lie in the fact that the three stages were identified and that the trust may be broken at any point in time. Furthermore, the stages that the two areas were divided into are also similar in nature. For example, the first stage is a stage where the first contact is established. This is similar to the first phase of the evolution of a relationship. The second stage in the evolution of trust ‘curve’ and the change of a relationship ‘curve’ are comparable in that for both ‘curves’, further trust is developed. The third stage is also alike in that it is the stage where the strength of either the relationship or trust grows or the relationship or trust is broken and no future interaction between the parties involved takes place. The last stage in the evolution of a relationship is the stage where either the relationship becomes deeper and more stable or where the relationship ends, therefore, a comparison can be drawn here as well in relation to the evolution of trust and the change of a relationship. The similarities in the different stages and phases that were identified highlight the fact that trust is a major element in a relationship and the purchase decision (Keen 1997) not just in the evolution of a relationship but also with regards to the change of a relationship. 


5.10	Factors involved in establishing trust
The factors identified that contribute to trusting someone comply with some elements discussed by Schoenbachler and Gordon (2002) who pointed to factors that help to establish trust. Among those factors are the reputation of, past experience with, and credibility of an organisation. These are factors that were highlighted in the current study also. However, there are a number of other factors involved that make an individual trust an organisation. It became evident that these factors can be divided into two categories: factors that are dependent on the individuals themselves and factors that are dependent on the organisation. Organisational factors are things like the reputation (Hoffman et al. 1999, Keen 1997), credibility or marketing messages, and therefore, the image that the organisation portrays. In addition, there are factors that are linked to the organisation such as their communication ability and reliability. Factors that are dependent on the individual were character commonalities or the effort that is put into the relationship itself by the parties involved. This distinction is similar to the factors that influence consumer behaviour where factors have been divided into external and internal factors (Blythe 2001). In the case of the above, the factors involved in establishing trust, the external factors may be viewed as the factors that are linked to the organisation. Internal factors, on the other hand would be factors dependant on the individual, 

Furthermore, gut feeling or the willingness to trust someone were factors revealed in the study. Therefore, the need or the willingness to trust another party is driven by the need to fulfil one’s own needs and requirements. This is a point which Buttle (1996) highlighted. He further stated that the fulfilment of the central social needs leads to the effective commitment to a relationship. Past experiences as well as the safety or security that a particular organisation portrays to the consumer influences this motivation to trust. The knowledge of previous records is interesting to point to as this is conceptualised in various definition attempts of the word ‘relationship’ (e.g. Fisher and Adams 1994; Hinde 1996). This shows how trust is integrated into a relationship and demonstrates the importance for the establishment of trust to ensure that a relationship develops. It also illustrates that in future relationship definitions, trust as an element of a relationship needs to be taken into consideration. 

Additionally, it became clear that a distinction between different types or levels of trust when trusting another person or organisation exists. Thus, two different levels of trust were identified in the study. The first being on a more personal level which was referred to as an almost groundless trust where an emotional link exists plus the existence of risk, and, the second being a trust where hardly any or no emotional attachment exists and hence no risk is perceived. The level of trust where an emotional link exists is the trust consumers have with friends, family or partners. Trust with organisations is a working trust where the interactions in some cases take place with faceless entities. 

The literature acknowledged that a customer relationship can be viewed from different angles (Grönroos 2006). The emotional link highlighted in the results in relation to trust has been acknowledged in the literature in relation to the customer relationship (Storbacka and Lehtinen 2001). Therefore, it becomes apparent that some consumers perceive a relationship to exist when an emotional link exists because they then trust the other party involved fully and on a personal level. Despite this, the working trust, that was suggested shows that for some products or services it is not necessary for an emotional link to exist, however, trust needs to exist. In this case, it is the trust that the consumer puts into the overall organisation which is important to establish a relationship.




Staff attitude was an additional factor that emerged from the findings and is believed to have a part to play in relationships when dealing with organisations. It became evident that a positive relationship experience or a positive interaction as a result of positive staff attitude resulted in the repurchase of a future product. This gives an organisation the opportunity to fulfil the consumer’s expectations which then results in a long-term relationship depending on the product type in question. For example, if a consumer experienced a positive interaction with a member of staff having a positive attitude, the likelihood of that customer returning and a relationship being established is greater than if the staff attitude is negative. In fact, if members of staff are disrespectful or rude, the consumer will not carry on with the intended purchase. Instead, they will look for another organisation that can offer the same product or service. If staff attitude is consistently positive throughout all interactions between an organisation and the consumer, the relationship experience is also positive. Through these on-going interactions, the possibility of a more enhanced view of the relationship was able to be established; a closer connection between the member of staff, and thus, the organisation and the customer was generated. Feelings of trust resulted out of this (Liljander and Strandvik 1995). 

Chapter Synopsis
The above discussion of the themes that were developed from the research findings showed the difficulties in the understanding and definition of the word ‘relationship’ that were highlighted in the findings. To encapsulate this, the study evidenced the existence of relationships at a behavioural and an emotional level. The emotionality described in the findings was mainly perceived to be present in personal relationships. The behavioural element was suggested to exist in relationships with organisations. Such a behavioural element can be explained by the transactional mode consumers can be in which can be attributed to the consumer’s expectations. With organisations, such expectations are more explicit than they are within personal relationships because of agreements and contracts. 

The development of a relationship was divided into four phases as a result of the findings. The relationship ‘flower’ showed the interconnectivity between the phases. The concept of trust and its evolution as well as the change of relationships were possible to be divided into different stages highlighting the similarities to the phases identified in the relationship ‘flower’. This gives an indication as to how trust interrelates with a relationship. Furthermore, the different stages of change of a relationship added to the understanding of the lifetime of a relationship. 

It became evident that consumers expect different relationships for different types of products and services. Consequently, a relationship matrix was developed illustrating the different levels of risk and relational involvement perceived to be present in relationships with organisations. 





This chapter provides conclusions of the study and depicts the implications for theory and practice that the research revealed. The aim of the study was to explore consumer relationships with organisations by investigating relationship experiences that participating consumers have had with particular focus on financial and travel and tourism organisations.  


6.2	The objectives of the study
To achieve the overall aim of the study, five objectives were set covering theoretical, methodological and analytical steps in order to complete the thesis. 
	To evaluate the theory and practice of Relationship Marketing, its evolution and its role in marketing
	To explore consumers’ perceptions and experiences of their relationships with organisations
	To investigate the key dimensions involved in interactions from a consumer relationship viewpoint
	To propose a model of relationships that is based on consumer perspectives and experiences of relationships with organisations
	To propose a relationship matrix based on consumer relationship experiences with organisations

The overall theory of marketing, its evolution and changes needed to be identified in order to ‘nest’ the aim of exploring consumer perceptions of their relationships with organisations in a theoretical context. While the marketing literature is theoretically and empirically sound (Mitussis et al. 2006) in terms of focussing on the mass market it became evident that within the area of RM problems have emerged as a result of the shift from the mass marketing thought to the more focussed individual thought (paradigm shift) (Grönroos 1994). Within the relationship marketing literature it came to light that the complexity of relationships caused problems to the definition of relationship marketing (Mitussis et al. 2006). This is due to the fact that the word ‘relationship’ can be understood in different ways because an organisation is involved in different types of relationships, for instance, relationships with employees, competitors, retailers or consumers (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). This study, however, looked at the relationships between organisations and consumers. 

Many authors highlighted the importance of relationships within marketing (e.g. Grönroos 1994, 2006; Gummesson 1999; Sheth and Parvatiyar 2000; Suarez Alvarez et al. 2007) because of the potential to increase an organisation’s efficiency and effectiveness and compete on economies of scope rather than economies of scale. It has also been noted that despite the fact that it has been recognised that there are different types of relationships which an organisation is involved in, the main focus of the RM literature has been on the relationship with the end consumer (Mitussis et al. 2006). Additionally, much of the RM literature focussed on the outcome of RM rather than the processes of RM, which has led to the problems of CRM implementations (e.g., Buttle 1996; Moynagh and Worsley 2001; Sigala 2005b; Sisodia and Woolfe 2000). Discussion surrounding the implementation difficulties of RM in mass markets conveys that there exists too much of a distance between the supplier and the consumer due to a lack of opportunities for interpersonal interaction. For example, “a limited understanding of the motivation of consumers to participate in exchange relationships” (Mitussis et al. 2006: 576) exists. The literature also accepted that in order to develop lasting relationships with a consumer, the organisations need to understand the consumer’s expectations and needs which may be constantly changing. However, it seems that there has not been much research carried out taking into account the consumer’s perceptions or the dimensions of the nature of relationships (Sigala 2005a). This is the reason why the aim of the current study was to explore consumers’ perceptions of their relationships with organisations taking into account the dimensions of the nature of relationships.

It thus became clear that there was a need to explore the phenomenon of ‘relationship’ itself. However, as this study followed an interpretive paradigm using an inductive approach, it was not clear from the beginning how much confusion existed amongst consumers in view to the understanding of the word ‘relationship’. The results showed that the word ‘relationship’ carries personal connotations and that some of the participants would not regard the interactions they have with an organisation to be a relationship. For them, the emotional element in a relationship that they have with friends or families is not present in the interactions or exchanges they have with organisations. Therefore, it is evident that the word ‘relationship’ is inappropriate in its use with regards to marketing strategies from a consumer’s point of view. This needs to be considered by organisations in order to avoid confusion amongst their consumers. Thus, practitioners and academics should consider this fact and need to be aware that the word ‘relationship’ with regards to organisations may be understood rather differently to what an organisation understands by it. Additionally, the way an organisation communicates with a consumer reflects the possibility of a relationship to be established. This is particularly important with regards to negative experiences because   …
”even one bad experience with a firm can lead a consumer to try to adopt a competitor” (Grossman 1998:29).
Moreover, as certain elements of the nature of a relationship emerged it became evident that the area of trust, its nature, evolution and its association within a relationship and the importance that trust has in the process of establishing a relationship needed to be investigated. For this, it became clear that both, marketing and thus RM and CRM literature needed to be researched. However, it became clear that the literature in those areas did not give the problem justice. Hence, literature based on psychological theories needed to be consulted in order to understand the different processes that take place in different relationships. Thus, leading on from the fact that psychological literature needed to be consulted it is necessary to point out that this study did not consult the consumer behaviour literature in great detail as some academics or practitioners would expect. The consumer behaviour literature within the RM and CRM literature in particular focuses on predicting and managing consumer behaviour better without actually engaging with the consumer (Mitussis et al. 2006). It cannot be denied that behavioural theories interacted in this study, (for instances cognitive, affective and behavioural component of trust and its connection to a relationship) however, the focus was not on the individual behaviour of a consumer, rather the study aimed to explore how the consumer perceives the process of a relationship with a particular organisation. Similarly, it needs to be pointed out that when reviewing the RM and CRM literature, satisfaction theories, also linked to consumer behaviour theories, could have been considered in this study and the results could have been embedded in such theories. However, this was not considered to be fulfilling the aim, as again; satisfaction is an outcome of the relationship process or the interaction process taking place, a motive to carry on a relationship with an organisation. The current study however explored the consumer’s understanding of their relationships with organisations and the elements involved in the process of a relationship. 

Findings have given indications on which parallels to consumer behaviour can be drawn. In particular, the two attitudinal factors: uncertainty and involvement which play a fundamental role in consumer behaviour. The literature referred to uncertainty, whereas, the study refers to the risk involved in a relationship. Uncertainty has been described to be the result of purchasing decisions where the identification and choice of products has taken place in order to fulfil a consumer’s need. 
“The more accurately the outcome of choice and purchase decisions can be anticipated, the lower the degree of uncertainty affecting the process of choice and vice versa” (Beckett 2000:193). 




The current available literature has highlighted the need to explore the dimensions of relationships in order to synchronise relationship marketing strategies with consumer needs. However, the dimensions of the nature of a relationship itself as well as the consumer perspective on such relationships have not been taken into account (Sigala 2005a).The current problem is that the factors involved in a relationship have not been considered in the definitions of the word ‘relationship’ or trust, making it more difficult to arrive at a commonly accepted definition of RM. Thus, the current study suggests definitions of the word “relationship”, “trust” and “RM” based on the findings of the data collection process, which have all been highlighted in chapter five. Accordingly, a relationship is 
“a form of mutual communication through which a link between two parties is established who have a common goal or personal interest and the willingness to compromise in order to ensure continuous interactions and the allowance of the establishment of trust between two equally committed and understanding parties”. 
Hence, it has become apparent that factors such as communication and trust need to be incorporated into the relationship concept and cannot be treated as separate phenomena with regards to a relationship. This is to say that organisations that are looking at improving their relationship management strategies also need to consider revising their communication strategies with particular reference to appropriateness in terms of the different stages that a relationship moves through during its lifetime. 

Trust is perceived to be divided into two types, the emotional and logical trust. The emotional trust is understood to be a result of the care and concern expressed by the other party that is involved in the relationship. It is less explicit than expected and is the result of experiences of past interactions. The more logical or behavioural trust is explained to be more explicit than expected by each party. Thus, in general, trust is identified to be the result of a sequence of consistent past interactions allowing for a positive reputation to be established, expectations to be fulfilled and the ability to communicate needs that are apparent, thereby giving the opportunity for two parties to be explicit of their expectations of each other. Thus, trust is 
“the ability to rely on someone or something provided the confidence that an interaction or transaction is respected equally and honestly by all parties involved. Emotional trust is built on intuitive decisions and gut feelings, whereas the more logical trust is built on exceptional past performance and logical decisions”. 
It can be concluded that a relationship is closely interlinked with the concept of trust and that without trust a relationship cannot exist. 

It is now possible to re-examine the definition of RM taking into account the dimensions of the nature of relationships and the fact that for different products or services, different types of relationships are desired by consumers. Thus, in addition to what Christopher et al. (2002) indicated what RM should include, this study suggests that despite the fact that RM should focus on a relational approach to marketing rather than a transactional one, it should be noted that there are some consumers who do not wish to have relationships with organisations. This depends on the product or service type, thus giving the consumer the choice as to whether the relationship should be relational or transactional. This again allows the organisation to allocate money and resources accordingly (Christopher et al. 2002). The current study provides a relationship matrix (Chapter five) which allows organisations to assess into which product or service category their product or service falls, allowing them to alter their relationship management approach accordingly. Consequently, 
“RM should include ways of attracting, maintaining and enhancing relationships differentiating between relational and transactional relationships according to what is desired by the parties involved producing long-term benefits for all parties involved using information acquired through communication with the other party”. 
CRM here acts as a facilitator bringing together all functions of an organisation in order to create reasons for their customers to stay loyal. It creates value to all parties involved and unites IT communication strategies with relationship marketing approaches. What is important to bear in mind when talking about RM and CRM, is the nature of the different types of relationships involved in a business environment and the different stages of a relationship. The study illustrates these stages in form of a relationship ‘flower’ (page 248). This ‘flower’ is based on the consumers’ perceptions and experiences of relationships with organisations and it may assist organisations in understanding whether or not relationship experiences with organisations can be segmented according to different stages of a relationship within a particular industry sector. The different stages of change within a relationship may aid organisations further to target their consumers by establishing which stage the particular relationship is at. Additionally, there is the option to brand the different stages of a relationship, accepting that all stages are interrelated and there is no clear divide in moving from one stage to the next. Nevertheless, by branding the stages of a relationship, organisations will have the opportunity to know exactly how much input is necessary at each stage. The consumer can then choose how intense or personal he/she wants the relationship to be. It is possible that different industry sectors have similar strategies on how they approach consumer relationships and this will be an important consideration for organisations. This is to say that organisations are able to target their consumers according to the type of relationship they have with them. For example, an organisation may choose to establish a different relationship with a consumer who uses the organisation out of convenience as compared to a consumer who does not seek to have relationships with organisations in general or who believes that relationships with organisations do not exist. 

The relationship matrix highlights how much relational interaction is desired pertaining to the kind of products offered. This becomes particularly important in the light of the recent developments within the financial market, where organisations have to focus more efforts on their profitable customers, which involves establishing long-term relationships with them. The feeling of uncertainty and distrust has been intensified by the recent worldwide financial crisis and it will be an even bigger challenge for organisations to focus on establishing long-term relationships with their customers. However, it is important that the actual needs and requirements as perceived by the consumer are taken into consideration as opposed to what the organisation believes the needs and requirements of the consumer to be. Thus, it is necessary for the organisation to actually find out exactly what those needs or requirements are. The current study acts as a starting or indication point for further studies in this area. 

With the relationship model (flower) this study suggests, academics and practitioners will be able to focus their strategies on the different relationship stages. Additionally, the relationship matrix will enable organisations to divide their products into the categories the matrix presented. This will help organisations to focus all their efforts on what the consumer expects from the particular interaction and whether establishing a relationship with a particular customer is going to be beneficial. This applies, in particular, if the consumer does not desire to have a relationship for a particular product type. The study showed that the emotional or relational element within relationships is a key factor in establishing and maintaining a relationship. The literature has mirrored the importance of the relational element also by suggesting that it is the basis of RM (Pillai and Sharma 2003). 

However, this study showed that the emotional element is mainly perceived to be present in personal relationships. Concerning relationships with organisations for some products/services, a more transactional orientation was preferred where the relationship with the particular organisation “works”. It became apparent that once a relationship between consumer and organisation has been established, the more mature it gets the less personal contact is desired. This is an indication for a more transactional orientation. Evidently, in any relationship, both orientations, relational and transactional, exist. The literature identified the relational orientation in a relationship to grow over time and to become stronger as the relationship matures (Pillai and Sharma 2003). The first stage of the lifetime of relationships identified by Pillai and Sharma (2003) suggests 
“during the initial stage of a buyer-seller relationship, the buyer’s orientation to the seller will demonstrate low levels of relational orientation, or conversely, high levels of transactional orientation” (Pillai and Sharma 2003:646). 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the word ‘relationship’ with regards to the interactions consumers have with organisations leads to confusion among consumers because of the personal connotation they have with the word. Thus, it is worth reconsidering if organisations should use the word ‘relationship’ when they describe the interactions they have with consumers. 

The findings suggested that for some types of products or services consumers prefer to have relationships that are more transactional in nature from the start of the relationship. Nevertheless, it can be expected that the relational orientation develops over time. This is based on the evidence from the research that indicated that a key element in a relationship, trust, is interconnected to the lifetime of a relationship and evolves over time. However, time is not the only factor which determines the establishment of trust. The fulfilment of expectations and needs are necessary to ensure the continuance of future interactions between the parties involved. The current study shows that the longer a relationship continues the higher the level of trust is established. Trust then helps to establish a form of commitment for the parties involved to have further interactions. 
Pillai and Sharma (2003) indicated from their research that the longer a relationship continues the stronger it becomes. While this appears to be logical, findings of this study suggest that the strength of a relationship does not solely depend on the duration but rather on the level of risk involved (personal and financial) and whether the need or requirement for a certain product or service continues to exist. In addition, the research shows that consumers perceive some relationships with organisations to be less important than others. Those relationships move to the more transactional orientation where less emotionality is present. The study has shown that some relationships are stable even at a transactional level and that the emotionality is perceived to be stronger in personal relationships. Future research may investigate whether mature relationships usually move to a more transactional orientation. 





In light of the findings and the nature of this study, there are some implications for theorists that may add to future research. From the literature it has become evident that whenever a relationship strategy is implemented in any organisation, a holistic view to this should be taken. This becomes particularly important in view of the relationship ‘flower’ and matrix because if an interaction takes place between the consumer and one member of staff of an organisation and something is agreed, another member of staff would not know anything about this. In other words, there is a major need for organisations to understand that they need to shift their marketing and segmentation efforts to a more personal, one-to-one level rather than trying to mass segment their customers. However, organisations need to be aware of what their customers expect. It is necessary for organisations to make sure that positive interactions or experiences stay in the consumer’s mind just as well as the negative ones. It is generally the negative experiences with an organisation that stay in one’s mind and that one does not necessarily think of the positive encounters. This means that the consumer does not perceive a relationship with the organisation to exist. Hence, it is necessary for organisations to develop a system which enables them to help recall the positive experiences in the consumers’ minds. One way of possibly achieving this might be for organisations to build emotionality into their relationships they have with customers. Some organisations already try doing this through branding but from the research findings of this study it is clear that consumers distinguish between relationships where feelings are involved and those where none are involved. 

The recent economic crisis has resulted in much turmoil in the world’s economy and the business world where the average consumer has been affected by the consequences in many ways. This needs to be borne in mind with view to the current study, as data was collected before the crisis occurred. Nevertheless, together with such big challenges, there lie opportunities for organisations also. If organisations are keen and quick to minimise risk for the consumer by being explicit in what they offer and communicate this clearly to the customer, thus avoiding confusion, organisations will have an advantage in regaining the consumer’s trust.


6.5	Recommendations for further Research
The findings of the present study revealed that there is an opportunity to carry out future research in the following areas: 

	The extent to which external factors influence the establishment of long-term relationships with travel and tourism organisations (certainly may be looked at for other organisations as well) such as, meeting people on holiday, gaining knowledge through a particular trip etc. 

	The decision-making process by which consumers choose a particular organisation, as it was mentioned in the current study that the decision occurred sub-consciously for specific products and services. Therefore, it could be of interest to explore the internal and external factors that influence the decision-making process to purchase a product or service. Additionally, the results of those factors could then be compared to the factors that have been mentioned in the present study which may then possibly lead to a consumer typology, possibly even linked to product types or service types purchased. 

	Comparison of relationships that are passed on to other people (such as for example football club supporter/memberships which was mentioned in the current study) to relationships with other commercial organisations where the relationship has not been passed on. It would be interesting to see whether there are any other factors other than emotionality that would be mentioned and whether there are any other reasons as to why such a relationship is pursued. 

	More than ever before, having a clear understanding of the consumer is crucial as a result of the recent economic crisis. Thus, ways to improve the consumer’s understanding is an area where future research could be based. Therefore, it might be worth investigating how the economic crisis may have changed consumer brand awareness and attitudes towards certain brands. Additionally, it might then be explored how this in turn affects the consumer’s relationships with organisations including the reasons for the changes in light of the economic crisis from a consumer’s perspective.

	Further research may also be carried out on how organisations respond to the increased uncertainty among their consumers as a result of the recent economic crisis and what their response is in terms of changes to their relationship strategies.

	Future studies could additionally surround the issue of consumers manipulating their relationships and the effect such manipulation has on the relationship systems implemented by organisations. Therefore, it is possible that through the manipulation of relationships by the consumers, relationship systems will have to be established in such a way that they are resistant to manipulation. This in turn may have to result in the relationships becoming purely transactional which will ultimately affect the organisation’s relationship strategies. 

	Additional research may be carried out in the area of mature relationships that are believed to be relational turning transactional. This would have implications for relationship strategies, particularly with regards to cost reductions in view to relationship strategies.

	Branding of relationship stages/segments in order for consumers to choose whether they want a transactional or relational relationship with organisations. 





When I first started this journey I would never have thought that it would take me this much time to complete. After having completed my masters which I enjoyed very much, I wanted to take on a new challenge by doing a PhD. Not only did I think it would help me in terms of career prospects, certainly in Germany, but also I was confident that I would develop further personally.
Even though I am used to living away from home, I felt the process of carrying out this study to be a very lonely process. There were many hurdles that I needed to overcome and problems to find solutions to, not only from a research point of view but from a personal point of view as well. In terms of research skills, at first, I felt relatively confident prior to conducting the discussion groups because of various interviews I had done in the past. I had to however learn soon that the discussion groups required far more perseverance and a set of different skills as opposed to carrying out interviews. Particularly the first two groups were difficult because I used the comber as a recording device. Using such an old method of recording required me to multi-task in that I had to focus on the participants of the groups, making sure that each participant shared their opinion, and at the same time pay extra attention to the comber in order to turn over the tapes in time to minimise loss of data. 

Furthermore, I had to deal with the reputation of Bournemouth University whenever I tried to get a discussion group together as many participants who had helped other researchers in the past were disappointed by how Bournemouth University researchers handled other projects. Thus, I had to learn to convince them to participate and show them that I had a particular interest in their opinions. In some cases this meant that I had to be “over” zealous. In addition, when it came to contacting the groups, in order to arrange a group discussion, many groups at first agreed to participate and then cancelled at the last minute. This again tested my patience. Throughout the process of the PhD journey, self-motivation was a challenge at times. 
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I am currently researching how people relate to commercial organisations and would like to hear about your experiences as a customer. Would you kindly write a few lines about past experiences (positive and negative) you have had with any type of organisation? Feel free to elaborate on anything that you wish. Please respond with your views to dcramer@bournemouth.ac.uk (​mailto:dcramer@bournemouth.ac.uk​). 

Rest assured that all information you give will be treated with the utmost confidentiality and will only be used for academic research purposes. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me on the above e-mail address. Alternatively please send your comments to: D. Cramer, Research Student, School of Services Management, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Fern Barrow, Poole, BH12 5BB.
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Structure of discussion group




Tell participants what will happen during the discussion group/ discussion group. Introduce the recording material. Ask if anyone has a problem with being recorded (point out that names will not appear in analysis) Establish rules: -speak slowly and clearly
-	Do not walk out if you don’t have to

Introduction: Topic
The study is about consumer relationships with organisations and as you already know from the e-mail I sent to all of you, I am hoping to find out how customers relate with organisations. For this I would like to find out more about your experiences you have had with particular organisations. 

Critical Incidents/ Examples/ key aspects
1) First of all, to refresh my memory and to allow the other participants to get an idea what kind of experiences you have had, I would like to ask each one of you to briefly talk about the experience you have had, which has led you feel angry, happy, surprised etc.
2) Think about how you felt.
What would you have wanted the organisation to do differently? Why?
3) What do you think for you are the most important factors in a relationship (general).
What are your first thoughts on what you feel a relationship is?
What is involved in a relationship?
4) Now I would like you to think about how you relate with organisations.
What do you think are the key aspects of a relationship you have with an organisation?
What is important for you?
What do you feel is important for you to get from an organisation?
What do you expect from an organisation? (E.g.: How often do you want to be contacted by an organisation?)
What do you like, what don’t you like about your relationship with the organisation?


Types of relationships/ welcome/ unwanted relationships/ change agents/ applicability of same relationships to all products/ change of values
5) Can you tell me how you think your relationship with an organisation has evolved?
6) How has it changed?
7) How do you think your behaviour towards the organisation has changed?
8) What do you think made you change your behaviour?
9) Can you think of the same product or service where you have relationships with different organisations?
How do they differ?
Can you describe them?
10) For what kind of products or services do you expect to relate with an organisation?
11) What do you base your decision on when you buy a product or a service?
What does it depend on?
How important are recommendations by friends and family?
12) How important is the role of people/ human interaction for you? 
Think about when you buy a product or a service, how important is it that you actually interact with a person? 
Why?
How does it differ from product to product/ service to service?


Marketing approaches/ perception of approaches/ differences between product and service marketing approaches
13) Can you tell me whether you feel that marketing is different when you buy a product to when you buy a service?
(In what way do they differ?)
Can you describe them?
14) How, if at all, would you like to be approached by companies?
If you don’t want to be approached by companies, how would you like to find out about the different products or services?
(Do you want to choose?)
15) In what way do you think the marketing approaches of organisations influence your decision to buy or not to buy a product or service?
16) When you buy a product or a service, why do you usually buy it?
Need? Image the product/ service represents? Both?
What types of products or services do you think you need? 
Which ones do you think you buy just because of the image they represent?






































I am currently carrying out some research as part of the completion of a PhD at Bournemouth University. I am interested in how people relate to organisations and would like to ask for your help.

I am planning to carry out some discussion groups (sometimes also called discussion groups) on customer experiences, which requires me to find out how customers perceive their relationships with organisations.

I would therefore like to kindly ask you whether it would be possible to carry out some discussion groups with any of the members of your club/ society. Such a discussion group would last for about 90 minutes, would require 6 to 10 people to participate and would be a one-time occasion. I would supply some light refreshments to make it an enjoyable experience. This discussion group is more like a discussion, where I will be asking several questions and all participants can share their views and thoughts and it is generally an enjoyable experience. 

I would appreciate if you could come back to me on this issue to let me know whether this would be feasible. I can be contacted either on my mobile phone: 07790 833 532 or on 01202 551646. Alternatively you can reach me via e-mail dcramer@bournemouth.ac.uk (​mailto:dcramer@bournemouth.ac.uk" \t "_blank​) or the address mentioned above.















































Ok, ehm, if any of the other people in the room want to contribute to whatever another person is saying, please feel free to do so. Also help yourself to snacks and drinks here (nervous giggle) and ehm as I’ve mentioned in my e-mails to you before for those who got them (nervous giggle), I’ve got lovely recording material here from the university, the most modern I think (general giggle) ehm your names will not appear in the main study obviously, it’s only for me for the analysis process. Ok, ehm, most of you have an idea what my – knock on the door. Come in.

Tom: 
Hiya is this the focus group meeting?

Interviewer: 

















Ehm, most of you will know, will have an idea about the topic eh I’m trying to get some more information about, especially those who’ve attended my pilot focus group as well, my fellow research students (general laughter), however I will refresh your memories and I will obviously tell those who don’t know what I’m doing, what I am doing. My study is about consumer relationships with organisations and as most of you know I’m trying to find out how consumers relate to organisations. Ehm, that’s why I would like to find out a little bit more about your experiences as a customer ehm beforehand, when I e-mailed you, I deliberately didn’t tell you anything more specific about the topic ehm because I didn’t want to lead you as I am doing a qualitative approach to this research I would have biased the results otherwise. Ok, ehm, first of all to refresh my memory and to allow all other participants ehm to get an idea what eh kind of experiences you had I would like you to maybe also introduce yourselves and tell us what the experiences you’ve had with an organisation were, maybe if I can start with you Helen here?

Helen: 
Ok, my name is Helen, eh, and I’m going to tell you about ehm as you can see, I think you realise, I’m sitting here 

Interviewer: 
yeah, that one is really funny

Helen: 
but my bank decided I was dead ehm and it was quite an entertaining experience so I thought I’d entertain you with that eh (giggle) do cut me short if I’m going on too much at length. Do you need the name of the bank or does this have to be confidential?

Interviewer: 
It’s up to you whether you want to mention the name (laughter- Helen).

Helen: 
The first time I heard about my death was when I arrived home on a Friday night quite late ehm to find a letter from the TV licensing authority, the TV licensing, to say  that they’ve tried to take my direct debit from the bank and it had been withheld , who was paid my TV license, ‘cos they obviously recorded that someone was watching television, so I didn’t know, I couldn’t do on anything on a Friday night, but ehm the next day I’d got a bit of cash, the next day I went home, put a little card in the in the you know the bank, couldn’t get any money out but at least I could see the balance, which is quite reassuring, because ehm, well there’s still money in your account. That’s, that’s good and I was able to use my card in Safeways and I got some money but I had to just sort of simmer quietly and wait till Monday. So Monday I phoned the bank ehm, and they said- uh I don’t know we’re going to find out. So then rang me back and said- We’re terribly sorry, all your paperwork has been sent to helpers in Birmingham, it’s been scanned deceased, and so they said, it’s not just your TV license, it’s your gas, electricity, your house insurance, your contents insurance, everything. Everything I’ve got is on Direct Debit standing order etc etc. So I thought I gonna get lots of letters, of course I got none, and then realised that actually most organisations don’t write to dead people, only TV licensing (general Laughter). So anyway, I said – Would you please reinstate me- Oh no, we can’t do that- all they could do was give me a list of who they all were, and I had, it tool me a whole morning, I had to phone all theses different organisations, and you know what it’s like you press #, you listen to Greensleves and you press in a few more codes, and I had to keep it, had to start new ehm direct debits again. I mean luckily, the gas and electricity hadn’t been cut off, which I suppose they could have been but I had to start all over again ehm so, I started in the middle of the story, because this was February, the previous October my husband had died and contacted the bank, ‘cos we had joint accounts, and I’d gone down to the bank, with the death certificate to say eh can you please ehm you know transfer these accounts into my name and just take me through the standing orders and direct debits ‘cos a lot of them are his academic journals and eh insurances on the house which obviously I’m not going to stop now ehm and just get the accounts sorted out and I’m (inaudible- shied out?) you know- uh no, no, no, no , I’m sorry there’s nobody here that can deal with you know with, with customers deceased, well can you come back another time? – So I wasn’t very pleased, so I came back another time and ehm this time I said- well can we go into a private room?, ‘cos there were little private rooms- oh no, no, no , they’re all booked up. So I had to stand there at the desk in public and go through all these things and I thought- Well, I have not had husband die before and looked after him quite well (general laughter), but they must have, but must deal with these things all the time, you’d expect them to but nobody seemed to know what to, to, anyway, the end of it, well, they took the cards, and cut them up. – Well I thought, I could have done that, so the current account went into my name but couple of months down the line, I realised that the savings account were all coming in my husband’s name, with both names, like- oh you got to do that separately. – So I said ok, transfer the money ehm and then a few months later, well why is the credit card not come in my name – oh well we can’t transfer that, you’re obviously the second card ehm account holder, you got to close that account and start again. So you know this has taken me right up to Christmas and but in the meantime the financial advisors are constantly ringing. They worked out I was at work in the day, so kept ringing me, because they wouldn’t get hold of these you know, the money that is coming in the insurances to invest and at the time when it was decided that I was deceased and I had cheques bounce as well ehm and the trouble I to go to just to trace everything I’d done, there are some things aren’t even monthly, like Wessex Water, so you have to work out if that one has actually gone out that month, just to spend a tremendous amount of time, the sorting out if the cheques have bounced as well ehm to get it all sort of back together ehm, they then invited me to fill out a complaint form, so this time, I thought well right I have to go into town, I hadn’t complained, so I put the whole lot in and all the – what I thought was very poor treatment, I only wanted to be looked after and it would have taken perhaps half an hour just to tell you what needs to be done you know, quietly and easily instead of drawing it all out and making a mess of it. And then at Christmas, I got to York with my son, and I took cash with me and my son said- What are you doing with all that money? And I said I just have a feeling I’m gonna put my cards in and they’re gonna be held, I’m gonna be stranded somewhere without money. So I took 200 pounds cash (giggle) and I was right really, because it all happened end of February and oh yeah they sent my salary back to university by the way, ehm, I wasn’t very impressed, because I thought that Personnel might have actually- oh I suppose they don’t ring dead people, do they? But they might have rung me up to say why is your salary come back- ‘cos I was working so it just took so long to finally to zip the strands and then make sure I hadn’t missed anything to get it all sorted out ehm so yeah anyway, I filled out this complaint form and then I found this huge bouquet of flowers at the front door from Guernsey and a card from the bank and I thought- Well where’s my compensation (Laughter) so I rang up to say- well actually I wanted some monetary compensation and oh that was a bit different then you know, they didn’t really want to hear but then they agreed that they would give me some which they then just transferred into the account without telling me and I had to check each statement which I check very carefully these days to see what’s happening and I couldn’t account for this odd sum of money and I had to ring up and say- Is this my compensation? And I just thought the whole thing was very odd but ehm in the evening,- well this poor guy I absolutely chewed his ears off, so much in the end I burst out laughing. I said- I realise it’s not your fault but your timing is just so bad, the bank has messed me about so badly and I was gonna actually transfer all my accounts, but I’d been with this bank since I was seventeen. And you’d think, you know, they could just manage a little bit of customer care. Ehm, it’s all very ,very different now and I’m very privileged and special com customer, because I’ve got some money, it’s not all with them but they know where all the assets are and suddenly I’m, I have a personal bank manager (laughter) (inaudible- they hard doing they call me), I’ve only got to ring up on the mobile and say you know do so and so, and it’s done, but it it’s that’s three years later and I just thought it was a very, very chubby treatment in a time when I needed to be looked after (Laughter).

Interviewer: 
Thank you. And Barras?

Barras: 
Nothing, anything like this dramatic (Laughter).

Helen: 






I think, I’m not quite sure which one to pick because I mean my stories are lots of little ones. Perhaps the one that got me the most irritated, perhaps I choose that one. It’s going back quite a long time, it’s going back, probably about 18 years now ehm and it involves Sainsbury’s.

Interviewer: 
I think there was another story.

Barras: 






This is the one that stuck with me the most. What actually happened was, I was, I have been a customer with Sainsbury’s, regular customer, weekly shopping, in fact at one stage my wife has actually been an employee of Sainsbury’s, which she’d stopped, she wasn’t paid a lot of them, but absolutely bonded with them and Sainsbury’s had introduced a service whereby they would process your films and I always feel a bit nervous about processing films, because they’re special and easy to loose.

Interviewer: 
Yeah, you can loose them easily (nervous giggle).

Barras: 





Well, each cut was exactly half way through a shot, rather than the edge you see. And so, and they come in fours so I deliver you four and two worked and two didn’t

General: 
disappointment- oh no. 

Barras: 





And in fact to this day I still I, I, I eventually got back to shopping sometimes at Sainsbury’s, but where I used to do my weekly shop, fair amount of money over the years, for basically 20 years without Sainsbury’s (Inaudible) my weekly shop still buy something there but only occasionally because I think with most things, things go wrong. Eh, my relationship with organisations is about when they do go wrong, how do they treat you? What sort of, do they take response, do they say sorry, so they accept any, you know, and then do they offer you some sort of compensation?

Interviewer: 
Yeah, we will come to exactly that a little bit later. Claudia?

Claudia: 
Yeah, yeah, I’m Claudia (giggle). God I think, my phew, lately what I had from an experience was with Alan and Bath, when I moved out there and I wanted to have my deposit back. And eh I think eventually, it took 3 months for them to actually get it back to me and, whilst they were really helpful and good whilst I was living there, when I had a problem they repaired things and I got new things and everything but when I moved out I just got this big letter telling me what I haven’t cleaned, what’s missing, even things, which, and eh what eh things were different now, even though they replaced them themselves. And then I wrote a letter back and then there was a confusion eh with one item which I had to return and it took like about 2 months to organise a day, because, I mean I also had to phone them all the time. It was just me always doing like, can I, can we have a contact, can I come and what about my deposit and here and then. Then I returned this item and still then no news and then I phoned them again- can I have my deposit back? –Ach- is it all complete now?- Yes, it is all complete now. Yes I moved out three months ago and now I got it back and I was just like quite appalling because I got this letter, as I said, when I moved out I got this letter and it was all these things which try on in order to redu, reduce the deposit, even though It’s, you can go through it and you think, well that’s wrong, that’s wrong and even if you say, look I wanna come ,come with you to the flat and we can solve it. No way, you can do it and it’s just, I mean I was lucky, they gave me most of the most of the money back, but it was just the hassle for three months to just phone them and can we arrange something and can I get my deposit back and that solved now and I would not recommend them again. 

Interviewer: 
I think eh, quite a few people have had experiences like that (Giggle). Dorothy, what about your experience?

Dorothy:
Ehm, well, ours is one of those standard things, you go out and buy a suite of furniture and they offer you the insurance policy and three teenage children, it wasn’t  too expensive, backed by Lloyds of London, yes, we’ll go for it. Everything is fine, you pay for it, until of course one of the pieces of furniture breaks. So it was a, a, a chair and it happens to be my husband’s chair, which he rather likes and only he is allowed to sit in it. Ehm and eh, when it broke of course I, I phoned them up and said we wanted to claim under the insurance and they said- oh no we can only speak to your husband.- ‘cos it’s in his name. Well my husband works abroad all the time, or away at least, so he can’t deal with anything as only then we had to get him to phone the company to tell the company that they could talk to me which really I find very patronising, but eventually they did agree that they’d talk to me only to say that the policy didn’t cover a broken chair. So I said, well it says accidental damage. – Well no, that section doesn’t apply. – But it doesn’t say that section doesn’t apply.- Well, ok, we’ll send somebody around to look at it. And an upholsterer came around and eh he said – oh ehm oh your children have been sitting on the arms of the chair. Ad I was (astonished) Phhff, no they haven’t, you know, if they’d dared to sit of the arm of the chair. ‘Cos the arms had broken off the chair- off and he said- Well I don’t know how this could happen. And I said- uh my husband is, you know, he’s a 6ft3, he’s like a rugby player, you know and ehm, he said- oh well, he’s just too big for the chair then (Laughter and Giggle). (Astonished)- Ah you know, he’s only 6ft3 you know. The Captain of the England football team is you know about the same sort of size and built and you know, would you have said sold the chair to him? But anyway, so went off and they finally said that they would pre pay half of the cost of repairing the chair if we paid the other half. And we said, well no, this was accidental damage or it’s fault when you made the chair if it’s due to my husband being too big at 6ft 3 and either was we’re covered by the policy and then it went up to Lloyds of London, who luckily had underwritten the policy and the next thing we knew eh another upholsterer came round, had a look at the chair and he was totally different to the first chap and by this time , of course, the chair was out, this is 3 several months later, the chair was out in the shed and I said I’m really sorry, you know, I haven’t got it in or anything and he said – oh no, don’t worry. And he helped you know, he got it all out and he put cloths down so he didn’t get it dirty and it had been sat in the shed, you know (laughter). I felt awful when he put the cloths down and eh he had a look at the chair and said- oh gracious, this shouldn’t have happened. I said- Oh, is this due to my children sitting on the arm or is it due to my husband being 6ft3? He said- nah, he said- it’s a manufacturing fault. He said ehm and I said- well can you fix it and he said yeah and he disappeared out in the garden on his phone and he said- I can take it away today and get it sorted and I said- you can do a permanent mend? And he said – yes. And then he said- the company said they’ll cover the costs. This is different. Once we’d gone to Lloyds and they investigated so anyway, carried it out, he was so nice. Couple of days he phoned me up- When can I come round and drop it back? And I said- Well I’m out most of the day- Oh, don’t worry, 7 o’clock in the evening ok? (giggle) You know, offering in an evening. I said- oh fine. 7 o’clock on the dot (laughter) he was there with the chair- Where would you like it, which room?






Ehm (clearing her throat)- sorry, I’m KahWei and I got this experience not long ago, like 8 , no, yeah 9, 10 months ago with this phone company (laughter, giggle) as scribed, ehm, how do you say, eh a contract phone with a company in the town centre and ehm , had to pay 200 pounds deposit to get this contract. Ok fine, I get this deposit down and I got all this phone done and then the policy said, stated that ehm, the 200 pounds deposit would be refund to me within 3 months, and eh I said, after 3 months, ok, ok, fine, ehm and I was using my phone happily (Laughter). And after 3 months I haven’t seen and of my bank details showing that the, the, the 200 pounds returned to me. So I went to this shop and I asked for how come there’s no refund money to my bank and then they say- Well, it taken another 1 or 2 months to set up all the agreements and I said fine then and waited another 2 months and still no news and I went back to the shop and I took all my ehm, what do you call it?-Ehm, the contract, the agreement, my receipts and everything, go back to the shops and they said ehm and they called up to the eh customer service and then they were waited for half an hour or just to answer the call from customer service and then (laughter) they were say ehm there’s no deposit stated in the contract. And I said- no, I have paid the deposit and I have my receipt here with me and everything well and then they say ehm that was a Friday and it was kind of late of the day and the shopkeeper say- oh, oh I can’t do anything. Can you come back on next Monday? I will deal eh deal with you again. – Ok, fine. I went back on Monday, but the particular person wasn’t there, he was on leave. And the other of the shopkeeper, they can’t deal with my matters, they say, - can you come back another two days time? Ok, fine. I went back two days time and somehow rather they just pushing me pushing me pushing me until ehm when I got it was ehm two, three weeks later and the shop manager finally came up to me and he looked into the matter and then he deal with the customer service, faxed all my details to the to the eh the, the, the, the, the how do you say, the company headquarters and everything and after three weeks finally I got my cheque back, but, but, somehow, rather they say they would give me in cash back, because I paid in cash, but then when I received it was 200 pounds eh, how do you say, ehm, debited into my account, in my phone account, not within a cheque or cash, so I have , I’ve no money with that 200 pounds still with the ba, eh still with the phone company. 

Jaruwan: 
So you haven’t got it back?

KahWei: 
Well, I got it back, but still I can’t 

Jaruwan: 
You had it deducted?

Kahwei: 
Yeah, deducted my bills every month, monthly bills from my 200 pounds. It was so- (pause) annoying really.

Interviewer: 

























If you keep trying like Kahwei. And Jaruwan?

Jaruwan: 





Yah, that one. Ehm, they’re famous (giggle) and, and before I cam I didn’t know that it’s so bad for international students to have a bank account in this country, yeah ehm, we cam and then, they said, the first, the very first time we came, they say, eh before we open the bank account, we have to have this and that and that and that, so many things and then they say we have to wait at least around like a week, you know, for them to, you know, approve the documents and everything and we’re like wow, how come? We carry all the bank drafts which you know, are like 20.000 pounds for the tuition. (General astonishment (giggle).

Ted: 





giggle, giggle, it’s for the tuition and for the, the living expense and everything. And, we can’t we can’t cash it, so it’ s like, you know, we and they say, after the we have the bank account we still have to wait another to wait, for another two weeks to get the cash, so at that time I feel like, how come I have no hope to have a bank account here? Whereas you know, we have the here the money here. And I feel like actually it was kind of double standard because in another place, it was a friend of mine. She went to the same bank and with kind of the same amount of money (laughter)

Interviewer: 
You got a choice now Ted.

Jaruwan: 











Giggle, ever day, so giggle, so it’s like you know giggle and then ok fine, so I just ehm, ok for the tuition we managed to you know do something else with that so that’s fine, ok and then we just ok, wait for the current account because you are international student and we don’t have the policy to do that for you. I don’t know whether it’s true or not, but they say that ehm and for the ext term we had to pay for the accommodation, which is around 1000 pounds or something and then one of my friends who got the same bank account, she went to the bank and then she came back with full of tears, you know, like crying and she said- I don’t know what to do, because they say we can’t give current account, anyway, you have to withdraw the money, 200 pounds each day, yah, for 5 or 6 days to get that amount of money and then (pause) I was like, ok, let me go there again and then I went there and talked to them and luckily that day I met a lady, she was so nice, ehm , yah, actually we went there and spot which one has a very nice smile and then giggle we said – oh this one, and then we just talked to her and we said you know we really need the current account because we can’t do anything with this we have to pay for this and that, so ehm, she said,- oh eh, bear with me eh, eh for a minute or something and we sit there and, and then she eh she just checked you know, like the status and everything. I said please you know, she said, actually we don’t have the policy to do that but since you know for some reason, and she was very nice, and, and I said, yeah we really need that and then finally yeah that girl, she gave us the current account, yeah, we had to wait for that and, yeah and when that happened, I, I mean, it’s like you know kind of double standard because with another person, there is it not to give you this current account but when you go and see another one, yeah, they say- oh we’re gonna give you.

Interviewer:
Not a problem, yeah.

Jaruwan: 






Yeah, that’s so strange, that that’s very impressive yeah.

Interviewer: 
I’ve heard quite a lot of stories like that.

Jaruwan: 
Yeah, yeah, Laughter (giggle).

Interviewer: 
Ok, and eh Tom, how about you?

Tom: 
Oh my experiences are a little bit more generic or ehm abstract ehm. It relates mostly to advertising ehm whether in a private space like on ITV or Channel 4 or in public spaces like in square in Bournemouth. Ehm, I don’t think they respect you as an individual, you’re not there by choice, so to see, I don’t know if you’re strictly speaking with the customer but it’s definitely a relationship with an organisation. Ehm and it just scares me how sophisticated and, and how much effort it’s put into to ,to changing our mind and manipulating your perceptions of those companies I mean, HSBC (laughter).

Jaruwan: 











Well, it’s clearly not true and it’s a false message and ehm and everybody accepts it and everybody just takes it in and finds it a normal part of life, but these are the most sophisticated psychological weapons being deployed in in civilian society (Jaruwan: giggle- Yeah yah yeah). I mean (pause) military using exactly the same techniques of, of, of (pause) yeah changing your minds and in, in conflict situations and that there it’s fine and here it’s fine, but I don’t think it is. They don’t, don’t really respect you at all. You know? (Pause) yeah.

Interviewer: 
Ok, Ted? What about you?

Ted: 





He isn’t gonna marry you now.

Ted: 
I do actually know all the logic behind why you had problems, really you should see it for their eye, ‘cos nobody told you but they probably wan to tell you and we have the problems with students, a number of oversee students go in debt and then clear off home, have the debt go, but there’s no, it doesn’t help you of course. Right, one good luck story or a bad luck story?

Interviewer: 




















Ehm, so I started going though this process and am sure I want get more than 100 pounds, but how much they’ve had a correspondence where half of them are a mistake, just think of how much that cost them (inaudible). I just got my 100 pounds. And eh the real sort of fillet of the whole thing eventually I got a letter, which explained that I’d still only get 100 pounds but unfortunately it had my address on it, but somebody else’s name and they were earning a lot more money than I was and they (laughter) really (inaudible) so basically if you wanna do business with anybody all you need to do it to transfer to Norwich Union (Laughter- general).

Darren: 
Or Black and Decker.

Ted:









Well, ehm (inaudible), most of these things blur after a while, I think the great problem is, we don’t really have relationships with these companies until things go wrong. But yeah, but we then go through a process of yeah we open a bank account and everything else but when it’s all going fine they don’t have to deal with us, only if something goes wrong they actually have to deal with us and you realise how rubbish they actually are and it’s supporting everything and I think it’s the combination typical for these days, the endless calls you have to make and then you have to write to them anyway, but you’re not given the address and those sort of things and, and its procedure if they owe you any money then they’re not gonna give it back whatever way you try, that’s, that’s the only relationship you can get end up with them just. You just don’t wanna deal with any of them yet. But you know for your own sakes you just have to stick with the one you know, which is the same with BT, HSBC, and a few other companies, wonderful companies I’ve had this pleasure of working- well not working with- just dealing- I had to deal with them, cope with them I don’t know it’s eh

Dorothy: 
It does scare me though that ehm we’re all sort of, sort of educated people that we have to deal with these companies, how do people who don’t have our background, how on earth do they cope when things go wrong, you know? When they don’t have phone at home and they write an adequate letter and they get fobbed off. You know, you gotta, you know, it’s disgusting really how they must get treated. 

Helen: 
It’s what keeps Watchdog in business (general laughter) and that another, what’s the one on the radio, Moneybox, you know.

Dorothy: 
That’s when we support those sorts of people.

Helen: 






‘cos they’re crying for the publicity (laughing).

Ted: 






Or do they just go to work and they’re so de-motivated, they just don’t have any decent management to make them care or is it corporate policy, like in Norwich Union, you get a hundred pounds?

Dorothy: 
But the whole, all the organisations seems to be organised around, is, is that themselves, it’s not the customer’s needs at all, it’s about their administrative needs and the, the, the customers’ needs don’t seem to be considered.

Ted: 












Jaruwan, yes, your policy is totally controlled by that HSBC’s concern not to have a bad day.

Jaruwan: 
Yeah, yeah, I mean.

Dorothy: 
But there’s way to respect that.

Jaruwan: 
Yah, I, I sort of yeah understand that, but somehow it’s so different, that’s the thing, I mean, it’s like double standard like here and there or something like that.

Ted: 
As a UK student you’re treated totally differently.

Jaruwan: 





















For her it’s so easy to get that one but we happen

Ted: 





They didn’t see my photo when they you know (giggle)

Interviewer: 





No, they should have seen it before- giggle.

Interviewer:
Ok, could I get you to think about how you felt immediately after the experience. How did you feel immediately after the experience?

Barras:
Don’t get mad, you’re evil.

Ted: 






Yeah, telling friends but somehow

Interviewer: 
What about the positive experiences you’ve had?

Dorothy: 
















Well, it’s true actually, well, ehm, I ehm I ehm I had a flight from Bournemouth to Frankfurt Hahn, unfortunately there was some fog and the, the land, plane just went to Stansted and I, eventually, I couldn’t get the flight, and so I write a long letter to Ryanair the next day saying- look, I didn’t get it and I couldn’t get any other seats from Stansted, nothing, even I wanted to and bapa and I want my money back. Normally they don’t do it, but I got it straight away a nice letter back saying- sorry, sorry, sorry, cheque enclosed and I was like- what? (astonished) and then

Ted: 
I don’t need toast.

Claudia: 
Yeah, and then I went to other friends and I said well you know, look, even if you can’t get your flight, if you write it down reasonably and you send it there and if it’s with within a good reason you will get your money back, it’s a nice experience.

Ted: 



























So, it actually arrived home safely. When I got back I complained and nothing happened, so I wrote to the chairman and I said, If I don’t hear from you in 7 days, I’m gonna take it to my solicitor and I heard within 3 days. 

Ted: 
But in reality, would you have paid for a solicitor? If I call your bluff?

Barras: 






It’s and experience in life. (Laughter)

Dorothy: 
If you’re involved with the county court you, you, you just, it’s a waste of time, it doesn’t deal the way it should do. 

Tom: 
So, so was it actually a faulty bag or was it deceptive advertising, the, the, the product inherently wasn’t what was advertised or was it something.

Barras: 
I think, no I think it was a fault with the bag, I think the stitching wasn’t quite right along the side, the other s the others seem very strong, it was just one of them.

Ted: 
Barras had it full of bottles (laughter)

Barras: 
It had one bottle in it.

Ted: 











It’s always a good moment to catch someone while eating.

Tom: 
No, it’s so passively accepted by everybody, the advertising and, ok, when it’s your choice, when you’ve tuned into a radio station, I have less of an argument but these ,these adverts are part of the public space and ,and you don’t have much choice. Try walking down the square and ignoring that blurring screen. They’re using all the tricks of flashing lights, moving images, all the primary colours, we’re just wired to pay attention to twist our head to pay attention to that and that’s the first phase, the second phase, even if you don’t pay attention to it, they’re associating all the positive aspects of that brand of with ,with the images and sounds so it’s its’ if you don’t actively ehm discard it, it’s working, so if you’re not paying attention, next time you get to choose a product, those associations will be formed because you were not taken care of them, absorbing them and ,and then say well they’re rubbish, really like this HSBC ad or I mean.

Jaruwan: 
I like the ad.

Tom: 












Next time you go on holiday. 

Barras: 
Tom, is it positive or negative, I’m just wondering because

Tom: 
If you’re aware of it, it’s negative because you know it’s a lie, nobody gives away a free holiday, but because you’re not always countering their message or thinking about it, you know, you switch the radio on, it’s going on in the background, it’s mhm, you know, I don’t pay attention to the ad, so I mean, but that’s when they’re working.

Ted: 












It it’s ubiquitous, ubiquitist?

Ted: 
How do you control it? Because everybody has a message, if we say it today, Tony Blair, ehm advertises, would you say we’ve been toured to a non-speaking, non-watching

Tom: 
Well, I ,I first of all make the distinction between public spaces and ,and private space and ,and I think that’s fairly easy, so billboards would disappear in my world (laughter). I mean, plus advertising, that hideous thing on the BIC and in the square. Those would disappear ehm you know the jingles on the vans which you get a lot in, in Mediterranean countries and those things would have to disappear and then second (pause) all the adverts they’re ,fau, well not all of them, they’re not inf, they’re not giving you information, they’re trying to change your mind, yeah trying to change your perceptions of a particular brand or service or and ,and that carries on once you get the product and once you interact with the services, the advertising is not, the, you know, whereas say, ok, here’s, this is what we’re gonna sell and once you sell it, it stops, ‘cos you get the product. No, the packaging and the actual product itself will be trying to change your mind, quite separately from what the product itself is, yeah, so it carries on all the way through.

Darren: 
I think we’re all far more aware of that, but there are people out there are far more aware of that.

Tom: 
Do you think so?

Darren:












I don’t think advertising works as it used to.

Barras: 
It works somehow, I’m just thinking ’cos ehm talking about relationships with companies, I mean, I FEEL I’ve got a relationship with Honda, ‘cos I just love their advert, I’m not a customer. I just love that advert (general uhms and mhms, yeahs)

Ted: 
And that’s quite a sophisticated advert

Barras: 
I HATE the inland revenue, not because (Laughter)

Dorothy: 
What you mean their advert?

Barras: 
I can’t stand their advert.

Ted: 
I think I do on both accounts.

Helen: 









You know I’m not a nice customer obviously, it was my husband, and I just thought how petty.

Dorothy: 
I rather good experience. You know you get all the phone calls in the evenings, just as you sit down to eat, I heard about the telephone preference service and it’s really annoying for me ‘cos I get up and answer the phone and they ask for my husband and I say- Well, my husband’s not here, can I help you?- Oh no, we want to speak to Mr. Fox. Here we go (rolling eyes) and eh so then I heard about this telephone preference service, I got on the Internet dadedadedadedadedadedadeda, registered all and after that when I got a call, I say- Oh we’ve registered with the telephone preference service and they grovel, it’s wonderful, you feel so empowered. – Oh, I’m so sorry, oh gosh, you know and ,and it really makes me empowered with these companies now and the phone calls. I don’t get that feeling so much now, ‘cos we don’t get the phone calls, I quite ,quite look forwards to them (laughter) because I was put in a position of strength rather than, you know, I was the strength , the strong one, not the victim , and eh, but we don’t get them anymore now- giggle/ laughter, so it’s worked.

Interviewer: 
How many, how many people do you think you’ve told your stories since it happened?

Ted: 
My Norwich Union one probably 2 or 3 thousand students.

Interviewer: 
Every time you can, you used it- laughter.

Dorothy: 
I’m just checking if we got shares in Norwich Union ‘cos

Ted:
It’s not a good investment.

Tom: 
I’ve told 10 or 20 people to be well to be aware of, of Sony advertising in particular, ‘cos that’s got a very big split between the image they project the, the products on sale for. 

Helen: 
Well I actually teach students how to write letters of complaint, because I teach a writing unit and part of business writing is letter writing and the assignment I set is ,is a letter of complaint to a company and then within a company, you know, certain, how to deal with it and then the letter the I send back to the customer. So when we’re going through it in the workshop I used my scenario as an anecdote, so hundreds of students know (laughter).

KahWei: 








What about you Barras?

Barras: 






Dozens, I told friends. But what they’ve lost out on is my weekly shopping. 

Ted: 
Ehm yeah, well it’s then comes interesting you’re not one person, Sainsbury’s are in the poo.

Helen: 
yeah they are actually yeah yes.

Ted: 
now whether it’s because scenarios like yours but it’s part of the whole. They’re not looking after their customers and it’s easy to go and shop somewhere else.

Tom: 
Yeah, but that’s they key though, he’s got a choice, like here in the university, we have no choice. We ,we gotta go to Scolarest for our food and ,and our, our drinks so, I mean; you can tell as many people as you want but it doesn’t really help. It’s in situations where you have no choice.

Ted: 















But there is no internal marketing looking after what we call a student internal and external of the products were made. But it’s a family and within the whole we shouldn’t by trying to help each other by hand. Why don’t they wanna help you? It’s so EASY to make them your life long friend.

Jaruwan: 
ah ,ah aha, yeah.

Ted: 
And all (mad man- inaudible) is what they did end

Helen: 
It would only taken half an hour

Ted: 
Yeah. And they needed one (inaudible) the pressure of you, did it all and
Dorothy: 
Do you think it’s that or is it that they’re not properly trained or have these companies become so complex with so many different operations that the poor staff never catch up and eh they don’t know how to deal with it? I’m sure perhaps if they did, I mean to have you standing in public is so insensitive as to be able but I mean that’s a personal thing, but the training should be there, just as much as to sell you the account.

Interviewer: 
That’s usually what it is, isn’t it? The top management level, they’ve got it all in place, but front line staff have no idea.

Helen: 
But they’re not interested in providing service, are they? They want to sell the product. And that’s what the little rooms were for, you know, to, to sell people not to help them.

Tom: 
But it ,it can’t it can’t work. 

Helen: 
And I think they’re catching on, aren’t they? They’re turning round because they’re suddenly realising that ehm and now that’s the big competition is it, so there are places like ehm, this little eh ehm electrical goods place ehm whe, where I ,I live and they’re plugging that that they give customer service, they’re not impersonal like the big shops ehm and I think a lot of banks are turning round now realising that people don’t want to be treated as a number.

Ted: 
Isn’t it Jeremy Clarkson, that BT advert, for 5 and half pence we can keep our existing customers happy.

Kahwei: 
Yes, yes , yeah.

Ted: 






mhm, mhm, mhm, mhm.

Ted: 
And I think a lot of it’s to do with management. You can see at the university itself here (giggle), where is the management, and what does it do? Well, so (giggle and laughter- general).

Dorothy: 
Where’s the money that it’s spending?

Ted:
A lot of sandwiches though, thank you.

Kahwei: 












good and everything but

Ted: 
Would you say there is no system?

Kahwei: 
Yeah; it’s like, no ,no co-operation no co-ordination.

Interviewer: 
It all goes back to the point, doesn’t it, of bad management. It I mean, you shouldn’t be scared of reporting back to the manager.

Jaruwan: 


















or something like that and I was so glad but you know the first day, I went there- wow- how they fry it- I mean, I was like, you know, actually they should have , you know trained, you know, the, the, the, the chef, you know or something, I mean I need to be well trained yeah for you know making that things, so I was like- mhm – should it be nice, do not trial or something like that, yeah, I mean that’s sometimes, you know, maybe they don’t think it’s important but I think you know the way you present, I mean, they present, you know the, the, the goods, it’s very important.

Claudia: 
You have also certain expectations, for instance like I went to Next the other day and there was a pair of shoes I wanted and they didn’t had it, so I was like (giggle) well you know can I get it somewhere and she was like-I have to check and then she was running around and I stood for 20 minutes then she came back, mhm, I can order them and I was like – ok, order them and then I had to pay for them, they and then they were debating behind the counter how to pay (giggle) because I had a debit card and, and – no you have to put it in here and I was like- it doesn’t has a chip, you have to swipe it- no, no, no, put your pin number in there and I was like- it won’t work and, and I just thought oh, because I have the perception Next, quality staff and I expect them from the from the staff which who working there as well and I was just so annoyed because it  was ba, basic things, I mean, that’s training, yeah I mean I thought- well I go behind there and I do, I’ve worked behind a counter and I can do it and (giggle) I yeah but it was like the lack of training. Ah Next, quality stuff, and you expect everyone in there as well. If I go to NewLook, I don’t expect that actually I have- well I don’t have much expectations, clothes yeah fine, but I don’t expect the staff to be like very well trained. It doesn’t bother me so much. So I think it’s sometimes just doesn’t fit very well together and I think the companies just forget that. That every contact with the company must be a good contact in order to, to live up to expectations.

Barras: 
Individuals, we’re actually talking about individuals round here. I was thinking with your Norwich Union; I had I think it was a positive experience with Norwich Union, short one (laughter). But I’m not sure. What actually happened was I spent nearly an hour on the phone one Sunday talking about my building’s insurance ehm and I got one point of view that was covered and the lady at the other end had another point of view (laughter and giggle) but she actually bothered to listen to me and we talked and eventually I persuaded her that my point of view was right (giggle)

Ted: 
They didn’t send you any money?

Dorothy: 
(giggle) more than a hundred pounds?

Barras:
 Better than that. This is uh 18 months ago and I still haven’t had any bill for the work that was done. I haven’t had any demand for my excess (giggle).

Ted: 
But this is still going under poor management.

Barras: 
Well, poor management- it’s down to the individuals isn’t it? It really is equal.

Ted: 











Do you think it’s ‘cos management don’t know the systems, they sit up there in their ivory towers and they ,they really don’t know how the system works that they can not see the problems and because there’s not the people up the chain and it doesn’t come down, so it just sticks there in the middle management?

Ted: 
Yeah, so what level would you do it, say you’re the chief executive you want a good strong customer service, customer care. As chief executive you don’t need to know about how the systems work, but before you go to the shop floor, you do. What level do you bang that in?

Dorothy: 
Well- middle, middle management, that’s where it should be at in my opinion.

Ted: 
We don’t have that anymore.

Dorothy: 
Well, yeah, we don’t have the supervisory level- a lot of that is gone.

Ted: 
yeah, it’s been chopped out of businesses. 

Darren: 





Yeah, I forgot what I was gonna say there. Yeah, they sell big, most of these companies we deal with, they’re just not bothered and they don’t think they have to look after us as an individual unless we are a multimillionaire.

Dorothy: 
But I think Sainsbury’s and Marks and Spencers are perhaps waking up to the idea that ehm

Darren: 
oh yeah, some companies are

Dorothy: 
but they’re getting it wrong and eh the fact that all that we see in the news, the shareholders are going to mini wake up to this brand and start making demands on managements.

Darren: 
I think you’ll always get much better custom at your local corner shop, privately-owned, because they need people to go to that shop and not around the corner to the supermarket or drive off, they need you to do that. Whereas you go to Sainsbury’s they don’t really care, because they’re gonna get 3 more people like you to do it, until it gets to that critical point, that the fails, the sales fall and then suddenly they wonder what’s gone wrong. I only consciously go to Sainsbury’s ‘cos I don’t know what to do with it apart from shopping there now and again on the way home. 

Ted: 
So you get (inaudible- a bit of) like a hierarchy over Sainsbury’s  (inaudible) Marks and Spencer (general laughter)

Barras: 
‘cos if things go wrong I mean, Waitrose, I always get treated really well, really well. 

Jaruwan: 
Waitrose is my favourite (giggle)

Ted: 












And it’s that sort of concept

Jaruwan: 
Mhm, mhm, hm, 

Ted: 
where I’m not I’m not dealing with Tesco’s, I’m really dealing with Jill on the check-out.

Tom: 
Does that inherit from the staff or is that from the management?

Ted: 
I don’t now, well, I

Dorothy: 
You don’t care, you just you just yeah

Ted: 
From my point of view, my perception is that I yeah

Tom: 






so does it, I you know, you do care. If ,if, if you know that it’s a fake smile or

Ted: 






And if the management said we actually would like our customers to come in because they like I don’t have any problems at all somebody smiling at me, being very genuine.

Jaruwan: 






yeah, it does, yeah.

Ted: 
I’m not a good shopper, I’m never, always get lost.

Barras: 






I mean is there something, perhaps I shouldn’t be saying this, but I’m gonna (laughter) and I try to do my best for the student in spite of the management (laughter)

Ted: 
Do you want to go through with this? Laughter

Barras: 
So, so, so, so if it’s Tesco’s or whatever, whatever the management, you do find, you do the individual, individual’s motivation in a relationship with a customer you always find it’s a certain individual.

Ted: 





















Because that and that was a management mistake, there’s, there’s no bones about those

Dorothy: 
But then, but then you never get heads that roll, do you?

Ted: 
If you make a big enough mistake, that’s when we were at HSBC Midland them it was Crocker, Crocker caused with bank go broke, nobody knew about that, and that was billions of pounds we lost. And that’s, that’s been represent Barclays by the way, but eh, at different times, the banking (inaudible).

Jaruwan: 
But, but actually there are, there is a good thing with HSBC which is about transactions.

Ted: 
There is a good thing?

Jaruwan: 
YEAH, transactions, very quick, yeah, yeah, yeah ‘cos I mean I’m still using this bank because the transaction and everything is ehm quick.

Ted: 









And it’s no issue in that but what he machines do.

Jaruwan: 






Yeah ,yeah but that’s technical.

Ted: 
Yes, that’s been driven by a machine.

Jaruwan: 
Yeah, because, yeah because like my friend using another bank and she said it took her like 3 days to you know, for the transactions.

Interviewer: 
Yeah, that’s what they say.

Jaruwan: 
Yeah, but with this bank, it’s like ehm, like for example, my parent put the money today, I will get it you know, the next day, right yeah.

Barras: 






That’s that is just (inaudible) instant.

(DOROTHY LEAVING; DOOR SQUEEKING, making Barras’s sentence inaudible).

Jaruwan: 
I don’t know, no I don’t know

Ted: 






So your expectation is coloured off by the 3 day thing, rather than what is totally practical it could be instant. I mean I know when I transfer money to my daughter’s account in Cardiff that it through (Barclays- whispered) laughter, it’s, it’s instant.

Interviewer:
 It should be instant yeah.

Ted: 
If it’s within the banks it should be.

Barras: 
























Yeah, I have two things, respect and trust.

Interviewer: 
Respect and Trust, mhm.

Tom: 
I think I’d ehm value awareness on the person who you’re dealing with more than trust or, or respect. They don’t need to respect you I don’t think eh, eh, eh in a transaction or when you trying to get something sorted. I think you have to be aware of what your situation is and where you wanna go and whether they can solve the problem or not, so they need to be aware.

Barras: 
I think it’s trust for me, whereas that feeling, you know, where is this gonna end, can I trust you, because

Interviewer: 
And ,and how do you know that, how do you get that feeling?

Barras: 
It’s a track record. As soon as it’s broken, that’s it.

Ted: 
Oh yes, how to get the competition in, say no, we’ll be better than the competition and get back in again. One of the things with the, this word relationship, there’s a whole, an issue with the actual word. Eh, it’s not constant. Whether my relationship with Darren, and I have a different relationship with my wife Jane and

Darren: 
laughter- I should think so

Ted: 


















It’s a real problem in any sort of volume market, it seems to me.

Jaruwan: 








(Giggle) You know like, ehm, that not, not with me but also with you know one girl, she’s like you know, and she was trying to you know, she can’t, she couldn’t speak well English, yeah we understand that and, and she like, she was trying to make appointment with them to open the bank account but the way they look at her it’s like Yeah? Do you have that, do you have this? Something like that it’s like you know so mean. Yeah and whereas some of them so nice oh yeah come with me blablabla, you know, yes like (giggle) how different.

Ted: 















There’s two members of staff, maybe one’s had a bad day. And that’s the thing the issues about service isn’t it? Variable.

Jaruwan: 
But you know sometimes like, I just want to you know, order a, a cheque book I had to wait for half an hour (giggle) true- order that.

Interviewer: 






I think we’ve all had these kinds of experiences before, I certainly have.

Ted: 






Yeah it should be.

Ted: 
They know when my cheques are running out and they send me another one.

Jaruwan: 
It should be yah, yah, but they, but they, yah, yah they kept me waiting. That was another branch- a smaller. I went there and then and then I say yeah ehm I just ran out of my chequebook and yeah, yeah just you know order that for me at the counter, yeah so different. I mean just the standard of service, so different.

Helen:
I expect to, to talking about the telephoners you need to answer it you know, not to let ring for hours constantly engaged or go through dozens of different menus actually to talk to people and, and I mean the firms that give me that I stick with and the other ones I’m not (even with- inaudible) I can’t contact them.

Claudia: 
I was ehm eh, eh in my old work I ehm, we had a website, I don’t know Dungeons, it’s a visitor attraction and we had a website, we had website and the because there was no one looking after it, I got it then dumped on and I have I was the customer service for it and the website yeah, on a regular base went down and phone calls or häh? We wanted to pre-book tickets, didn’t work blablabla and we were also have a dungeon in Germany, so I received, because I was the German speaking person, I received e-mails from Germany and England and ehm and I just noticed that with some time is I mean German e-mails are a bit more forceful and not as polite as English e-mails (giggle)

Interviewer: 
Yeah, a little bit more direct.

Claudia: 
But it just, what I noticed is just very, very simple, fast reply, be apologetic and I had this really, really nasty mail from this German woman being really, really annoyed and I just replied straight away how really sorry I am blablabla and I got a response –oh well I actually didn’t mean it and well and uhm. But it’s just and that’s what I notice and that’s what I because I’ve worked in that, that’s what I expect from other people as well, just answer the phone, call back straight away if you don’t have the time or something, deal with it, do it straight away and people are like- oh that’s excellent and they’re happy and they will come back again

Interviewer: 
Mhm, that’s that is true.

Ted: 






This whole service, this concept of non- existent service.

Claudia: 
Eh, no, no, no, no, no, I don’t. No I don’t think so, I have to say in Germany service if you go to a shop and you want to exchange things, here it’s like you go- ah no problem, I exchange it. In Germany I have to speak to the manager in order to exchange it.

Interviewer: 
Even supermarkets are different in Germany.

Claudia: 
But I think in Germany we complain differently as well, so

Ted: 
You’re very much more forceful aren’t you?

Claudia: 
We’re very, we’re really very, very direct and yeah.

Ted: 
What about yourselves (looking at Jaruwan and Kahwei), do you find that at home there’s a higher level of service?

Jaruwan: 
Ah, you mean with everything?

Ted: 
Well, yeah, just across the bo, well in banks, and insurance companies.

Jaruwan: 












So is it a European issue?

Tom: 


















Was really introduced in all these restaurants as well, relatively, I mean, with op, I mean when you had this restaurant where they’re like foreigners working, that was a bit different, but with, when you went to this little Spanish restaurant, slow very manana, manana, and 

Ted: 
Who wants to rush a meal?

Claudia: 
No, yeah, but, but, then I have to say when we when it came to pay the bill, and we actually left a tip, because that’s what they are not used to and they said oh- have a little Schnapps (laughter). Yeah, but it’s like it’s very different in different countries and thought, thought for me at least in Spain there were I went it was very, you had this cultural manana, slow, tranquillo, and it was the work attitude as well. I worked in a in a for a tour operator there (Swanbus?, I was the one, running around and we have to and we have to call back and it’s like, - Claudia, go drink a coffee and stay there (laughter)- for half an hour and easy and that’s eh, it’s just really, really different.

Jaruwan: 
Yeah, if you go to a Chinese restaurant, it’s gonna be different, it’s just like that you know (moving hands very quickly) and you know like in China, we just like, ok (giggle) because we are Thai, so it’s supposed to be like ok- like that, but with the Chinese it’s bong, bong, bong, ok. That’s the way, that’s and experience, so we accept that.

Ted: 
We (mention/ meant) to know the sort of- have a nice day now, in America, there’s seems to be much emphasis on service, but is it the McDonald’s service, where you will be served in one minute you will get your drink in one minute 30 seconds, if anyone does that in this country, you must acknowledge your customer within 30 seconds, you must have got their drink within so much, now that’s, this is here so, I know, eh, so which is worse, poor service or systemised service?

Tom: 
I’d say poor service.

Helen: 






Well, I thought- oh this is interesting.

Ted: 
So should we as customers work harder at the relationships?

Helen: 
So, perhaps, but sometimes that you know when you are complaining and you go in sort of you know, full charge up a ball, sometimes, you need a brick wall sometimes, but if you’re also a bit nicer to them, you get more out of them than

Ted:
mhm, if all shutters come down.

Interviewer: 
Do you, do you think relationships with organisations evolve over time?

Tom: 
No, there are so many people involved, 12

Jaruwan: 
No, not really, not really.

Tom: 
million customers, thousands of staff, you never meet up the same people, so ehm, if they do evolve it’s ‘cos their advertising campaigns have changed.

Helen: 
Well, it can’t cope, it’s not the same.

(Laughter same time as Helen speaking)

Ted: 
(is that coming- inaudible)

Helen: 
(inaudible) encouraged to change our Gas/ Electricity supplies and telephone companies and you know you haven’t got this ideal that you’re staying with someone for 20 years, it’s quick changing all the time. 

Interviewer: 
How does your behaviour towards the organisation change?

Tom: 
You learn to work the systems (laughter). You know the right phone number to phone when you want to sort out your electricity bill so eh

Darren: 
I think it’s behaviour never towards an organisation, I think you just carry (inaudible) to a person

Ted: 
Well, is there a thing, do we have different levels of relationships? To the ananomyte come to the human? Now, the ATM machine will eventually give you 200 pounds out and

Kahwei: 
(inaudible- would you kick it?)

Ted: 






ehm or do we at the other end get on with that person who finally answers the telephone and wished you weren’t there? Systems work at the end of the day and then take a lot of team (inaudible) but they really should work, but people are variable and if you’ve got that aspect then surely it’s gonna be easier to have a relationship with an anonymete than it is with a human.

Tom: 
Yeah, it’s the, I mean, for all, all like you say a mechanical relationship, is in money senses a lot easier because the systems will predict you’re not doing the muse or, or you know whatever the problem of day is. The system hopefully will, if it’s a mechanical or automatic one stay the same, so strangely enough,( giggle) you know ehm a relationship, such an impersonal relationship is probably preferable.

Helen: 
It does depend on the age of the customer though, because at your age you you’re very used to mechanical things, but you know, my mother, in her last year of her life in her 80’s it, you know, it’s getting harder and harder. Eh, she phoned the Gas board, she expected a person not to have to you know, say press # and go thorough menus, she couldn’t cope with that, so you know I was wondering the ratios

Tom: 
The firm is too personal already you know (giggle)

Helen: 
Or even letters, standardised letter, that will perhaps give half a dozen options and tick one, well she’d read them all and be totally baffled and I was you know, forever explaining these relationships

Ted: 
I think, no, it sounds (oh so) true that marketers just give up at a certain age group that age 65, let’s forget them, or whatever it is in it’s you know, you not got any money left eh so

Helen: 
Well, it’s our, about the, what’s it called the silver door or silver bank you know the

Ted: 
Oh yes, yes the grey market.

Helen: 
Yes, I mean they are the people with the money and perhaps the opportunities to spend it, so just got it wrong there.

Ted: 
Yeah, yeah, but, well I think that’s true, I think that there is a missing element, I mean, an extension of what you’re saying is you have a relationship the Internet (gender- inaudible) I can’t, I feel I haven’t got any great relationship, but the only guy I’ve got a relationship with is the one at B&Q (laughter) and you know, he’s a different person all the time.

Helen: 












But is that something from your experience or is that something which, how, how do you perceive that, how do you know that?

Helen: 
Because they keep telling me that, so (the-inaudible- employer, laughter) 

DARREN LEAVING- DOOR SQUEEKING

Tom: 
Laughing: ‘cos every time I go in there I get a quickly faced youth, you know, that, some girl, who knows, who doesn’t care.

Ted: 
And that’s tied up with what the management view of what their value is. We’ll pa them 12.000 year, or if it’s in the 12 hundred pounds a year and we get, without any disrespect to anybody, a very low quality, not necessarily very low quality, a lower quality than perhaps if we paid a bit more.

Helen: 
Does anyone ever take the trouble though to write and thank people, say we’ve had good service, ‘cos we do complain.

Tom: 
if the address is there

Helen: 
but I mean I, I have on occasions written and thanked people, I felt I‘ve had an exceptional level of service, you tend not to, and you have to make yourself do it.

Ted: 
The right thing to do, but I think that’s tied up with your job.

Tom: 

















Yeah, we banked, we transferred some money, same sort of thing you would do ( pointing at Jaruwan) ehm to Spain, and the two local staff, no authority at all, but they got the whole thing done for us and we were able to achieve the (exact- inaudible same bond- inaudible) and get a letter back from him, which has all their names and if they’re gone, you know, somebody, next one down and next one down instead of doing something, and the chief exec says, we got a lovely letter back, although is it doesn’t mean as long as it seems as a (inaudible).

Tom: 
Well, well as a as a member of staff it does help.

Ted: 
But eh but he, because they never been acknowledged but the people above them, oh god (I’d rather – inaudible) by the chief exec, it’s another job, do I really wanna do it, that’s (inaudible).

Barras: 
I’d say you’ve gotta be a bit careful, ‘cos I remember my experiences when someone wrote in to thank where I was working, somebody had done the job, in fact, what they’d done is completed, contradicted the policy (laughter).

Ted: 






All that management time

Barras: 
It’s that acknowledgement that you’ve (inaudible)

Ted: 












You know buy a new and couple of days later Kwikfit you know want to determine what your service was like.

Ted: 






But if you don’t answer it is taken to be satisfactory.

Interviewer: 
They do it on all the courses here don’t they, give those questionnaires to the students, constantly.

Ted: 
Oh yes, feedback forms. I will tell you how to write excellent. (laughter)

Interviewer: 
Ehm, for what kind of products or services do you expect to have en extended relationship with an organisation?

Ted: 









Because it’s intrinsic to your yes.

Barras: 
hairdresser, I love my hairdresser.

Claudia: 






Yeah, the same. Yeah you don’t have to tell them anymore, so they know what to use for your hair and even stuff like that.

Interviewer: 














Is this the sort of remarks you’re looking for?

Interviewer: 












If anyone is interested in the results, please let me know, and once it’s finished, which is probably gonna take a little while still (giggle)

Helen:
 Is it a PhD

Interviewer: 
PhD, yes, it’s a PhD, ehm, yeah if you’re interested in the results please let me know, so I can create a list.

Tom:
 Have you got a working title ?

Interviewer: 
Well, not a working title, I’ve got an idea

Jaruwan: 
It changes all the time

Ted: 
It’s the last thing that gets written, right after the objectives (laughter)

Jaruwan:
and introduction will be last.

Interviewer: 

























































Interviewer: ok, right first of all I would like you to think of either a positive or negative experience you’ve had with a financial organisation and a travel and tourism organisation, and when you have thought of them, could you possible describe them?
Matt: You want a positive and negative of?
Interviewer: no, either
Matt: right, 
Interviewer: positive or of a financial and travel or tourism organisation
Matt: ok, ehm just thinking about the travel one hang on, the financial one would be my bank Natwest ehm the travel or tourism would be 
Interviewer: maybe somewhere you’ve travelled, maybe somewhere you’ve travelled with a company somewhere you stayed
Matt: ehm, could I have, could I have Deutsche Bahn?
Interviewer: mhm.
Matt: cos I used the train a lot when I was in Germany.
Interviewer: ok could you describe those experiences?
Matt: ehm the NatWest one is sort of the general service and the relationship I’ve had with them since university which has been just very inflexible and just a constant pain to be honest
Interviewer: Inflexible in what way?
Matt: inflexible in the sense of ehm the amount of money I could borrow at university ehm charging me if I went over the limit ehm and their whole kind of customer service structure which seems to be spread out at call centres and they don’t actually talk to each other ehm so you could just spend all day trying to get an answer and you get three different answers of them ehm Deutsche Bahn would be ehm my experience was over a year as a student so using that with a student discount card ehm to basically travel ehm on the one hand sort of short distances ehm based around where I was living but also like ehm longer distances sort of really travelling for tourism purposes 
Interviewer: mhm, and to what extent were those experiences critical in the continuation with those two organisations?
Matt: ehm, how do you mean exactly?
Interviewer: Well, are you still with NatWest?
Matt: Yeah
Interviewer: ok and would you consider going somewhere else?
Matt: I frequently consider going somewhere else and
Interviewer: and why?
Matt: why do I think about going elsewhere?
Interviewer: mhm.
Matt: ehm, because I get so frustrated with them that I often think oh it couldn’t be any worse elsewhere ehm I don’t I haven’t as yet changed because it probably wouldn’t be any better elsewhere ehm and in a way I suppose I’m, I’m thinking along in the sense that you know sooner or later I will be on a good wage it makes sense to stay with the bank ehm it’s only really the sort of student and postgraduate experience that you know is really bad and I know from other people, say from family members that once you do actually start earning you know a decent wage actually they become a fairly good bank so I will continue with them but unhappily so to speak
Interviewer: Mhm, and ok and with Deutsche Bahn?
Matt: ehm, I was
Interviewer: Did you carry on using them while you were over there?
Matt: ehm, yeah I, I used them probably more than I planned to
Interviewer: ok
Matt: ehm.
Interviewer: ok were there any problems with travelling with them or?
Matt: I can literally think of only one example where I was rushing to get on a train, they could see I was rushing ehm they could see I had the discount card but they according to their own laws ehm their own sort of rules sort of quite ehm pettily sort of insisted that I’d pay a full price ehm but that was the only bad experience but I’m kind of biased in a way ehm because I have a real thing about trains and it’s a, it’s a real pleasure to actually go on a train where you got a bar and it’s clean and it gets you on time so maybe I’m sort of looking at it through rose tinted spectacles but that’s the only bad experience I’ve had with Deutsche Bahn. 
Interviewer: ok and how would you compare those two experiences? Or I mean experiences you’ve got with NatWest, the negative ones and how would you compare that to Deutsche Bahn?
Matt: What should I be using as sort of means of comparison?
Interviewer: Well, are there any, any differences or similarities?
Matt: between the experiences?
Interviewer: mhm
Matt: ehm, eh to my mind the key difference is how I feel as their customer ehm with NatWest I feel at the mercy of their own system ehm and, and the confusion of their system ehm with Deutsche Bahn it was different it was more the sense of ehm sort of knowing that I was getting a good deal knowing that if I wanted to do a ehm you know a long train journey that yeah it might be a bit pricy but I’m getting the best deal ehm yeah so it’s just sort of general feeling of optimism with Deutsche Bahn as opposed to a general feeling of frustration with NatWest.
Interviewer: ok, why do you think you have a general feeling of frustration with NatWest?
Matt: ehm
Interviewer: is it, is it because of
Matt: probably in, in two ways ehm one on the one hand it’s ehm I can better describe it by sort of saying you really feel like when you’re on the phone or in the bank like saying cut me some slack, can you not see that I’ve only graduated recently I’m working all hours godsend or trying to ehm you know be sympathetic to this, it’s not gonna be forever eh you know help me manage my finances a bit better so there’s that on the one hand on the other hand, in a way, they can’t really do anything about that you know I’m not saying that they should dictate how much money I earn that would be ludicrous but what I am saying is that they should be sympathetic to the fact that you know I’m trying to earn more money, I went to university in order to be able to provide myself financially so I’m annoyed that they don’t recognise that ehm and the other area of confusion or annoyance for me is ehm to try and speak to the right people so if say for example ehm I organise like a graduate loan after graduation and that was explained to me and sold to me in one way and then you find out months later well actually you know that’s not the case so you then got to go through various call centres and they have to go through various call centres and you just you know you think this is really badly organised and you know you’re paying for all of that 
Interviewer: mhm, ok so how would you describe your relationships with these two organisations?
Matt: ehm
Interviewer: do you feel that you have a relationship with these two organisations?
Matt: I wouldn’t really say that I felt I had a relationship with Deutsche Bahn ehm
Interviewer: ok so how would you describe the interaction or the contact that you have had with them?
Matt: well I suppose to a certain extent I did cos at one stage I commuted a lot between two towns so if there was a relationship there it was very much ehm at a local level in terms of the personnel that I was interacting with ehm with NatWest the relationship ehm is very much I very much view it as a them and us, it’s, it’s quite confrontational at times but I couldn’t say you know honestly it is them being confrontational in a way it’s them being passive aggressive in a way and it’s possibly me going in knowing you know I will have a bad experience or just not wanting to have the conversation in the first place so the confrontation comes from there.
Interviewer: and why is that? Why is that?
Matt: Because I k now that I’m not gonna get ehm there is a good chance that I won’t get a definite answer, I won’t get the correct answer although I phone somebody up in a weeks time and be told something different due to my experiences to date 
Interviewer: ok ehm what do you understand by the word relationship in general?
Matt: ehm the word relationship means ehm, ehm a statement of ehm interaction between two parties 
Interviewer: ok and what are the main factors in a relationship that are important to you?
Matt: ehm successful communication ehm and ehm gotta be communication and also I suppose sort of successful ehm completion of any objectives from both sides 
Interviewer: mhm, ok
Matt: so the desired result of having that relationship being attained.
Interviewer: mhm, so if you think about the relationships with those two organisations that you’ve mentioned, what are the differences to your personal relationships?
Matt: how? Can you explain the question?
Interviewer: If you look at the relationships that you have or have had with those two organisations, what are the differences or similarities to your personal relationships? Personal relationship being
Matt: Oh the differences and similarities between my relationship with NatWest and Deutsche Bahn and with personal relationships?
Interviewer: mhm
Matt: When you say personal relationships do you mean 
Interviewer: like your family, your friends
Matt: ok ehm, in terms of, in terms of similarities then possibly with Deutsche Bahn there is the extent of, of being ehm of the other half of the relationship enabling me to do things ehm but I think my general answer to this question would be much more in terms of differences ehm and the key difference would be ehm I suppose with Deutsche Bahn, the relationship was always gonna be final cos I don’t live in Germany ehm and I think the biggest difference is with regards to NatWest be the sense that ehm it feels or it is the case that, that there can never be a resolution of conflict in my relationship with NatWest.
Interviewer: mhm, ok and generally can you describe how a relationship develops?
Matt: ehm a relationship develops ehm first of all by parties, the parties involved identifying each other or that identification process being put into process by either one or both parties or indeed a third party ehm there’s then a kind of ehm, a sort of eh, an information gathering phase so getting to know the other person ehm and then I think the relationship itself will begin and earnest when some kind of common goal is set and realised by both parties 
Interviewer: ok and would you say that’s the same for like business relationships and personal relationships?
Matt: yes.
Interviewer: ok. How did your relationships with the two organisations develop?
Matt: with Deutsche Bahn, Deutsche Bahn it developed ehm in that ehm I was doing a journey from Berlin to Stockholm and the cheapest way was to get a student card, though I had also been told around the same time that I should apply for it as I was a student and I was gonna be there for a long period of time ehm with NatWest it began ehm when I was a kid. An account was opened up when I was like 5 or 6 or something 
Interviewer: ok and ehm how would you say generally, how would you say a relationship changes over time?
Matt: ehm in various ways ehm I think you have various factors influencing that change so ehm changes ehm in each party ehm I think the history of the relationship impacts upon it I mean clearly there’s a difference between a relationship that’s one week old and one that’s ten years old ehm so possibly things like precedents setting, what was said before or acted upon before ehm, the objectives of that relationship may or may not change ehm the relevancy of that relationship therefore may or may not change ehm and in that sense also how or to what extent that relationship sits within its social framework or within any given framework.
Interviewer: mhm, ok could you describe how your relationships ehm with the two organisations changed? Or have they changed?
Matt: Ehm with Deutsche Bahn essentially it didn’t ehm it remained static but in a good way ehm with NatWest ehm it’s changed as my circumstances have changed so it’s someone prior to university eh someone at university, someone who’s graduated and then as of September someone who’s going back to do some postgraduate work so it’s, it will constantly shift and I expect this to do so you know beyond postgraduate phase. I would hope and expect that after that it would then stabilise as I hope to do so as well giggle fingers crossed 
Interviewer: giggle ok could you describe the different stages of change?
Matt: of change in general?
Interviewer: mhm, in a, within a relationship
Matt: ehm at the start of a relationship you’re still finding out about the other party ehm and I think there’s a phase of of sort of a phase of normalisation when you know that it essentially sort of becomes symbiotic you know what the other side will do and they will know what you are doing or want or whatever so there’s that sort of sense of ehm not only of communication but of, of understanding the communication from both sides ehm depending on the relationship. It might be that the relationship is still evolve at one stage in which case you may I think essentially you just get a repetition of those two, of those two phases throughout the course of the relationship you know if, if, if, if factors cause the relationship you have with somebody to change then both sides ehm are firstly are aware of that and then either get used to that change or don’t either way the relationship changes but you know where you stand so it’s kind of cause and effect in that it’s sort of a sense of dealing with a changing factor and then experiencing the consequences in terms of the relationship structure of that change and then that’s repeated so actually I think it’s probably quite simple 
Interviewer: ok great yeah ehm do you trust the two organisations that you’ve mentioned?
Matt: ehm I trust Deutsche Bahn, I don’t distrust NatWest in the sense that I don’t think they’re deliberately deceiving me or, or pleasing me I sometimes ehm I think I’m right to the extent to which I should trust the advice they give because I have proved before that they sometimes get it wrong and the frequently get it wrong but that’s not to say that I have mistrust for them.
Interviewer: ok so it’s kind of in the middle, between
Matt: Essentially I trust them ehm if I didn’t I would take my money elsewhere, what little I have giggle 
Interviewer: giggle how did you start trusting them?
Matt: ehm with Deutsche Bahn I, I ehm I trust them through experience in the service they provide ehm you know I knew that there was always a very high chance that the train would get to the train station on a certain time that there will be a certain level or food and drink of you know hospitality inside a certain comfort so through experiencing the service first hand ehm which is interesting I think even though I knew it was a much better service than UK trains but yeah it’s still very much a first hand experience ehm with NatWest I haven’t had that experience even though I use them first hand ehm it’s just this case of they’ve always been my bank 
Interviewer: ok so as you said when you were little ehm ok 
Matt: yeah
Interviewer: and how did you, how did you start with them I mean was it your parents who just opened a bank account for you or did you actually choose NatWest?
Matt: I think it was actually my grandmother 
Interviewer: ah ok
Matt: ehm and I think, I think it was for two reasons I think she was with NatWest and also there is a range of ehm porcelain piggy banks they brought out so if you got ten pounds you’d get one it was like a whole family of pigs, I’ve still got them actually 
Interviewer: giggle
Matt: They’re worth something these days 
Interviewer: are they?
Matt: so it was kind of like a saving scheme for kids ehm but probably due to the fact that apart from getting the piggy banks that the, it was also the bank of my family 
Interviewer: yeah ok, and how would you define the word trust?
Matt: trust? Ehm trust is eh trust is ehm the a, hang on, trust is the knowledge or the supposed or the believed existence of knowledge that ehm somebody other to yourself can be relied to perform a function in the manner in which you, you expect them to yeah let me see if I can phrase that better yeah it’s the state of knowing or believing eh that you understand the reactions of the other
Interviewer: ok great. Are there different types of trust or different levels of trust?
Matt: ehm I think there’s probably different levels of competency in the person placing the trust in other people for example ehm if I was in a club and if I was buying ecstasy and somebody said oh yeah these are fine I tried one, that’s a very low level of competency and you’ve got, especially if that person is a stranger and you’ve got really very little information to be going on saying well I trust you ehm on the other hand you could have a situation where you I don’t know you’re doing business with somebody and you’ve done business with them for 50 years and they’ve never done anything out of the ordinary or you are looking to start some relationship with somebody, again take this as an example and you’ve done extensive research you know getting second opinions, third opinions, you’re still I think with both you’re still effectively saying to the other person ehm I will allow you to interact with me ehm to the point that you could that what you should, hopefully that you’re benefiting me in a positive way but there is a possibility that you will actually impact on me negatively but the difference is in the, the amount of exertion so to speak that the person has made.
Interviewer: mhm ok how does trust evolve?
Matt: ehm trust evolves through I think through experiencing the relationship with that person so yeah it evolves through time, it evolves through situations either happening again or, or different situations happening so it’s something like (inaudible) things like time, history, it evolves in that sense but it can also evolve depending on the needs or the requirements or the psychology of certainly of the truster and possibly also the trustee 
Interviewer: mhm, ehm, which factors are needed to develop trust? Which factors do you think make you trust someone?
Matt: ehm experience of that person
Interviewer: mhm
Matt: my own needs 
Interviewer: mhm
Matt: ehm communication the ability the efficacy of my communication with the other person and vice versa 
Interviewer: ok ehm how do you know when to trust someone?
Matt: I’m not entirely sure that I do know when to trust someone necessarily ehm I think it depends on who you’re trusting. I think if it’s someone like an organisation well no probably not, it’s probably the same with both, it’s a really vague answer the sort of it’s some internal feeling of, of well being of, of confidence in the other person.
Interviewer: mhm ok, ehm has your behaviour towards the two organisations that you’ve mentioned changed since you started dealing with them? So with NatWest it obviously has changed or was it always right from the beginning?
Matt: I think until I went to university I wouldn’t really call it a relationship because I was a kid so you know I didn’t need the bank so to speak ehm yeah it did change, it did change after university when I was, went straight into work and they suddenly were a lot more flexible to me although again through their own incompetence they kind of screwed up that improvement frankly. With Deutsche Bahn it didn’t really change cos it was always a good experience 
Interviewer: mhm ok
Matt: ehm and I think it’s simplicity of what they, of what they, of the service that they provided kind of it would have been difficult for them to actually be changed in any way that relationship.
Interviewer: mhm and what actions do you take generally to get the responses you want from organisations? 
Matt: ehm I communicate with them and sometimes that, that means just going off and having a runt ehm but I use m ehm when I want to I can be quite eloquent so that’s, that’s how I do it.
Interviewer: mhm, ok ehm how important is personal interaction for you when you deal with either of those two companies that you mentioned or how important was it, how important was personal interaction?
Matt: ehm very important. Ehm I’m, I’m lousy with, with forms and bureaucracy 
Interviewer: ok
Matt: and I’m not very good at understanding financial matters I really need someone to talk to me like I’m a retard basically just to get it out which NatWest don’t do 
Interviewer: giggle, ok
Matt: ehm yeah and the same with Deutsche Bahn I suppose in a way definitely ehm
Interviewer: and how important is staff attitude to you?
Matt: really important, it really hacks me off if I think that staff are being arsy or ehm blunt or in any way less than civil in fact it actually, it really a real pet hate I have ehm so yeah tremendously important 
Interviewer: ok and why is it important just because 
Matt: ehm
Interviewer: you, you get angry when 
Matt: ehm the first sort of thought that’s coming to my head is that well I’m paying your bloody wages so you will talk to me nicely and I really get funny about it ehm I’m actually quite laid back normally but I get very funny about things like that
Interviewer: mhm ok and ehm under what circumstances would you want to have a long term relationship with an organisation?
Matt: ehm if I felt that ehm if I was if I felt that it was mutually beneficial I suppose.
Interviewer: are there any types of companies that you would want to have a long term relationship with?
Matt: ehm yeah I suppose there quite possibly would be I mean at this stage like right here right now, no I think it’s due, again it’s due to like my needs I don’t really need that at the moment but as you know I wanna become a lawyer in a few years and possibly a barrister and therefore be self employed so in that case and if that happens then clearly I would want to have relationships with companies, in terms of what type then I don’t know at this stage it’s too early to say.
Interviewer: ok and are there any types of organisations where you would want to have a short term relationship?
Matt: ehm, no, not really
Interviewer: I mean you said that Deutsche Bahn was kind of a short term relationship in the sense that you stayed there only for a short period
Matt: Yeah I guess so, true but I used it so much that it didn’t feel that way you know it was, it really was as similar to as I have with my car you know I used it that often ehm short term relationships with com well I guess that if I’m going on holiday or something like that then I’d want to go with, with a decent company but ehm that sort of
Interviewer: why do you think that is
Matt: what why do I want to have a relationship with them?
Interviewer: yeah why do you want to have a relationship with that holiday company even if it’s just for such a short time?
Matt: ehm because if I’m doing like a short break holiday or something like that I want to know that ehm I’m going to a clean hotel that isn’t filled with rats and stuff ehm but in fairness that, that sort of acknowledgement of that relationship disappears the moment I open the hotel room door and realise that it’s not full of cockroaches, do you see what I mean? I don’t actually think about it probably until I am you know boarding the bus to get to the airport again but in terms of handing over the money or getting like a consultation on the resort things like that then yes I do and, and I think that’s where trust comes in as well actually ehm definitely.
Interviewer: mhm ok and what impact has the Internet, the use of the Internet had on your relationships with organisations?
Matt: very, very little. I’m a bit of a techno phobe though to be honest 
Interviewer: are you?
Matt: Yeah I can probably count on one hand the number of times I bought something over the Internet. I don’t think it would impact upon me, I, I guess the only way it would, would be that I don’t get a sense of that relationship ehm almost to the point that I don’t even view it as making a transaction, it’s kind of strange in a way but I don’t but some of the questions that you asked me earlier, on thing that was quite clear was the fact that I really value the personal dimension to a relationship, obviously you don’t get on the Internet so maybe that’s why I don’t place so much importance on it and that’s certainly why I don’t use it very often
Interviewer: ok so would you say that you always need to have personal interaction for all types of products?
Matt: no I wouldn’t say I always need a
Interviewer: could you maybe give me any example of a type of product where you wouldn’t need it?
Matt: where I wouldn’t need personal interaction? Ehm something like buying cigarettes.
Interviewer: ok why do you think that is then?
Matt: why do I not need a personal one?
Interviewer: mhm
Matt: because I know the brand that I’m gonna get, I know what it will taste like, I know the price, ehm there is absolutely no need to put somebody else in that situation 
Interviewer: mhm ok that’s it already ehm you are 29 yes?
Matt: yeah
Interviewer: and your educational attainment?




Matt: and access course in fashion reading and promotion ehm four A-Levels, 12 GCSEs
Interviewer: ok yes, your employment?
Matt: ehm currently freelance language teacher 












Interviewer: If I could get you first of all to think you of either a positive or negative experience that you’ve had with a financial organisation and a travel or tourism organisation where you were the consumer
JPM2: positive or a negative?
Interviewer: mhm
JPM2: well a positive is working with my own bank cos I’ve been with them many many years when I wanted to get a mortgage I just went to them it was very easy because they knew me there wasn’t any problems, I could have gone to a mortgage advisor and I could have gone to one of these big mortgage companies, had to fill in lots of forms, ladida, justify this that and the other but I went to my bank, they knew me, they knew everything about me ehm and it went from there, that was a positive , negative
Interviewer: ok and travel and tourism?
JPM2: oh travel and tourism? Ehm I do not travel or tourism at the moment so I can’t really give you one of those
Interviewer: No?
JPM2: No, well 
Interviewer: last holiday maybe? Last holiday maybe that you went on or?
JPM2: yeah well I mean I go on a lot of, last holiday, I go on a lot of skiing holidays and that was booked by other people so I haven’t really so I haven’t booked it myself are you do you are you talking about someone that is booking a holiday or 
Interviewer: Ok, well it depends, you could have booked it yourself or with a company or
JPM2: well no the person I went with booked it all, did all that I didn’t actually do it myself at all
Interviewer: right and when you arrived there I mean
JPM2: Yeah it was a good holiday but there was, I mean there were problems with the flights and bits and pieces
Interviewer: alright and what kind of problems were they?
JPM2: eh well, we got to , we got to Gatwick and we didn’t know where to go, there was all kinds of eh ehm queues we had to get in, there was a big queue at Gatwick, we didn’t know which bloody queue to get in and it all ended up merging into one so it was a nightmare and other than that they were quite good really yes
Interviewer: Ok
JPM2: yes so no negatives there that I can think of
Interviewer: ok and a negative experience you’ve had with a financial organisation?
JPM2: the negative, the biggest thing I’ve ever had, I have with the financial organisations at the moment is that the fact that they keep on pestering you that, phoning me at home, even my own bank and ehm in the evening you know when I’m at home and they want to sell me this that and the other, hello alright, they will sell me this that and the other and I’m just not interested you know, if I want something from my bank I’ll go and see them I don’t want them coming and pestering me all the time so that’s a negative, ehm another negative, bought a car there years ago ehm went in to see them, it’s my own bank, I said I want to take out a bank loan, bladibladibla, and I’m in a position now where I can pay off the loan early but they’re gonna charge me ehm extra to pay it off early and for somebody who’s been with a bank for 15, 20 years whatever, whatever it is now, I think that’s bribes a little bit, don’t like that
Interviewer: well it doesn’t make sense does it?
JPM2: Well, yeah they say it’s an outside agency and you know we’re just doing so you know what’s the point of doing it through my bank anyway, you know if you’re just another you know it could be anyone else off the street, so that’s a negative.
Interviewer: so to what extent ehm were these experiences critical in the continuation with these organisations?
JPM2: I’m still with them.
Interviewer: yeah
JPM2: Ehm from a bank point of view, I am not gonna change my bank I think mainly because perhaps I’m too lazy or haven’t got the time to look around at all the different financial opp, you know opportunities and the fact that when you change bank, I’ve got a mortgage, I’ve got the gas bills and you got everything and it is it’s it is hard work to change your bank and tell everybody all the different details so I put it off ehm and are any of the other banks any better I don’t know ehm but I haven’t done that research because I haven’t had time I suppose ehm
Interviewer: ehm ok and with the flight company ehm I mean? 
JPM2: with the skiing ehm yea would we use them again? Yes I think we would 
Interviewer: Yeah?
JPM2: Yeah, it wasn’t that bad I mean you know when you go on a package holiday you, you’re in the hands of these, of these people you do get bad times but yeah
Interviewer: Right ok, how would you compare those two experiences, are there any ehm similarities or differences?
JPM2: Ehm, not really they’re completely different ehm the similarities are the fact that they’re both providing a service for the lowest cost that they can get away with so you, they’re trying to make your expectations, I mean you’re not paying a lot for the service really so you, people do expect a five start service but they don’t pay very much ehm so you just have to, so you just have to sit back and say well I didn’t spend a thousand pounds on this holiday I just spent 500 pounds, perhaps if I had spent 1000 I could have gone first class and bladibladibla so you have to you know eh work out whether you’re getting value for money and I think that’s probably the similarity between the two 
Interviewer: ok just with the bank you don’t really
JPM2: well I think they are, they are really, aren’t they, all the banks have got very competitive now, there’s a lot more of them now you can got, whereas before when I was at school there were about three or four banks you went to now you’ve got Tesco’s, you’ve got all these different people Marks and Spencers, they’re all offering financial services, the, the market has got much more competitive so I think the the banks have had to become more, I keep saying it, had to become more competitive so ehm and it’s probably forced their hand on what they can offer you so I think, I think that’s a similarity.
Interviewer: ok, ehm do you feel that you have a relationship with your bank?
JPM2: Yes I do. I do and they’re always asking me to come in and see them but I think the reason for them wanting me to come in and see them is that they want to do a lifestyle appraisal of me so that they can say well you haven’t got enough life insurance or you know we wane take more money. It’s not that they want their interest in my best interest I view it as whenever they get on the phone and say oh it’s Lloyd’s bank we’d like to do an appraisal of you, it’s we want to, we want to sell you something, we’re not interested in you as a person we want to sell you something, which I can understand but I don’t like the way it’s done
Interviewer: ok, ok and ehm the holiday company, did you feel at the time when you were flying out with them that you had a relationship with them?
JPM2: yeah, now, now that you ask it in that way, when we were out there, we had our holiday reps and the holiday reps weren’t really worth much to be honest, they, they were, they, they, they were just ehm they didn’t really get, they didn’t really earn their money 
Interviewer: Why was that, why do you say that?
JPM2: well, why do I say that? Because they, we never saw them
Interviewer: oh really?
JPM2: well they turned up, they turned up at the beginning, we saw them a few times but not we didn’t see them all week they, we didn’t feel that they were there as though to meet our needs all the time ehm
Interviewer: ok
JPM2: they turned up when they wanted to sell us extra ehm evening, ehm things to go out on you know tours yea and going to all that sort of stuff that’s great but other than that we didn’t really see them much at all ehm and that was the that was the general feeling that they could have spent a bit more time with us
Interviewer: so that made a difference ehm to your holiday or?
JPM2: well, quite frankly no, not really no I mean it’s just for me no, it’s just no what I say it’s always no, three years ago the group I go skiing with had a fantastic rep and they went back to that resort again purely because of that rep and the relationship that they had built up with that rep yeah
Interviewer: ok so it wasn’t actually the company
JPM2: it was the rep yeah and my friends bonded with this rep very well and they had a good time, the managing director of that company happened to turn up at the time and they were given personal ski skiing lessons and ski guiding and it was fantastic and then when I went that bond had gone as he’d moved on and eh you know the the the the other rep that came in didn’t get on with some of the girls and there was a little bit of friction so we didn’t go on holiday there again so you know it is yes it does make a difference, I think that was the question you were asking wasn’t it? So yeah it does make a difference.
Interviewer: How do these ehm two experiences that you’ve had differ in terms of relationships you have or have had with the organisation?
JPM2: how do you mean? What do you mean?
Interviewer: With the bank 
JPM2: Yeah
Interviewer: you feel that you have a relationship ehm and
JPM2: well I feel that I have a relationship when they want to sell me something yeah
Interviewer: ok and with the holiday company you felt that you had a sort of relationship with the company while you were out there although it could have been better
JPM2: Yes.
Interviewer: ok and how do these two relationships differ?
JPM2: Ehm I don’t think they do differ, I just think they’re systematic, they’re both systematic to the fact that they’re doing as little as they can although they’ll do as much as they can if it means selling you something but if they’re not selling you something, if it’s called customer service just for the hell of it, then they’re not interested
Interviewer: ok
JPM2: that’s my
Interviewer: Why do you think that is?
JPM2: I honestly don’t know 
Interviewer: ok
JPM2: I’ve no idea
Interviewer: aha
JPM2: Because I think that they’re making enough money and that they’re doing just enough to to get by ehm if customers stopped turning, coming in, then they’ll have to do something about it and I don’t know whether it’s just ehm whether they’ve got what’s the word not lethargic they’ve just got apathetic about it you know whether they just feel that they don’t have to do any, try any harder I don’t know I think, I think perhaps, thinking about it and perhaps I’m wrong I think they do want to get more people and they do want to build the business up and that’s why they keep phoning me but I just don’t like the way they do it I’d like to see them spending more time on the actual service that they provide and that would sell itself and they wouldn’t have to phone me up and try conning me into saying come, come in just say you know well we provide the best, we’ve proven that our rates are lower than anybody else’s and that’s all I’m interested in really. I’m not a millionaire, sorry, sorry, haven’t got a Ferrari- giggle, so you know the limited amounts that I’m safe and deal with percentage wise is, is small really I mean it’s nice to have large, large , people say they want an extra percentage point here and there but you know it’s not like we’re dealing with millions so you know I’m not gonna make another thousand pounds per week because of an extra percentage point like a dealer or something but ehm so yeah I just think they they’ve got to look at making services better so yeah
Interviewer: mhm, what would you want to see in a better service?
JPM2: Well really what I was just saying that the fact that
Interviewer: if you generalised it?
JPM2: yeah I would say ehm value for money, value for money, is the most important thing ehm and also after sales service that as much if you’ve got a problem you’ve got somebody you can go and speak to and I’m not, you know I’m not saying that you haven’t with the bank but I think I’m just tainted with the fact that you know they do come hammering me and that they don’t seem to be interested in me as a person but eh yeah
Interviewer: mhm, ehm, how would you define the word relationship in general?
JPM2: Relationship, well how you interact with, with somebody else, that’s how I would define it, your interaction with them and yeah cos it covers all sorts of things ad it’s just an interaction between, between two people or two bodies, two companies
Interviewer: mhm and what are the main factors in a relationship for you that are important?
JPM2: eh I suppose like in any relationship really trust, honesty, the fact that you can eh dependability, loyalty , these, these sort of things, very, very important in any business really, the fact that you know eh using the bank as an example if you go to ehm, if you’ve been with a bank for 15, 20 years, well what, what’s the advantage, why should I stay with the bank for 20 years, what are they gonna do, I don’t want a gold watch or something like that but it’s nice to think that they’re gonna oh you’ve been here for 20 years so we’ll do something for you and it would make me feel a bit special but ehm so yeah I think they’re, they’re the important things when you talk about relationships.
Interviewer: mhm, ok if you think about ehm the relationship that you have, have had with the organisations that you’ve mentioned, what are the differences to your personal relationships, are there any differences to your personal relationships?
JPM2: phiu..blimey, that’s a tough question isn’t it? Are there any differences to personal relationships? Ehm, oh they’re just different, they’re just different. What the personal relationships that I have, they’re not about money, cos when you, when you’ve got a business relationship it’s about a selling a service and ehm my personal relationships I have to say I don’t find that they’re any services involved giggle- laughter. No, no I can’t, I can’t think of anything, I can’t think of anything
Interviewer: Do you think that there are maybe similarities in the 
JPM2: There probably are
Interviewer: nature of the relationships?
JPM2: yes sometimes, I mean ehm I don’t, I suppose it depends on when you say personal relationship, it depends on what you mean, the relationship with a colleague with a friend or anything yeah?
Interviewer: mhm yeah.
JPM2: Phew..
Interviewer: or how would you describe your interactions with someone from an organisation and someone that you work with or your friends or your family? How would you describe those interactions?
JPM2: How would I describe that interaction? Not very good at describing things I have to say ehm just trying, I’m just trying to think cos no I can’t really, I can’t really put a link between the two I mean when you have a relationship with eh a customer, or oh sorry with somebody providing you with a service, they’re doing what they can to be as friendly as possible to, to become as friendly as they can towards you to make you feel as though they’re trustworthy to, to take you into their confidence so that they will offer you a service and I suppose if you build up, if you have people that you work with or you have people in your private life that you gel with and people that you don’t because I suppose that you think that you, you feel safe with them that you feel in your comfort zone with them yeah so that’s probably, that’s probably a similarity. Got there in the end didn’t I, sorry I’m not very good at thinking about these things.
Interviewer: no, that’s fine, ehm generally can you describe how a relationship develops?
JPM2: Can I describe how a relationship develops? Yeah you got normally, well I think it develops though something, you need some, a common denominator, something in common between the two people, whether it’s personal, whether you both enjoy sports or whether you enjoy going dancing or whether you both enjoy making lots of money as long as you need something that you both have a both parties whether it’s business or personal you, you’ve got an accord there that you both have
Interviewer: ok ehm are there any differences when you between when you deal with a company to your personal relationships? Do you think relationships in both instances develop in the same way?
JPM2: Yes to a point, yes they do, they can do I mean it’s not unknown for to people that if you do business with somebody and they provide a good service and that they do provide after sales service and you know they show that they care then you can build up a good relationship with them and you can become friends with them for a long time. Business partners can become good friends because you’ve got that same bond so yeah sure.
Interviewer: ok and how did your relationships with the two organisations that you’ve mentioned develop? So how did your relationship with the bank develop? You said only
JPM2: that’s right, that’s right so it didn’t but ehm as I say it gave me the feeling that it was time to maybe look around it gave me the, it gave me the impression that, they gave me the impression that it was time to move on and look around so I didn’t feel as though I had that relationship I mean when I was looking to get that car for the first time it was great, I went in to borrow money and the money was there instantly so thinking back at that point it was great, it was afterwards, you know and they said well ok we’ll give you the money, we’ll give you the 5/6 thousand pounds, cos I’d crashed the car, I’d had an accident so I needed to go out and buy another car so I needed the money quickly and they gave it to me so from that side of it you can’t fault them they were great, I had been with them for a long time, fantastic. Though it was just then that they said oh we’d like you to have a financial review and they pushed me onto, not on the same day but they pushed me onto another person in the company who wanted to go and I should sell my shares and ehm then there was this thing that I found out when I wanted to pay the loan off so the init, the, the initial buzz was great you know, it was just like meeting a girl, you know, it’s great, fantastic, you know you feel like you’re in love you know and then you find out she’s now what you wanted you know so it’s that, that kind of thing  so it wasn’t very good
Interviewer: mhm and generally how would you say a relationship changes over time?
JPM2: I think a relationship changes over time depending on circumstances I think if, if either party is disappointed in any way then, then there’s a negative reaction and then expect, if you have expectations of another party like I might like I may expect too much of my bank and eh you know I might expect them though I’ve been there years and years you know I expect them to give me all these different things and they don’t so that, that, that detracts from the relationship or if they sent me a bottle of champagne once a month that I’ve been with them for so many years then I’d say oh you’re the best thing ever and you know I think that’s, that’s the same in any relationship you know if you’ve got things that are, are that are motivating the relationship all the time then they’ll keep going otherwise they’ll just fall apart.
Interviewer: and how do you think your expectations are set or instigated to set up your expectations, where do you think those expectations come from?
JPM2: phew, probably from a customer point of view wanting, the greed for better or I think any customer any person whether you’re in work you know you’re paid a wage you’re whatever you know you get a pay-rise you know you think it’s great and then after a while you think it’s not good and you want more and more and more, I think it’s the same with a bank or you know if you take if you go back 15 -20 years or when I first left school in 74, did I say that? Can you write that off? When I first left school, I mean to get a bank account, you had to go and see your bank manager and you had to put your suit on and you had to go there and see him and now you know you can just do it over the phone and people’s expectations of credit have just gone up and up and up and it’s gone too far I don’t agree with the amount of credit that’s out there you know it’s well worth documented and it’s a social problem but ehm so going back to your question I think it’s the fact that the question was about the relationship wasn’t it where it goes wrong is the fact that you do expect too and the more you get the more you want yeah
Interviewer: mhm, ok ehm could you tell me how your relationship with the bank has changed since you’ve started dealing with them?
JPM2: Well, as I said that’s probably pre-empted the question that it started on a, well cos I started my, my bank account in 74 so in those days you want me to, the way it’s changed since 74, well, as I say in those days it was a very frosty affair, they looked down their nose at you, you know unless you had a lot of money the bank manager didn’t want to know you ehm it was very difficult to get, ehm to borrow money ehm it was very difficult to get extra credit ehm if you wanted to change your mortgage you know there were very strict guidelines on that side of things. The access to the bank if you went to see them between oh I don’t know, you know you could see them between I think it was 10 and 4 or 10 and 3 or something like that, the hours were very small and you had to see them between, between those hours Monday to Friday, there was no weekend banking or evening or anything like that 
Interviewer: So do you do online banking at all?
JPM2: Yeah I do, I do with Lloyds and I mean it’s great so I mean in the old days the banking system and people were at work and couldn’t get the time off so you had to go to your boss and plead and say you know I can’t do something over the phone I’ve gotta go and see the bank manager, so you know it was like a doctor’s appointment, you had to take time off work, whereas now the relationship has changed to the fact as you say with the online banking, I can see instantly, I can go back to my desk now and see instantly how much money I’ve got in all my accounts, I can swap money between the accounts I can get a loan over the you know, it’s, it’s, it’s phenomenal it really is, it’s great totally
Interviewer: Has that changed your relationship with the bank do you think?
JPM2: Well, if you really, from a relationship point of view, no, I don’t think it has, it depends, no, not really
Interviewer: So would you say you don’t really deal with anyone within the bank anymore?
JPM2: I think, I think this is it, you can do so much now online that I don’t deal with anybody so I don’t have a relationship with anybody, only a computer screen ehm
Interviewer: And with the Travel ehm the Holiday company ehm you said ehm that you would go back with them ehm so would you say that your relationship that you had while you were out there ehm changed over time?
JPM2: yeah ehm
Interviewer: from the beginning to the end I mean I don’t know how long you went over for?
JPM2: It was just a week ehm
Interviewer: Did it change from the start to the end?
JPM2: No I mean, the, the, the, the way you’ve gotta look at a holiday you’ve got the, you’ve got the sports, so you’ve got the skiing and then you’ve got the after service so you’ve got the hotel in the evening, which was great you know so, over the week did it change? Ehm no it was constant I mean the hotel was run by British girls and they were fantastic to us you know they really gave us you know good, good, and then on the last night they gave us a really good, you know good meal, probably done because of the you remember your last meal so you know they’re not silly but they were, they were really good so ehm
Interviewer: Do you trust your bank?
JPM2: I feel, yes I think so, trusting as in, because I think that my money is, my money is safe there, I think that they have got adequate ehm security in place, I feel secure with them I feel ehm I mean the only thing that , the only lack of trust that I would have is the fact that these what I said when I took the loan out that I’d have to think very hard if they sold me a service I’d have to think well that or rather than just taking your word for it and you know somebody smiling at me I’m gonna have to say well I have to read the small print a bit more carefully so there is that little bit of lack of trust there but over overall I think yes.
Interviewer: mhm and with the holiday company, did you trust them while you were over there or beforehand even?
JPM2: Yes because it was crystal ehm and they were, they were good, reputable company, yeah I would say yeah I put a fair amount of trust in them yeah
Interviewer: ok and within your bank do you trust a member of staff or the overall organisation?
JPM2: I think that you trust the overall organisation to make sure that they’ve got the right people in place that they’re trained properly so I think it starts with the overall bank because you know, you don’t know the person behind the counter could be anybody ehm I think it’s important as it is where we work you know I mean look at the people you have to deal with here you know giggle so no it is, it is very important ehm but so the question was do you trust the or, the member of staff or the organisation, I think the organisation is the most important thing 
Interviewer: Would you say that was the same for the holiday company?
JPM2: Yeah absolutely because the back always stops at the top and the person at the top is responsible for the employment of people for the training for everything really ehm you know for the strategic view and that is you know what direction the company and all that sort of stuff and that’s all very important ehm the people at the bottom are just following, just following along that that that path yeah
Interviewer: ok and ehm how would you define the word trust?
JPM2: mhm, oh I love you all these questions giggle, ehm how do I define trust, how do I define trust? Depends, well I would defines it as eh, dependability really ehm eh yeah I mean the, the confidence, dependability, being reassured that an interaction or transaction that you have with somebody is, is gonna be respected, best I can do
Interviewer: ok, and do you think that there are different types of trust or different levels of trust?
JPM2: Yeah, yeah I do
Interviewer: tell me a bit more about that, describe them
JPM2: mhm, mhm, so, well it depends on what’ sat stake I think, if you’re going into a shop just to buy a pair of shoes or something like that and ok, you, you hope that you come to a good shop and you hope that the person knows what they’re doing. If you buy a pair of shoes and you trust them to sell you a good service, things like that and it doesn’t work out, you haven’t, you know you haven’t lost your livelihood or anything like that but when you, when you go into a bank, using that as an example again and your, perhaps you’re more visual, pension, your whole livelihood depends on that and you know what, what more can you want I mean you need to know that you’re getting the best advice you know because it’s not just, you’re looking now at investing for a point when you retire and everything, you know you’re on display for, not a long time, but long enough for the need to get things right so it is important to trust
Interviewer: so it’s more like a long-term?
JPM2: ehm, it’s, it’s both short and with a bank with with I’m not sure if that’s the trust or the long term is just demonstrating the importance of it the, the trust comes, the trust is as important on a day as it is in 20 years time but it, it, it what I’m trying to demonstrate is the difference between trust in somebody or something with an insignificant fact and something that’s serious yeah absolutely
Interviewer: like a one-off?
JPM2: Yeah
Interviewer: ok ehm, how does trust evolve?
JPM2: How does trust evolve? That’s a very good question
Interviewer: Where does it come from?
JPM2: Well if we can work that one out between us I’ll become a sales man giggle and I’ll make millions of pounds I don’t know I mean the, the people these skills are taught aren’t they over many years ehm how does trust evolve? I think ah I think first of all you’ve got to have a good feeling about the person that you’re dealing with so you meet somebody and they represent the company, yes you’ve said earlier what’s important the company or the person, well yes, but the person you see when you deal with the company is, is the person at the front so you know if you have a bad experience with them as far as you’re concerned you. You’re not gonna be interested in the company are you so that, talk to you about the question of trust ehm, I suppose when I go anywhere, if I speak to anybody somebody behind the bar, suddenly you know somebody who was pleasing, somebody who I think is I don’t know respectful and somebody who is trustworthy you just feel comfortable with I don’t think you can put it any further than that really yeah first of all and then you build up a you know you build up a sort of a bond with that person and it can strengthen from there depending on what they say but as soon as they say something that you think oh I’m not sure about that then they can detract from that so yeah
Interviewer: ok ehm how do you know when to trust someone?
JPM2: Yeah that’s very difficult yeah very difficult, I don’t, I don’t know that you can, it’s gut instinct I think
Interviewer: Ok what does the person have to do to gain your trust?
JPM2: ehm, oh blimey what does somebody have to do to gain my trust? That’s a very, very good question, I, it’s, I, I think, I mean, I don’t know I think you just have to make a judgement but based on life experiences and you know what I’m 47 now and I’ve been let down by people I’ve been helped by people and over a period of time you meet all different types and you have, you as a person you have to build up ehm a picture of who you feel comfortable with and you can learn to trust them
Interviewer: so you think it comes through experience?
JPM2: Well, yeah I think so because as a young lad you know people make mistakes don’t they, if you’re going out to do something for the very first time you make mistakes and it’s not that you and you can blindly as a young lad go out and talk to somebody and they can tell you the world is great and oh do this mate and that and that and you think yeah you look up to them cos you don’t know any better so I think it’s gotta be based on, on experiences ehm but also you gotta qualify that with facts, I think that’s also very important, when you talk to people you can question them I mean when I go up to people I might say well what do you think about such and such, I might ask them some questions which I know the answer to and depending on what they say you can build up a pitch of whether they’re telling they truth or not, so I think that comes into effect, honesty yeah, cos if you know you are somebody or something you’ve got a good memory and they one day they say to you one thing and then oh the other day they said something else so all these sort of things and then the other thing with trust I suppose really is, you trust people if you know that they come ehm I’m not, what’s the bets word to describe it, I mean in a business, it’s what backing they’ve got, what, what stock for one of a better word and it’s, it can be the same with people as well, they’ve come from a certain ehm oh I don’t know, I don’t know, but do you know what I’m trying to say?
Interviewer: yeah background?
JPM2: yeah well that’s 
Interviewer: mhm, ehm has your behaviour towards your bank changed since you started dealing with them?
JPM2: yeah because, well yes because of the services offered now 
Interviewer: ok so because of the products and services that they offer?
JPM2: yeah, yeah and obviously I earn, as you earn more money, they, they want to offer you more ehm that’s the behaviour, my behaviour.
Interviewer: and do you think of them differently now than maybe when you first started dealing with them?
JPM2: Yes I think when I first started, ehm joined, ehm when I first started dealing with the bank or any organisation really it was very much more stiffed up a lipped whereas now it’s more casual you know, I can’t remember the last time I went to a bank but I’m not even sure they wear suits anymore, I mean we don’t have to I mean I happen to, I mean I don’t wear a tie, it’s just loose, you know I’m just wearing it for the sake of it, you don’t have to, look around here, these are all bank people, you know so ehm yeah generally, it generally changed.
Interviewer: and why do you think it has changed?
JPM2: It’s become more relaxed, it’s become much, much more relaxed ehm why? I think the underlying reason is technology probably when you think back to the mid late 70’s with the big bang and all that sort of thing and ehm just the, just the way the Internet and home, home computing has I think that’s and also the competitive nature now you know probably came out of the 80’s, the fact when any, whenever you have a monopoly in any line of walk of life, they can dictate how things go but I think the fact that now you’ve got Tesco’s , you’ve got Sainsbury’s, you’ve got all these things, have made all these other banks and services ehm more competitive 
Interviewer: mhm ok ehm how important is the role of people for you when you are interacting with for example a bank? I mean you said earlier that you do a lot of online banking for example ehm obviously from that perspective it doesn’t seem that it’s very important to you, is it?
JPM2: no, it’s not, not really. It’s not important to me when I’m not dealing with them ehm but when I do need them I want to know that there’s somebody there that I can trust and that, that ehm you know they’re professional, well trained, reliable and all the rest of the things that we’ve been saying really
Interviewer: mhm and with the holiday company? I mean how important was personal interaction then?
JPM2: ah it was very important because if you, you know when you’re on holiday you’re ehm you’re relaxing and you want to enjoy, you wanna enjoy the experience and if you’ve got people around you that are helping you to do that then that’s very important you know smiling faces ehm, you know meals in the hotel are good, the standard of the room, the accommodation, meals in the hotel are good, the standard of the room, the accommodation ehm just that they’re providing a good service and not only, not only just providing a service but going, doing that extra little bit you know you can write down and define a standard anywhere you like, you can do it at work, I’ve got people that work for me and I can say well yeah that’s what I expect from you but the ones that achieve and that could go on are the ones that do that little bit more yeah and that’s the important thing it’s not just, it’s, it’s doing that extra little bit so I think that’s a bit
Interviewer: would you say, would you say that staff attitude is important to you?
JPM2: very, very, it, it, it’s vital yeah, it is all the things you’ve talked about are linked.
Interviewer: mhm and under what circumstances would you want to have a long term relationship with an organisation?
JPM2: Under what circumstances do I want to have a long term relationship with an organisation? Well, I have no problem with having a long term relationship cos they get to know you and you get to k now them ehm I when you say under what circumstances particular lines of business or what are you saying?
Interviewer: yeah what types of organisations for example would you want to have a long term relationship with?
JPM2: ehm, well with a financial organisation really cos you would hope that they can, because when you’re looking at money, you’re looking possibly over long term and you want somebody that’s dependable and that’s growing with you, you know and that can help you grow so yeah
Interviewer: mhm, ok, and under what circumstances would you not want to have a long term relationship with an organisation?
JPM2: if they let you down, if they let you down badly or if they became untrustworthy or they didn’t provide a reliable service you know like for instances with Lloyds now as I say, I mean with the one, the one problem or the one niggling problem, the loan I mean they provide a fantastic online banking service, there may be better services out there but it meets my needs and I’m comfortable with that ehm if they suddenly turned round and said well we’re sending all our people out to Mumbai which they have done and they’ve brought them back now, then suddenly I wanted to speak to somebody and I couldn’t ehm and I got frustrated with that then I’d wanna end that relationship and I’d want to go somewhere else
Interviewer: mhm are there any types or organisations that you would not want to have a relationship at all?
JPM2: there probably are quite a few yeah ehm I don’t, I don’t like these companies that do these extended mortgages you know these, these what do they call them oh you know ehm what’s they name, you know they’re always advertised on the telly where consolidation lines and these sort of things I wouldn’t want to be doing with them personally, maybe that’s because I’m in a position where I don’t need to but I don’t, I don’t like that ehm philosophy and you know in fact a lot of people in the press that have been associated with it have been criticised for it and their careers can be omitted through it because you know there’s goods and bads with all of these things you know ehm they tie you in and you’re caught so those sort of things I wouldn’t want to be caught with
Interviewer: Would you say, would you say you wouldn’t want to have a relationship with a holiday company?
JPM2: no, not necessarily, not necessarily ehm I think it comes back to the service that they’re providing, if you, if you know that, that they year in and year out are providing you with a services, with the holidays that you want and it comes back to your trust it’s all in here I mean if you feel confident, if you’ve build up a bond and you trust and they’re trustworthy and you know that you go to them and say look I wanna go two weeks to that part of the world and they give you a holiday they will have been out and checked the hotel out that they airline will be reliable 
Interviewer: yeah you’d hope so
JPM2: You’d hope so wouldn’t you, you’d hope so then yes it’s all about building up this creditability so yeah I yeah 
Interviewer: and as you said earlier, you are doing a lot of your banking online, what effect has the Internet had on your relationships with organisations, not just the bank, but generally?
JPM2: Yeah, well, of course it’s made it, it, it certainly made it easier to deal with people because say I’d borrowed money or I owed ehm I don’t know say I owed somebody a couple of hundred quid ehm I could wait until I next see them and I could give them a cheque but with online banking you can you know you can just get their details and transfer the money automatically and straight into their account you don’t have to worry about seeing them or giving them a cheque or anything like that ehm I can see instantly all my direct debits and things like that and how much is going out ehm so it has changed, it has changed it a lot, it’s the, its the viewing, the more flexible approach to viewing information and being able to get the services instantly yeah
Interviewer: mhm, great that’s it ehm I only need to know from you know I mean you said you’re 47, your education attainment?
JPM2: Ehm, HNC
Interviewer: ok and you’re employed by Chase?
JPM2: No I’m employed
Interviewer: mhm what do you do?
JPM2: I’m a unit security, I’m a team leader on the unit security team
Interviewer: great that’s it, well thank you very much




Development of Relationship Model/Matrix

1. Awareness of relationships				6. Staff attitude
Do individuals know they have relationships with organisations?		How staff treat consumers
2. Perceptions of what constitutes a relationship		7. Change of relationships
What do consumers understand by ‘relationship’	How do consumers think their relationships change?
3. Trust/ Loyalty/ Honesty				8. Change in behaviour
What is understood by ‘trust’	How does the consumer’s behaviour change towards an organisation?
4. Emotional vs. behavioural relationships			9. Evolution over time
Emotional attachment to a relationship vs. relationship characterised 	Do relationships build over time?
by behaviour
5. Personal Interaction/role of people			10. Product types -relationships
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Repeated interactions, Development of further trust, mutual exchange of communication

Potential end of relationship











Bond is strengthened, existing trust becomes stronger.





Building a bond, expectations are met and exceeded. Accumulative testing begins, each party involved starts giving more and more of themselves, more elements of trust are given.

Trust may be broken











Not much money involved, low perceived risk, not much thought goes into it prior to the purchase, e.g., supermarket, convenience 
LOW RISK/ LOW RELATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Travel &Tourism Organisations
Even if expensive, risk is contained, for the period of e.g. holiday, relational involvement is expected to be high
LOW RISK/ HIGH RELATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Once-in-a-lifetime purchases/ rare purchases

Lots of money involved, high risk
E.g. Buying a house, big purchases
HIGH RISK/ HIGH RELATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Financial organisations
Risk is expected (and potentially high as product is related to money and the safe-keeping of it) but due to nature of organisation in most cases low relational involvement expected, it’s explicit what can be expected.
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welcome/ unwanted relationships			Any further issues that may evolve change over time?					during discussion groups that seem of 
							importance to this study?
Applicability of same relationships to all
products
same products, different relationships?	
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